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ABSTRACT
One of the striking aspects of the American scene
in the second and third decades of the nineteenth century
was the proliferation of voluntary reform organizations.
Those which were formed in Boston, New York, and Philadel
phia have received historical attention; the vast number
of organizations which arose in the South have not.
Using Church records, contemporary pamphlets and
periodicals, legislative acts of incorporation, manuscripts,
and local histories, the author has traced these Southern
benevolent societies from their colonial and Revolutionary
origins to the late twenties, when a series of unsuccessful
national reform campaigns damaged the societies' credi
bility as a vehicle for reform.
The benevolent organizations arose for a number of
reasons. The destruction accompanying the Revolution,
Anglican disestablishment, and the rise of cities created
a need for new forms of poor relief. The theoretical
developments accompanying the War for Independence pro
duced a religio-republican ideology conducive to voluntary
reform. The growing denominational Church bodies pro
vided encouragement and gave most of the reform a decidedly
religious character.
Societies aimed at easing and eradicating urban
poverty were an important precursor of professional social
work. Sunday schools and tract distribution efforts laid
the foundations for universal public schooling. Moral
reform societies, growing out of traditions of lay dis
cipline within the Churches, promoted the middle-class
standards of behavior now associated with Victorianism.
Enlightenment theories of education and psychology were
enunciated and popularized to a far greater extent than
they had been in the previous century. Women gained their
first opportunity to deal directly and publicly with
social problems, independent of male direction, and yet
maintain their respectability.
In the South, slavery and the growing political
debates over its existence did weaken reform efforts. Many
of the leaders were men of Northern origins, increasingly
suspect unless they defended the "peculiar institution."
By the thirties, they had compromised much of the moral
power which had inspired organized reform. The concept of
democratic responsibility for solving social problem,
however, survived as an ideal to which Southern (and
Northern) society is as yet nominally, and at times actually,
dedicated.

HUMANITARIAN REFORM AND ORGANIZED BENEVOLENCE IN
THE SOUTHERN UNITED STATES, 1780-1830

CHAPTER 1
INTELLECTUAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL ORIGINS
OP ORGANIZED REFORM
I.

Organized Benevolence in the South—
Rationale for Study
One of the striking aspects of the American scene

of the second and third decades of the nineteenth century,
never of quite such visibility before or since, was the
proliferation of voluntary organizations of every size,
variety, and purpose.

They drew the attention of the

swarm of literate European

travelers who, in their pub

lished diaries and letters, dissected the American dream
and reality with such relish in the nation's first half
century.
Captain Marryat, with his characteristic ir
reverence, devoted a section of his Diary in America to
societies and organizations.

Alexis de Tocqueville, with

unmatched critical sense, probed and analyzed the pheno
mena in four chapters.

To borrow Arthur M. Schlesinger,

Sr.'s oft-quoted phrase, adolescent America was a "nation
of joiners," a country intoxicated with the application of

2

3
the corporate form to every social ill and patriotic
ambition.^
The corpus of professional literature of the past
two decades, which finally recognizes the importance of
organized benevolence in fields other than antislavery,
greatly furthers our knowledge of the evangelical reform
2
movement in the nation as a whole.
But it does not yet
provide a synthesis.

Historians of the general develop

ments of reform have failed to look beyond the secular
societies and have ignored developments beyond Boston,

Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America, ed.
by Phillips Bradley (N.Y., 1945), vol. 2, Book 2, Chapters
4-7; Frederick Marryat, A Diary in America, with Remarks
on its Institutions (N.Y., 1839), 223-30; Arthur M.
Schlesinger, "Biography of a Nation of Joiners," American
Historical Review, 50 (1944-45), 1-25.
2
The most valuable studies are: Lois J. Banner,
"The Protestant Crusade: Religious Missions, Benevolence,
and Reform in the United States, 1790-1840," (Ph.D. diss.,
Columbia University, 1970); John R. Bodo, The Protestant
Clergy and Public Issues, 1812-1848 (Princeton, N.J.,
1954); Charles C. Cole, Jr., The Social Ideas of the
Northern Evangelists. 1826-1860 (N.Y., 1954); Frank W.
Crow, "The Age of Promise, Societies for Social and Econo
mic Improvement in the United States, 1783-1815," (Ph.D.
diss., U. of Wisconsin, 1952); Charles I. Foster, An
Errand of Mercv: The Evangelical United Front. 1790-1837
(Chapel Hill, N.C., 1960); Clifford S. Griffin, Their
Brothers' Keepers; Moral Stewardship in the United States.
1800-1865 (New Brunswick, N.J., 1960); Michael J. Heale,
"Humanitarianism in the Early Republic: The Moral Re
formers of New York, 1776-1825," American Studies, 2
(1967), 161-75; Keith Melder, "Ladies Bountiful: Organ
ized Women's Benevolence in Early 19th-Century America,"
New York History. 48 (1967), 231-54; Raymond A. Mohl,
Poverty in New York. 1785-1825 (N.Y., 1971); Othniel A.
Pendleton, Jr., "The Influence of the Evangelical Churches
upon Humanitarian Reform: A Case-Study Giving Particular
Attention to Philadelphia, 1790-1840," (Ph.D. diss., U.
of Pennsylvania, 1945); Carol Smith Rosenberg, Religion
and the Rise of the American City; the New York City
Mission Movement. 1812-1870 (Ithaca, N.Y., 1971).

New York, and Philadelphia; historians of a particular
geographical area, or denomination, or reform, have failed
to place their studies within the broader national con
text.
In terms of geography, the most glaring deficiency
is the complete lack of scholarly attention given the sub
stantial reform impulse which materialized in the South.
In the land of slavery, from Delaware to Florida and west
to the Mississippi, benevolent organizations of bewil
dering variety proliferated in the first fifty years of
national existence.

As in the North, they laid the

foundations of public education, penology, public health
care, and poor relief? the self-confident moralism of the
evangelical reform campaigns permeated Southern as well as
Northern public opinion for two generations.
This omission in understandable.

The sources,

obscure pamphlets and religious periodicals, a scattering
of manuscript records, are inaccessible without exhaus
tive travel.

Southern culture, especially before the

ardent sectionalism of the 1850s, was derivative, pos
sessing little of the originality which attracts scholarly
attention.

On a superficial level, evangelical reform

had a universal appearance, North and South.
Conversely, historians of the South, in their
efforts to find deeply-rooted causes of the Civil War,
have overestimated the unique aspects of the section.
The distinctive elements were there, but they were com
plex; they brought about a modification, not an absence

of the cultural trends of the nation as a whole.

Although

the discontinuities were never as sharp as in the North,
this was also a land of regional peculiarities and modest
ethnic diversity.

Every Southern state gave birth to the

urban and small-town culture which spawned the religious
and educational institutions, the press, and the con
centrated reading public which became caught up in the
excitement of organized benevolence.
Prom a mere dozen organizations founded in the
colonial South, the majority of them mutual aid and
ethnic societies which only adopted general charitable
aims in the post-Revolutionary period, there materialized
well over a thousand societies in the ensuing half-century.
A handful of additional immigrant aid groups were aug
mented by dozens of mutual aid societies.

Close to one

hundred miscellaneous charity schools, orphan asylums, and
relief organizations were formed between 1776 and 1830.
Twenty-six abolition societies, ninety-seven auxiliaries
to the American Colonization Society, eleven organizations
for the aid of seamen, at least three anti-dueling
societies, and literally hundreds of Bible, missionary,
and tract organizations arose in the same period, not to
mention the somewhat artificial auxiliaries of denomina
tional societies which existed in the congregations of
each of the major Churches.

3

Hand-in-hand with the rest

3
See Appendix for the specific societies.

of the nation, the South went society-mad in the post
Revolutionary era.

Of negligible importance in global

terms, the organizational mania was a vital influence
upon the social and intellectual development in the
section itself.
The growth of these societies was intimately re
lated to the religious history of the nation, but church
historians have themselves clouded the picture.

By placing

such emphasis upon the eternal pietistic-rationalistic
divisions in American religious life, particularly
revivalism in the South, they have obscured the existence
of a middle ground.

From the days of Thomas Bray, James

Blair, Thomas Bacon, Edmund Botsford, and Samuel McCorkle
to that of Henry Holcombe, John Holt Rice, William Meade,
and Theodore Dehon, there were clergymen and laymen alike
of the highest educational backgrounds who were ardent
evangelical Christians as well; men devoted to both the
rational pursuit of knowledge and the spiritual assurances
of the millennial vision.

It was in this broad territory

between the arid rationalism of Unitarianism and the
tear-drenched emotionalism of the camp meeting that the
benevolent organizations took root and flourished.

Far

less distinct in denominational origin or affiliation
than particular church studies suggest, possessing little
originality, the hundreds of organized efforts gave rise
to, and were nurtured by thousands of would-be John
Howards, William Wilberforces, and Hannah Mores in the
land of slavery as well as to the North.

Their intel-

lectual approach and skillful use of the arts of public
persuasion gave them an influence far exceeding their
numbers.
Historians have also missed a great deal by over
looking the organic development of benevolence on the
local level.

With all their trumpetry and fanfare, the

national societies of the second and third decades of
the nineteenth century were, like the political parties
of the day, but loose coalitions of state and local
societies? they provided ideological leadership, but were
dependent upon local enthusiasm and financial support.
The national religious denominations which were behind
many of the later organized efforts were similarly de
centralized.

A half century after the adoption of the

Constitution, Alexis de Tocqueville could still speak of
the United States as an agglomeration of "twenty-four
small sovereign nations," of the Federal government as
"the exception; the government of the states as the
rule."^
Historical vision from the locality is revealing
in many ways.

It becomes clear that there was a con

tinuity between the mutual aid and relief organizations
and the societies with religious purposes— between the
Enlightenment approach of local efforts and the national
perfectionist campaigns of the late twenties.

The history

of the entire phenomenon of organized benevolence becomes

4
Tocqueville, Democracy in America, vol. 1, 61.

one characterized more by gradual evolution than sudden
developments; by continuity rather than by sudden inno
vation.

The rise of the humanitarian and organizing zeal

of the post-Revolutionary era was clearly not an effect
of the Great Revival.

It was far more than simply a

reaction to the French Revolutionary crisis.
From the vantage point of the community, the motive
of social control which John R. Bodo, Charles C. Cole,
and Clifford S. Griffin put forward as the essence of
evangelical "reform" does not deserve such exclusive
emphasis.

5

The complexity of motives becomes apparent.

In fact, ideology is greatly overshadowed by energy and
enthusiasm.

The efforts of laymen far outweigh the direct

influence of theoretical political economics and systematic
theology in the construction of "the benevolent empire."
II.

Revolutionary Origins of the Reform Impulse
All of the historical evidence points to a com

prehensive explanation of the nature and timing of the
rise of voluntary societies in the South emanating from
the American Revolution itself and from the accompanying
atmosphere of political and social instability.

The

timing and character of the rise of voluntary benevolent
5

Bodo, Protestant Clergy and Public Issues; Cole,
Social Ideas of the Northern Evangelists; Griffin, Their
Brothers1 Keepers. For a critical examination of the
thesis, see Lois J. Banner, "Religious Benevolence as
Social Control: A Critique of an Interpretation," Journal
of American History. 40 (1973-74), 23-41.

societies in the South as well as the North was to a large
extent determined by the post-Revolutionary political
adjustments of the early national period.

The perception

on the part of the humanitarian reformers of the practical
if not the theoretical realities of democratic society
to a considerable extent explains the widespread appeal
and influence which their organizations enjoyed in the
first three decades of the nineteenth century.

Limita

tions inherent in religious reform in general and in the
democratic republican system explain the failure of the
evangelical reform effort.

And, although unsuccessful in

its effort to create either earthly or heavenly perfec
tion, the evangelical reform impulse vastly furthered the
democratic process.
In the immediate sense, the war and the attainment
of political independence provided two of the precondi
tions for the widespread formation of benevolent societies.
On the destructive side, the combined pressure of wartime
disruptions, legal disabilities, economic hardship, and
demoralization decimated the Anglican parish system,
severely crippled a high percentage of dissenter con
gregations as well, and thereby destroyed the traditional
vehicles of public and private poor relief.

Barely

adequate at best in the colonial period, the poor relief
system had at least operated on a fairly intimate com
munity basis when lodged in the parish.

Transferral to

the more impersonal county unit and the outright dis-

10
appearance of congregational relief machinery created a
void which helps to explain the proliferation of charity
schools and relief organizations in the post-Revolutionary
era.

6
On the constructive side, however, the Revolutionary

period popularized the organizational techniques which
were essential for sustained charitable activity.

The

contractual experience exercised in the formation and
operation of town and congregation, fundamental to New
England life, had no counterpart in the eighteenth-century
South in other than isolated pockets of Dissenter strength.
What local institutions there were, the vestry, the
county judicial establishment, were of exterior appoint
ment and of markedly paternalistic character.

Therefore,

the organizational experience gained in the course of the

g

Gerald E. Hartdagen, "The Anglican Vestry in
Colonial Maryland: A Study in Corporate Responsibility,”
Historical Magazine of the Protestant Episcopal Church.
38 (1969), 349-60; Benjamin J. Klebaner, "Some Aspects
of North Carolina Public Poor Relief, 1700-1860," North
Carolina Historical Review, 31 (1954), 479-92; Howard
Mackey, "The Operation of the English Old Poor Law in
Colonial Virginia," Virginia Magazine of History and
Biography. 73 (1965), 29-40; Mackey, "Social Welfare in
Colonial Virginia: The Importance of the English Old
Boor Law," Hist. Mag. P.E. Church, 26 (1967), 359-82;
Arthur P. Middleton, "The Colonial Virginia Parish,"
Hist. Mag. P.E. Church. 40 (1971), 431-46; Edward J.
O'Brien, Child Welfare Legislation in Maryland, 1634-1936
(Washington, D.C., 1937); William H. Seiler, "The Anglican
Parish Vestry in Colonial Virginia," Journal of Southern
History. 22 (1956), 310-37; Frank W. Hoffer, Counties in
Transition. A Study of County Public and Private Welfare
Welfare Administration in Virginia (Charlottesville, Va.,
1929); Roy M. Brown, Public Poor Relief in North Carolina
(Chapel Hill, N.C., 1928), 1-68; Elizabeth Wisner, Social
Welfare in the South. From Colonial Times to World War I
(Baton Rouge, La., 1970), 11-52.

11
War for Independence and its consequential political con
solidation— the formation of committees of correspondence
and safety, militia units, provincial and state govern
ments, and religious bodies— possessed a significance of
far greater import than similar developments in the North.
The intellectual atmosphere of the post-Revolu
tionary Era could not have been more conducive to the rise
of benevolent organizations.

For the nation as a whole,

particularly for rural America, the march toward inde
pendence was very much an exercise in popular education.
The colonies were remarkably fortunate to effect their
political liberation in the naively confident age of the
Enlightenment.

Truth was seemingly obtainable, and poli

tical thought encompassed a breathtaking combination of
inherent truths which explained the very limits of human
existence.

An increasingly active popular press dis

seminated a political literature saturated with abstrac
tions formerly confined to the candlelit drawing rooms
and libraries of the gentry.

For the average man, the

age of Revolution and constitution making, accompanied as
it was by a proliferating newspaper and pamphlet litera
ture, became an era of educational uplift without pre
cedent.
reversal.

It was the sort of cultural change which defies
It created the rudiments of a thinking public

susceptible to the ideology of evangelical benevolence;
it established the techniques of popular intellectual
change which were so adaptable in the non-political realm.

12
The intellectual emphasis of Revolutionary scholar
ship in the past decade is particularly revealing of the
mentality of the generation which could tear down an
empire and construct a nation with equal proficiency.
Returning to the voluminous pamphlet literature in a
spirit willing to accept the sincerity if not the ac
curacy of American and British argument alike, Caroline
Robbins, Bernard Bailyn, Alan Heimert, and others have
mapped out the traditions, the literary devices, the very
thought patterns of Revolutionary Americans.

Whatever

revision the "New-Whig" school may earn in the next decade,
it has endowed the Revolutionary mind with an enduring
coherence.
7

7

See: Robert E. Shalhope, "Toward a Republican
Synthesis: The Emergence of an Understanding of Repub
licanism in American Historiography," William and Mary
Quarterly. 3rd Ser., 29 (1972), 49-80. Among the more
significant studies which delineate the Revolutionary
mentality are: Bernard Bailyn, The Ideological Origins of
the American Revolution (Cambridge, Mass., 1967); James M.
Banner, Jr., To the Hartford Convention: The Federalists
and the Origins of Party Politics in Massachusetts. 17891815 (N.Y., 1970); H. Trevor Colboum, The Lamp of Ex
perience: Whig History and the Intellectual Origins of the
American Revolution (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1965); Alan Heimert,
Religion and the American Mind: From the Great Awakening
to the Revolution (Cambridge, Mass., 1966); Edmund S.
Morgan, "The Puritan Ethic and the American Revolution,"
W.M.Q.. 3rd. Ser., 24 (1967), 3-43; Caroline Robbins, The
Eighteenth-Century Commonwealthman:
Studies in the
Transmission. Development, and Circumstances of English
Liberal Thought from the Restoration of Charles II until
the War with the Thirteen Colonies (Cambridge, Mass.,
1959); John E. Selby, "A Concept of Liberty," (Ph.D. diss.,
Brown University, 19 55); Gordon Wood, The Creation of the
American Republic. 1776-1787 (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1969);
Stephen G. Kurtz and James H. Hutson, eds.. Essays on the
American Revolution (Williamsburg, Va., 1973); Library of
Congress. Symposia on the American Revolution. The
Development of a Revolutionary Mentality (Washington, D.C.,
1972) .

13
Essentially political and constitutional in char
acter, the verbal warfare of the 1760s and 1770s was
strikingly moralistic in tone.

Applying the Biblical

concept of a chosen people to their own situation, drawing
upon a long tradition of dissenter and radical pamphlet
literature, employing the contemporary art of mining
history from presentist motives, the American colonists
conceived of the conflict as far more than a civil war.
They enunciated, perhaps to a greater extent than Bailyn
and company suggest, the deep current of moral uneasiness
which ran through the mainstream of British popular thought
as well as the intellectual fringes in the mid-eighteenth
century.

They expressed a deepfelt sense of guilt at a
g

debauched, immoral age which knew not its humble origins.
It was, of course, a mentality with roots deep in
classical and Biblical literature, providing an intellec
tual framework which could nourish any sense of discon
tent and give it historical form and dignity.

The

American Revolution was seen by participants as a struggle
for the life and death of political freedom— of civilization
Q

The moralism identified with the dissenter and
radical political theorists ran through much of the popu
lar and commonly used educational literature of the day
as well. The strain is very apparent in Seneca's Morals.
Cicero's Moral Duties, the satires of Horace and Juvenal,
the works of Stoic philosophers Epictetus and Marcus
Aurelius, as well as the Bible and works of the early
church fathers. Even popular literature, from Dryden and
Pope to Fielding, Goldsmith, Gentleman's Magazine, and the
hundreds of etiquette books and guides to pious behavior,
imparted a shallow moralism which undoubtedly contributed
to the Revolutionary mentality.

14
itself.

The mentality of moral crisis survived through

the Confederation period and well into the nineteenth
century and was an important aspect of the rationale for
organized benevolence and reform.
III.

Education for a Republican Society
It was in the Revolutionary period and the suc

ceeding half century that higher education in the South
and the nation as a whole developed.

Prom the single

fully-operating college in colonial Williamsburg, some
two dozen colleges and theological seminaries had been
founded and were flourishing in the South of 1830.
Secondary schools multiplied throughout the section.

And

with the expansion, there was a growing uniformity in
educational method and subject matter.

9

Moral Philosophy, the cornerstone of formal educa
tion in the post-Revolutionary era, was itself very much
a product of the Enlightenment.

As the persuasiveness of

modern reason pushed the medieval morality of fear into
intellectual oblivion, a secular system of ethics became
an inevitability.

The works of Wollaston, Shaftsburg,

Hutchinson, Hartley, Adam Smith, and others earned places
on the bookshelves of a handful of inquisitive Southerners
in the colonial period.

Locke's Essay Concerning

9
Albea Godbold, The Church College of the Old South
(Durham, N.C., 1944); D. G. Tweksbury, The Founding of
American Colleges and Universities before the Civil War
(N.Y., 1932).

15
Human Understanding (1690), delving into the nature of
moral thought, enjoyed a measure of popularity and, of
course, a pervasive indirect influence.^-0

But with the

development of a basic curriculum structure in the in
creasingly numerous educational institutions, mental
philosophy (the natural process of the mind) and ethics
became for the first time subjects of widespread systematic
inquiry in the South.
The subtleties of the arguments between the
Intellectual and the Common Sense Schools, between the
advocates of an innate "moral sense" and the Utilitarians,
went almost unnoticed by the educated public.

Historical

The two best studies of reading and libraries in
the South of the colonial and early national periods are:
Louis B. Wright, The First Gentlemen of Virginia: Intel
lectual Qualities of the Early Colonial Ruling Class (San
Marino, Cal., 1940); and Richard B. Davis, Intellectual
Life in Jefferson's Virginia, 1790-1830 (Chapel Hill, N.C.,
1964). There are numerous lists of personal libraries,
culled from wills and estate inventories, which have been
printed in local and state historical publications. A
comprehensive guide to those of Virginia greatly assists
the researcher: David Gillespie and Michael H. Harris,
"No. 4, A Bibliography of Virginia Library History,"
Journal of Library History. 6 (1971), 72-90. See also:
Joe W. Kraus, "Private Libraries in Colonial America,"
Journal of Library History, 9 (1974), 31-53; William S.
Powell, "Patrons of the Press: Subscription Book Pur
chases in North Carolina, 1733-1850," North Carolina
Historical Review. 39 (1962), 423-99; E. Millicent Sowersby,
comp.. Catalogue of the Library of Thomas Jefferson
(Washington, D.C., 1952-59), 5 vols.; Julia C. Spruill,
"The Southern Lady's Library, 1700-1776," South Atlantic
Quarterly, 34 (1935), 23-41; Helen R. Watson, "The Books
They Left: Some 'Liberies' in Edgecombe County, 17331783," N.C. Hist. Rev., 48 (July, 1971), 245-57; Joseph T.
Wheeler, "Books Owned by Marylanders, 1700-1776," Maryland
Historical Magazine. 35 (1940), 336-53; Wheeler, "Reading
Interests of Maryland Planters and Merchants, 1700-1776,"
Md. Hist. Mag.. 37 (1942), 26-41, 291-310; Wheeler,
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emphasis has been placed upon the Scottish Common Sense
tradition which Isaac Woodbridge Riley likened to "a kind
of intellectual glacier, an overwhelming mass of cold
dogma which moved slowly southward and ground out all
opposition.11^

Transmitted by the network of Presbyterian

educators who dominated many of the Southern schools and
colleges, the Princeton moral philosophy of John Wither
spoon and Samuel Stanhope Smith was provided a wide
audience.

Merely as example, William Graham at Washington

College in Lexington, Virginia, and David Caldwell at
Chapel Hill, North Carolina, transmitted their own lec
ture notes of Witherspoon to a generation of college
students.

Smith had himself served as first Rector of

Hampden-Sydney Academy; his brother, John Blair Smith,
was the first president of the post-war college.

Samuel

Doak, who was exposed to both Smith and Graham in the
Prince Edward County institution and to President Wither
spoon at Princeton, presented a series of "Lectures on
Human Nature" throughout a teaching career at Washington
College and Tusculum Academy in Tennessee which were

"Reading interests of the Professional Classes in Colonial
Maryland, 1700-1776," Md. Hist. Mag.. 36 (1941), 184201, 281-301.
■^Isaac Woodbridge Riley, American Thought from
Puritanism to Pragmatism and Beyond (N.Y., 1923), 121.
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published after his death for continued classroom use.

12

But exclusive emphasis should not be placed on the
Presbyterians or the Common Sense School.

Primarily

because of its one-volume length and wide availability,
William Paley's Principles of Moral and Political Phil
osophy (1785) was the basic textbook for Moral Philosophy
courses on secondary and college level in the early nine
teenth century.

James Beattie's Elements of Moral Science

(1813) and Thomas Brown's Lectures on the Philosophy of
the Human Mind (1824 ed.) alone among works in the field
were published in the South; their length made them
prohibitive for student use, but they became widely
available through circulating libraries.
12

13

Samuel Doak, Lectures on Human Nature. Adapted
to the Use of Students at Colleges. Academies, or in Other
Schools, or in Private. To which is Added an Essay on
Life, by Rev. John W. Doak (Jonesborough, Tenn., 1845).
The standard article on Princeton's expanding influence
in the South is: Donald R. Come, "The Influence of Prince
ton on Higher Education in the South before 1825," W.M.Q.,
3rd Ser., 2 (1945), 359-96.
13
James Beattie, Elements of Moral Science (Balti
more, Md., 1813), 2 vols. in 1; Thomas Brown, Lectures on
the Philosophy of the Human Mind (Philadelphia, Charleston,
etc., 1824), 3 vols.; William Paley, Principles of Moral
and Political Philosophy (Boston, Mass., 1810). Paley
went through 18 editions in the United States between
1794 and 1830. Ralph R. Shaw and Richard H. Shoemaker,
et al.. eds., American Bibliography . . . American
Imprints, 1801-1830 (N.Y. and Metuchen, N.J., 1958-1972).
See the following studies for a picture of the
discipline of Moral Philosophy:
Sydney E. Ahlstrom,
"The Scottish Philosophy and American Th’
eology," Church
History. 24 (1955), 257-72; Norman S. Fiering, "President
Samuel Johnson and the Circle of Knowledge," W.M.Q., 3rd.
Ser., 27 (1971), 199-236; Daniel W. Howe, The Unitarian
Conscience: Harvard Moral Philosophy. 1805-1861 (Cam
bridge, Mass., 1970); James L. McAllister, "John Wither-
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Until Francis Wayland's Elements of Moral Science
(1835) and Jonathan Dymond's Essays on the Principles of
Morality (1834) were made universally available by the
great national publishing houses which arose in the
thirties, dissatisfaction with sources for teaching the
subject was widespread.

14

Witherspoon's and Smith's

Lectures were both published at the conclusion of their
teaching careers but in obscure and limited editions.

15

Paley's marked utilitarian emphasis consistently bothered
evangelicals who used his work out of necessity only.

A

correspondent of the Virginia Evangelical and Literary
Magazine (1827) lamented that "Locke is antiquated;
Stewart is incomplete; and yet very much filled with

spoon: Academic Advocate for American Freedom," in
Stuart C. Henry, ed., A Miscellany of American Christianity,
Essays in Honor of H. Shelton Smith (Durham, N.C., 1963);
Robert C. McLean, George Tucker: Moral Philosopher and
Man of Letters (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1961); James H. Nichols,
"John Witherspoon on Church and State," Journal o f '
Presbyterian History. 42 (1964), 166-74; Richard J.
Petersen, "Scottish Common Sense in America, 1768-1850:
An Evaluation of its Influence," (Ph.D. diss., American
University, 1963); Douglas Sloan, The Scottish Enlighten
ment and the American College Ideal (N.Y., 1971); Leslie
Stephen, History of English Thought in the Eighteenth
Century. 3rd. ed.. (N.Y., 1927), 2 vols.; William Whewell,
Lectures on the History of Moral Philosophy in England
(London, 1852).
14

Jonathan Dymond, Essays on the Principles of
Morality, and on the Private and Political Rights and
Obligations of Mankind (N.Y., 1834); Francis Wayland. The
Elements of Moral Science (N.Y., 1835).
15

John Witherspoon, Lectures on Moral Philosophy
and Eloguence (Phila., 1810, and 1822); Samuel Stanhope
Smith, The Lectures Corrected and Improved, which have
been Delivered for a Series of Years in the College of
New Jersey; On the Subjects of Moral and Political Phil
osophy (Trenton, N.J., 1812), 2 vols.
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metaphysical controversy, which is as uninteresting to
such students, as it is unintelligible; and Brown is too
voluminous and expensive . . . "

16

But in spite of difficulties in obtaining satis
factory source materials and a certain amount of individual
variation, the lectures in Moral Philosophy, which in
American institutions became the primary teaching respon
sibility of the college president, left a permanent im
print upon American culture.

Although they presented few

ideas which were new or controversial, they systematized
and popularized Enlightenment thought to an unprecedented
degree among educated Southerners.

The lectures in Moral

Philosophy encouraged a fairly universal mental approach
to social problems which cut across political and denom
inational lines and provided a structure and a scientific
appearance for the nationalistic moralism of the Revolu
tion.

At the same time, they created a mental framework

with which a second generation of American "patriots"
could carry the democratic crusade of the battlefield into
the humanitarian reform efforts of the new century.
The subject matter of Moral Philosophy was broad
indeed.

Witherspoon defined it as "an inquiry into the

nature and grounds of moral obligation by reason, as
distinct from revelation," and then devoted his lectures
16
Theodosius, "Review of the Cultivation of Female
Intellect in the United States," Virginia Evangelical and
Literary Magazine, 10 (1827), 305.
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to proving that there was no incompatability between the
two? Paley described it as "that Science which teaches
17
men their duty, and the reasons of it."
Until well into
the nineteenth century, this encompassed the analysis and
classification of not only mental and bodily action, but
man in civil society as well as personal ethics.
A growing number of Americans were provided with
their first popular lesson in psychology, and they seized
upon this apparent key to the mysteries of human behavior
with all the excitement of the Freudian popularizers of
our own century.
17

Alexander Murphy, in his 1817 Report

Jonathan Witherspoon, Lectures on Moral Philosophy
(Princeton, N.J., 1912), 1? Paley, Moral Philosophy (Bos
ton, 1810), 23.
For evidence of the importance of the Moral
Philosophy course, and particularly of Paley's text, see:
Alexander Campbell, Editor, "Letter," April 7, 1825,
Christian Baptist, 2 (1824-25), 236-40; Doak, Lectures on
Human Nature; William H. Foote, Sketches of Virginia,
Historical and Biographical (Phila., 1855), 460-62;
Lafayette Female Academy, Lexington, Ky., Visit of General
Lafayette to the Lafayette Female Academy, in Lexington,
Kentucky, May 16. 1825. and the Exercises in Honour of the
Nation's Guest: Together with a Catalogue of the Instruc
tors, Visitors, and Pupils of the Academy (Lexington, Ky.,
1825), 74-75; David J. McChord?, A Review of the Plan of
Education in South Carolina (Columbia, S.C., 1821), 1819? Archibald DeBow Murphy, An Oration Delivered in
Person Hall. Chapel Hill, on the 27th of JUne. 1827, the
Day Previous to the Commencement, under the Appointment of
the Dialectic Society, 2nd ed. (Raleigh, N.C., 1843), 18;
South-Carolina Society, Charleston, General Plan of
Education Appointed for the South Carolina Society's Male
Academy. July, 1827 (Charleston, S.C., 1827), 3-4? Alva
Woods, intellectual and Moral Culture. A Discourse
Delivered at his Inauguration as President of Transylvania
University, Oct. 13th, 1828 (Lexington, Ky., 1828), 2-4;
Course of Studies, in Transylvania University. Lexington.
Kentucky (Lexington, Ky., 1830); Kentucky, Report on the
Transylvania University and Lunatic Asylum (Lexington, Ity.,
1824?), 16; Second Examination of the Class of Moral
Philosophy, December 11, 1826, University of Virginia, Ms.,
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va.
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on Education to the legislature of North Carolina, voiced
this spirit of expectation in the typically stilted
language of the day:
The philosophy of the mind, which in
ages preceeding had been cultivated
only in its detached branches, has of
late years received form and system in
the schools of Scotland. This new
science promises the happiest results.
It has sapped the foundation of scepti
cism by establishing the authority of
those primitive truths and intuitive
principles, which form the basis of
all demonstration; it has taught to
man the extent of his intellectual
powers, and marking the line which
separates truth from hypothetical con
jecture, has pointed out to his view
the boundaries which Providence has
prescribed to his enquiries. It has
determined the laws of the various fac
ulties of the mind, and furnished a
system of philosophic logic for con
ducting our enguiries in every branch
of knowledge.1°
In the field of education, the theories of cogni
tion stemming from Locke placed great emphasis upon
exercising the various parts of the mind (reason, moral
sense) by repetitive use of proper example.

As Thomas

Brown expressed a modified version of Hartley's "Theory
of Associations,"
It is not merely, therefore, by having
traced, more accurately than others,
the consequences of vice and virtue,
as affecting the general character,
that the lover of moral science strength
ens his admiration of virtue, and his
18
Archibald DeBow Murphy, Report on Education Sub
mitted to the Legislature of North Carolina. 1817 (Raleigh,
N.C., 1818?), 17-19.
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abhorrence of vice. But by the frequent consideration of virtue, together
with its constant misery, the notions
of these become so permanently and so
deeply associated, that future virtue
appears almost like happiness about to
be enjoyed and future vice like approach
ing misery. The dread of misery, and
the love of happiness, which are essen
tially principles of moral conduct,
that operate, before reflection, with
the rapidity, and almost with the energy
of instincts— and that, after reflec
tion, add to our virtuous resolutions
a force and stability, which, as results
of mere reasoning they could not pos
sess .
Virtuous example and illustration; repetition.

The formula

shaped school curricula, tracts and text books for a
century.
The participants in organized reform activity
reveled in their new-found knowledge, crudely manipulating
their science of human action with the self-satisfied
enthusiasm of children with a new toy.

The poor could be

tricked into respectability, the sinner into the paths of
righteousness!

If pride is the reigning vice of the

world, use it to the Lord's advantage.

Vain desires for

the glitter of an education can lure the child of de
generacy away from the degrading atmosphere of home;
sending him back a pious Christian can reform the entire
family.

Always stay one step ahead of the charitable

19

Brown, Lectures on the Philosophy of the Human
Mind, vol. 1, 36. For an interesting discussion of the
theory of association of ideas by a native scholar, see:
Joseph Buchanan, The Philosophy of Human Nature (Richmond,
Ky., 1812), 129-83.
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recipient, catering to his vanities in a way which will
form unconsciously virtuous habits.
Sell a Bible to a poor man rather than give it to
him and he obtains not only a Bible, but an incipient
habit of religious benevolence, and his pride to boot.
Entrust sunday school teaching to young men and women
and watch the responsibility turn them into adults, their
pious teachings turn them into church members.

As Leigh

Richmond, the immensely popular English writer of moral
tales, phrased it, "In the schools of spiritual charity,
the teachers are taught, the benefactors are benefitted,
the comforters are comforted; and the visits of mercy to
man are repaid by visits of mercy from God."

20

This Anglo-Scottish educational tradition shaped
the methods of the evangelical reformers in their every
undertaking, but it did more than this.

It provided a

scientific basis for all of the fears of social decay
and corruption which haunted the Revolutionary generation.
It gave reasoned intellectual expression to the emotion20

Leigh Richmond, Memoir of Miss Hannah Sinclair
(Baltimore, Md., 1822), p. 42. The same idea was presented
by a Presbyterian visitor to Charles Fenton Mercer's
sunday school in Essex Co., Virginia, when describing
the effects of such activity on the teachers:
". . . i f
we attempt publicly to inculcate upon others the neces
sity of fulfilling our moral and religious duties, we
necessarily become, if not more active in conscientious
performance of them, at least, more circumspect in
avoiding their open, positive violation: and this avoid
ance of evil, is the incipient step to the doing of good."
Anonymous Presbyterian clergyman, March 30, 1820, "The
following Account of a Sunday School in the upper end of
Essex County . . . ," Va. Evan, and Lit. Mag.. 3 (1820), 241.
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alism which had generated the military and political
struggle.
The half century between 1765 and 1820 was an era
of more intense crisis than any period of American his
tory, in good part because of the Enlightenment ethics
popularized by the moral philosophers of the day.

A

generation which was indoctrinated in social and political
theory, in the principles of morality, and in aesthetics
within the unified framework of the Moral Philosophy
course, was hardly capable of compartmentalizing this
knowledge in later life.

All areas of human thought and

action were viewed in moral terms.

To the educated

American as well as to the uneducated man, the political
sphere blended into religious and social life.

Crisis

in any area carried over to all others.
The Moral Philosophy courses, borrowing heavily
upon the mechanistic political theory of Montesquieu and
DeLolme, hammered upon the idea of the delicacy of
political balance.

They underlined the need to guard

carefully against luxury and extremism? they placed primary
emphasis upon the duties, not the rights, of citizenship.
The entire approach of the late eighteenth-century
moralists confirmed Lockean emphasis upon environment and
education as the formative influences upon personal and
social development.

The minutiae of child rearing,

educational method, and public behavior took on national
importance as both determinants and measurements of national
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character and morality.

Purification of the infant and

adolescent environment, seen as mildly desirable in the
worldly atmosphere of the mid-eighteenth century, became
a matter of vital concern.

Foolish rhymes and mindless

nurses must be kept from perceptive infants; impres
sionable children from the grasp of debauched parents.
Sumptuary legislation, in fact the entire negative strain
which runs throughout the evangelical reform tradition,
could be justified on scientific authority.
No conviction was stated with more frequency or
unanimity than the absolute necessity of public virtue.
The state and society is only as good as its members.
The idea of political well-being as a consequence of
personal morality was basic to classical and Biblical
political theory, but it took on added meaning in a gigan
tic republic whose downfall was predictable on the basis
of the whole corpus of European political science.

As

Henry Holcombe stated in 1803, "without virtue, there can
be no liberty.

At least, it is allowed, on all hands,

that a large Republic especially, cannot long subsist
without virtue."

21

Personal freedom and the longevity of

the state were seen to be directly proportional to the
moral responsibility of the citizenry.

And the theological

trend denying God a direct role in human affairs only

^"4lenry Holcombe, "Address to the Friends of
Religion, of Civil Government," Georgia Analytical
Repository. 1 (1802-3), 230.
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heightened the necessity of popular standards of behavior.
Even for a colonial environment accustomed to
economic growth, to mobility of population, and to rapid
cultural change, the Revolutionary era and the succeeding
decades were a period of intense disruption and mental
anguish.

The Declaration of Independence, viewed at the

time as the culmination of a decade of political activity,
was in many ways but the act of raising the lid to
Pandora's Box.

Only from hindsight do the crises of the

early national period take on any sort of orderly pro
gression in the evolution from colonial dependence to
democratic independence.

To contemporaries, embroiled

as well in the emotionalism of the Napoleonic conflict,
the institutional changes and intellectual compromises
which were forced upon them by an invisible logic were
excruciating.
This sense of crisis was far more than a figment
of the Enlightenment mind, however.

Extralegal bodies

on local and state level in every colony were compelled to
legitimize their assumption of political power.

On the

state and national levels, practical politics became
indeed an exercise in the essential theories of social and
political organization as the very constitutions of state
and nation were formulated and amended.
The vast majority of the humanitarian reform efforts
which did materialize in such profusion between 1776 and
1830 were rooted in this same spirit of anxiety which per

meated the political world; on the impersonal level, in
fear of national well-being and whether the country pos
sessed the strength to survive; on the personal level, in
religious doubts, economic insecurity, and the gnawing
rootlessness of urban growth.

The Enlightenment mentality,

so thoroughly ingrained in the educated men and women of
the day by means of the contemporary system of moral
education, gave these anxieties definition and laid out
solutions in no uncertain terms.

It propagated the

audaciously naive sense of confidence which would char
acterize nineteenth-century reform.
IV.

The Millennial Vision
For the vast majority of those who actively par

ticipated in the organized reform activities of the
period, this composite of doubts and fears of the early
national period were expressed in religious terms.
Religious faith provided a sense of dedication, of com
pulsion, which was rarely found in "men of the world."
The urgency of the Revolutionary crisis, if a
disastrous influence upon church organization, sowed the
seeds of religious rebirth.

The Methodist and Baptist

revivals, which burned across the Southern rural land
scape in the late 1770s and the 1780s, led, by a somewhat
tortuous chain of events, to the Revival of 1800.

This,

the Great Revival, set a tone of Southern Protestantism
as a whole, which is yet apparent.
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It was not in its most direct manifestations, the
development of the Methodist and Separate Baptist move
ments, however, that the religious reawakening of the
period was to be felt in organized reform and benevolence.
The legacy of The Great Revival was far too individual
istic:

the revivalistic denominations were incapable of

transposing beliefs in almost magical change on the per
sonal level to the wider social context.
One clear result of the anxieties of the period,
obviously tied to the rising nationalistic vision in the
political sphere, was a growing millennial strain in
religious life.

It was present in the outdoor meetings

led by Methodist and Baptist itinerants in the War years
and seems to have been largely responsible for the wave
of slave manumissions which they encouraged; it was
present at the campgrounds of 1800 to 1805.

But more

importantly for the history of organized reform and
benevolence, it also permeated the thought of the edu
cated clergy as well, adding to the secular sense of
mission which the War and the intellectual atmosphere of
the age had brought forth.
Ernest Lee Tuveson, in his Millennium and Utopia
(1949) and Redeemer Nation (1968), Alan Heimert in his
controversial Religion and the American Mind (1966), and
a growing number of historians have taken new interest
in apocalypticism, particularly in the Biblical concept
of the millennium.

Long recognized as a basic element of

revival enthusiasm, the idea of the imminence of the
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"final things" of the Books of Daniel and Revelations has
emerged in the past decade of historical study as a
legitimate, in fact vitally important, element of even the
most intellectually respectable wings of early American
Protestantism.

The obscure treatises on the millennium

by Jonathan Edwards, by Samuel Hopkins, and others, pre
viously dismissed as exercises in theological specula
tion, are being dusted off and convincingly re-evaluated
as works of serious intent and widespread impact.

Like

frontier revivalism, millennialism was responsive to
popular anxieties and subject to the self-generative
process of escalating enthusiasm.
22

.
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.

Sacvan Bercovitch, "Typology m Puritan New
England: The Williams-Cotton Controversy Reassessed,"
American Quarterly, 19 (1967), 166-91; Charles C. Goen,
"Jonathan Edwards: A New Departure in Eschatology,"
Church History. 28 (1959), 25-40; Alan Heimert, Religion
and the American Mind, From the Great Awakening to the
Revolution (Cambridge, Mass., 1966); William G. McLoughlin,
"The American Revolution as a Religious Revival: The
Millennium in One Country," New England Quarterly, 40
(1967), 99-110; Perry Miller, "The End of the World," in
Errand into the Wilderness (N.Y., 1956), 217-40; Perry
Miller, The Life of the Mind in America from the Revolution
to the Civil War (N.Y., 1965); David E. Smith, "Millenarian
Scholarship in America," American Quarterly, 17 (1965),
535-49; Stephen J. Stein, "A Notebook on the Apocalypse
by Jonathan Edwards," W.M.Q., 3rd Ser., 29 (1972), 623-34;
Peter Toon, ed., Puritans, the Millennium, and the Future
of Israel: Puritan Eschatology, 1600-1660 (Cambridge,
Eng., 1970); Ernest Lee Tuveson, Millennium and Utopia.
A Study in the Background of the Idea of Progress (Berkeley,
Cal., 1949); Tuveson, Redeemer Nation, The Idea of
America's Millennial Role (Chicago, 111, 1968); Ira V.
Brown, "Watchers for the Second Coming: The Millenarian
Tradition in America," Mississippi Valley Historical
Review, 39 (1952-53), 441-58; J. P. Maclear, "The Republic
and the Millennium," in Ellwyn A. Smith, ed.. The Religion
of the Republic (Phila., 1971), 183-216; Fred J. Hood,
"Presbyterianism and the New American Nation, 1783-1826:
A Case Study of Religion and National Life," (Ph.D. diss..
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Although clearly visible at the height of the
Great Awakening and the Southern revivals of the 1770s,
1780s, and 1800 to 1805, it was in the second decade of
the nineteenth century that millennialism, as an intel
lectual movement, rose to a crescendo.

The vision per

vades the organizational work of the religious and
humanitarian reforms, giving it much of its sense of
urgency and importance.
Of course, the belief in a tangible millennium was
predicated upon a providential view of history.

If one

were to search through the vast literature of reform for
the Biblical text most widely quoted by participants,
Matthew XVI, 1,2,3, would appear at every turn:
hypocrites 1

"0 ye

ye can discern the face of the sky, but can

ye discern the signs of the times?"
The Presbyterians, with a tradition and literature
reaching back into their seventeenth-century Scottish
past and strong American roots in the age of Whitefield,
were most vocal in their enunciations of the providential
view of current history.

But the primary source was the

Bible, and if less eloquent, less defined, and less
frequent, allusions documents the vitality of a literal
providential interpretation throughout Southern Protes
tantism.

The rationalism of the eighteenth century did

Princeton University, 1968); Robert K. Whalen, "Millenarianism and Millennialism in America, 1790-1880," (Ph.D.
diss., S.U.N.Y., Stony Brook, N.Y., 1972).
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result in a growing tendency to find God's intercession
through natural rather than supernatural means.

But if

suggesting that God generally worked through man took a
degree of the mystery from the Deity, it endowed human
action with enhanced prophetic consequences.
The comparisons were often quite specific and
direct.

In a published sermon of 1795, the Rev. Samuel

Eusebius McCorkle of North Carolina cast the United
States in the role of the new Israel and equated manna
with paper currency and the victory of Yorktown with the
fall of Jerico.

23

The War of 1812 brought out the full dimensions
of the providential view.

At the outset in 1812, "A

True Republican" of Baltimore warned of God's retribution:
Which side, then, is Providence likely
to favor? . . . If the English throng
the houses of God, whilst we throng
play houses, or houses of ill-fame; if
they crowd their communion tables,
whilst we crowd the gaming tables or
festal board; if they pray whilst we
curse; if they fast, whilst we get drunk,
and keep the Sabbath, whilst we pol
lute it; if they shelter under the
protection of heaven, whilst our own
chief attention is to our troops, we
are in danger . . . great danger.
23

Samuel Eusebius McCorkle, The Comparative Happi
ness and Duty of the United States of America. Contrasted
with Other Nations. Particularly the Isrealites (Halifax,
N.C., 1795), 5-42.
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The Bible and the Sword; or, the Appointment of
the General Fast Vindicated: in an Address to the Citi
zens of America; Concerning the Propriety of Opposing
British Piracy and Outrage, and of Fasting when the
Sword is Drawn for that Purpose (Baltimore, Md., 1812).

The Rev. John Matthews, portraying the burning of
Washington as a punishment of God, compared Gen. Ross to
Cyrus of Persia.

25

Rev. James Inglis had no second

thought about ascribing to Providence the successful
defense of Baltimore in a sermon to the very soldiers
involved.

He told the First Regiment of Artillery,

Baltimore militia, that "It was he who covered your head
in the day of battle, and planted your feet in proud
security on the heights of honour."

26

Rev. Charles Coffin

of Tennessee suggested a direct correlation between battle
field successes and popular attention to God.

As surely

as the defeat of the initial Canadian campaign was at
tributable to "vain self-dependence," the successes on the
Lakes and at New Orleans were the result of official
27
proclamations of days of humiliation and prayer.
The
Virginia Episcopal Convention of 1817 described the War
as punishment for "total neglect of God, the abandonment
of his worship, the ruin and destruction of his temples,
the profanation of his word, the contempt of his revela-

25

John Matthews, The Divine Purpose Displayed m
the Works of Providence and Grace (Richmond, Va., 1825),
48-49.
26
James Inglis, A Discourse delivered in the First
Presbyterian Church in the City of Baltimore. Lord's Day
Morning October 2. 1814 (Baltimore, Md., 1814), 18.
27

Charles Coffin, A Sermon, Delivered in Roqersville. April 13, 1815 . . . for the Restoration of Peace
(Rogersville, Tenn., 1815), 7-9.
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tion, the pursuit of all follies, the practice of all
impieties."

28

Rev. John E. Latta of Delaware provided a summation
of the classical providential view of the conflict.
God had long bestowed upon us peculiar
blessings, blessings far surpassing
those vouchsafed to any other nation.
But we neither recognized the author
nor suitably improved the blessings.
God therefore, withdrew them from us
for a time, that he might shew us our
dependence upon him, and convince us
of the sin of abusing his mercies.
There was in the South of the period, as in most
societies in time of stress, a lunatic fringe which went
beyond the providential outlook to real apocalypticism.
28

Protestant Episcopal Church Convention, 1817.
"Journals of the Conventions of the Protestant Episcopal
Church in the Diocese of Virginia from 1785 to 1835,
inclusive," 116-17. Published as an Appendix to Francis
L. Hawks, A Narrative of Events Connected with the Rise
and Progress of the Protestant Episcopal Church in Virginia
(N.Y., 1836. vol. 1 of "Contributions to the Ecclesiasti
cal History of the United States of America").
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John E. Latta, A Sermon Preached at Newcastle,
on the 13th Day of April; A Day Recommended by the Presi
dent of the United States to be Observed as a Day of
Public Thanksgiving and Praise to God for the Restoration
of Peace (Wilmington, Del., 1815); for similar expressions,
see: Presbyterian Church. Synod of Virginia. Minutes,
vol. 4 (1813-21), Ms. on film, Union Theological Seminary,
Richmond Va., 52-65; Francis Scott Key, An Oration.
Delivered before the Washington Society of Alexandria
(Alexandria, Va., 1814), 1-15. For a general study of
clerical reaction to the War of 1812, based primarily on
Northern sources, see: William Gribbin, "The Covenant
Transformed: The Jeremiad Tradition and the War of 1812,"
Church History. 40 (1971), 297-305; Gribbin, "American
Episcopacy and the War of 1812," Hist. Mag. P. E. Church.
38 (1969), 25-36; Gribbin, "The War of 1812 and American
Presbyterianism: Religion and Politics During the Second
War With Britain," Journal of Presbyterian History. 47
(1969), 320-39.
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Adam Freeman, onetime schoolmaster, preacher, would-be
faith healer, and lawyer, of Lexington, Virginia, of the
1790s, supposedly wandered the South in beard and white
cloak, preaching of the millennium until returning to
his senses and legal practice in the deep South.
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A

thoroughly insane Jonathan Brunt, in a remarkable pam
phlet published in Knoxville in 1809, predicted a "Chris
tian revolution which would entirely remove the very great
domestic disorders, which at present, infest personal
civil society."

31

Nimrod Hughes of Richmond, in A Solemn

Warning . . . (1811) announced God's personal revelation
of the world's end on June 4, 1812.
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The ravings of the last two men, however, were
symptomatic of a growing millennial strain within the
mainstream of Southern religious thought.

Men of the

early nineteenth century were not so far removed from the

30

James W. Alexander, The Life of Archibald
Alexander (N.Y., 1854), 231-32.
31

Jonathan Brunt, The Little Medly. Containing
Short Remarks on the Genuine Principles and Exhalted
Spirit of the Glorious Gospel of the New Testament (Knox
ville, Tenn., 1809). Brunt was indeed a troubled man.
He noted that even before his immigration in 1794, neigh
bors had called him "crazy or insane." In the pamphlet,
which is mostly unintelligible, he describes "She-Cains"
trying to force him into marriage and plots to force him
to consume poison and human flesh. He had petitioned
Pres. Madison for "additional good laws against personal
domestic corruption, consisting of all sorts of illegal
intrigues."
32
Nimrod Hughes, A Solemn Warning to All Dwellers
Upon Earth (Martinsburg, Va., 1811).
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age of seeming miracles and popular superstition as to be
oblivious to extraordinary phenomena within the natural
or human world, and 1811 provided more than its share of
surprises.

As early as January 29, Parson Weems, in his

introduction to God's Revenge Against Gambling (1811),
warned that "It is high time for the Inhabitants of these
Southern states at least, to open their eyes, and look
around them; for never ;

ca the days of Noah and his

second Dove have the judgments of God stalked so fearfully
as they have done through our land in these latter times."
(He noted the unprecedented appearance of floods, caterpillars, tornadoes, and yellow fever.)
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Between Decem

ber 16 and 23, eighty-nine separate earthquakes were
reported in the Southwest, the reverberations of which
could be felt from Georgia to Pennsylvania.

Entire for

ests were uprooted, islands destroyed, and rivers diverted.
Explosions of natural gas were heard for hundreds of
miles.

A week later, the Richmond theater burned, con

suming Virginia's governor and seventy-two of her leading
34
citizens.

Mason Locke Weems. God's Revenge aqainst Gamblinq,
2nd. ed. (Phila., 1812), 5-6.
34
See Walter B. Posey, "The Earthquake of 1811
and Its Influence on Evangelistic Methods in the Churches
of the Old South," Tennessee Historical Magazine. 2nd
Ser., 1 (1931), 107-14; James Muir, "Repentance, or Rich
mond in Tears," Ten Sermons (Alexandria, Va., 1812), 3971.
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It was more than enough to turn the most resolute
sinners to thoughts of repentance.

In Asheville, North

Carolina, noted in the state for decades as a stronghold
of irreligion, the Raleigh Star observed that at the
height of the quakes "a wonderful change has taken place
in the manners of the people.

I believe so many fervent

prayers never were put up in this place as were on that
fearful night and morning."

Similar instances of short

term piety surfaced throughout the South, themselves
interpreted as signs of impending upheaval.

35

In a sermon delivered at a community service in
the Episcopal church of Alexandria, Virginia, on December
29, the doughty Presbyterian Rev. James Muir delineated
"the signs of the times."

Political revolutions and war

in Europe, malignant fevers, economic depression, a
revolutionary spirit in South America, and a threat of
war in the United States were joined by the appearance
of Hailey's comet, by a violent hail storm on June 7, an
unexplained day of darkness of Nov. 1 (in the Alexandria
area), the earthquakes, and the Richmond fire.

36

if

fulfillment of millennial prophesy eluded Muir and others
in 1811, the air of expectation was rejuvenated with

35

William Leigh Pierce, An Account of the Great
Earthquakes, in the Western States . . . December 16-23.
1811 (Newburyport, Mass., 1812), Reprint from the Raleigh
Star dated Asheville, Dec. 19, 1811, 15.
36

James Muir, "The Signs of the Times," Ten
Sermons, 5-29.
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periodic regularity.

The innovations and mysteries of

each new day were fitted into the variety of current
eschatological interpretations.
The Presbyterians, and seemingly most of the
Southerners who voiced such sentiments, were technically
premillennialists, expecting the Second Coming only after
a period of 1,000 years of strifeless existence in which
all people of the Earth would turn to Christ.

To be

ushered in not by miracles but the natural works of man,
the millennium could begin momentarily.

To Protestants

who tended to view the Antichrist literally to be the
Pope and the Catholic Church, European upheavals and
South American revolutions were propitious signs of his
impending fall.
Citing the discovery of America, the expansion of
knowledge (particularly of mental processes), reaction
to the excesses of the Illuminati and the French Revolu
tion, abolition of the slave trade, the rapid elevation of
women in the literary and religious world, a "prevailing
disposition to pity and to help the poor," and "the
remarkable spirit of association among Christians,"
Presbyterian James Blythe exclaimed before the Synod of
Kentucky in 1814, that
It is impossible but with astonishment,
to contemplate the scene that is passing
before us, and in which we are acting
our destined parts. It is difficult to
determine whether the political or the
«. moral world exceeds in the grandeur,
the novelty, and importance of the
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objects presented to the mind of the
Christian philosopher . . . events
of ages and centuries have been, by
the great arbiter of the universe,
crowded into a few years.37
Rev. James McChord of Lexington, Kentucky, was
confident enough of the direction of historical change in
1814 to predict that "the year 1823 will present events
of such a nature as shall entitle it to be looked upon as
the commencement of another era— the beginning of a period
38
that shall finish "the mystery of GodI"
The conclusion of the Napoleonic Wars and the hard
years of depression which followed perpetuated the vision
of impending change.

Benjamin M. Palmer of the Circular

Congregational Church in Charleston preached in 1819 on
the "signs of the times."

Growing Christian unity, the

proliferation of charitable societies, revivals, concerts
of prayer, and the conversion of the heathen appeared to
point directly to the new age.
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Judge John Haywood, m

37

James Blythe, A Portrait of the Times; being a
Sermon delivered at the Opening of the Synod of Kentucky,
which Met at Lexington. Sept. 7th, 1814 (Lexington, Ky.,
1814), 3.
38James M'Chord, The Morning Star, or Procursor of
the Millenium. A Sermon, Delivered in the Presbyterian
Church of Lexington, the 17th of July, 1813 (Lexington,
Ky., 1813), 25-26.
39

Benjamin M. Palmer, The Signs of the Times Dis
cerned and Improved, in Two Sermons. Delivered in the
Independent or Congregational Church. Charleston, S.C.
(Charleston, S.C., 1816), 3-12.
The Report of the Committee of the Presbyterian
General Assembly in 1816 which created the Board of
Missions enunciated the spirit of expectancy:
"God, in
his adorable providence, seems to have changed, in these
latter times, the scale on which he had for ages conducted

39
the same year, pointed to the 1811 earthquake, to peace
societies, to opposition to dueling, the prohibition of
trade in slaves, and his own combination of Biblical
quotations and mathematical calculation as proof that the
end was nigh.

He found that "there is perceptible in

these transactions, a disposition springing up, under the
culture of Providence, to mitigate the wretchedness of
humanity.

It grows; it spreads; respect for the rights

of others is everywhere germinating; such as never
40
appeared in the world at any former period."
The
brilliant leader of Virginia Presbyterianism, John Holt
Rice, sounded a similar note:
The enemy conceived the most sanguine
hopes, and it was often predicted that
the nineteenth century would witness
the extinction of the name of Christ.
But God spoke the wofd, and Missionary
Societies, Bible Societies, Tract
Societies, Sabbath Schools started up
like new suns, to pour their light
through the immense darkness of the
moral world— and in about a quarter of
a century, through this instrumental
ity, the horizon seems to brighten

the affairs of his government. Changes which formerly were
the work of years, are now produced in a day. Magnificent
and astonishing events have passed so often before the
eyes of men of the present age, that their minds have
acquired a tone and vigour which prompt them to undertake
and accomplish great things. We ourselves witness every
day the wonderful effects of combined counsels and exer
tions, both in the moral and political world." Presby
terian Church. General Assembly, Minutes. vol. 1 (1816),
631-2.
40

John Haywood, The Christian Advocate.
Tennesseean (Nashville, Tenn., 1819), 99-103.

By a

40
with the dawning light of Millennial
glory,41
With the return of prosperity and speculation, the
collapse of the Congress System in post-Napoleonic Europe,
and a renewal of domestic political strife after the era
of good feelings, the millennium began to seem a more
distant reality.

P. Carlton Henry, in a missionary sermon

in 1824 still predicted that "Some wonderful consummation
is rapidly advancing.

At this moment there is a general

movement over the whole earth.
nodding."
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The fans of idolatry are
*

And the emotional Angelina Grimke confided

in her diary on January 14, 1828 that "there is one grand
movement among Christians . . . Zion's King is about to
take possession of our World.

He is now marshalling his

forces and making preparation for a Great and Glorious
43
conflict . . . "
But, m general, references to the
millennium are increasingly formalized and devoid of
conviction.

The turmoil of Jacksonian America was far

too visible by the late twenties to suggest an imminent
41

John Holt Rice, The Instrumentality of Man.
Employed in Propagating the Gospel; A Missionary Sermon
. . . Published for the Benefit of the Young Men's Mis
sionary Society of Richmond. With an Appendix. Containing
the Constitution of the Society; the First Annual Report;
and An Address to the Young Men of Virginia (Richmond, Va.,
1819), 8.
42
T. Charleton Henry, A Plea for the West. A
Sermon Preached before the Missionary Society of the
Synod of South Carolina and Georgia. November 21. 1824
(Charleston, S.C., 1824), 8-9.
43

*

Angelina Grimke, Jan. 14, 1828 entry. Diary,
Jan. 10, 1828 - April 19, 1829, Ms., Weld-Grimke Papers,
William L. Clements Library, Ann Arbor, Mich.
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cessation of earthly strife, and at the same time, America's
existence no longer had the precarious appearance which
had bred the sense of urgency characteristic of political
disputes before the War of 1812.
The political moralism with a millennial accent
which dominated the American evangelical mentality between
1776 and the 1820s gave American charity and reform a
distinctiveness of purpose which transcended the consti
tutional similarities to colonial and British antecedents.
The rhetoric on this side of the Atlantic was more in
sistent, more naively confident.
British charity was essentially paternalistic— at
its worst an effort to quiet the masses, at best an exer
cise in disinterested kindness.

American efforts always

betrayed a perfectionist tendency of political and reli
gious dimensions.

The benevolent societies in the United

States, from modest local efforts to the brazen national
societies of the twenties and thirties, were instruments
in the quest for republican democracy and the spread of
God's kingdom.

Tocqueville spotted the subtle difference

between the organizing phenomena in Britain and her
stepchild:

"The English often perform great things

singly, whereas the Americans form associations for the
smallest undertakings.

It is evident that the former

people consider association as a powerful means of action,
but the latter seem to regard it as the only means they
have of acting."

He saw the tendency as fundamental to

democratic society, proposing that "among the laws that
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rule human societies there is one which seems to be more
precise and clear than all others.

If men are to remain

civilized or to become so, the art of associating together
must grow and improve in the same ratio in which the
44
equality of conditions is increased."
In an address
delivered in 1827 in Charleston, Thomas S. Grimke effec
tively made the same point:
Formerly, the community was a mere
bystander, a mere spectator, as to
all that was going on. The govern
ment, a few ancient, well-endowed
institutions, and a handful of indi
viduals, were the only agents. Now,
the people are everything, and do
everything, through the medium of
a vast multitude of organized associa
tions . . . [the people are] at once
the final and the efficient cause.^5
If they never attained their intended effectiveness
as vehicles of democratic and religious perfection, the
charity and reform organizations did embody an idealism
which was an important feature of the nation's being in
its first half century.
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Tocqueville, Democracy in America, vol. 2, 115,

118.
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*
Thomas S. Grimke, An Address on the Character
and Objects of Science and. Especially, the Influence of
the Reformation on the Science and Literature, Past,
Present, and Future, of Protestant Nations. Delivered in
the First Presbyterian Church . . . Anniversary of the
Literary and Philosophical Society of South-Carolina
(Charleston, S.C., 1827), 54.

CHAPTER 2
REFORM ORIGINS WITHIN THE ORGANIZED CHURCHES
The benevolent societies of the early nineteenth
century, because they had their origins in the historical
traditions of both the religious and secular worlds,
fitting neatly into neither, have received little of the
scholarly attention they deserve.

Church historians,

whose productions are rarely noticed by the historical
profession at large, have tended to portray the benevolent
societies as merely vehicles for denominational expan
sion.

Such an interpretation is valid for the societies

of the mid-century, but it deprives those of the first
three decades of the broader idealism described in
Chapter 1.

Secular historians, on the other hand, have

been woefully remiss in failing to give religious develop
ments of any sort the emphasis accorded them by past
generations themselves.

They have not employed church

records and religious writings with any approximation of
the care given to municipal or political sources.

They

have generally underestimated the social and intellectual
impact of the churches in early American society.
Even the two important book-length studies of the
national reform societies, Charles I. Foster's An Errand
43
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of Mercy, the Evangelical United Front. 1790-1837 (Chapel
Hill, N.C., 1960), and Clifford S. Griffin's Their Brothers'
Keepers, Moral Stewardship in the United States. 1800-1865
(New Brunswick, N.J., 1960), isolate their topics from
antecedent and complementary developments within the
Churches.

Among active students in the field, only Lois J.

Banner, who began her work with a dissertation on the
missionary and reform impulse, displays a solid grasp of
the inseparability of Church development and social
reform.^"
The organized Churches were an important foundation
of the reform organization movement.

Local humanitarian

efforts and the national reform societies arose in response
to the same pressures of republicanism which produced the
voluntary denominational system.

Based upon the same

emotional fears of irreligion and human degeneracy, they
both breathed deeply of the spirit of millennial urgency
which was the cornerstone of American national identity.
Growing institutions possess a momentum of their
own, and the reform societies were products and part of
the same process of expanding functions and procedures

■^Lois J. Banner, "The Protestant Crusade: Religious
Missions, Benevolence, and Reform in the United States,
1790-1840," (Ph.D. diss., Columbia University, 1970);
see also three articles by the same author: "Religion
and Reform in the Early Republic: The Role of Youth,"
American Quarterly, 23 (1971), 677-95; "Presbyterians and
Voluntarism in the Early Republic," Journal of Presby
terian History. 50 (1972), 187-205; "Religious Benevolence
as Social Control: A Critique of an Interpretation,"
Journal of American History, 40 (June, 1973), 23-41.
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which turned inward looking denominational bodies into
Church organizations with national influence.

The goals

and attitudes of the societies were logical extensions of
the revival of Church discipline and the missionary
impulse.

The tangled web of personal ties between churches

and societies renders incomplete any study of one which
does not consider the other.
I.

Prom Established Church to Republican Ecumenism
One of the central features of Southern colonial

history was the Anglican Church establishment, stretching
from Maryland to Georgia.

In reality, the Presbyterians,

the Moravians, the Mennonites, the Lutherans, and a con
fusion of smaller German and Scottish sects dominated a
vast frontier stretching from Delaware and Pennyslvania
to northern Georgia.

Quakers, Baptists, even Congrega-

tionalists, coexisted and modestly flourished in the
South.

But the Established Church possessed the legal

recognition, the financial security, the social prestige,
and the transatlantic patronage which gave it an over
whelming dominance in the provincial centers of political
power from New Castle to Savannah.

With all its decentrali

zation, its lethargy, its imperfections in personnel, the
2

For the geographical distribution of churches by
denomination, see: Charles 0. Paulin, Atlas of the
Historical Geography of the United States (Washington,
D.C., 1932), 49-51 and Plates 82-85; Edwin S. Gaustad,
Historical Atlas of Religion in America (N.Y., 1962).
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Anglican establishment was the pervasive religious in
fluence in Southern colonial society.
Behind the facade of legal recognition, the Church
itself had been slowly adapting to the American environ
ment.

In gaining a foothold in the colonies, even the

Established Church had been forced to take on the char
acter of a missionary faith typical of the dissenter sects
which independently developed in the colonies.

Active

congregations themselves could be created only with the
thankless labor of dedicated missionaries whose achieve
ments defy the stereotypes of either a colonial Anglican
clergy made up of the misfits and rejects of the British
hierarchy or of an eighteenth-century English Church de3
void of religious vitality.
3
The best primary source for Anglican expansion in
Delaware, Maryland, and Virginia is: William Stevens
Perry, ed., Historical Collections Relating to the American
Colonial Church (Harfford, Ct., 1870-78? 5 vols. in 4);
for South Carolina, see: "Letters of Rev. Samuel Thomas,
1702-10," South Carolina Historical Magazine, 4 (1903),
221-30, 278-85; Florence G. Geiger, ed., "St. Bartholomew's
Parish as Seen by Its Rectors, 1713-1764," S.C. Hist. Mag..
50 (1949), 173-203; Frank J. Klingberg, ed., The Carolina
Chronicle of Dr. Francis Le Jau. 1706-1717 (Berkeley, Cal.,
1946, U. of Cal. Pub. in History, No. 35); Klingberg,
ed., Carolina Chronicle: The Papers of Commissary Gideon
Johnston, 1707-1716 (Berkeley, Cal., 1956, U. of Cal. Pub.
in History, No. 53).
See also: Nelson W. Rightmyer, The Anglican Church
in Delaware (Phila., 1947); Rightmyer, Maryland's Estab
lished Church (Austin. Tex., 1957); G. MacLaren Brydon,
Virginia's Mother Church and the Conditions Under Which
it Grew (Richmond, Va., 1947-52, 2 vols.); Spencer Ervin,
"The Anglican Church in North Carolina," Historical Maga
zine of the Protestant Episcopal Church. 25 (1956), 10261? Frederick E. Dalcho, An Historical Account of the
Protestant Episcopal Church in South Carolina (Charleston,
S.C., 1820); Edgar Legare Pennington, "The Beginning of
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The absence of an American bishop and of sustained,
effective ecclesiastical supervision further narrowed the
actual gap between established and dissenter Churches.
A growing tendency toward parish autonomy in all of the
Southern colonies and the political nature of lay offices
severely limited the efficacy of the Church as a force
in the individual colony or on a continental basis.

4

But appearances and symbols frequently count more
than reality.

The Anglican Church's identification with

the Crown doomed the institution to the sudden and nearly
total collapse which it suffered in the course of the war.
The Revolutionary constitutions of every Southern province
but Virginia effectively prohibited state religious sup
port.

Legislative action in the Old Dominion between

1779 and 1786 accomplished the same result.

5

The declen-

the Church of England in South Carolina," Hist. Mag. P. E.
Ch., 2 (1933), 178-94; Pennington, "Beginnings of the Church
of England in Georgia," Hist. Mag. P. E. Ch.. 1 (1932),
222-34, and 2 (1933), 3-12; Henry Thompson Malone, The
Episcopal Church in Georgia, 1733-1957 (Atlanta, Ga., 1960).
4
For illustration of the penalties of this lack of
ecclesiastical supervision, see: G. MacLaren Brydon, "James
Blair, Commissary," Hist. Mag. P. E. Ch., 14 (1945), 85118; Quentin Bagley Keen, "The Problems of a Commissary:
The Reverend Alexander Garden of South Carolina," Hist.
Mag. P. E. Ch., 20 (1951), 136-55. The growing strength
of lay control is brought out in: William H. Seiler,
"The Anglican Parish Vestry in Colonial Virginia," Journal
of Southern History. 22 (1956), 310-37; Edgar Legare Pen
nington, "The Beginning of the Church of England in South
Carolina," 178-94.
5
See Francis J. Thorning, Religious Liberty in
Transition; a Study of the Removal of Constitutional Limi
tations on Religious Liberty as Part of the Social Pro
gress in the Transitional Period (Washington, D.C., 1931).
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sion was predictable because of the inherent incompati
bility of democratic republicanism and religious estab
lishments, but it was nevertheless a shocking, highly
visible alteration in the Southern way of life.

In the

course of Southern history, the termination of chattel
slavery in 1865 alone has surpassed Anglican disestablish
ment as a decisive institutional alteration with farreaching consequences.

The sharpness of the discontinuity,

not shared by the North, has not been accorded the weight
it deserves as a formative influence in the section's
development.
to bottom.

Organized religion was debilitated from top
The Anglican Church as even a spiritual entity

was crushed; the German Reformed Church, the Presbyterian,
the Scottish Reformed bodies, the Lutherans, the Regular
Baptists, sharing the penalties of the pervasive anti
clerical atmosphere, were severely weakened.

The Separate

Baptists and the Methodists registered remarkable gains
in terms of converts, due in part to the uncertainties
of the War itself, but formal denominational foundations
remained very insecure well into the 1780s.
To a far greater extent than was true in the
Middle or Northern states, the Revolution created a
religious vacuum in the South.

The scattered settlement

patterns naturally facilitated the breakdown in social
cohes ion.
The spiritual destitution of the South profoundly
affected the nature of the religious life which did
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develop.

It rendered the section particularly prone to

revivalism.

It very possibly obviated the rise of popular

political involvement by failing to transmit to a broad
segment of the Southern population by means of regular
Sunday services the moralism which was so basic to politi
cal ideology in the Federalist-Republican era.
Inevitably, it reduced matters of ritual and theology
to minimal importance.

To people who were indeed starved

for regular worship of any sort, the niceties of sectarian
ism simply had no meaning.

Southern religious life between

1770 and 1820 often demonstrated a pronounced nondenominationalism which was not the minor aberration one
would gather from church histories, nor truly in the spirit
of present-day ecumenism.

To some extent, it was simply

an eleventh-hour manifestation of the latitudinarianism
and religious secularism of the eighteenth century.

Few

of the founding fathers allowed themselves to be pinned
down on their religious beliefs, but a Deistical spirit,
in fact if not in name, was widespread.

Madison, Jeffer

son, and many other Southerners of their generation en
visioned a religion of moral truths, essentially an inde
pendent educational adjunct to the democratic state, with
neither clerical hierarchy nor permanent legal establish. 6
ment.

g

Henry W. Foote, The Religion of Thomas Jefferson
(Boston, 1960); W. D. Gould, "The Religious Opinions of
Thomas Jefferson," Mississippi Valiev Historical Review.
20 (1933), 191-209; Robert M. Healey, Jefferson on Religion
in Public Education (New Haven, Ct., 1962); Leslie J. Hall,

Men with denominational affiliations abhorred this
dismissal of church tradition, yet they shared, within
a sectarian framework, a harmonious religious vision and
purpose which was not greatly dissimilar.

Without excep

tion, denominations in the early national period viewed
themselves as "the Church."

Each had come into existence

with the enthusiastic conviction that it represented the
purified faith of the Church Fathers? their rituals and
doctrines, no more than the discredited Catholic Church
itself, institutionalized the idea of being simply one of
many religious alternatives.

It was this very self-

assurance on the part of each denomination which permitted
acts of cooperation to be carried out with a sincerity
unthinkable by mid-century.

After all, the delusions

of rival sects would be exposed in the imminent millennium.
The superb dissertations of Howard Miller and Fred J.
Hood describe the process by which the emotional revival
ism of the Great Awakening, recurrent millennialism, and
the Revolutionary crisis gave rise to a spirit of religious
republicanism in the Presbyterian Church which temporarily
sublimated sectarian impulses.

7

Their findings are

"The Religious Opinions of Thomas Jefferson," Sewanee Review.
21 (1913), 164-76; George H. Knole, "The Religious Ideas
of Thomas Jefferson," M.V.H.R., 30 (1943), 187-204; Eliz
abeth Fleet, ed., "Madison's 'Detached M e m o r a n d a "
William and Mary Quarterly. 3rd. Ser., 3 (1946), 534-68;
Ralph L. Ketcham, "James Madison and Religion— A New
Hypothesis," J. Presb. Hist. Soc., 38 (1960), 65-90.
7
Fred J. Hood, "Presbyterianism and the New
American Nation, 1783-1826; A Case Study of Religion and
National Life," (Ph.D. diss., Princeton University, 1968);
Guy Howard Miller, "A Contracting Community: American
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applicable in the other Churches as well.

By the 1790s,

when the initial work of national political consolida
tion had been successfully concluded, the literature of
the Clapham sect and their non-conformist allies, with
its de-emphasis of theology and liturgy, was permeating
transatlantic channels of religious communication, en
couraging a similar spirit of Christian fraternity against
O

the forces of irreligion and anarchy.

The Great Revival,

the economic and political uneasiness of the Napoleonic
era, and the mutual weakness of organized churches in
the South all perpetuated an air of sectarian harmony
which survived into the nineteenth century's third decade.
The sharing of church structure at the time of
clerical conventions became a matter of common courtesy;
non-voting delegates from rival sects were welcomed at

Presbyterians, Social Conflict, and Higher Education,
1730-1820," (Ph.D. diss., University of Michigan, 1970).
Q

G.
R. Balleine, A History of the Evangelical Party
in the Church of England (London, 1951); Ford K. Brown,
Fathers of the Victorians (Cambridge, Eng., 1961); Leonard
Elliott-Binns, The Evangelical Movement in the English
Church (London, 1928); Charles I. Foster, An Errand of
Mercy; The Evangelical United Front, 1790-1837 (Chapel
Hill, N.C., 1960); Michael Hennell, John Venn and the
Clapham Sect (London, 1958); Mary Alden Hopkins, Hannah
More and Her Circle (N.Y., 1947); Standish Meacham, Henry
Thornton of Clapham. 1760-1815 (Cambridge, Mass., 1964);
Michael J. Quinlan, Victorian Prelude; A History of
English Manners. 1700-1830 (N.Y., 1941); R. A. Solway,
Prelates and People; Ecclesiastical Social Thought in
England. 1783-1852 (London and Toronto, 1969); David
Spring, "The Clapham Sect; Some Social and Political
Aspects," Victorian Studies, 5 (1961-62), 35-48; Alexander
C. Zabriskie, "The Rise and Main Characteristics of the
Anglican Evangelical Movement in England and America,"
Hist. Mag. P. E. Ch.. 12 (1943), 85-115.

clerical association meetings with increasing frequency.
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A special relationship developed between certain denom
inations.

The Presbyterian, Congregationalist, and

Associate Reformed churches of the South were close
because of similarities in doctrine and government;
the Methodists, generally more exclusive than other sects,
showed themselves to be receptive to itinerant Quakers.'*'0
German sects, with a common language barrier and pietistic
heritage, were in such frequent communion as to make their
denominational histories difficult before the mid-nineteenth
century.

Episcopalians and Lutherans exhibited a

Q

See any of the minutes of clerical bodies listed
in the bibliography. For examples of outside delegates
attending such meetings, see: Presbyterian Church,
"Minutes of the Synod of the Carolinas, 1788-1812," Ms.,
vol. 2 (1800-1812):
(1805), 143-45; (1807), 188, and
"Minutes of the Synod of South Carolina and Georgia, vol.
1, 1813-1836," Ms.; (1821), 74-75; (1828), 193; (1829),
218-19. Both at the Historical Foundation of the Presby
terian and Reformed Churches, Montreat, N.C.
10The particular kindness shown a Quaker preacher
by Methodist congregations is brought out in the travel
literature of the period. See, for example, Samuel M.
Janney, Memoirs of Samuel M. Janney, A Minister in the
Religious Society of Friends (Phila., 1881), 37-40. It
can be explained by: 1) a mutual heritage of pietism and
de-emphasis upon reason and intellect obviated unavoidable
theological disputes; 2) particularly in the Delmarva
peninsula, many of Methodism's earliest converts were of
Quaker background; 3) in their growing weakness in the
South, particularly after the Hicksite division, the
Society of Friends offered no threat to Methodist expansion.
■^Much of the confusion stemmed from the common
pietistic origins of most of the German sects. The
Lutheran, German Reformed, Moravian, and United Brethren
in Christ churches all could trace their founding in part
to the influence of August Hermann Francke and associates
at Halle. One of the very few descriptions of German
Pietism available in English is Chapter 2 of John T.
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certain compatibility in the South, with the Diocese and
the Synod of North Carolina even uniting briefly in 1821
under the cosmopolitan guidance of Gottleib Shober and
12
Robert J. Miller.
m,

The enthusiasm of the Great Revival and the common
hardships of the frontier could foster instances of
collaboration remarkable by later nineteenth-century
standards.

At a conference held in Bedford, Virginia, on

Christmas day, 1801, ten Methodist, and six Presbyterian
clergymen agreed to a plan of exchanges for both preaching
and attendance at judicial functions; competition for

McNeill's Modern Christian Movements (Phila., 1954), 4974. For the American manifestations of these common
origins, see any of the historical studies of these in
dividual denominations. For example: Ernest L. Hazelius,
History of the American Lutheran Church, from its Com
mencement in the Year of Our Lord 1685. to the Year 1842
(Zanesville, O., 1846); Joseph Henry Dubbs, Historic
Manual of the Reformed Church in the United States (Lan
caster, Pa., 1885); J. Taylor Hamilton, A History of the
Church Known as the Moravian Church, or The Unitas Fratum,
The Unity of the Brethren. During the Eighteenth and
Nineteenth Centuries (Bethlehem, Pa., 1900).
12

For documentation of the brief union of the
Lutheran Synod and the Episcopal Annual Convention of
North Carolina, see: Gottleib Shober, Comprehensive
Account of the Rise and Progress of the Reformation of
the Christian Church by Dr. Martin Luther. Actually Begun
on the 31st day of October, A.D. 1517 . . . . (Baltimore,
1818), 162; W. Peschau, trans.. Minutes . . . Synod of
North Carolina (n.p., 1894), 4, 10-11, 48, 51; Protestant
Episcopal Church, Diocese of North Carolina. Journals;
(1820), 4, 6-7; (1821), 4, 14, 18, 22; (1822), 11-12, 18;
(1823), 6. See also Robert M. G. Libby, "Anglican-Lutheran
Ecumenism in Early American History,” Hist. Mag. P. E. Ch..
36 (1967), 211-32. The Swedish Lutheran church in Wil
mington, Delaware (as in Philadelphia), was transferred
to the Protestant Episcopal Church upon the death of the
last Swedish missionary.
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members was to cease.

13

Presbyterian, Methodist, and

Baptist delegates to a "Religious Convention of Christian
Denominations," meeting at Washington, Mississippi,
November 19-24, 1818, agreed to attack the vices of the
frontier and "to promote a spirit of mutual forbearance
and brotherly affection between its members and between
thexr respective denominations."

14

The financial inability of many communities and
the inadequate supplies of clergymen gave birth to "union
churches" throughout the section.

In Washington, Richmond,

Petersburg, Raleigh, Salisbury, Savannah, to name but a
few of many such towns, interdenominational services
comprehending Presbyterians, Episcopalians, frequently
Baptists, and Methodists met in public buildings or the
solitary church structure in the first two decades of the
century.

The Johns Island and the Friendship Churches in

South Carolina, eventually to become Presbyterian, were
built jointly by Episcopalians, Presbyterians, Methodists,
and Baptists.

The state of Kentucky constructed a public

meeting house on the capital grounds in Frankfort which
housed common services.

As Jefferson was pleased to note,

13

Drury Lacy to Robert Ralston, Prince Edward Co.,
Jan. 22, 1802, in William Woodward, ed., Increase in Piety,
or the Revival of Religion in the United States (Phila.,
1802).
14

"Minutes and Resolutions of the Religious Con
vention of Christian Denominations held at Washington,
(Mis.) November 19, 1818," Virginia Evangelical and
Literary Magazine. 2 (1819), 93-96.
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Episcopalians, Presbyterians, Methodists, and Baptists
were meeting together in the courthouse of Charlottesville
in the early 1820s.

15

It is certainly true that the union churches and
instances of clerical cooperation were in most part
marriages of convenience founded upon mutual weakness.
Eventual sectarian division of joint congregations was
clearly expected in many cases.

The Eatautow Church in

Putnam County, Georgia, built jointly by Presbyterians,
Methodists, Baptists, and Socinians, was from the begin
ning assigned to each, one Sunday per month.

The union

church in Mobile was established with the provision that
a two-thirds majority would eventually determine per
manent affiliation.

The Monumental Church in Richmond was

built with the understanding that denominational ties
would be decided by majority vote of subscribers upon its

15William B. Sprague, Annals of the American Pul
pit; or. Commemorative Notices of Distinguished American
Clergymen of Various Denominations, from the Early Settle
ment of the Country to the Close of the Year Eighteen
Hundred and Fifty-five. With Historical Introductions.
(N.Y., 1857-69), vol. 3, 411; William Maxwell, A Memoir
of the Rev. John Holt Rice. P.P. (Richmond, Va., 1835),
101-2; James G. Scott and Edward A. Wyatt, IV, Petersburg's
Story. A History (Petersburg, Va., 1960), 102-4; Jethro
Rumple, The History of Presbyterianism in North Carolina
(Richmond, Va., 1966), 126; Salisbury, N.C. Lutheran
Church, A Misstatement in the "Episcopal Journal" of Bp.
Ravenscroft Corrected (Salisbury, N.C., 1827), 1-7;
Georgia Analytical Repository, 1 (1802-3), 51; George
Howe, History of the Presbyterian Church in South Carolina
(Columbia, S.C., 1870, 1888), vol..2, 330-32, 377-78;
W. H. Averill, A History of the First Presbyterian Church.
Frankfort, Kentucky (Cincinnati, 0., 1902), 166-214;
Foote, Religion of Jefferson, 7-8.
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completion.

16

By the thirties, the growing size and

wealth of Southern urban centers, the expansiveness of
national denominations, and home missions had eliminated
much of the financial weakness and theological indif
ference upon which joint efforts had been based.
But the previous decades of fluidity, even if based
in large part upon the weakness of the churches, had been
productive.

Religious activity, because of its infre

quency, because demands for things religious exceeded
supply, because there was a spirit of excitement inherent
in the faith itself, seemed to possess a crucial importance
which was diluted when it became readily available.

The

smallest act in the most remote corner of the earth
seemed to the actors to have world importance.

To con

struct a church or support the educational expenses of
one more ministerial candidate was conceived as adding a
precious brick to the foundation upon which Christ's
Kingdom on earth would rest.

The pervasiveness of this

non-sectarian idea of a greater purpose directly stim
ulated independent charity and reform effort.
II.

From Emotional Despair to Denominational
Self-Confidence
If the war had diverted public attention from

the spiritual realm, if it thinned the ranks of Christ's
Southern spokesmen, it did not silence those who remained.
16

Presbyterian Church. Board of Missions. Report
(Phila., 1819), 18-19; Maxwell, John Holt Rice. 101-2.
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The clergymen and laymen who continued to consider other
worldly things in the 1780s and 1790s spoke in an increas
ingly shrill tone of alarm at the course of American
development.
A certain amount of lawlessness, of flagrant
drunkenness and debauchery have always followed the return
of war-hardened veterans to civilian life.

Social

pressures were particularly intense in post-revolutionary
America because of the chaotic state of public finances
and runaway currency inflation.

Tory removals and estate

confiscations, population dislocation, the infusion of a
new military "aristocracy" into American life, altered
the economic and social structures of the vast majority
of American communities.

It naturally bred an air of

uneasiness which is apparent in the scattered records of
17
Southern life in the 1780s.
In his perceptive analysis of the consequences of
the recently-concluded war, David Ramsay expressed the
fears which run throughout the public and private ut
terances of educated Americans of the mid-1780s:
War never fails to injure the morals
of the people engaged in it. The
American war, in particular, had an
unhappy influence of this kind.
Being begun without funds or regular
establishments, it could not be
17
George Gibson, "Stop Thief! Constxtution and
Minutes of the Friends to Justice, 1786-1794," Delaware
History. 9 (1964-65), 91-110; James W. Alexander, The Life
of Archibald Alexander (N.Y., 1854), Chapter 2.
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on without violating private rights;
and in its progress, it involved a
necessity for breaking solemn promises,
and plighted faith. The failure of
national justice, which was in some
degree unavoidable, increased the
difficulties of performing private
engagements, and weakened that sen
sibility to the obligations of public
and private honor, which is a security
for the punctual performance of con
tracts .
As Gordon Wood has so persuasively documented in
his Creation of the American Republic (Chapel Hill, 1969),
this republican despair permeated American political
thought in the 1780s and led in a step-by-step process to
the Constitutional Convention of 1788.

19

To those nurtured within the folds of organized
religion, who equated morality and religion, it was
essentially a spiritual crisis.

Spokesmen for the formal

sects, the Episcopalians, the Presbyterians, the Lutherans,
the German and Scottish Reformed churches found an easilyarrived-at explanation in the very real losses in active
clergymen and congregations within their own denomina
tions.

Among the literate and vocal elements of Christian

society in the South, the opportunities for public worship
conducted by an educated clergyman were indeed rare in
the 1780s, and rarer still in the next two decades.

In

fact, the number of liberally educated men of the cloth
18
David Ramsay, The History of the American Revolu
tion (Phila., 1789), vol. 2, 324.
19
Gordon S. Wood, The Creation of the American
Republic, 1776-1787 (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1969).
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in the South did not surpass pre-Revolutionary levels
until the second decade of the nineteenth century.

20

The simultaneous creation of clerical associations
within each new denomination only magnified the frustra
tions.

They served as countless platforms from which to

sound the alarm but possessed few of the resources capable
of combating the forces of irreligion.
the

In

his address to

Virginia Episcopal convention of 1790, BishopJames

Madison sounded this common note of discouragement:
When I consider the present situation
of our church, and further, when I
cast my eyes towards the many obstacles
to its prosperity which present them
selves on every side, I confess to you
that, struck with the arduous enter
prise, I feel myself for a moment in
timidated; that for a moment, despon
dency instead of hope, fear of evils
greater than we have yet experienced
instead of the consolatory anticipation
of better prospects, take possession of
my soul.21Eight years later, in 1799, he expressed desperation:
That dreadful prostration of religious
and moral principles which we every
20

For statistics of active clergymen, see the
minutes of the clerical conventions. See also:
"Religious
Denominations," in Jedidiah and Richard C. Morse, A New
Universal Gazetteer, or Geographical Dictionary . . . (New
Haven, Ct., 1823), 855; "Ecclesiastical Register: A
Statistical View of the Principal Religious Denominations
in the United States, and in Other Portions of the World,"
Quarterly Register of the American Education Society, 3
(1830-31), 213-21.
21

"Journals of the Conventions of the Protestant
Episcopal Church in the Diocese of Virginia from 1785 to
1835, inclusive," 37. Published as an Appendix to
Francis L. Hawks, A Narrative of Events Connected with the
Rise and Progress of the Protestant Episcopal Church in
Virginia (N.Y., 1836, vol. 1 of "Contributions to the
Ecclesiastical History of the United States of America").
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where experience, manifests the awful
truth. Religion, the only anchor
which holds man to his duties, no
longer finds that firm ground in which
it can inhere; morals, and with them
private and public, present and future
happiness, are left to the mercy of a
rude storm, which threatens their
destruction. Even they who still call
themselves Christians, have grown cold
and languid; while thousands, availing
themselves of that languor, treat re
ligion as a prejudice which debases
the human mind; deride its sacred ob
ligations, and exultingly anticipate
its obliteration from the earth.22
Because of the magnitude of their Church's decline,
Episcopalians spoke with a tone of unmatched anguish.
The Presbyterians were equally articulate and well or
ganized for making themselves heard.

Ironically the

Methodists and Baptists, immersed in revivalistic expan
sion which refuted the very basis for alarm in the formal
churches, lent their voices to the prophetic chorus.
The revivalistic emphasis upon conversion, upon distinc
tions between the "saved" and "the worldly," caused them
to be receptive to any portrayal of unregenerate human
sinfulness.
The relative harmony which existed within the
greater religious community in the early national period
did not carry over to relations between the Churches and
22

Hawks, ed., "Journals of . . . Diocese of Vir
ginia," 78. For a similar statement delivered in the form
of a circular letter to the Diocese of Maryland, see:
Protestant Episcopal Church. Diocese of Maryland. The
Convention of the Protestant Episoopal Church, in the
State of Maryland, to the Vestries and Other Members of the
said Church (Baltimore, 1794).
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their envisioned enemies.

In fact, if one were to distill

the vastness and intricacies of American church history in
the early nineteenth century for a common attitude or
quality which cut across denominational lines, which set
it apart from its eighteenth-century origins, it would be
the pervasive mentality and language of conflict.

To be

a Christian in 1820, was to be at war with those who were
not.
Conversionary religion, by emphasizing the dissimi
larities between the saved and the damned, naturally height
ened the concept of church membership as a fraternal bond
uniting Christians against the forces of evil.

But

conversion, even through the medium of the camp meeting
revival, remained an individual act.

Merely in its

spiritual context, a church's sense of superiority had
no social significance beyond the congregation itself.
In sharp parallel to the development of national
political parties between 1788 and 1800, it was the pres
sure of the French Revolution and its threat of social
chaos which gave the disparate fears of religious extinc
tion and moral decline definition and shape.

According

to the report on the state of religion presented to the
Presbyterian General Assembly of 1799, "a vain and perni
cious philosophy has, in many instances, spread its
infection from Europe to America, and the introduction
of a multitude of licentious and unprincipled writings
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has poisoned the sources of morals . . . "

23

It was Thomas Paine's Age of Reason which trans
formed, for the average Christian in the South, what was
essentially an emotional political crisis into a broader
crisis with religious significance.

Written in strident

prose, it sold well in Britain and went through nineteen
24
editions in the United States between 1794 and 1796.
It was read widely in the South and, alone among the antireligious efforts of the period, provoked a broadlybased reaction in print.

Presbyterian James Muir of

Alexandria issued An Examination of the Principles Con
tained in The Age of Reason (Baltimore, 1795), and the
energetic Episcopal clergyman of Elkton, Maryland, William
Duke, published A Clew to Religious Truth (Wilmington,
1795) "to combat infidelity."

25

Rev. Samuel Eusebius

McCorkle, North Carolina Presbyterian of unabashed
Federalist sympathies, published three of his numerous

23

Presbyterian Church, Minutes of the General
Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the United States
of America, from Its Organization A.D. 1789 to A.D. 1820
Inclusive (Phila., 1847), 181-83.
24

Clifford K. Shipton and James E. Mooney, National
Index of American Imprints through 1800. The Short-Title
Evans (Worcester, Mass., 1968), 2 vols., 634-37.
25
William Duke, A Clew to Religious Truth. Obviating
the More Common Suggestions of Infidelity, and Leading the
Serious Inquirer into Such an Acquaintance with Chris
tianity as May Avail to the Saving of His Soul (Wilmington,
Del., 1795); James Muir, An Examination of the Principles
Contained in the Age of Reason. In Ten Discourses (Bal
timore, 1795).
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discourses against Deism in 1797 and 1798.

26

The earthy

"Delaware Waggoner" David Nelson, who admitted that "a
whip would suit my hand better than to take up the pen
against such an ignorant antagonist," compensated for his
lack of rational arguments with fervent invective in his
An Investigation of that False. Fabulous and Blasphemous
27
Misrepresentation of Truth (Wilmington, 1799).
Virginia
26

Samuel Eusebius McCorkle, Four Discourses on the
General Principles of Deism and Revelation Contrasted;
Delivered in Salisbury and Thvatira on Different Days in
April and May. 1797; Discourse I (Salisbury, N.C., 1797),
and Four Discourses on the General First Principles of
Deism and Revelation Contrasted; Delivered in Salisbury and
Thvatira. on Different Days in April and Mav. 179T21;
Discourse II (Salisbury, N.C., 1798), and A Discourse on
the Doctrine and Duty of Keeping the Sabbath (Salisbury,
N.C., 1798).
27
[David Nelson], A Delaware Waggoner, An Investi
gation of the False, Fabulous, and Blasphemous Misrepresen
tation of Truth, Set forth by Thomas Paine, in his two
Volumes, entitled the Ace of Reason. Dedicated to the Pro
tection of America (Wilmington, Del., or Lancaster, Pa.,
1800), 11. Nelson was one of the most curious and in
teresting figures to appear in print during the period.
Particularly incensed by Paine's claims that opposition
to his views came only from those of the upper class, he
believed it his Christian duty as "one of the middling
class of lay-men" to respond.
"Yet, not knowing whether
or not I may be accused for publishing my own ignorance:
but be that as it will, I suppose that I have done my
duty; therefore the censures of a criticizing genius
whose head . . . is filled with vacuum and atoms; or
stuffed with gramatical distinctions, and their bellies
crammed with syllables; and at the same time can see no
further than their noses, or than their self-conceitedness
will permit: I say, the censures of such, shall not
trouble me in the smallest degree; as I flatter myself
with the hopes of having the approbation of the wisest,
worthiest, and most refined thinking parties; who, by the
rough draft, can perceive how the work should be done;
without finding fault . . . ." (p. 2)
Addressing himself to Paine, he urged that Ameri
cans, "if they act in duty to themselves, and to your
memory, they will take the following directions; and that
is, that in every convenient place they will set up your
effigy, and then as often as nature requires, they may
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Presbyterian Archibald Alexander, and even Patrick Henry
supposedly had replies to The Age of Reason well underway
when the publication of Bishop Watson's Apology (1786)
satisfied the need for a Biblical answer to Paine.

28

As in the country as a whole, the Deistical threat
in the South possessed a good measure of obvious arti
ficiality even at its height in the Anglo-French conflict
of 1797-1798.

The spectre of the Illuminati plot outlined

in Abbe Barruel's Memoirs

(Hartford and New York, 1799)

and John Robeson's Proofs of a Conspiracy (Philadelphia,
1798) attained some currency for two decades but was far
too preposterous for general acceptance; even the equation
of the Republicans with French scepticism, a common ex
pedient in the Federalist North, could not be resorted
to any more safely by aspiring Southern clergymen than by
politicians.

29

The Jeffersonians were rapidly turning

the territory south of Delaware into a one-party preserve.
What atheism and Deism did surface was in reality
scattered, superficial, and in those few cases where it
have a convenient opportunity to piss in your face, in
memory of the respect shown them by you, as you wanted
them all to follow you to the devil; alias to become sub
jects of his smutty majesty, your father."
(p. 26)
28

Alexander, Archibald Alexander. 177, 201-3;
Herbert M. Morais, Deism in Eighteenth Century America
(N.Y., 1934. Studies in Hist., Econ. and Public Law,
Columbia U., no. 397), 97.
29
Augustin de Barruel, Memoirs . . . Part 1 (Hart
ford, Ct., 1799); Memoirs . . . Part II (Hartford, Ct.,
1799); Memoirs . . . Part III (N.Y., 1799); John Robison,
Proofs of a Conspiracy (Phila., 1798).
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was well thought out, a matter of personal speculation as
to the existence of Divine Revelation.

There was nothing

in the Deism of Thomas Jefferson or his contemporaries
which was original or new, which was not firmly rooted
in the eighteenth-century rationalist tradition of Shaftsbury, Locke, Wollaston, Chubb, Bolingbroke, or the French
philosophes.

The reputed free-thought societies of

Baltimore, Mecklenburg, North Carolina, and elsewhere
possessed little more substance than their shock value.
America's foremost Deist Elihu Palmer did speak in Balti
more in August-September, 1801, but seems to have had no
real effect.

Samuel A. Holmes' dismissal from the fac

ulty at Chapel Hill in 1795 and 1799 on the grounds of
Deism was due more to the natural faculty disputes ex
perienced by all new colleges than to any effectiveness
on the wayward professor's part in creating a nursery
for infidels.^®
In character with all outpourings of public emo
tionalism, the crusade against infidelity was conducted
with minimal concern for definition of the adversary.
Verbal shots were fired in scattergun fashion at not
only intellectual Deists, but at materialists, and Universalists, at Freemasons and general opponents of
30

Kemp P. Battle, History of the University of
North Carolina, from its Beginning to the Death of Presi
dent Swain. 1789-1868 (Raleigh, N.C., 1907; vol. 1 of the
History of the University of North Carolina), 156-7;
Temple of Truth, no. 5 (Sept. 5, 1801), 65-69.
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religious establishments.

This lack of discrimination

reduced the charges of a "Deistical conspiracy" to little
more than a scarce campaign and thereby deprived it of
immediate effectiveness in the 1790s.

The essential enemy

was still religious indifference and ignorance.

Even

Samuel E. McCorkle, in describing Deistical character,
did not convincingly demonstrate the immediacy of any
threat to American society when he noted that "I do not
know a single deist that has the character of a man of
plain good sense, and unaffected goodness of heart.

They

are all that I know either men who have not thought much
about religion, or vain self conceited men, or drunkards,
or gamblers, or whoremongers.

I do not know a deist that

does not fall under some one; but I know some who fall
under two or three of the above descriptions."

31

But if the short term effects of the Deistical
controversy were of little substance, the longer range
influence was subtle but powerful.

The timing of the

crisis in the 1790s, intermixing religious and political
fears, touching the very heart of the patriotic nerve at
the gestation period of American denominationalism, left
a deep impression on the American Christian mentality.
It encouraged the intellectual imprecision and smear
techniques which made honest theological debate impos
sible.

The deficiencies of reasonable argument were
31
McCorkle, Four Discourses:

51.

Discourse I (1797),
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made up for with a spirit of contention and a rhetoric
of mortal conflict.

The concept of a duality, "we" ver

sus "they," strengthened and was strengthened by the
growing revivalistic emphasis upon the conversionary
experience and the blind acceptance of divine revelation.
Perfected in the nineties, the approach was easily employed
to combat Uniterianism, Catholicism, and resurgent freethought of the Jacksonian era, the exaggerated threats
to God and country of the early nineteenth century.
Unitarianism, never strong in the South, provoked
the loudest reaction because of the suddenness of its
appearance and the intellectual abilities of its early
missionaries.

In 1817, the Second Congregational Church

of Charleston followed its pastor, Anthony Forster, into
Unitarianism.

Within five years, congregations existed in

Baltimore, Washington, and Augusta.

32

William Ellery

Channing's 1819 sermon at the ordination of Jared Sparks
in Baltimore was just the masterpiece which was needed to
obtain social respectability in the worldly urban society
of the upper South, and, to the horror of the orthodox
throughout the nation. Sparks was appointed chaplain of
the House of Representatives in 1821.

33

^Howe, Presb. Church in S.C., vol. 2, 199-212;
Clarence Gohdes, "Some Notes on the Unitarian Church in
the Ante-Bellum South; A Contribution to the History of
Southern Liberalism," in David K. Jackson, ed., American
Studies in Honor of William Kenneth Boyd (Durham, N.C.,
1940), 327-66.
33

William Ellery Channing, A Sermon Delivered at
the Ordination of the Rev. Jared Sparks, to the Pastoral
Care of the First Independent Church in Baltimore, May 5,
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The colleges, ever to be watched since the uproar
over Unitarian Henry Ware's election to the Hollis
Professorship of Divinity at Harvard in 1804, provided
even greater cause for concern.

In short order, three

seminaries of infidelity loomed upon the Southern horizon;
Transylvania elected Horace Holley and South Carolina
College, Thomas Cooper, to their presidencies.

Jefferson's

secular University of Virginia received its charter in

Joining the threat of Unitarianism in the late
1820s, and promiscuously associated with it in the minds
of most Protestants, was the resurgence of free thought.
It evolved as essentially a workingman's movement, cen
tered in New York, Philadelphia, and Boston.

But the

national news coverage and minor developments were suf35
ficient to arouse defenses in the Southern churches.
1819 (Baltimore, 1819); William Hawley, Letter to the
Rt. Rev. James Kemp. P.P., in Defense of the Clergy of
the District of Columbia, against Certain Charges Prefer
red against Them in His Late Pastoral Letter ... (Washing
ton, D.C., 1822), 3, 6.
^ E v e n before the arrival of Pres. Cooper, Prof.
George Blackburn of South Carolina Collegehad been
charged with teaching "dangerous doctrines (1814)."
George Blackburn, Narrative of the Transactions in the
South Carolina College, During the Three Last Courses
(Columbia, S.C., 1814); Dumas Malone, The Public Life of
Thomas Cooper, 1783-1839 (New Haven, 1926); Niels H.
Sonne, Liberal Kentucky. 1780-1828 (N.Y., 1939).
35
Albert Post, Popular Freethought xn America.
1825-1850 (N.Y., 1943; Studies in History, Econ. and Public
Law, Columbia U., no. 497), 28-186; William Gibbons, An
Exposition of Modern Scepticism, in a Letter. Addressed to
the Editors of the Free Enquirer (Wilmington, Del,, 1829);
Titus, "The Infidelity of the Present Age," Charleston
Observer. 4 (April 17, 1830), 63.
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Robert Owen did make several speaking tours in the South
and had even thrown out the challenge in New Orleans in
January, 1828, which eventuated in the famous debate with
Alexander Campbell the next year.

36

Fanny Wright flaunted

her principles of free thought at the doomed colony of
Nashoba, Tennessee, in 1825, and one radical newspaper,
the Free Inquirer of Wilmington (1830), did survive for
about a year below the Mason and Dixon line.

37

In the case of both Unitarianism and organized
freethought, the initial religious fears were not war
ranted by future results.

The national identification of

Unitarianism with New England anti-slavery, and the ab
sence of that element of enthusiasm so characteristic of
the evangelicals, curtailed the Church's southern expansion
in the 1830s.

The freethought of Owen, Wright, and their

contemporaries was too intellectual for their laboring
followers, and they, the working class, too poor, too
36

Robert Owen, A Discourse on a New System of
Society; As Delivered in the Hall of Representatives of
the United States . . . 25th of February, 1825 (Washing
ton, D.C., 1825); Robert Owen, A Discourse on a New System
of Society; As Delivered in the Hall of Representatives
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D.C., 1826); Post, Popular Freethought, 131-37; Robert
Owen and Alexander Campbell, Debate on the Evidences of
Christianity; Containing an Examination of the "Social
System." and of All the Systems of Scepticism of Ancient
and Modern Times. Held in the City of Cincinnati. Ohio,
from the 13th to the 21st of April, 1829 (Bethany, Va.,
1829).
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ignorant, too mobile, and too scattered to create an
effective organization.
In a September, 1829, letter to the Presbyterian
Board of Missions, Rev. David R. Preston of Abington,
Virginia, expressed the sense of alarm but with a new
emphasis:

"Infidelity, and error, in all its shades and

colors, abound.

Their papers are circulated in great

numbers in this country —

The Reformer, Gospel Advocate,

Miss Wright's Papers, Liberal tracts, etc. inundate the
land, and poison the moral principles of both old and
young."

He added, "and then comes the Popish influence,

more formidable than all the rest."

38

Protestant consternation at the expanding Catholic
church was predictable.

Baltimore was the center of

early nineteenth-century Catholicism and the MarylandDistrict of Columbia area became the natural zone of
friction; Charleston, with the inimitable John Ireland
and his United States Catholic Miscellany, emerged in the
1820s as a vocal center of Irish nationalism and denom
inational defense.

Neither Protestantism nor Catholicism

had a firm enough grip on Kentucky, Missouri or Louisiana,
other areas of mutual presence, to afford the luxury of
time-consuming controversy.

38

David R. Preston to Corresponding Secretary,
Presbyterian Board of Missions, Sept. 28, 1929, in
Missionary Reporter and Educational Register. 1 (182930), 40.
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The bickering was rarely a credit to either side,
particularly the Protestants.

The excellent Catholic

schools and colleges in this section were jealously and
39
recurrently denounced as organs of Church propaganda.
Distribution of the King James Bible and of Protestant
tracts, often containing strong anti-Papal diatribes,
understandably provoked a Catholic reaction.

40

Partly

from the competition forced by geographical proximity,
primarily from an inescapable heritage of distrust forged
into their Church's constitutional beings, the Presbytery
of Baltimore, the Episcopalians of the Alexandria-Washington-Baltimore area through their Washington Theological
Repertory

(1819-1826), and the Maryland Lutherans, by

39
A resolution by the 1810 session of the Presbytery
of Baltimore that "measures ought in wisdom and charity to
be taken to counteract certain attempts alledged to be made
and to be persisted in, to corrupt Protestant Youth,"
initiated a pamphlet war of considerable bitterness. See:
Presbytery of Baltimore, A Pastoral Letter from the Minis
ters, or Bishops, and Ruling Elders of the Presbytery of
Baltimore to all Under their Respective Charges? On Various
Duties; but Especially on the Religious Education of their
Youth (Baltimore, Md., 1811); Louis W. V. Dubourg, St.
Mary's Seminary and Catholics at Large Vindicated, against
the Pastoral Letter of the Ministers. Bishops, etc. of the
Presbytery of Baltimore (Baltimore, Md., 1811); A Defence
of the Pastoral Letter, of the Presbytery of Baltimore, in
Reply to the "Vindicators of St. Mary's College" (Baltimore,
Md., 1812).
For evidence of similar disputes, see: "The Sem
inary," United States Catholic Miscellany, 1 (1822), 8687 [re. The Philosophical and Classical Seminary, Charles
ton] ; Samuel Knox, A Letter to the Trustees of Frederick
Academy, from the Late Principal (Baltimore, Md., 1827),
27-29.
40
For documentation of a dispute between John Ire
land and the Female Episcopal Bible, Prayer-book, and
Tract Society of Charleston, see: Ignatius A. Reynolds,
ed.. The Works of the Right Rev. John England (Baltimore,
(Md., 1849), vol. 2, 2-89. Ireland's United States
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means of the Evangelical Lutheran Intelligencer (1826),
escalated the occasional disputes into a running exchange
41
of vituperation and insult.
In an editorial preface to the first issue of the
Charleston periodical, The Unitarian Defendant (1822),
it was charged that "Epithets the most odious, associated
ideas the most loathsome, and a spirit and language the
42
most vulgar, have been employed against Unitarians."
Southern Protestants were guilty as charged in their
entire approach to these external threats, however ex
plicable on the basis of historical tradition.

Even the

most erudite and humane of the new nation's spiritual
leaders displayed a singular blindness to the glaring
disregard of their much-heralded principles of reason
when confronted with the enemies, Catholicism, Deism, and
Freethought.
Anti-Catholic crudities were resurrected from two
centuries of post-Reformation literature and circulated

Catholic Miscellany (1826-) provides a good record of the
Catholic side to the various Protestant-Catholic disputes
in the period.
41
See Roger Baxter, The Alexandria Controversy:
or A Series of Letters between M. B. and Quaero, on the
Tenets of Catholicity, which Appeared in the Alexandria
Newspapers (Georgetown, D.C., 1817).
On the Protestant side, Bishop England's address
in the hall of the House of Representatives, Jan. 8, 1826,
was viewed as a symbol of the growing Catholic presence.
See "Review/" Va. Evan, and Lit. Mag.. 9 (1826), 137.
42
The Unitarian Defendant, 1 (1822), 1-3.
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in religious periodicals.

43

References to the foreign

threat and the "anti-American influence" of the Roman
Church appeared with growing frequency in the pamphlet
and periodical literature of the twenties, a clear portent of the ugly nativism of the following decade.

44

What is particularly striking is how far out of
proportion evangelical belligerence was in relation to the
threat.

Militant atheists and Deists were almost non

existent.

Catholics made up less than 4% of the nation's

population as late as 1830, and the total of Southern
adherents of Unitarianism in the same period numbered less
than 1,000.

The Devil himself was certainly no more

evident than he had ever been.

Even the most sympathetic

biographical and denominational studies cannot explain
away the divergence between rhetoric and reality on other
than psychological grounds.
The paradox did not escape the notice of opponents
to evangelicalism.

In fact it infuriated them.

45

But to
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See for example: Luther, "For the Repository,"
Washington Theological Repertory, 5 (1823-24), 382-3.
44

"Opposition to Religious Liberty," Va. Evan, and
Lit. Mag.. 8 (1825), 124-32; Samuel Knox, Letter . . .
Frederick Academy, 27-29; John Latta, A Sermon Preached
on the Twelfth of January. 1815. A Date Recommended by
the President of the United States to be Observed as a Dav
of Humiliation. Fasting, and Prayer (Wilmington, Del,,
1815), 12-19.
45

For the anticlerical mentality in all its glory,
see any of Mrs. Anne Royall's outspoken travel narratives:
A. Traveller, Sketches of History. Life, and Manners, in
the United States (New Haven, Ct., 1826); The Black Book;
or. A Continuation of Travels in the United States (Wash-
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become preoccupied with it is to miss the larger context
within which the artificiality is explicable.
In the Revolution and Confederation decades the
debris of religious establishment had been cleared away
and the legal and institutional foundations of the volun
tary denominational system created.

But it took a widely

perceived threat to put life into the system.

Christian

literature, from the time of the Prophets to Foxe's age
of English martyrs, resplendent in the narrative of heroic
conflict, provided a framework which was easily and
automatically adapted to the American environment.

Pop

ular indignation can only be created with an easily
identifiable adversary; not by the ideas of religious
indifference and institutional decay, of human inability
and numerical weakness, which were the actual culprits
in Southern religious prostration during the early national
period.
In a tradition as old as religion itself, the
American churches personified and impersonalized their
own weaknesses.

Concepts of Deists, of atheists, of

papists, or Satan could project the plaintive religious
cries of the 1780s into the popular clamor of the 1820s
within the Churches and within the interdenominational
societies as well.

The mundane was endowed with the

ington, D.C., 1828-29. 3 vols.); Mrs. Rovall's Southern
Tour, or Second Series of the Black Book (Washington,
D.C., 1830-31. 3 vols.).
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elements of doubt and excitement which are the motivating
forces of voluntary democratic change.
III.

The Process of Rebirth
In spite of the solid abilities of many American

clergymen in the century between the Great Awakening and
1830, evangelicalism was essentially a non-intellectual
movement.

Even the brilliant voices of Jonathan Edwards,

John Witherspoon, and Samuel Hopkins, men who greatly
influenced the evangelicals, if not strictly within their
camp themselves, achieved fame and are remembered for
their rationalizations of non-intellectual action:
Edwards, of emotional conversion; Witherspoon, of morality
in public and private life; Hopkins, of good works.

46

The great leaders of expansive American Protestant
ism, George Whitefield, Count Zinzendorf, Henry Melchior
Muhlenberg, Samuel Davies, Philip Asbury, Lyman Beecher,
played down theology in their concern for practical piety
and church growth just as their spiritual teachers in
Europe had done.

The emphasis of Prancke's German pietism,

of Bray's Anglican rejuvenation,
46

of Wesley's revivalism,

Sydney E. Ahlstrom, "The Scottish Philosophy and
American Theology," Church History, 24 (1955), 257-72;
James H. Nichols, "John Witherspoon on Church and State,"
J. of Presb. Hist., 42 (1964), 166-74; Perry Miller,
"From Edwards to Emerson," in his Errand Into the Wilder
ness (N.Y., 1956), 184-203; Perry Miller, Jonathan Edwards
(N.Y., 1949); David E. Swift, "Samuel Hopkins (1721-1803):
Calvinist Social Concern in Eighteenth Century New England,"
J. of Presb. Hist.. 47 (1969), 31-54; John Witherspoon,
Lectures on Moral Philosophy, ed. by Varnum Lansing
Collins (Princeton, N.J., 1912).
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of the Clapharaite evangelicalism had been personal piety,
family worship, restoration of a spiritual priesthood,
plain but fervent preaching, good works, and Christian
47
mission, not liturgical formality, and not theology.
The bickering over Scriptural passages and doctrinal
minutiae which accompanied the rise of denominationalism,
as in the case of fundamentalists today, reflected the
growing formalism and mindlessness of theological in
doctrination rather than a real interest in the ideas
themselves.

To emphasize, say, the theology rather than

the practicalities of perfectionism, of Calvinism, or of
pietism in the Methodist movement is to portray incor
rectly the real impact of the faith.

The Articles of

Religion adopted by the first General Conference of 1784
did not transform the Methodist itinerants into a group
of learned scholastics.

It relegated theology to a neat

formula which could be given periodic affirmation, but
the meaning of which could be conveniently ignored in the
interests of practical growth.

48

Contemporary tracts and denominational histories,
defensive of sectarian peculiarities and anxious to vin
47

McNeill, Modern Christian Movements? Samuel C.
McCulloch, "Dr. Thomas Bray's Trip to Maryland, A Study
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2 (1945), 15-32; Maldwyn Edwards, John Wesley and the
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dicate their correctness and their effectiveness, naturally
encourage the distorted overemphasis upon particular
theological beliefs as a source of reforming zeal.
Historians are easily trapped into perpetuating such
claims.

The exaggerated attention given to Samuel

Hopkins' "theology of divine benevolence" by recent
students of the reform societies illustrates the danger
of taking contemporary explanations at face value.

The

avowed Hopkinsians in the South, Charles Coffin and
Hezekiah Balch of the Abington Presbytery, demonstrated
no conspicuous affinity for good works.

Even their

Hopkinsian New England brethren accomplished nothing in a
reforming way not undertaken by humanitarians of Cal
vinist, Quaker, Methodist, or evangelical Anglican persuasion in other cities and regions.

49

It would be inaccurate to dismiss ideas as a source
of historical action.

There was a Calviriistic tone to

much of British arid American evangelicalism which shaped
its approach to infancy, education, and poverty; there
was a widespread belief in the concepts of human depravity
and man's inability to achieve salvation without regenera
tion by the Holy Spirit.
49

For studies which placed an emphasis upon Hopkins'
theology, see: Foster, An Errand of Mercy; Griffin,
Their Brothers' Keepers; Charles Roy Keller, The Second
Great Awakening in Connecticut (New Haven, Ct., 1942);
Oliver Wendell Elsbree, "Samuel Hopkins and His Doctrine
of Benevolence," New England Quarterly, 8 (1935), 534-50.
David McW. Ludlum, Social Ferment in Vermont, 1791-1850
(N.Y., 1939).

But, the emotional attachments which grew up around
sectarianism were more often than not based on the simple
existence of theological differences, rather than their
substance.

Among even the intellectual leaders of nine

teenth-century Southern Christianity, it was not in
Calvin's Institutes, or the Westminister Confession, or
the Thirty-nine Articles, or Hopkins' System of Divinity
that the initial inspiration for spiritual rebirth oc
curred, but in pious classics such as Soame Jenyns1 A
View of the Internal Evidence of the Christian Religion
(1776) or William Wilberforce1s Practical View (1797), in
the persuasiveness of an individual preacher, or the
disturbing influence of a particular scriptural passage.
To the uneducated common man, religion was almost ex
clusively a matter of emotion, of magnetic personalities,
and of the excitement of change.

As in politics or

any other popular movements, it was primarily the enthu
siasm itself, not the theories behind it, which was
infectious.
Church history in the tumultous decades of the
1770s, 1780s, and 1790s could be told largely in bio
graphical terms.

The survival and growth of every sect,

in a country preoccupied with war and politics, was, to a
greater extent than in any other period of its history,
due to the efforts of towering personalities.

It was an

age of missionary giants in a hostile environment which
offered them few rewards and none of the public recogni
tion accorded religious leaders in the next century.

It was the irresistible zeal of the first group of
Methodist missionaries from England which ignited the
rural South.

Robert Strawbridge, Capt. Thomas Webb,

Joseph Pilmore, Robert Williams, John King, and Thomas
Rankin were men of little education and less formality.
King was noted for a boisterous, loud style of preaching
which even warranted a letter of disapproval from John
Wesleyr Strawbridge proved incapable of accepting super
vision of any sort.

But, with all of their failings,

they were able to electrify their audiences and obtain
converts.

They gave Methodism a special spirit of excite

ment which the more disciplined church of Francis Asbury,
Thomas Coke, and the first generation of native Metho
dist preachers were able to perpetuate.^
A small group of outstanding Regular Baptist
clergymen, Oliver Hart, Henry Holcombe, Edmund Botsford,
and Richard Furman, maintained the vitality of the denomination in the Charleston area.
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The missionary

labors of Shubael Stearns, Daniel Marshall, Col. Samuel
Harris, Elijah Baker, Philip Hughes, and other "apostles"
50

For biographies of these pioneers of Methodism,
see Matthew Simpson, ed.. Cyclopaedia of Methodism. Em
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came to fruition in the Separate Baptist Movement, which
52
swept through the South in the 1760s, 1770s and 1780s.
Until his death in 1787, Henry Muhlenberg was the
true patriarch of the Lutheran Church in America; Philip
Otterbein and Martin Boem, consciously initiating the
revivalism of the Methodists, created in Maryland in the
1770s the nucleus of what would emerge in the nineteenth
century as the United Brethren of Christ.

It was due

entirely to the failure of the German Reformed sect to
produce dominant leaders of this calibre that all its
congregations below Maryland disappeared in the Revolu
tionary period.53
Presbyterianism was kept alive by men such as
Henry Patillo, a Samuel Davies convert, by the famous
blind preacher of Virginia James Waddell, by the Virginia
Synod's first missionary Nash Le Grande, and by James Hall,
Samuel E. McCorkle, Samuel Doak, William Graham, men who
came under the influence of dynamic President Witherspoon
in the early seventies and were able to transmit his

52
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dedication to thousands of Southern Presbyterians in the
54
following decades.
The chain of personal enthusiasm is particularly
clear in the Episcopal Church of the South, which was
kept alive only by the perseverance of a few dedicated
individuals.

William Duke of Maryland was an Asbury

convert who could not bring himself to formally break
with Anglicanism.

Walter Dulany Addison, familiar by

direct contact with English evangelicalism, profoundly
influenced William Meade, who in turn nurtured a genera
tion of Southern evangelical churchmen.

His contacts

with laymen and clerics of similar persuasion in Virginia
and the Baltimore-Washing ton area, William H. Wilmer,
Francis Scott Key, Oliver Norris, and others, resulted
in the call of the dedicated Bishop Richard Channing Moore
and the founding of the seminary in Alexandria.

A similar

combination of personal associations between a handful
of native Charlestonians, among them Christopher Gadsden
and Frederick Dalcho, and Northerners Theodore Dehon and
Nathaniel Bowen, revived a dying Episcopal Diocese of
54
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South Carolina.

Almost without exception, the leaders of

Episcopal regeneration were converts— men such as Meade,
Addison, Norris, Edward C. McGuire, who had experienced a
spiritual awakening of the sort expected in the Baptist or
Methodist churches, or, zealous converts from another
faith of the likes of James Kemp, Benjamin Allen, Jr., and
James S. Ravenscroft.
55
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In the Presbyterian and Baptist churches, with a
Calvinistic vision of the congregation as a constitutional
entity, churches themselves could be self-generating.

In

a continuation of the organic settlement pattern down the
Shenandoah Valley, flourishing older churches in Virginia
and the Carolinas parented new congregations in Kentucky,
Tennessee, and the deep South, almost oblivious to the
support or lack of it from the denomination as a whole.
Shubael Stearns' Separate Baptist congregation at Sandy
Creek, North Carolina, founded in 1760, was "mother,
grandmother, and great-grandmother," to forty-two churches
by 1787.56
The mental attitude of a Church's clergy greatly
determined denominational effectiveness.

Only where

clerical leaders themselves were convinced of the importance
and the viability of their mission was there a chance of
survival.
The newer sects had an obvious advantage.

Faith in
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26 (1957), 311-28; E. C. Chorley, "Theodore Dehon, Second
Bishop of South Carolina," American Church Monthly, 26
(1929), 95-104.
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Quotation of Morgan Edwards, printed in Newman,
History of the Baptist Churches. 294.

confidence? the Deistical and other threats demonstrated
the crucial need for immediate action.

Every earthquake,

plague, fire, economic depression, and instance of human
failing provided the emotional fuel upon which evangeli
calism thrived.

With the separation of church and state

and the loss of any element of legal

compulsion,

bodies possessed only the weapon of persuasion.

religious
Other

developments beyond their control forced the Churches to
adopt the offensive.

Immigration, the inexorable processes

of acculturation, and a high rate of mobility in response
to opening frontiers and growing cities eroded the natural
ethnic constituencies of colonial Churches, increasing
this need to attract and serve the public.

Exerting

themselves with equal force upon each sect, these per
sonal and impersonal changes relentlessly exacted an
element of conformity in form and approach.
The sooner that a Church realized and accepted the
nature of the voluntary system which democratic repub
licanism made inevitable, the sooner it became a vibrant,
expanding denomination.

The evangelical attitude made

this process of "Americanization" easy, because it
reduced the prerequisite elements of religious faith to
such bare essentials and demanded at least mental activity
on the part of the individual as a condition of member
ship.

A truly revivalistic church automatically based

its existence on the enthusiasm of its members rather than
outside support or the accrual of a membership which could
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be taken for granted.

The Methodist and Separate Baptist

churches, totally dependent on their own exertions and on
conversion among the existing population, were indeed
prepared for the demands of religious freedom.

The Quakers

were fully capable of self-support but had lost the
capacity and desire to convert outsiders by the mid
eighteenth century.

For the Scottish Presbyterians, the

Lutherans, and particularly the Episcopalians, all of
whose forms and rituals had been the product of the state
church tradition, it demanded difficult mental adjustment.
But the voluntary system was accepted and gradually trans
formed into a virtue by all of the Churches.
Doubtful of even their continued existence in the
dark days before the War of 1812, formal Churches as well
as the revivalistic sects were pestering rich and poor
alike by 1830.

Symbolic of the change, was the willing

ness of clergymen to hound Andrew Jackson, although an
unrepentant duelist, for money, for board while passing
the Hermitage, even for a public profession of faith.
57
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On their famous missionary tour of 1812-13, Mills
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Badgering of this sort would have been unthinkable in the
time of Washington— it would have been viewed as hopeless
under Jefferson.

In fact, by 1830, it required exceptional

dexterity to maintain an unspotted public reputation
without some favorable accommodation with organized
Christianity.
Sustained growth in membership and congregations,
however, was dependent on far more than a positive
attitude and revivalistic ferment.

Times of religious

excitement, essential to expansion, invariably rested upon
a foundation of religious preparation.

Recent studies of

even the Great Revival itself, seemingly the most impul
sive and startling event in Southern religious history,
demonstrate that a decade of development alone made the
experience possible— the silent expansion of congregations
accompanying frontier settlement, the forming of a men
tality conducive to religious cataclysm, and the overlapping of local "outpourings of the Spirit" in the 1790s.
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became the hallmark of an imminent revival in the nine
teenth century, and all of the churches became adept,
unconsciously or not, at staging these "signs of the
times."
The ultimate success of a period of religious
awakening was dependent on the ability of the Churches
to capture the momentary zeal and sustain it in institu
tional form.

It was not in their mere employment of mass

revivalism that the Methodist and Baptist Churches regis
tered dramatic increases in members from the 1770s on.
It was the ability of their constitutional beings to
expand almost instantaneously and bring converts into
organized churches, their capacity to provide regular
services of worship and effective disciplinary control,
which enabled revivalism to work.

The use of uneducated

preachers, and the reduction of theology and essential
belief to a minimum alone made the revival an effective
method of denominational advancement.

The Baptists, with

their distinctive localism, the Methodists, with their
delicate balance between central authority and democratic
responsiveness in the locality, were perfectly organized
for rural frontier expansion, and in the antebellum period,
they captured all prizes in the contest for members.

In

the long run, they were penalized for their very success.
Their mastery of the formula for numerical success en
couraged an intolerance for innovation and change which
was already apparent by the early nineteenth century.
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They were slow to meet the new challenges of urban growth;
after the initial frenzy of the Great Revival of 18011807, they displayed a self-satisfied aloofness from
interdenominational charities and reforms.

In terms of

direct, personal contact, however, the two sects exerted
an influence which dominated and created the moral climate
one associates with the best features of the rural South.
Mass revivals were not an effective tool of the
older Churches.

Presbyterian clergymen dominated the

preliminary "awakenings" in the 1790s, and they partici
pated actively in the early years of the Great Revival.
In the Synods of the deep South, where Methodist and
Baptist competition was intense, the domesticated camp
meetings remained a part of Presbyterianism throughout the
antebellum period.
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But, as the General Assembly had

quickly learned in the dispute over unlicensed "exhorters"
which resulted in the Cumberland Presbytery schism,
revival success was directly proportional to a Church's

59Presbyterian missionary Rev. John Lyle, as late
as 1817, reported to the Board of Missions that two women
experienced the "jerks" at an "unusually solemn" meeting.
Presbyterian Church. Board of Missions. Report•(1817),
15. See Margaret B. Des Champs, "The Presbyterian Church
in the South Atlantic States, 1801-1861," (Ph.D. diss.,
Emory University, 1952); Catherine C. Cleveland, The Great
Revival in the West. 1797-1805 (Chicago, 111., 1916);
Charles A. Johnson, The Frontier Camp Meeting; Religion's
Harvest Time (Dallas, Tex., 1955); William Warren Sweet,
Revivalism: Its Origin, Growth, and Decline (N.Y., 1945);
Bernard A. Weisberger, They Gathered at the River. The
Story of the Great Revivalists and Their Impact upon
Religion in America (Boston and Toronto, 1958).
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ability to field ministers.

60

In all of the Southern

Churches, there was some compromise.

District plans for

clerical itineracy to vacant and aspiring congregations,
approximating to some extent the Methodist circuit, became commonplace.

61

Episcopal lay readers and Presby

terian ministerial candidates, despite occasional difficulties, were employed to preserve regularity of worship.

62

And within the individual congregation, where the phenome
non could be carefully controlled (and no additional
clergymen were needed), revivalism was accepted by all
63
Churches as the work of God.
If the Methodists and Baptists based their appeal
on the tried and true formula of the revival, the Churches
requiring an educated clergy succeeded in arousing a
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Thompson, Presbyterians in the South, vol. 1,

144-53.
61

For examples of district plans see: Lexington
Presbytery. Lexington Missionary Society. 3rd Report
(1820), 5-14. Hawks, ed., "Journals of . . . Diocese of
Virginia" (1805); 86; (1814), 92-3; (1827), 207-8.
Protes-tant Episcopal Church. Diocese of Maryland.
Journals:
(1788), 28; (1796, printed 1797), 6-7; (1797),
13-16; (1809), 11-14; see also Journal of the Proceedings
of a Convention of the Protestant Episcopal Church in
Maryland. Held at Easton from Tuesday May 27th to Monday,
May 31st. One Thousand Seven Hundred and Ninety (Wilming
ton, Del., 1790). Dalcho, Protestant Ep. Church in S.C.
(1815 Convention), 543.
62
See: Presbyterian Church. Synod of North Caro
lina. Minutes (1829), 14-15; Protestant Episcopal Church.
Diocese of Delaware. Journal (1802), 6; Journal (1816),
7; Samuel Miller to John Holt Rice, Princeton, Dec. 14,
1818. In Melton, "Pioneering Presbyter," 176-78.
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See section on urban revivals in Chapter 3.
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similar sense of excitement by institutional innovation.
Praying societies appeared on a formal basis in the 1790s;
missionary organizations and local charitable efforts in
the following decade.

Tract societies and Sunday schools

arose in the 'teens'; church libraries and Bible classes
proliferated in the twenties, not to mention the massive
efforts of the interdenominational societies which were
carried out largely through the local churches.

For the

first time in the mainstream of American religious his
tory, women enjoyed the rights of organization without
loss of respectability.

Indeed, the revival of the formal

colonial Churches, and the rise of the evangelical reform
society movement was to a large degree built upon this
feminine.enthusiasm.

Somewhat more reluctant, husbands

were inevitably drawn by the very presence of the ladies,
if not by deeper convictions.

For the man in search of a

respectable wife, church attendance, if not membership,
was prerequisite by the thirties.
64

64

The numerical predominence of female church mem
bers in the average new, or reviving congregation was
striking. For example, at its founding in 1816, the First
Presbyterian Church of Frankfort, Ky., had 59 communi
cants, 45 of them females. As of 1830, there were 130
females, 73 males. The Presbytery of Baltimore estimated
in 1814 that "of communicants . . . it is believed that
the proportion of females is about four to one." Mrs.
Trollope reported that "I never saw, or read, of any
country where religion had so strong a hold upon the women,
or a slighter hold upon the men." Actually, the propor
tions became increasingly regular as the century wore on.
Averill, 1st Presb. Church, Frankfort, 67-8,,. 243-5. Pres
bytery of Baltimore, "Minutes," Ms. (1814), vol. 2, 184.
Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia; Frances
Trollope, Domestic Manners of the Americans, Donald
Smalley, ed. (N.Y., 1949), 75.

The Episcopal, Presbyterian, Lutheran, and Reformed
Churches all turned to theological seminaries and cen
trally controlled home missions between 1810 and 1830 as
alternatives to the use of untrained preachers.

The

growing emphasis on church conventions and the prolifera
tion of religious magazines constituted a remarkably
efficient network of religious intelligence by the 1820s
which even the Baptists, Methodists, Quakers, and Unitar
ians found worthy of imitation.

Much of the momentum of

the churches carried over to the interdenominational
societies, whose development would have been impossible
without the existence of an expanding religious community.
IV.

Prom Church Discipline to Reform
Associated in the public mind only with the

"peculiar" sects in America— the Mennonites, the Jehovah's
Witnesses, perhaps the Quakers— moral discipline of church
members has at one time or another played a fundamental
role in every Christian sect.

In fact, no aspect of

church life was more indicative of the vitality of
religion in the pre-Civil War period or more responsive
to the emotional pressures which breathed life into
American religion in the early nineteenth century.

The

evolving pattern and scope of church discipline was a
direct antecedent of the moral reforms of the early
nineteenth century.
Clerical and lay discipline displayed a remark
able similarity in form and procedure in all denominations
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because it emerged from the common heritage of the medie
val, particularly the British, parish.

The rural parish

was indeed a remarkable institution of social control,
with the church, the priest, and lay officers central to
all aspects of organic community life.

Except that it

provided new legal definition and, to a degree, seculari
zation of parish functions, the Elizabethan Reformation
only strengthened the system.
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The Anglican parish of

seventeenth-century Virginia was simply an extension,
slightly adapted by the institution of the vestry, of
the English parochial establishment.
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Among militant Reformers, particularly the Geneva
Calvinists and their followers, with an emphasis upon
both moral reform and the resurrection of the purified
Church of the first century, the congregational unit took
on great importance.

The accentuation of lay and clerical

discipline was shared by Presbyterian and Independent
alike.

In the tension-filled decades between 1580 and

1640, Puritan congregations cropped up which were the
66

Francis A. Gasquet, Parish Life in Medieval Eng
land. 6th. ed.-(London, 1929); John Godfrey, The English
Parish, 600-1300 (London, 1969); Tindall A. Hart, The Man
in the Pew. 1558-1660 (N.Y., 1966); Sumner C. Powell,
Puritan Village; The Formation of a New England Town
(Middletown, Ct., 1963); H. A. Wilson, ed., Constitutions
and Canons Ecclesiastical. 1604. with an Introduction and
Notes (Oxford, Eng., 1923); Brian L. Woodcock, Medaeval
Ecclesiastical Courts in the Diocese of Canterbury (Ox
ford, Eng., 1952).
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Brydon, Virginia's Mother Church, vols. 1 and 2;
Arthur P. Middleton, "The Colonial Virginia Parish,"
Hist. Mag. P. E. Ch., 40 (1971), 431-46; Seiler, "The
Anglican Parish Vestry."
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foundations of both New England Puritanism, English Non
conformity, and, to some extent, Scottish Presbyterianism.
The Quakers, a further refinement of the religious en
thusiasm of the Civil War era, put a singular emphasis
upon discipline.

New England Puritanism was in turn the

lineal ancestor not only of Southern Congregationalism,
but as well the congregational system of the Independent
Baptists which was so successfully transplanted south in
67
the latter eighteenth century.
The Puritan Revolution, whatever its ultimate lack
of success, did encourage a partial counter-reformation
within the Established Church itself between 1690 and
1720.

It created a respectable place in the Church for
67

Congregational discipline of members, encompas
sing public confessions, existed in the second century.
By the fifth and sixth centuries, the clerical hierarchy
and the system of private confessions typical of the
Catholic Church had developed. Since then, periodic ef
forts have been made to revive congregational discipline:
at the time of Charlemagne, at scattered times and places
in the Middle Ages, in Calvin's Geneva, Knox's Scotland,
and Puritan England and America. For a general sketch of
early church discipline, see: Stanley L. Greenslade,
Shepherding the Flock: Problems of Pastoral Discipline
in the Early Church and in the Younger Churches Today (Lon
don, 1967).
For the development of Congregational discipline
and the Congregational Church in the South, see: Powell,
Puritan Village: Emil Oberholzer, Jr., Delinquent Saints.
Disciplinary Action in the Early Congregational Churches of
Massachusetts (N.Y., 1956); Babette M. Levy, "Early Puri
tanism in the Southern and Island Colonies," American
Antiquarian Society Proceedings. 70 (1960), 69-348;
George N. Edwards, A History of the Independent or Con
gregational Church of Charleston. South Carolina (Boston,
1947); James Stacy, History and Records of Midway Church,
ed. by Albert Lundy Baker (n.p., 1951; reprint of History
of the Midway Congregational Church [1903] with Addenda,
and The Published Records of Midway Church [1894] by
Stacy).
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the puritanical missionary zeal which had been character
istic only of dissenters.

The Society for the Reforma

tion of Manners (1692) was indicative of the moralism;
The Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge (S.P.C.K.,
1699) and the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel
in Foreign Parts (S.P.G., 1701), by means of their publi
cations and missionaries, gave the American establishment
a missionary character throughout much of the colonial
period.

68

The worldliness of the mid-eighteenth century

was not conducive to vigorous enforcement of church
68

For a brief summary of the Anglican reawakening
of 1690-1720, see Chapter 1 of Quinlan, Victorian Prelude.
The instructions for a missionary employed by the
S.P.G. demanded not only spotless conduct, but appearances
to match. It was prohibited that they "board in, or
frequent public-houses, or lodge in Families of Evil
Fame; that they wholly abstain from Gaming, and all vain
Pastimes; and converse not familiarly with Lewd or prophane Persons, otherwise than in order to reprove, admonish,
and reclaim them." They were enjoined "to acquaint them
selves thorowly with the . . . worship and Discipline,
and Rules for Behavior of the Clergy," to "be not nice
about Meats or Drinks, nor immoderately careful about
their Entertainment . . . ," to "be Frugal in Opposition
to Luxury"; "the Chief Subjects of t" ir Sermons" were
to be "the great Fundamental Princij.
3 of Christianity,
and the Duties of a sober, righteous, and godly Life, as
resulting from those Principles," and they were asked
that they "particularly preach against those Vices,
which they shall observe to be most Predominent in the
Places of their Residence."
"Instructions for the Clergy
Employ'd by the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel
in Foreign Parts," Appendix I, Rightmyer, The Anglican
Church in Delaware. 187-90.
An emphasis upon clerical discipline has, in fact,
been typical of any missionary church. Presbyterian
Scotland was declared a "Mission" by the Catholic church
between 1695 and 1718, and was treated as such by the
Protestant Episcopal Church of Scotland a century later.
The Scottish Catholic "Code of Statutes" (1710-1780) and
the Episcopal “Code of Order and Discipline" (1811-) are
strikingly similar to the equivalent codes in the American
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discipline, but, as in the New England towns and congre
gations, there were areas in the South where vestries
functioned as moral courts throughout the colonial
• ^ 69
perxod.
One of the penalties of Revolutionary republican
ism in the minds of educated men was the loss of this
element of moral compulsion which bound the threads of the
social hierarchy together.

With the abolition of the

Church establishment, the official functions of the
vestries as moral courts ceased.

Similar restraints were

perpetuated only in those rare cases where secular magis70
trates felt a strong responsibility for public morality.
Within churches themselves, Anglican or dissenter, social
control could only be effective where an active clergyman
and a strong congregation provided the requisite social
pressure for conformity.
bodies intact.

The war left few such church

Even in those which survived, the dis

churches. Ivo M. Clark, History of Church Discipline in
Scotland (Aberdeen, Scotland, 1929), 171-86, 190-91.
69
Gerald E. Hartdagen, "The Vestries and Morals in
Colonial Maryland," Maryland Historical Magazine, 63 (1968),
360-78.
The decline in church discipline in the eighteenth
century was common to the entire Anglo-American world.
I. M. Clark found a gradual decline in discipline for all
but obvious sexual offenses (pregnancy out of wedlock)
from the early eighteenth century and a sharply decreasing
incidence of public trial and punishment. Clark, Church
Discipline in Scotland. 163-7.
70

Joseph Morton of Prince Edward Co., Virginia, a
Samuel Davies convert, was one such guardian of public
morality. As Justice of the Peace, he even enforced laws
against profanity. Alexander, Archibald Alexander. 181-182.
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continuity was enough to weaken moral enforcement.

In

only a handful of obstinate Presbyterian and Baptist con
gregations, or in the Quaker and pietistic German meetings
which were aloof from the contest, was the tradition of
congregational lay discipline perpetuated unbroken from
the colonial period to the nineteenth century.
It was the Methodist and Baptist revivals of the
1770s and 1780s which reversed the pattern of declining
lay discipline.

From their earliest beginnings, both were

lower class movements.

For the vast majority of Southern

laborers or marginal planters, even more for their wives,
the Methodists and Baptist societies were the first
institutions to court their favor, to challenge them to
importance, to bring them a message of self-confidence
and superiority in a world which contained few amenities
and few obvious inferiors.

Preached by men of their own

limited education, uncomplicated by theology, the conversionary faith dared them to accept true religion and to
adopt the outward changes in behavior which the state of
grace '’
implied.
Methodist discipline, which was based on Wesley's
"Larger Minutes" (1766-1784) and the regularly revised
Book of Discipline (1784), was effective because it
maximized social pressure to conform.

If the targets

were most often the superficial sins, they exacted a
concern for self-discipline among men and women who had
never been thought of as even capable of responsible
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action.

Drunkenness, sexual immorality, deceit, were

obvious offenses, but the social controls were extended to
manners and attitudes as well.

Extravagance of dress,

waste of time, election bribery, and irregularities in
trade were grounds for investigation.

Negligence in church

attendance or family worship, actions which deprived
churches of members, were punished without fail, and
withdrawal from the denomination without censure was
impossible.

Guilt or innocence was decided by popular

vote after confrontation between accused and accusor, and
appeals were allowed to the Quarterly meeting of preachers
and elders; penalties ranged from reproof and suspension
to exclusion.

Discipline of wayward clergymen followed

similar procedures on the conference level.

71

Although lacking the standardization supplied by
the Methodist hierarchy and the official Discipline and
providing no avenue of appeal, Baptist congregations
exerted similar control over their membership.
their authority on the church covenant.

They based

Deviants were

tried before monthly business meetings of the entire
congregation and forgiven, admonished, eensured, or

Emory and Strickland, Discipline of the Methodist
Episcopal Church; T. Scott Miyakawa, Protestants and
Pioneers, Individualism and Conformity on the American
Frontier (Chicago, 1964), 45-58; William Warren Sweet,
"The Churches as Moral Courts of the Frontier," Church
History, 2 (1933), 3-21.
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excluded.
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In the rural and small town environment most

conducive to both sects, such pressure could be far more
overpowering and effective than the strictest sumptuary
legislation.
Both of the new denominations possessed certain
unique advantages which facilitated the imposition of
strict standards of discipline.

The Methodist Church,

and to a lesser extent, the Baptist churches, capitalized
upon their conscious lower-class identity.

It provided

an exaltant sense of unity-against-the-world not unlike
that of the pietistic sects.

73

Their newness endowed
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For discipline in the early Baptist churches,
see: T. Dowley, "Baptists and Discipline in the 17th
Century," Baptist Quarterly (Oct., 1971); Leah Townshend,
"Discipline in Early Baptist Churches," S.C. Hist. Mag..
54 (1953), 129-34; History of the Welsh Tract Baptist
Church, Pencader Hundred. New Castle County. Delaware
(Danville, Va., n.d.), 8-12, 19-22.
Even after the formation of the General Association,
no book of discipline was given official sanction. How
ever, procedures throughout the denomination seem to have
been similar to those outlined in. Charleston Association
of Baptists, A Summary of Church-Discipline (Charleston,
1813). For discipline in practice, see the minutes of
any of the early churches, some of which are listed in
the appendix.
See: Miyakawa, Protestants and Pioneers, 33-44;
Walter B. Posey, The Baptist Church in the Lower Mississip
pi Valley. 1776-1845 (Lexington, Ky., 1957), 38-53;
Cortland Victor Smith, "Church Organization as an Agency
of Social Control: Church Discipline in North Carolina,
1800-1861," (Ph.D. diss., U. of North Carolina, 1967).
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For a picture of Quaker discipline in the South,
see: Discipline of the Yearly Meeting of Friends. Held
in Baltimore, for the Western Shore of Maryland. Adjacent
Parts of Pennsylvania and Virginia; as Revised and Adopted
1821 (Baltimore, Md., 1821); Rules of Discipline of the
Yearly Meeting of Friends, Held in Virginia (Richmond, Va.,
1814); The Discipline of Friends, Revised and Approved by
the Yearly Meeting. Held at New Garden, in Guilford
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participation in their activities with the elements of
novelty, of daring, of revolt from the status quo which
could attract people and cause them to adopt radical
changes in personal conduct not otherwise possible.
Conversion itself was a decisive action, implying change
in behavior as well as thought, and the discipline which
followed it was a logical extension of initial conditions
of membership.

It was a most effective method of retaining

members and translating camp meeting crowds into per
manent denominational gains.
Discipline within the Episcopal and Presbyterian
churches was based upon British precedent.

Authority in

the former church rested upon whatever canons had been
adopted b y the individual diocese or by the triennial
General Convention.

The accused layman was tried before

the vestry; appeals were permitted to the diocesan convention.
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In the Presbyterian church, discipline rested

County. North Carolina . . . 1808 (Raleigh, N.C., 1809);
The Discipline of Friends. Revised and Approved by the
Yearly Meeting . . . 1822 (Hillsborough, N.C., 1823).
Our Quaker Friends of Ye Olden Time (Lynchburg,
Va., 1905), 145-57, 161-66, contains a list of disownments
at meetings of Cedar Creek, Hanover Co., at Bedford Co.,
and at South River, Campbell Co., Virginia. Kenneth S. P.
Morse, in Baltimore Yearly Meeting. 1672-1830 (n.p., 1961)
provides excellent documentation of discipline within one
Yearly Meeting over a period of a century and a half.
For discipline within the United Brethren in Christ,
see; Henry Kurtz, Encyclopedia. Containing the United
Counsels and Conclusions of the Brethren, at their Annual
Meetings . . . (Columbiana, Ohio, 1867).
74

For the legislation of the General Conventions,
see; William Stevens Perry, ed.. Journals of General
Conventions of the Protestant Episcopal Church, in the
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upon the Confession of Faith adopted in 1788 (which in
cluded the Longer and Shorter Catechisms, printed with
marginal notes), upon the prohibitory legislation of the
General Assembly, and upon the local church covenant.
Cases were tried before the session of the individual
church (minister and elders), and appeals could be car
ried to the Presbytery, the Synod, and the General
Assembly.
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Procedures within the Lutheran church, as

United States, 1785-1835. 3 vols. (Cleremont, N.H., 1874);
Edwin A. White, Constitution and Canons for the Government
of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States of
America Adopted in General Conventions. 1789-1922 (N.Y.,
1924) .
See the published Journals of the diocesan Annual
Conventions, listed in the bibliography, for legislation
on this level. The constitutions and canons were period
ically published as appendices, or separately (see biblio
graphy) .
75
The basis and historical development of church
discipline in the Presbyterian Church is traced in:
Presbyterian Church. The Constitution of the Presby
terian Church in the United States of America Containing
the Confession of Faith, the Catechisms, the Government
and Discipline, and the Directory for the Worship of God,
Ratified and Adopted by the Synod of New-York and Phila
delphia Mav the 16th 1788. and Continued by Adjournments
until the 28th of the Same Month (Phila., 1789); Presby
terian Church, A Digest. Compiled from the Records of the
General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the United
States of America, and from the Records of the Late Synod
of New York and Philadelphia, of their Acts and Proceed
ings. that Appear to be of Permanent Authority and In
terest (Phila., 1820); Samuel J. Baird, ed., A Collection
of the Acts. Deliverances, and Testimonies of the Supreme
Judiciary of the Presbyterian Church from its Origin in
America to the Present Time. With Notes and Documents.
Explanatory and Historical; Constituting a Complete
Illustration of Her Polity. Faith, and History (Phila.,
1856).
Publication of the by-laws of the individual church
did not become common practice until the 1830§ and one
must generally go to the manuscript minutes. One early
example of printed rules is: By-laws of the Presbyterian
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they evolved in the nineteenth century, were similar.
Lay members were tried by the church council (pastor,
76
deacons, elders); clergymen before the Synod.
Within these older Churches, having elders and
vestrymen of advanced age and little taste for change,
the revival of discipline was often an unwelcome innovaChurch of the City of Charleston (Charleston, S.C., 1814).
The session book (manuscript), common to all Pres
byterian churches by the 1820s, took its standard form
only after the Revolution. For an example of the very
scarce records of a colonial Presbyterian congregation in
the South, see:
"Covenant and Register, 1743-1758," Ms.,
of the Stony Creek Church, S.C. For a good example of the
initiation of the disciplinary process by means of the
"church compact" in a new congregation, see: First
Presbyterian Church, Norfolk, Va., "Session Minutes and
Register, 1814-1838," Ms. volume on film, Union Theological
Seminary, Richmond, Va.
For the almost identical procedures of the Cumber
land Presbyterian Church, see: The Confession of Faith
of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church in the United States
of America. Revised and Adopted by the General Assembly,
at Princeton. Kv.. May, 1829 (n.p., 1829).
See also: William D. Blanks, "Ideal and Practice:
A Study of the Conception of the Christian Life Prevailing
in the Presbyterian Churches of the South During the
Nineteenth Century," (Th.D., Union Theological Seminary,
Richmond, Va., 1960) and his summary article, "Corrective
Church Discipline in the Presbyterian Churches of the
Nineteenth Century South," J. Presb. Hist.. 44 (1966),
89-105; Victor C. Smith, "Church Organization as an Agency
of Social Control"; Miyakawa, Protestants and Pioneers,
21-32; Walter B. Posey, The Presbyterian Church in the
Old Southwest. 1778-1838 (Richmond, Va., 1952), 93-101.
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For discipline within the Evangelical Lutheran
Church, see: Gottleib Shdber, A Comprehensive Account,
152-71 (which outlines discipline in the Synod of North
Carolina); Formula for the Government and Discipline of
the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Maryland and Virginia
(Hagers-Town, Md., 1823?); Evangelical Lutheran Church.
Constitution of the Evangelical Lutheran Synod of the U.S.
of North America, together with the Proceedings of the
Convention in Which it was Formed, tr. from the German
(Lancaster, Pa., 1820); Z., "Church Discipline," Evan
gelical Lutheran intelligencer, 5 (1830-31), 211-19,
243-52.

tion.

The conservative rector of St. Paul's Episcopal

Church in Baltimore, Frederick Beasley, in an 1813 pamphlet
directed against the controversial evangelical George
Dashiell, damned "that demure, shy puritanical and
contracted Christianity, which displays itself in the
trumpetings of its own holiness, in assuming the exterior
of austerity, mortification and gloom, to captivate the
attention of the vulgar, and gain a reputation for sanc
tity, while the worst pashions hold their mis-rule in the
bosom, and which directs its bitterest hostility and
exhausts its holy rage against a few indulgences unes
sential to virtue, while it permits to pass off unreproved,
those vices that disturb the peace and endanger the exis77
tence of society . . . "
William Hebb, a layman from
Prince George, Maryland, expressed similar sentiments in
an 1819 letter to Bishop Kemp, reporting that one young
clergyman "had the presumption (not to say impudence) to
refuse the cup to one of his parishioners at the Communion
because he had thought it proper to attend a dancing
party . . .

if these men have their way, they will take

us back to the darkness and bigotry of the fifteenth
century."
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&
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Frederick Beasley, Serious Reflections Addressed
to Episcopalians in the Maryland rDiocesel. on the State
of their Church Generally, but More Particularly on the
Pending Election of a Suffragan Bishop, to Assist Our
Present Diocesan in the Discharge of His Episcopal Duties
(Baltimore, Md., 1813), 26-29.
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William Hebb to Bishop James Kemp, Prince George,
Md., Jan. 30, 1819, The Maryland Diocesan Archives, housed
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Implementation of statutory enactments was a slow
business on the local level, largely dependent upon the
zeal or lack of it on the part of the individual clergy
man, and the willingness of both the congregation and the
church judicial bodies on the higher level to back him up.
Permitting the General Assembly a position of dominance
never allowed the General Convention by the Episcopalians,
the Presbyterians were far more successful in exacting an
approximation of uniform strictness throughout the church.
The Lutherans, who were hampered by their transition from
German to English and by their lack of national organiza
tion, attained some standardization only by the 1820s.
Whether it actually represented a growing sense
of moral behavior, or a tacit admission that modern society
had weakened the informal pressures of family and com
munity for social conformity, congregational discipline
was given constitutional basis in most of the churches
of the South by 1830.

It is difficult to assess its

effectiveness within either the religious community or
the nation as a whole.

To a degree, the advent of or

ganized religion certainly moderated the excesses of
frontier life; the exercise of disciplinary procedures
undoubtedly limited the incidence of sexual license and

at the Maryland Historical Society, Baltimore, Md.
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dishonesty, although there are no hard statistics to
79
prove the point.
It is probably safe to say that crimes of any sort
were then, as always, less common among church members than
among non-church members.

It requires, and in that period

to a far greater extent required, a certain willingness
to subsume personal desires to join any organization,
particularly a religious body vdiich was, as they all
were, a self-proclaimed guardian of public virtue.
Between 1780 and 1830, the nature, even the frequency of
discipline within any given church which actively carried
out such actions seems to have remained fairly constant.
But the volume of discipline— the number of churches
exercising disciplinary functions, the number of com
municants coming under their care, and the percentage of
such persons within the population as a whole— did rise
perceptibly.
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It would be reasonable to assume that

the revival of discipline and the multiplication of
churches at a faster rate than population growth in the
South brought about some improvement in the standards of
public morality which would not have occurred otherwise.
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Statistics gathered by Guion Griffis Johnson for
Ante-Bellum North Carolina. A Social History (Chapel Hill,
N.C., 1937), 211, suggest that there was a decreasing
incidence of illegitimacy in the antebellum period, but
they are far from conclusive.
OQ

See footnote 20.
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But to look at congregational discipline on a
mechanical basis, emphasizing, as most historians have,
the offenses and procedures by themselves, is to overlook
the far more important social functions of the phenomenon.
On the level of the congregation itself, its purpose was
not primarily to punish but to prevent evildoing, not to
condemn, but to save souls through confession and penance.
Punishments were not meted out lightly.

Congregational

records demonstrate surprisingly few instances in which
those summoned were not tried fairly or proven guilty by
overwhelming evidence.

It is clear that church discipline

was an effective deterrent to immoral behavior, having a
far wider social impact than statistics of judicial
actions would suggest.
From the vantage of the denomination as a whole,
the disciplinary process had the dual function of attracting
and retaining members on the one hand, and of purifying
the church, and preserving the historical distinctions
which set it apart on the other.

The balance between the

two, popularity and exclusiveness, was a delicate one,
difficult to maintain.

Rev. John E. Latta, Presbyterian

minister of New Castle, Delaware, described the second
tendency in a sermon of 1814:
If persons corrupt in principle and
profane and licentious in practice
are admitted into the kingdom of Christ,
and permitted to continue in it, no
difference then would be distinguished
between it and the kingdom of the world
and Satan. In consequence of this man
kind would discern no advantage to be
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derived from belonging to what is
called the kingdom of Christ, and
therefore they would not press into
it. They would consider it a mere name,
without a reality, a distinction with
out a difference. . . We must, by
guarding the peace of the church and
preserving the purity of its members
cause their light so to shine before
the world, that others seeing their
good works, the difference of their
character, from that of the men of
the world, may be led also to glorify
God, by seeking admittance into his
kingdom.81
Several of the smaller sects, the Reformed Presby
terian Church, the United Brethren of Christ, the Mennonites, the Reformed Methodists, and, to a degree, the
Disciples of Christ (Campbellites), although extremely
efficient in comparison with the larger Church bodies,
pushed the emphasis upon self-denial and otherworldliness
to the point of diminishing returns.

The Quakers,

fractured in the 1820s by the Hicksite controversy,
showed themselves to least advantage in this period by
carrying their convictions of spiritual uniqueness to the
point of vanity.

Their membership declined sharply, and

except for antislavery, Indian missions, and limited
participation in local charities, the body remained aloof
from the mainstream of benevolent activities.
Even in the Churches which did not withdraw from
society, there were the continual tendencies to place
81

John E . Latta, A Sermon Preached June 1814, at a
Meeting of a Committee of the Presbytery of New-Castle
(Wilmington, Del., 1815), 15.
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discipline itself beyond the rationality for its exis
tence.

Endless disputes over activity on the Sabbath,

over harmless amusements and even religious novels,
over what was called the incest issue (actually con
sanguinity— whether the Bible permitted second marriages
to sisters, half-sisters, even sisters-in-law), wasted
the time of clerical conventions in all the major sects
and discredited the whole disciplinary process among
thinking people.82
It was in its function on a yet higher plane, the
exertion of moral influence upon society as a whole,
that discipline rose beyond the matter of church politics
and took on national significance.

Unlike the medieval

parish court or even the vestries of colonial Virginia or
Maryland, congregational governments of the post-revo
lutionary period possessed no legal authority whatsoever.
Enforcement of church law, as much as church attendance,
was voluntary.

It was the successful use of persuasion

and social pressure alone which powered the disciplinary
machinery.

The effectiveness of the churches' utilization

of the techniques of popular motivation encouraged them
to attempt a logical extension of church influence; first
toward the molding of opinion as well as behavior within
the church; secondly, by influencing public opinion as well.

82

See the published and manuscript minutes and
journals of church judicial bodies listed in the biblio
graphy.
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Church leaders between 1784 and 1830 saw their
mission as the creation of not only a pure church, but a
Christian society.

Visions of theocracy were hardly new

to American Christianity, but now, the vehicle for exerting
such influence seemed within grasp.

The clearest mani

festation of the change was the growing importance of the
Church convention.

Initially viewed as meetings for

privately dealing with matters of internal church concern,
the Episcopal conventions, the Baptist Associations, the
Methodist conferences, the Presbyterian, Lutheran, and
Reformed Synods, gradually took on a festival-like,
publicity-oriented air.

Minutes and addresses began to

find their way into print; contrived questions, formal
resolutions, and public sessions began to rival serious
business.

The national conventions, particularly the

Presbyterian General Assembly (1788), but also the Episcopal
General Convention (1789), the Methodist General Conference,
the Baptist General Convention (1814), and the Lutheran
General Synod (1821), received wide coverage in even the
secular press of the late twenties and early thirties.
Between 1800 and 1830, the list of disciplinary
offenses in all of the major denominations was enlarged.
The Hamilton-Burr contest of 1804 initiated a clerical
reaction against dueling which resulted in the enactment
of disciplinary legislation throughout the American
Churches.

Federal legislation permitting post offices

to remain open and mail contracts which required passage
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of stagecoaches on Sunday inspired disciplinary enactment
against Sabbath day activity.

The post-War of 1812 period

witnessed a flurry of statutory prohibitions against
gambling, horse racing, dancing, the theater, and popular
novels; lotteries were receiving increasing notice.

En

couraged by the American Temperance Union (1826), legis
lation against alcoholic beverages shot through the
83
American Protestant churches in the late 1820s.
The
growing interest in "reforms" inevitably increased the
power of the highest Church judicial bodies in relation
to those of inferior rank (i.e., General Assembly as
opposed to Presbytery), and gave added importance to cir
cular letters, narratives of the state of religion,
judicial appeals, and Church publications in general as
vehicles to communicate the changing nature of moral
respectability.
The ultimate development of the disciplinary
process was embodied in efforts to extend moral'prohibi
tions beyond the denomination.

Problems over the moral

control over baptized non-communicants, over members of
the larger family— hired help, slaves— had been a con
stantly vexing problem, and the tendency was to insist
upon their inclusion under the disciplinary wing.

84

In

See any of the published and manuscript minutes
of church judicial bodies listed in the bibliography.
84

Ibid. Also see: Presbyterian Church. Report of
the Committee of the General Assembly. Appointed to Draught
a Plan for Disciplining Baptized Children (N.Y., 1812).
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the case of the moral prohibitions, however, there was a
growing willingness to apply political pressure.

A study

of moral legislation on the municipal level in the South
suggests that the clamor against dueling, gambling,
drunkenness, within the Churches was to a degree effec
tive in bringing about political action.
Although the data is too fragmentary to support
firm conclusions, it would appear that times of economic
depression, the mid-1780s, 1796-97, 1807-1808, 1817-1819,
85
particularly were conducive to such legislation.
The
Sabbath mail controversy, responsible for the first
petition reform campaign in 1812, was launched by Pres
byterians and strongly supported by the General Assembly.
Effectiveness of discipline was totally dependent
upon the very public opinion which it attempted to influence.
Although some opposition to "innovations" in general
surfaced, no one within any of the Churches could object
to legislation against duels, gambling, drunkenness or
even lotteries.

While there is no way to evaluate the

influence of the Churches, public opinion was effectively
aroused.

In the case of fashionable amusements (dancing,

novels, cards, games) and total abstinence, however,
divisions within churches delayed action and limited the
effectiveness of judicial processes.

On the issues of

Sabbath travel and mail and on any efforts touching upon
85

See the published collections of city ordinances
listed in the bibliography.
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slavery, about which there was sharp division, church
discipline was virtually unenforceable and the campaigns
to change public opinion were without a degree of success.
With the rise of the interdenominational societies
after 1816, leadership in the multitudinous reforms was
taken from the less efficient church bodies.

But, to a

considerable degree, the very birth of these groups
marked the culmination of the movement within democratic
church discipline from negative social control to reform
with a broader purpose.

CHAPTER 3
LOCAL CHARITY
I.

Introduction
Organized voluntary benevolence was, as much as

constitutional political democracy and the free corporate
business system, a product of the post-Revolutionary
American world.

There were roots deep in the colonial

v;and European past.

The original process of American

colonization, for all its aura of daring adventure and
innovation, its grand visions of riches and utopian
social reformation, had been but the endeavor of frail
mortals.

The colonists brought with them the problems

of the human condition and saw them multiply tenfold in
the unavoidably brutal conflict with the hostile wilder
ness environment.

Poverty and disease were an ever

present feature of American life from the first days at
Roanoke, and the existence of such widespread human need
called for accommodation beyond the resources of the
colonial governing bodies.
Individual giving, charitable relief from church
and state, even societies for the mutual aid of members
and associates arose to meet these needs and form the
base upon which the charities of the early national period
112
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would develop.

But it was in the period from 1780 to

1830 that truly disinterested voluntary benevolence,
concerned not merely with one's own kind but mankind in
general, administered not by the state but by the char
itable agents themselves, achieved a firm foundation.
It was an aspect of democratic growth which has been
important to American life, one which has not received
due attention by historical scholars.
II.

Charity in the Colonial South
W. K. Jordan's monumental studies of benevolence

in Tudor England demonstrate in rich detail that America's
earliest colonists emerged from a society familiar with
multitudinous charitable enterprises.^"

Charity briefs

(officially sanctioned church collections) aided coloni
zation efforts from the time of the Virginia Company to
the settlement of Georgia; private transatlantic benevolence
supported missionary activity and paid for the construc
tion of churches; British funds created libraries and
endowed colleges.

The first generation of colonists

W. K. Jordan, The Charities of London. 1480-1660:
The Aspirations and the Achievements of the Urban Society
(N.Y., 1960); The Charities of Rural England. 1480-1660.
the Aspirations and the Achievements of the Rural Society
(N.Y., 1961); "The English Background of Modern Philanthropy," American Historical Review. 66 (1960-61), 401408; The Forming of the Charitable Institutions of the
West of England; A Study of the Changing Patterns of
Social Aspirations in Bristol and Somerset, 1480-1660
(Phila., 1960. Transactions of the American Philosophical
Society, New Ser., vol. 50, Part 8); Philanthropy in
England. 1480-1660 (N.Y., 1959).
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also brought with them the habits of giving which were to
be the roots of indigenous charity.

2

Charitable giving in the colonial period was, in
contrast to the post-Revolutionary age of organized benevo
lence, essentially an individual activity.

In the

medieval world, the seemingly eternal institution of the
Church received and distributed all alms.

The individual

donor's action was prized, but only as it reflected upon
his personal goodness.

The citizen, in his individual

or collective capacity, was not seen to be capable of
producing social change.

In fact the Church itself was

infused with a socio-religious ideology which inherently
denied progress in other than religious terms and as such,
was incapable of judging benevolence on the basis of its
efficiency.
The Reformation and the growth of capitalism,
initially at least, only changed the institutional
vehicles of charity, not the ideology behind it.

The

vast majority of charitable bequests in seventeenthand early eighteenth-century America, as in the British
parish civilization from which America's colonists

2

See Robert H. Bremner, American Philanthropy
(Chicago, 1960) for the best general survey of the early
charitable support of American colonization efforts.
To appreciate the scope of British encouragement of
educational and religious developments in the colonies,
see: Michael Kraus, The Atlantic Civilization:
18th
Century Origins (N.Y., 1949), 44-94; Guy S. Klett, ed..
Journals of Charles Beatty (University Park, Penna.,
1962), 1-40, 77-106.
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emerged, were indiscriminate, directed to the Church.

3

Monetary gifts were most common, hut there were also
donations of real property, of land, slaves, and working
4

plantations, which were sold or administered as trusts.
Until the historical quantifiers comb probate
records with thoroughness, the full dimensions of per
sonal charity in the American colonial period will escape
the historian.

But the scattered collections of wills,

vestry books, and private statutes document the very
real existence and suggest certain characteristics and
tendencies of private benevolence which carried over to
5
the field of organized charity as well.
The ethnic and social origins of donors appears
to indicate the crucial significance of social insecurities
3

See: Jordan, Philanthropy m England, 1480-1660;
Bremner, American Philanthropy. Although of limited
value because it leaves out religious charity, see also
David Owen's English Philanthropy. 1660-1960 (Cambridge,
Mass., 1964).
4
Such benefactions varied as widely as the per
sonalities of the donors: Thomas Corprew of Chowan Co.,
North Carolina, left a Negro man to the poor of St. Paul's
Parish. Under the broad influence of both the Enlighten
ment and parish tradition, John Paine of New Hanover Co.,
North Carolina, left £13 proclamation money to the church
wardens (who oversaw poor relief) in every county in 1767.
J. Bryan Grimes, North Carolina Wills and Inventories
(Raleigh, N.C., 1912), 83, 276.
5
For wills, see any number of genealogical publi
cations, the state and local historical journals, and:
Noel Currier-Briggs, Settlers and English Adventurers;
Abstracts of Wills. 1485-1798; and Legal Proceedings,
1560-1700. Relating to Early Virginia Families (Balti
more, 1970); Grimes, Abstract of North Carolina Wills;
Caroline P. Moore and Agatha A. Simmons, Abstract of the
Wills of the State of South Carolina. 1670-1740 (Columbia,
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in motivating charitable giving.

Immigrants, members of

ethnic minorities, merchants and tradesmen with social
aspirations and wealth but without the family connections,
landed "aristocrats" attempting to erect the traditions
of paternalism associated with British landed society:
these were the men and women who felt the charitable
g

compulsion most strongly and most often.

Contributions

and bequests were in some cases a logical extension of
the regular habits learned within the European parish or
congregational community; they often represented efforts
by unassimilated religious-ethnic communities to protect
their fellow members; by some, they clearly were a symbol
of gratitude for that acceptance.

Consciously or un

consciously, charitable gifts were a statement of social
superiority to the recipient.

S.C., 1960); Caroline P. Moore, Abstract of the Wills of
the State of South Carolina. 1740-1760 (Columbia, S.C.,
1964).

g

The incidence of personal charity was great among
unassimilated ethnic groups, where a sense of communal
solidarity was particularly strong. Motivated partially
by the measure of hostility which any distinctive group
receives from the rest of society, partly by the desire of
members to perpetuate this very distinctiveness, the
Huguenots of South Carolina, the New Englanders of St.
Paul's Parish, South Carolina (who later moved as a group
to Midway, Georgia), the Moravians of North Carolina, and
the German, Scottish, and Scotch-Irish along the frontiers
of all of the Southern colonies seem to have given more
liberally than more secure inhabitants in older settle
ments. In Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, South
Carolina, and Georgia, where the Church establishment was
hostile to dissenter congregations and where the institu
tions of local government were woefully inadequate to
frontier settlement, unofficial charitable assistance was
the only alternative.
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There was also in the personal charity of the
colonial period a perceptible shift from simple giving to
restricted gifts.

The transition was due, in large part,

to the inevitable maturation of colonial institutions on
the local level.

Legislative enactments did begin to

standardize the mechanics of public poor relief in each
colony, entrusting parish and county officials with
supervisory and financial responsibilities for the local
population.

Simultaneously, Quaker, Baptist, Presby

terian, Lutheran, and Moravian congregations began to
attain a measure of permanence themselves, establishing
regular patterns of charity and mutual aid for their own
members.

7

Government poor relief was funded by local tax

levies on personal property.

Welfare programs within the

independent churches were funded by assessments of con
gregational members; non-payment was proper grounds for
discipline.

The combination of increasingly obvious pro

visions for the poor and mandatory assessments for their
support had restrictive effect upon voluntary gifts to
the poor of an unspecified, general nature.
In a pattern which has been repeated again and
again in the history of American charity, the expanding
responsibilities of political institutions brought about

7

The acceptance of relief from the Anglican parish,
no matter how secular the administrative body (vestry or
churchwardens), would have violated the spirit of dis
cipline in most Presbyterian, Baptist, or Quaker con
gregations.
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a retreat and shift in the direction of voluntary benevo
lence.

The absolute necessity for indiscriminate charity

for the poor lessened as the eighteenth century progres
sed.

At the same time, growth of the general population,

of ethnic diversity, and of towns, rendered the existing
problem far more complex than it had been in the homo
geneous, totally rural, environment -of the seventeenth
and early eighteenth centuries.
Charitable bequests were increasingly specific and
purposeful.

Christianity was viewed as the bulwark of

public morality and social stability, and gifts of com
munion silver, church furnishings, and even churches
themselves were given with a clear intention of social
O

improvement.

Following a pattern in British charity,

"free schools" or "charity schools," viewed as nurseries
of morality for the potential criminals and vagabonds of
0
A few examples of bequests to churches include:
Peter Taylor of St. James, Goose Creek, South Carolina,
left a slave for use of the parish rector in 1757; Hector
Beringer de Beaufain of Charleston, in 1762, left his
pew in St. Michael's to the poor; in his 1758 will,
Charles Pinckney established an endowment for a semi
annual Pinckneyan Lecture "to encourage and promote reli
gious and virtuous practices and principles among us, and
to raise an ardent love of the Deity in us"; Daniel Blake
of St. George's Parish, South Carolina, endowed an annual
lecture to be preached every April 23rd; Robert "King"
Carter of Middlesex Co., Virginia, built Christ Church in
1728 for the spiritual benefit of his household and
friends. Frederick E. Dalcho, An Historical Account of the
Protestant Episcopal Church in South Carolina (Charleston,
1820), 179-80, 259; "Blake of South Carolina," South
Carolina Historical Magazine. 1 (1900), 160; "South
Carolina Gleanings in England," S.C. Hist. Mag., 11 (1910),
132; Clifford Dowdey, The Virginia Dynasties. The Emergence
of "King" Carter and the Golden Age (Boston, 1969), 330,
370-71.
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society, emerged as the most popular vehicles of individual
g
charity in the late colonial period.
In an era which antedated the millionaire and the
private trust, there were limits to the effectiveness of
individual charity.

The desirability of pooling financial

resources, and broadening both the vision and the respon
sibility of charity, led naturally to united efforts.
Twelve organizations did appear in the colonial South.
None of them qualify as a truly popular, democratic,
voluntary, nondenominational society with general chari
table aims and none was deeply rooted in southern society,
O

For example, wealthy South Carolina gave rise to
more than half a dozen charity schools as a result of
individual charitable bequests. Rev. Richard Ludham,
Society for the Propagation of the Gospel missionary in
St. James, Goose Creek Parish, left his real and personal
property for the erection and maintenance of a poor school
for the parish in 1728, and the endowment was enhanced by
others in the course of the colonial period; among the
provisions for his speculative town of Childsbury in St.
John's, Berkeley, James Child left £600 currency and a
lot for a free school, to which inhabitants added over
£2000; Richard Beresford left property of the value of
£6,500 for the education of the poor of St. Denis Parish
which was invested in a plantation and the profits employed
to maintain a school; Meredith Hughes left £100 for a
school in Georgetown, Prince George's Parish; John Whitmarsh of St. Paul's provided a legacy at his death in
1728 of £100, half of which was to be used for education;
Elizabeth Fleming left funds in her 1775 will for the con
struction of and support of a poor school in Christ Church
Parish, although the outbreak of the Revolution delayed
its establishment for over a quarter of a century. South
Carolina, with its remarkable prosperity from rice and
indigo and its close contacts with London, enjoyed greater
provisions for the education of the poor than any of the
other Southern colonies, but similar establishments and a
similar pattern of educational bequests was common to all.
David J. McCord, ed.. The Statutes at Large of South
Carolina (Columbia, S.C., 1840; vol. 8, Containing Acts
Relating to Corporations and the Militia), 106-370.
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but these earliest societies provided foundation for the
later growth of such bodies.
The oldest groups, the ethnic societies, were a
phenomenon of the increasingly mobile world of seventeenthand eighteenth-century Europe.

In the course of the

seventeenth century, the same impulse which motivated the
formation of dozens of independent religious, economic,
and colonizing groups, caused members of unassimilated
ethnic groups to organize themselves into benefit societies
or "box clubs" as they were frequently called.

Created

for a variety of motives— to provide mutual aid and
security in time of hardship and death, to aid members of
the ethnic group during the process of immigration and
resettlement, to provide social contacts, and to preserve
the old culture— the vast majority were of a transitory
nature.

The oldest organization in America, the Scot's

Charity Box of Boston of the 1650s, is the only known
seventeenth-century society.^
The earliest society in the South, second only to
the Boston group, was the St. Andrew's Club of Charleston,
formed in 1729.

First of several societies of the same

^°See: Scots' charitable Society. The Constitution
and By-laws, of the Scots Charitable Society of Boston,
(instituted 1657), with a List of Members and Officers, and
Many Interesting Extracts from the Original Records of the
Society . . . (Boston, 1896). To appreciate the AngloAmerican context within which these ethnic and immigrant
societies arose, see: Owen, English Philanthropy, 67-8;
P. H. J. H. Gosden, The Friendly Societies in England
(Manchester, Eng., 1961).
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name which were founded in other cities in the American
colonies for Scottish and Scotch-Irish immigrants, it
was followed in Charleston by the St. George's Club for
homesick Englishmen in 1733, the Huguenot's Two Bit Club
which was active by 1736, and later by the German Friendly
Society of 1766 and the St. Patrick's Club of the last
decade of the colonial peri o d . ^

In all such societies

which survived beyond the earliest years, mutual benefit
functions were gradually overshadowed by general social
and charitable concerns.

Membership came to represent

more a sense of ethnic pride than economic necessity.
The South-Carolina Society, the modified product
of the Huguenot mutual benefit group of the early 1730s
and the wealthiest charitable group in colonial America,
deserves particular mention.

By some turn of fortune

which has been lost to history, the Huguenot Two Bit Club
had been transformed into the anglicized Carolina Club by
1737, retaining the social and mutual aid provisions of
the normal ethnic society.

The 1739 constitution listed

a hierarchy of officers common to eighteenth-century
English clubs and employed by several of the other Charles
ton societies years after American independence:
a Treasurer, a Clerk, Wardens, and Constables.

Stewards,
The pri-

^ S e e Frank W. Crow, "The Age of Promise, Societies
for Social and Economic Improvement in the United States,
1783-1815," (Ph.D. diss., Wisconsin, 1952), 277-92, 324.
For documentation of specific societies in the South,
see Appendix.
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mary concern of the Steward was the supply and accounting
of liquors at periodic dinner meetings, at which discus
sions of divinity and politics were prohibited in the
interests of fraternal harmony.

By means of dues, gifts,

and bequests, a stock of £3081 in 1744 was expanded to
£52,686 by 1770 (Carolina money).

Paralleling the rising

affluence, the charitable endeavors were expanded from
that of death benefits and support of orphans and widows
of deceased members, to general charitable concern for
orphans independent of membership, and after 1769 to the
support of a free school with tuition and clothing pro
vided.

A £5000 sterling bequest of Gabriel Manigault in

1786 restored the society to its pre-War days of glory.
An extensive educational program for poor students was
continued for several decades until the establishment of
public institutions rendered it obsolete. 12
Of course the secret to success of the SouthCarolina Society, one which was not lost on the pious
evangelicals of the early nineteenth century, was the
shrewd combination of social and benevolent motives.
By 1751, the date of the organization's incorporation, it
was the most prestigious club of an increasingly aristo
cratic Charleston society, and the annual meetings became
12

J. H. Easterby, The Rules of the South Carolina
Society established at Charleston in the Said Province.
Sept. 1, 1737 . . . and an Historical Account of the
Institution from the Date of its Foundation to the Year
1937 (Charleston, 1937).
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a leading social event.

The society's success naturally

encouraged imitation, and two other organizations of a
somewhat different character were formed in Charleston
during 1762.
The Society for the Relief of the Widows and
Orphans of the Clergy of the Church of England in the
Province of South Carolina, formed in 1762 as a mutual
benefit society to provide support for widows and orphans
of deceased members, was the first such organization of
Anglican clergymen in America.

It was modeled after The

Sons of the Clergy which had been incorporated by Charles II
in 1678, with which the predominantly immigrant members
were thoroughly familiar, and was perhaps also influenced
by the Corporation for Relief of Poor and Distressed
Presbyterian Ministers in Pennsylvania, the first minister
ial benefit society in America founded only three years
before in Philadelphia.

After eight years of struggling

existence, the lessons of the South-Carolina Society were
applied by opening membership to laymen and padding the
membership rolls with all of the social leaders of the
province.

After 1772, the October anniversary was about

as fashionable and as lively a social occasion as that of
the older group.
13

13

For documentation of this clerical benefit
society in South Carolina, see Appendix. For a brief
description of the Sons of the Clergy Corporation (1678),
see Owen's Philanthropy in England. 22-23. A similar
body was established by Queen Anne in 1704. See: John
Ecton, A State of the Governours of the Bounty of Queen
Anne, for the Augmentation of the Maintenance of the Poor
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The third organization of a similar nature, the
Fellowship Society, was founded by the son of an Anglican
clergyman of Philadelphia, Edward Weyman (d. 1793), for the
specific purpose of supplying Charleston with a hospital
"for affording relief to distressed persons in the pro
vince, whose unhappy circumstances deprived them of
lodging, advice, medicine and regular attendance," and
"for the reception and relief of lunatics, and other
distempered poor and sick persons."

In spite of good

intentions, the hospital and insane asylum never material
ized, and the society took on the usual functions of mutual
benefit for members and education of poor children, with
semi-annual dinners and an annual meeting serving as an
equivalent social gathering for those merchants and
planters of lesser social standing than the members of the
14
South-Carolina Society;
One other Charleston organiza
tion, a mutual benefit society known as the Amicable
Society, was active in the 1730s, but there is no existing
documentation of its character.

15

Clergy, from the First Establishment in the Year 1704. to
Christmas 1718. Giving a Particular Account of their
Constitution, Benefactions, and Augmentations, with Direc
tions to Such as Desire to become Benefactors to so Pious
and Charitable a Work,,(London, 1719). For a full account
of the Presbyterian body in Philadelphia, see: Alexander
Mackie, Facile Printeps; The Story of the Beginning of
Life Insurance in America (Lancaster, Pa., 1956).
14
The Fellowship Society, History of Society Com
piled up to 200th Anniversary (mimeographed sheets,
n.p., [c. 1968]).
^Crow,

"Age of Promise," 284.
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One of the most interesting organizations because
of its diversity of purpose was the Winyah Indigo Society
of provincial but wealthy Georgetown, South Carolina.
Founded in 1755 and incorporated two years later, the
society was formed by the indigo planters of the vicinity
as a forum for the enunciation of a united marketing
policy of the recently successful crop of dyestuff and
for the purpose of providing this remote area with a
school and a library.

Never opulent, the institution

nevertheless provided education for paying and charity
students in the area until the middle of the next century.

16
Savannah, with its close cultural ties to Charleston

and a population made up largely of recent British immi
grants, gave birth to the one other organization in the
Charleston tradition.

The Union Society, founded in 1750,

appears to have been sustained by the happy mixture of
conviviality and benevolence, applying funds for the sup
port of surviving dependents and for education of the
poor.

17

16

"An Act for Incorporating the Winyaw Indico
Society," in David J. McCord, The Statutes at Large of
South Carolina, 106-370.
17

For a very thorough record of the society's
history, see: Union Society. Minutes of the Union
Society: being An Abstract of Existing Records from 1750
to 1858; Comprising, also. Chronological Lists of its
Officers. Members, and Beneficiaries, with the Anniver
sary Addresses . . . also, A Historical Sketch of Bethesda (Savannah, 1860).
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None of the other Southern colonies. North Carolina,
Virginia, Maryland, nor the Lower Counties on the Dela
ware, possessed the heterogeneous urban immigrant culture
nor the intimate ties with Britain which proved to be
conducive to the development of charitable societies.
The two other organizations of the colonial South, the
products of individual rather than social initiative,
deserve attention because of the remarkable talents of
their founders and because they were each forerunners of
a type of society which was to become quite common in the
nineteenth century.
Thomas Bacon, founder of the Charity Working School
of Talbot County, Maryland, ranks with Thomas Bray, James
Blair, and Alexander Garden as one of the outstanding
Anglican clergymen of the colonial South, although largely
forgotten by historians.

A native of the Isle of Man,

later resident of Dublin and author of a well-received
work entitled A Complete System of Revenue in England
(1737), he did not enter the priesthood until 1745.
Nurtured in the diocese of and ordained by the saintly
Thomas Wilson, Bishop of Sodor and Man, he brought all
of the elder man's enthusiasm for clerical and charitable
endeavors to Maryland, to which he emigrated in 1746 as
a chaplain to Lord Baltimore.

A man of great intellect

and boundless energy, he published a folio edition of the
laws of Maryland, and, of particular interest here, estab
lished charity schools in both of his parishes, St. Peter's,
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Talbot County, and All Saints, Frederick County, before
his death in 1768.

18

Fortunately for the historian,

Bacon was as good a publicist as he was an organizer, and
not only his sermons on the education of Negro servants,
but a description of his St. Peter's Charity Working
School, 1750, was printed in London and had at least a
limited distribution there and in America.
It is entirely fitting that this earliest example
of a subscription charity school in the South should have
appeared in Maryland, the scene of Thomas Bray's labors
of a half century before.

Bray's own Society for the

Propagation of Christian Knowledge adopted the predominantly
secular charity school of Tudor and Stuart England as its
primary vehicle of Christian charity at the beginning of
the eighteenth century, and so successfully promoted them
that Mary G. Jones could justifiably call the schools the
"favorite form of benevolence" of a century noted for its
charitable endeavors.

19

Not, of course, that there was anything new about
charity schools.

Wealthy members of the gentry and the

rising urban bourgeoisie had been endowing these institu
tions in British towns for well over a century.

The

18

For biographical information on Bacon, see:
Nelson W. Rightmeyer, Maryland's Established Church
(Austin, Tex., 1957), 158.
19
Mary G. Jones, The C h a n t y School Movement, 2nd
ed. (Hamden, Ct., 1964), 3.
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significant departure of the S.P.C.K. crusade, given
publicity in their widely available Account of Charity
Schools (1704), was the promotion of subscription rather
than endowed schools.

Education, geared primarily to

giving poor children a sufficient knowledge of the three
R's and religious training to make them useful and law
abiding citizens, was not a terribly costly business,
and the subscription method enabled the poorest community,
by means of united action, to provide minimal opportunities.

20
Conscious of the heritage of half a century, Bacon

saw his effort in St. Peter's Parish, Talbot County,
Maryland, as a model which would "raise a Spirit of
Emulation among the adjacent Counties . . . "

21

Although

it was denominational in that it was tied to the Estab
lished Church, this was the first society in the colonial
South founded exclusively for the benefit of those other
than the founders.

Funds were to be provided by annual

subscriptions, "casual benefactions," and charity sermon
20

The Account of C h a n t y Schools was published
yearly as a report and model for the spread of charity
schools. See: Jones, Charity School Movement.
21

Thomas Bacon, A Sermon Preached at the Parish
Church of St. Peter's, in Talbot County. Maryland; On
Sunday the 14th of October, 1750. For the Benefit of a
Charity Working School to be Set Up in the Said Parish,
for the Maintenance and Education of Orphans and Other Poor
Children, and Negroes . . . To Which is Added. Copies of
the Proposals. Rules. Subscription-Roll, and Other Matters,
and Proceedings Relating to the Said School. To be sold
for the Benefit of the Said Charity School (London, 1751).
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collections; management was placed in the hands of an
nually elected trustees.

In its first year of operation,

the Charity Working School had obtained €117 16 s. in
annual pledges and £70 14 s. in miscellaneous gifts from
individuals throughout the state.
In phraseology which would become commonplace with
the growth of charitable institutions in the next century,
Bacon justified the support of the school on three
foundations:

improvement of the children and the com

munity, moral refinement of the donors in the awakening
and exercising of their charitable impulses, and acting
in time to avoid God's wrath for the community's failure
to worthily employ its resources for the general good of
society.
We are indeed, my Brethren, by God's
Blessing, in Possession of a very
plenteous Land. We ought to shew
our Thankfulness to him by endeavour
ing to promote his Worship among us,
which can never effectually be done
without some such Provision as this,
for bringing up the poorer Sort (who
make up the Bulk of a People) in his
Knowledge and Fear, and in the Way of
providing for themselves by honest
Industry. Should we neglect it, and
Vice and Immorality greatly prevail
by our Negligence, may it not justly
provoke him in his Anger to dispossess
us, as he did the Israelites of the
Land of Canaan . .
The one other colonial organization and the only
missionary society which was active in the South before
22

Bacon, A Sermon . . . C h a n t y Working School.
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the Revolution was Samuel Davies' Society for Promoting
Christianity among the Indians.

Although a native,

Davies embodies the same missionary zeal, concern for the
eternal welfare of poor Whites and Blacks alike, and
familiarity with British institutions which Bacon brought
to Maryland.

Very little is known of this short-lived

society, although it would appear to have been closely
connected with Hanover Presbytery, active from 1756 or
1757 until the departure of its secretary, Davies, in
1758, to assume the presidency of Princeton.

The purpose

was the sending of missionaries to the Indians of backcountry South Carolina, but the hostilities prefacing the
French and Indian War rendered the two missionary journeys
which were taken failures.

23

But if forms of private and organized benevolence
which would be employed in the early national period
were a familiar part of American life by the late colonial
period, motivation was yet rudimentary.

The societies

which did develop, with the single possible exception of
23

The existence of the Society for Promoting
Christianity among the Indians, the first American mis
sionary society, has escaped the notice of most secular
and church historians alike. For brief references, see:
George William Pitcher, Samuel Davies, Apostle of Dissent
in Colonial Virginia (Knoxville, 1971), pp. 115-18; W.
Stitt Robinson, "Indian Education and Missions in Colonial
Virginia," Journal of Southern History, 18 (1952), 152-68;
Samuel C. Williams, "An Account of the Presbyterian Mis
sion to the Cherokees 1757-1759," Tennessee Historical
Magazine, Ser. 2, 1 (1931), 125-38. A reference which
was missed by both Williams and Pitcher is to be found in
two letters of Samuel Davies to William Henry Lyttelton,
Dec. 16, 1757, and Oct. 2, 1758. Lyttelton Papers,
William L. Clements Library, Ann Arbor, Mich.
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Bacon's charity school society, were indistinguishable
from similar bodies in the outlying towns of England.
They lacked both the greater republican purpose and the
democratic membership so characteristic of the postRevolutionary organizations.
III.

Urban Growth in the South:
Precondition for Reform
Between 1780 and 1830, widespread organized charity

did develop in the South as in the rest of the nation.
Societies for the relief of the poor and the prevention
of poverty, city missionary efforts, societies for the aid
of seamen, Sunday schools, and indigenous non-denominational
orphan asylums were innovations of the early national
period.
The preconditions for widespread voluntary charity
organization seem to have been:

1) social problems of

sufficient magnitude to warrant public action, 2) sensi
tivity and awareness of the reality of such problems,
3) the failure of existing institutions to provide for
their solution, 4) a familiarity with the mechanics of
organizing corporate bodies, 5) a community of sufficient
size or enthusiasm to sustain organizations once founded.
Only the first of these, the social problems, can be
considered to be a constant factor.

The second was met

by the growing humanitarianism which permeated literature
and thought in the course of the eighteenth century; the
third and fourth, by the Revolution.

The fifth, the
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development of popular support, could only come with the
leisure, the wealth, and the ease of communication existing
in the village or urban environment.

Intense religious

enthusiasm could produce examples of remarkable social
unity in rural areas as well, but the driving force could
never be sustained.

The centrifugal forces of isolation

were, in the plantation South, unremitting.
was the one real city in the colonial period.

Charleston
It alone

provided a permanent foundation for popular charitable
organizations.
Historians are coming to appreciate the role of the
town and city m

antebellum Southern life.

24

But recog

nition has not evolved to the point of deep understanding.
Although they possessed far less political or economic
influence than their northern counterparts and they
exercised less social and intellectual dominance over
their rural surroundings, sixteen cities of greater than
five thousand inhabitants were existent in the slave
South of 1830.^
24

See: Lyle W. Dorset and Arthur H. Shaffer, "Was
the Antebellum South Antiurban? A Suggestion," Journal of
Southern History, 38 (1972), 93-100; Hermann Wellenreuther,
"Urbanization in the Colonial South: A Critique," With a
Letter from Fred Siegel, And a Reply from Joseph A. Ernst
and H. Roy Merrens, William and Mary Quarterly, 3rd. Ser.,
31 (1973-74), 653-71.
25

.
Population statistics are taken from Richard C.
Wade, Slavery in the Cities (N.Y., 1964), 325-30; William
Darby and Theodore Dwight, Jr., A New Gazetteer of the
United States of America (Hartford, Ct., 1833).
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In spite of the incompleteness of Southern urban
development in comparison to the North, these cities were
the dominant force in whatever cultural life the section
did enjoy.

Organized charities of every variety appeared

first, flourished to the greatest extent, and gained a
more permanent foundation there than in the rural areas,
exercising some influence upon legislation and institu
tional development in the Southern states.
The urban existence was conducive to organized
benevolence for a variety of reasons.

The very closeness

of living quarters exposed the shades of poverty, illhousing, criminality, and drunkenness which were hidden
in rural areas, generating the mixture of public outrage,
fear, and concern which lay at the foundation of urban
charity.

It displayed and encouraged class differences

and the attendant anxieties so basic to the generation
of public social activity.
By their very size, their economic opportunities,
and their impersonality, cities beckoned immigrants and
fostered a mobility of population foreign to country
areas.

The ethnic minorities and the transient poor

were numerous, and, without the margin of agricultural
self-sufficiency and barter available to the poorest
tenant farmer, were at the mercy of the weather and the
economic cycle.

Parish and county relief systems, all

that men knew to relieve want, were totally inadequate.
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As the Jeffersonian agrarians so disdainfully
emphasized, money was the lubricant of urban life, the
very foundation which alone could liberate man from toil
in the field.

26

The money economy freed men and women

from the restraints of rural customs, but, while maximizing
personal freedom and individuality, it did cheapen social
relations in innumerable ways.

Money was increasingly

seen as both cause and cure of problems of any sort, and
the organized society,

demanding from most members money,

not direct involvement, epitomized the impersonal effi
ciency of urban existence.
The charitable society arose because of the break
down in those very services which they tried to meet.
Prom the start, it was a losing battle.To find a

solu

tion, even to meet the problems as well as had the pre
organization society, was impossible with the growing
pressure of economic change, technological progress, and
population growth.

But the humanitarian demands were

insistent and the efforts to meet them, a vital bridge
between medieval and modern society.

26

The writings of John Taylor of Caroline are the
source of much of the militant agrarianism which became
a major element of Southern sectional rhetoric in the preCivil War decades. See: John Taylor's Arator, Being a
Series of Agricultural Essays. Practical and Political
(Petersburg, Va., 1818) and Construction Construed, and
Constitutions Vindicated (Richmond, 1820).
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IV.

Secular Charity
Even at the height of their influence between 1790

and the 1830s, evangelical Christians did not exercise a
complete monopoly over humanitarian activity in the
United States.

They, more than persons of secular motiva

tion, were responsible for introducing the traditions of
Enlightenment benevolence into Southern society, but there
were several forms of charitable organization which, for
logical reasons, were of non-religious management from
27
their inception and which deserve brief mention.
The numerous charity schools which arose in the
decades after the Revolution and before the sunday school
craze of 1815-1830, although they involved a certain
amount of Biblical and moral training, were of a secular
tone.

Established by legacy, their longevity caused

whatever perfectionist zeal existed at their initiation
to subside as they performed the same limited educational
function, year after year.

South Carolina, which adopted

general laws of incorporation well before the other

27

The concept of humanitarianism which arose in the
eighteenth century, of doing good irrespective of its
utilitarian results (although it was firmly believed
that no conflict existed) was an inherently secular
idea. For some discussion of the secular origins of
Evangelical charity, see: Crane Brinton, A History of
Western Morals (N.Y., 1959), 308-28; Howard R. Murphy,
"The Origins of the Humanitarian Ethos in England, with
Special Reference to the History of Ethical and Theologi
cal Ideas, 1700-1870," (Ph.D. diss., Harvard, 1951).
The publication of Norman S. Fiering's study of eighteenthcentury moral thought promises to shed light on this
neglected area of Western intellectual history.
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Southern states, gave birth to eleven charity school
societies in the 17706 and 1780s.

Similar bodies pro-

28
liferated in all states.
Public health and legislative reforms, because of
the marked secularism of both the medical and legal
professions, never possessed the religious-millennialist
character of most organized efforts.

Suspect to evan

gelicals in principle because it smacked of broken con
tracts and speculation, the campaign for the abolition of
imprisonment for debt was in the hands of worldly lawyers
of the likes of Richard M. Johnson of Kentucky (whose
advocacy of Sabbath mail service in 1829 brought him to
villain status among evangelicals).

29

28

See the Appendix for documentation of these
charity schools and all other charitable organizations
mentioned in this chapter.
29
The issue of imprisonment for debt brought forth
moralizing arguments on both sides. In his famous con
gressional speech of Jan. 14, 1823, Richard M. Johnson
noted that "moral power" was the backbone of a nation.
Defining this as "love of liberty— devotion to country—
consisting in high-minded, honourable, gallant, magnanimous
and virtuous feelings," he claimed that imprisonment for
other than criminal acts degraded a man, denied him or
his rights, gave one citizen control over the personal
liberty of another, and thereby destroyed the very secular
social contract which he described as this "moral power."
Willard Hall, Delaware congressman and ardent
Presbyterian, reasoned on lines far more congenial to the
evangelical mentality. In a private letter of 1822
regarding the debtor issue, he noted that "I must confess,
that the subject appears to me to smell strongly of the
sickly sensibility of a diseased imagination, and that
the proposition to abolish it would be more in place in a
boarding school than a senate chamber." Arguing that there
was great danger in departing from "certain first prin
ciples," he suggested that "to enforce the keeping of
engagements, the performance of contracts,— must therefore
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Dispensaries for the medical care of the poor ful
filled an important function in the growing cities.

The

Medical Society of South Carolina established one in
Charleston in 1801; a second, The Shirras Dispensary,
was created in the same city in 1813 as a result of a
private bequest.

A Baltimore General Dispensary opened

its doors in 1801; a Second Baltimore Dispensary for the
care of residents on the eastern side of town opened in
1816.^°

In providing both general medical attention and

smallpox vaccinations, these institutions were of in
estimable public value.

The Baltimore General Dispensary

alone, in its first twenty years (1801-1821), served
31
38,000 persons free of charge.
One of the oddest, and undoubtedly most ineffective,
forms of organized benevolence was the Humane Society.
be, and undoubtedly is, one of the elementary principles
of society, a primitive law." He added that "I do not look
upon our modern notions of Mercy as improvements. Let
Justice be done— All mercy and no justice is not an
orthodox creed."
Richard M. Johnson, Speech of Col. Richard M.
Johnson, of Kentucky, on a Proposition to Abolish Imprison
ment for Debt . . . January 14, 1823 (Boston, pr. for the
Society for the Relief of the Distressed, 1823); Willard
Hall to Caesar A. Rodney, [1822]. Miscellaneous Manu
scripts. Historical Society of Delaware, Wilmington, Del.
For Johnson's famous report on Sunday mails, see:
Richard M. Johnson, Sunday Mails. Mr. Johnson's Report on
the Transportation of the Mail on Sunday (Boston, 1829).
30
The first dispensaries in America were opened m
Philadelphia in 1786; New York, 1791; Boston, 1796. Crow,
"Age of Promise," 452-53.
31

See: One Hundred Years of History of the Balti
more General Dispensary (Baltimore, 1901).
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Based upon Dutch and British precedent, a Humane Society
was formed in Baltimore in 1790 and re-formed as part of
the Dispensary in 1804; a Humane Society of Wilmington
was organized in 1812.

32

Intended primarily for the

rescue of drowning persons, they would also treat those
apparently killed by "suffocation by burning charcoal, or
other noxious vapors, drinking cold water, strokes of
the sun, damps of wells, lightening and other similar
casualties."

33

Depositories were stocked with apparatus

and medical supplies and were assigned to volunteer
physicians.

Premiums were offered for the recovery of

bodies, animate and inanimate.

There is no record of

any substantial success in the saving of lives, but the
societies’ founding was indicative of the growing sense
of private concern for the public welfare.
The charity schools, Humane Societies, dispensaries,
and legal reform campaigns served to publicize civic
needs which would gradually and easily be taken over by

32

The first society of this sort was founded m
Amsterdam in 1767 to rescue persons who accidentally fell
into the city's canals. The idea'was brought to London by
Dr. Thomas Cogan, and the Royal Humane Society was founded
in 1774. Similar organizations were formed in Jamaica,
Prague, St. Petersburg, Philadelphia (1780), Boston (1786),
New York (1795), Newburyport (1802), and Halifax, Nova
Scotia. Crow, "Age of Promise," 408-20; Owen, English
Philanthropy, 60-61; Kraus, Atlantic Civilization, 138-39.
33

A Directory, and Register for 1814; Containing
the Names, Professions and Residence of the Heads of
Families, and Persons in Business, &c. &c. of the Borough
of Wilmington, and Brandywine (Wilmington, Del., 1814),
71-77.
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state and local government in the course of the century.
They complemented the evangelical reforms and, in varying
degrees, received support from the religious community.
But in the first decades of the nineteenth century, the
excitement was found in organizational efforts which
demanded a greater emotional commitment and envisioned
more spectacular successes.
V.

Voluntary Poor Relief Organizations
Voluntary societies for the alleviation and cure

of poverty, the earliest indigenous organizations dedi
cated to general charitable aims, were almost entirely
the creation of educated persons of strong religious con
viction.

Although originating in the predominantly secu

lar tradition of eighteenth-century Anglo-American
benevolence, these societies quickly came to exude the
religio-republican idealism of their founders.

Because

poverty was a problem which could only be dealt with
effectively on the local level, the societies which came
into being were never given wide national publicity and
have, therefore, received little of the scholarly atten
tion which they deserve.

But, they served as a vital

link, on the local level, between secular humanitarianism
characteristic of the eighteenth-century Enlightenment
and the perfectionist reform which captivated nineteenthcentury America.

The secular mutual aid societies were

the direct ancestors of these relief organizations; they
were, in turn, precursors of the sunday schools and city
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missionary efforts which played such an important role in
setting the stage for, and inspiring the moral reforms of
the 1820s.
The immediate effect of the Revolution in the field
of organized benevolence was to encourage a new wave of
ethnic mutual aid societies.

A German Society of Mary

land was formed in 1783 and, along with its older counter
part in Charleston (German Friendly Society, 1766), played
an important role in protecting the wave of German and
Swiss redemptioners who poured into American cities after
the War of 1812.

A Hebrew Benevolent Society was formed

in Charleston in 1784; a Society of St. George in Maryland
was organized in Baltimore, 1799; a St. Andrews Society in
the same city, 1806.

There were a sufficient number of

southward-moving Yankees to warrant the formation of a
New England Society of Charleston in 1819.

34

The most numerous ethnic immigrant group of ante
bellum America was the Irish.

Hibernian Societies came

into existence in considerable numbers throughout the
nation. South and North;

in Charleston in 1799, Balti- r

more in 1803, Savannah in 1812, even Mississippi in 1826.
As in the case of their older counterparts, those mutual
aid organizations which did survive beyond the initial
generation adopted an increasingly broad conception of
34
William Way, comp.. History of the New England
Society of Charleston. South Carolina, for One Hundred
Years. 1819-1919 (Charleston, 1920).
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community responsibility.
Two other types of mutual aid organizations pro
liferated in the post-bellum period, not to mention the
variety of political, patriotic and fraternal groups which
incorporated mutual aid functions.

Societies for the

Relief of Widows and Orphans of clergymen, actually life
insurance groups with certain charitable responsibilities,
became common to all Southern churches.

Mutual aid

societies of tradesmen, the Master Taylor's Society
(Charleston, 1788), the Savannah Association of Mechanics
(1793), the Charitable Marine Society (Baltimore, 1796),
the Baltimore Carpenters Humane Society (1809), were in
part social organizations, partly incipient trade unions,
and partly life insurance corporations.
In times of particular hardship, in wartime,
during intensely cold winters, upon the arrival of unexpec
ted hoards of immigrants, in the wake of economic depriva
tion or natural disaster, mutual aid societies were
simply not adequate to meet the needs of urban society as
a whole.

The Santo Domingo slave revolt brought thousands
35
of refugees to Southern ports xn the summer of 1793.
The winters of 1798, 1813-14, 1817, 1829, the depression
of 1819, the Savannah fire of 1822, the tide of German
35

See: Winston C. Babb, "French Refugees from
Saint Dominque to the Southern United States: 1791-1810,"
(Ph.D. diss.. University of Virginia, 1954); Walter C.
Hartridge, "The Refugees from the Island of St. Domingo
in Maryland," Maryland Historical Magazine, 38 (1943),
103-22.
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immigrants in 1817-18, the flow of poor Irish immigrants
in the mid-twenties, and similar periods of local hardship
forced a measure of innovation upon city and state govern
ments and created a complexity of problems to which only
private initiative could begin to respond.
The first female benevolent society in America,
the Society for the Relief of Poor Widows with Small
Children (1797), clearly illustrates the easy transition
from mutual aid to poor relief.

Isabella Graham of New

York had organized the society specifically to reach
"widows not entitled to share in the bounty of the St.
Andrew's Society."

36

It was a similar logic and gap in

the public and private provisions for the poor in time of
hardship which brought into existence the first private
relief societies in each of the Southern cities.
Baltimore, growing from thirteen thousand to
twenty-six thousand in the decade of the 1790s and reaching
thirty-five thousand by 1810, sixty-two by 1820, eighty by
1830, developed the greatest reservoir of charitable need
and the most diverse institutions to meet it.

37

The

first incorporated Southern society dedicated specifically
to public relief. The Corporation for the Relief of the
36
The Power of Faith Exemplified in the Life and
Writings of the Late Mrs. Isabella Graham (N.Y., 1843),
143.
37
See chart of population growth of cities in this
chapter.
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Poor and Distressed of Every Sect or Religious Denomina
tion, was founded in 1792.

It was an obvious outgrowth

and admission of the failure of relief efforts of the
individual churches to meet the demands of a city at large.
Authorized to hold and distribute property in order to
"lessen that bulk of human miseries so peculiar to large
cities," the organization was dedicated to "providing
poorhouse keepers, and others, with fuel and necessaries,
especially during the winter and seasons of uncommon
distress" and to raising funds for an orphan asylum.

38

The society seems to have been short-lived, but its place
was soon filled by others.
The Anglo-French War brought intense economic hard
ship back to every American port in the winter of 179899 and led to the formation of the first women's charitable
organizations below the Mason and Dixon Line.

The Female

Humane Society of Baltimore, interdenominational by
constitutional provision, was formed to aid indigent
females in the winter of 1798-99.

Perpetuated beyond the

immediate crisis as a charity school society and orphan
asylum, it became one of the leading institutions in the
city.
The depressions of neutral maritime commerce in
the Napoleonic wars similarly crippled the Baltimore
38
William Kilty, ed.. The Laws of Maryland . . .
(Annapolis, Md., 1799-1800), 2 vols., 1792, ch. LVI.
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economy, forcing a measure of innovation to meet social
needs.

The Handelian Charitable Society, founded in 1803

and renewed on several occasions, added proceeds from
oratorios to a charity fund for the alleviation of the
poor during the winter.

Its timely relief in 1815 enabled

the Baltimore General Dispensary to maintain operations.
A Baltimore Female Association for the Relief of Dis
tressed Objects, formed to "search out distressed objects,
to administer to their relief" was in operation by 1808;
the Society for the Relief of the Poor of the Methodist
Episcopal Church of the City and Precincts of Baltimore,
organized to provide food and fuel for members of the
denomination throughout the city, was formed in 1815.
In response to the Panic of 1819, the Baltimore Economical
Soup Society established soup houses for the distribu
tion of soup and bread.

A Society for the Relief of

Indigent Sick was formed in 1824; The Maria Marthian
Society, made up of Catholic women but offering assistance
to those of "all denominations, ages, sexes, and colours,"
was formed in 1827.
The Quakers, whose pietism never permitted a
comfortable fellowship with Calvinist-tinctured evangeli
calism and who recoiled from the majority of the reform
efforts, threw most of their energy into direct relief,
unaccompanied by moral strictures and religious indoc
trination.

Charity without ideological strings flourished

in Philadelphia as it did in no other American city, and
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some of the character pervaded its satellite city to the
South, Wilmington, Delaware.

39

The Female Benevolent

Society (1800), enjoined by a bequest to admit only
Quaker women, began more than a century of providing,
"without distinctions of nation or color," relief for
those "who suffer from the afflictions of poverty,
indisposition, or the infirmities of age."

A male Society

for the Relief of the Poor and a Female Distributing
Society for the Relief of the Poor, both directed by
members of the Society of Friends, were formed to meet the
crisis of a severe 1813-14 winter.

An interdenominational

Dorcas Society came into being "for clothing the poor"
in 1818; a Female Hospitable Society, "for the relief of
the aged poor and sick children," in 1819.
Charleston, with modestly successful public in
stitutions for the care of paupers, orphans, and the sick,
with the well endowed charitable and mutual aid organiza
tions of the colonial period, with the necessity to
accommodate only slight population gains, was slower to
39

The rise of organized charity in Philadelphia is
well documented in: James Mease, The Picture of Phila
delphia . . . (Philadelphia, 1811); J. Thomas Scharf and
Thompson Westcott, History of Philadelphia. 1609-1884
(Phila., 1884), vol. 2, 1449-1491; Sidney V. James, A
People among Peoples; Quaker Benevolence in EighteenthCentury America (Cambridge, Mass., 1963). An important
study which unfortunately ignores most of the early Quaker
societies is Othniel A. Pendleton, Jr.'s "The Influence of
the Evangelical Churches upon Humanitarian Reform: A
Case-Study Giving Particular Attention to Philadelphia,
1790-1840," (Ph.D. diss., University of Pennsylvania,
1945). For organizations in Wilmington, see: John Thomas
Scharf, History of Delaware, 1609-1888 (Phila., 1888),
826-34.
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develop relief societies.

At the urging of Francis Bishop

Asbury, a Methodist Female Friendly Association, formed
in 1810, was converted in 1811 to a general charitable
4.
40
socxety.
•

The outstanding charity organization, tt|e Ladies
Benevolent Society, was formed in 1813 to "relieve the
distresses of the poor, and administer comfort to the
sick."

Its operations were typical of the most successful

organizations of this type.

Membership cost five dollars

annually, fifty dollars for life; the society, with
some three or four hundred members, was entirely inter
denominational.

Leadership was officially in the hands of

a board of socially prominent managers; actual day to day
operations were handled by a Superintendent, a Junior
Superintendent, and a Secretary-Treasurer; the leg work
was performed by a board of visitors divided into ward
committees.^

Charleston possessed class divisions of a

breadth and rigidity unequaled in American culture, and
the meeting of top and bottom segments of society occur40

Founded by the ladies of the Methodist congre
gation as a mutual aid society in 1810, the organization
submitted its constitution to Bishop Asbury. In a letter
of 1811 to Mrs. M'Dowall, he suggested that funds above
$2000 be employed for non-denominational relief. The
constitution was changed, and the society's benefactions
and sources of financial support broadened to include
many non-Methodists. "Methodist Female Friendly Associa
tion," Wesleyan Journal. 2 (1826-27), 72.
41

The Ladies Benevolent Society, Charleston, South
Carolina, Centennial Pamphlet, February 11. 1913 (Columbia,
S.C., 1913).
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ring in the daily operations of the Ladies Benevolent
Society could verge on the ludicrous.

Reviewing an earlier

policy of providing variety in the diet of the society's
dependents, the board concluded in 1819 that it was illadvised to provide too much "variety of butcher's meat,
pigeons, partridges, eggs, fruits, jellies and sweet
meats; the supplies of wines were also too liberal and
too costly.

Resolutions were accordingly formed to check

this pernicious indulgence of all the cravings of a way
ward fancy as experience proved it to be a serious injury
to the poor, tending to render them unreasonable, capri
cious and dissatisfied."
for half the cost in 1819.

Necessities were simply supplied
42

But if their efforts exposed the innocence and
naivete of the rich, it also brought the members into
contact with "scenes of distress, want, misery, and woe,
scarcely to be conceived by those who have never entered
the frail and unsheltered tenements of this city, where
poverty, sickness and wretchedness dwell."

43

Searching

for the gaps in existing charitable and governmental pro
visions, the Ladies Benevolent Society aided the senile,
Black and White, who failed to meet institutional require42

Ladies Benevolent Society, "2nd Annual Report
(1819)," published in Southern Evangelical Intelligencer.
1 (1819-20), 213-15.
^3Ladies Benevolent Society, "2nd Annual Report
(1819)," 215.

ments; infants who were too young for the orphan asylum;
persons with debilitating and fatal diseases and handi
caps.

Pensioners in 1825 included:

three penniless White

women; a Mrs. Cowie, "her body a perfect skeleton," who
suffered from blindness and leprosy; Clarissa, and Mary,
crippled free Black women; Mary McNeile, a free Black with
leprosy.

44

However unequal to the social problems of

Charleston as a whole, the society and those like it
provided a measure of direct, personal involvement.
Defending itself on this ground against general attacks
upon charity as encouragement for indolence, the society's
report affirmed that "every system of charity, which takes
the rich among the poor, must be particularly efficacious
and beneficial; it improves the condition of one party,
45
the feelings of the other, and the virtues of both."
The Sisters of Charity was formed in Charleston in 1817 to
aid the "aged, infirm, and destitute" who, because they
were not sick, did not come under the care of the Ladies
Benevolent Society; the Female Charitable Association, for
the Relief of the Sick Poor of Charleston Neck came into
existence in 1824 to carry out the mission of the Ladies
44

Ladies Benevolent Society. Charleston., Ms.
Journal (1824-70), 1825. On deposit at the South Carolina
Historical Society. Charleston, S.C.
45

Ladies Benevolent Society, "Annual Report (1820),"
published in southern Evangelical Intelligencer, 2 (182021), 244-47.
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Benevolent Society in outlying districts.46

^

Similar bodies grew up in the other larger towns
throughout the section.

In Virginia, the Richmond Chari

table Association of Young Men arose in 1817 to aid the
"many cases of indigent and distressed persons, among the
inhabitants of this City and its vicinity, not suffi
ciently provided for by the existing Laws, or by the
Societies formed for their relief"; a Ladies' Society of
Columbia, for the Female Poor and Especially for the
Relief of Poor Widows with Small Children, of selfexplanatory purpose, was organized in South Carolina.
Undoubtedly influenced by the examples of such bodies in
Baltimore and Charleston, there came into existence for
the care of the sick and destitute poor The Charitable
Society of the City of Annapolis (1811), the Female
Benevolent Society of Georgetown (1813), The Charitable
Society of Easton (1814), The United Female Benevolent
Society of North Carolina (Fayetteville, by 1820), the
Female Benevolent Society (Newbern, North Carolina, 1821),
the Female Benevolent Society (Raleigh, North Carolina,
by 1824), the Female Charitable Society (St. Louis, 1824),
and others.
46

"The Society of the Sisters of Charity," Southern
Evangelical Intelligencer, 1 (1819-20), 175; "A Charity
Sermon," Wesleyan Journal. 1 (1825-26), no. 5; Ladies
Benevolent Society, Charleston, Ms. "Journal," 21. For
reference to the Female Charitable Association, see foot
note on p. 257, Gospel Messinger. 5 (1828).
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VI.

From Relief to Scientific Reform
As quickly as relief societies did come into

existence between 1815 and 1830, there developed a clear
shift in the general approach toward the poor.

Experience

as well as external currents of thought brought about a
rapid maturation of charitable thought.

Poverty was

increasingly seen not as an inevitability but as an
aberration.
The economic crisis of the Napoleonic era and the
burdens of urban growth had the same effect within the
realm of social thought that the Revolution had had in the
political sphere.

The realities of unexpected events had

forced men to re-examine the very basis of social co
hesion, to delve into the enticing world of social theory
and human behavior.

As in the process of popular political

maturation which occurred in the agonizing years of
independence and constitution-making, the social theories
of the Enlightenment were finally catching up with
American settlement, permeating the provincial recesses
of the South and grafting their legacy of optimism upon
the public mentality.

There developed a new curiosity

with regard to the primary causes of social action.
There was a growing faith in the efficacy of reason in
understanding the intricacies of the social mechanism
and in comprehending the nature, cause, and solution of
society's problems.

In spite of a residue of Hobbesian

pessimism which surfaced in some of the Revolutionary
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pamphlet literature, in spite of the Calvinist tone of
American colonial thought, there was a growing faith that
man could, in the proper social and political environment,
achieve earthly happiness and comfort.

With this emerging

belief in progress, there were irretrievably scattered
the seeds of eternal dissatsifaction with the status quo
which has been the salient characteristic of modern
civilization.
Private benevolence, like private morality, was
never viewed by the eighteenth- or nineteenth-century man
as an isolated aspect of human behavior.

But the larger

cosmological frame of reference shifted perceptibly
between 1790 and 1830.

The eighteenth-century charity

sermons and tracts, with all their emphasis upon practical
morality, upon man's duty to God, to himself, and to his
fellow man, were founded upon a mechanistic concept of
society, Newtonian in its movement, but not greatly
removed from the Great Chain of Being in its adherence
to the concept of social gradations.

The mutual duties

of master and servant, or rich man and poor man, were, to
the eighteenth-century mind, more than a matter of mor
ality; they were essential to the mechanical operation of
the human universe.

In the course of the post-Revolutionary

period, the infusion of republican and religious per
fectionism in organized benevolence transformed static
charities into progressive reforms.
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The revolution in the theory of poverty was due
to the final acceptance, in principle at least, of in
ductive logic as a tool in the understanding of the
phenomenon.

Without compromising their faith in a higher

natural or moral law, the men and women who took an active
concern for the plight of the unfortunate began for the
first time to treat poverty as a subject of intellectual
speculation, to formulate from observation the laws which
would not only explain, but eliminate this social evil.
Gradually, the purpose of charitable action was seen not
simply that of making the best of a hard world, but actively
working to make the future world, earthly or heavenly, a
perfect society.

The mental prejudices of the era's

reformers brought them little closer to the ideal of
truth, their naivete caused them to grasp at easy answers
and simple solutions, but the very act of intellectual
exploration opened doors which could not be closed.

Men

began to think seriously in terms of solutions; they had
merely to uncover the mechanism of the social disease and
apply the cure.

This intellectual awakening in the area

of social responsibilities, a process of centuries in
Europe, came suddenly in post-Revolutionary America.
Like so many of the classic books in world history,
Thomas Malthus' Essay on the Principle of Population (1798)
was perfectly timed to its age.

Britain, deeply embroiled

in the Napoleonic conflict for over half a decade, felt
the reality of social and economic crisis to a far greater
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extent than did the United States.

The Essay, born of

international pessimism as to the very survival of civili
zation, emphasized, as no previous work had done, the
deadly seriousness of what the author foresaw to be
geometric population growth in the face of arithmetic
expansion of food supplies.

With its menacing prophecy

of general starvation, the thesis screamed for permanent
solutions, not cosmetic, temporary relief.
Indirectly, the Essay presented an approach toward
charity.

Malthus opposed public assistance in any form,

but he stressed the need for voluntary benevolence.
key concept was discrimination.

The

Discriminate charity,

sensitive to its effects, could alleviate without com
pounding social problems.
The work was of direct impact in the South.

It

was published in Washington in 1809, and, by the 1820s,
was widely available in the circulating libraries of the
section.

The popular Baltimore periodical, Niles1 Register,

had published a lengthy six-part review in 1811-12.

Thomas

Cooper of the University of South Carolina, a dedicated
Malthusian, strongly supported Malthus' stand on poor
relief in his Lectures on the Elements of Political
p.fonrmH ns (1826).
47

47

Indirectly, the ideas embodied in

Thomas R. Malthus, An Essay on the Principle of
Population . . . (Washington, D.C., 1809), 2 vols.; Niles'
Register. 1 (1811-12), 52-5, 94-5, 145-7, 258-61, vol. 2
(1912), 65-7, 409-10; Thomas Cooper, Lectures on the
Elements of Political Economy (Columbia, S.C., 1826).
See also George J. Cady's "Early American Reaction to the
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the Essay on Population permeated the very foundations of
American evangelical charity.

The prosperity of the

American rural environment and the comparative isolation
from the greatest hardships of the Napoleonic wars softened
the pessimism and the determinism of Malthusian theory to
some extent.

But the prevailing belief in man's sinful

ness and the era's practical faith that man was respon
sible for his actions and his condition conversely limited
the objectivity of their approach to poverty.

There

simply was little room for the impersonal explanations
which so completely dominate modern social thought.
Beginning in the economically depressed decade of the
1790s in Britain, somewhat later in America, the clamor
for efficiency and productivity in charity became more
universally insistent, a changing attitude toward poverty
itself.
The persistence of economic crisis in the three
decades of the Anglo-French wars and their aftermath
forced the matter of poverty before the public vision
for a sufficient length of time to necessitate more than
palliative action.

Britain, with its more complete in

volvement in the wars themselves, with its greater organiorganization and industrialization, felt the pressure far
more intensely than America.

In the United States, the

Theory of Malthus," Journal of Political Economy, 39
(1931), 601-32.
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economic disruptions were only periodic.

But for a

nation, many of whose towns were only now growing into
cities, the winters of hardship in the Napoleonic years
were more difficult than had been known before.

The un

declared war with France, the Embargo, the War of 1812,
and the world depression which followed left no section
of the country untouched.

As with politics in both

Britain and the United States, the totality of inter
national conflict endowed economic difficulties with a
moral significance which would not have been felt with
such intensity in calmer times.
Evidence, however unscientific in actual fact, was
accumulating rapidly between the 1790s and 1820s which
seemed to prove that poverty was a soluble problem.
Running debates in the British House of Commons and its
committees between 1807 and 1819, which received coverage
in the Anglo-American press, brought forth public discus
sion and helped to define the issues which would appear
again and again m

the next decades.

48

The official reports and statistics, distinctly
Malthusian in tone, were highly critical of the entire
concept of public relief, but they, as well as the
48

An 1817 report of a Select Committee <?f the House
of Commons, although of no practical legislative force,
became a classic statement in favor of abolishing relief.
The variety of interviews and statistics which the com
mittee collected between 1816 and 1819 provided basic
proof of the folly of unrestricted charity. See: J. R.
Poynter, Society and Pauperism: English Ideas on Poor
Relief. 1795-1834 (Toronto, 1969).
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literature of the opposition, accepted the possibility
of improvement.

Malthusian pamphleteers James Bichero and

John Davidson, conservative critics Coleridge and Southey,
cooperationist Robert Owen, radicals William Cobbett,
William Godwin, and Francis Place, at swords points with
each other, argued not over the practicality of reform but
simply its methods.

49

In the difficult winter of 1816-17, Rev. Thomas
Chalmers took over the care of the poor in his Glasgow,
Scotland, parish.

He registered striking success with a

combined policy of relief for the helpless, work for the
idle, and education.

Although it was his administrative

ability and circumstances as much as anything which pro
duced results, his well publicized efforts were hailed in
the British periodical press as a vindication of Malthu. . . 50
sian principle.
A public meeting was called in Philadelphia on
February 17, 1817, by several of the city's leading
humanitarians to probe the causes of poverty.

Organizing

themselves as the Pennsylvania Society for the Promotion
49

See Poynter, Society and Pauperism.

50
Chalmers’ "local scheme," centered around systema
tic visitation of an urban area by districts, was familiar
to religious humanitarians in the South. For a brief
description of Chalmers' own labors, see: Frank D. Watson,
The Charity Organization Movement in the United States, A
Study in American Philanthropy (N.Y., 1922), 33-38. For
evidence of familiarity in the South, see: "Application of
the Local System," "For the Family Visitor," Family Visitor.
1 (1822-23), 3, 25; A. B., "To Phocion . . . ," Wesleyan
Journal. 1 (1825-26), 48.
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of Public Economy, the body launched an investigation of
the nature and cause of indigence in the city.

Citizens

of New York formed the New York Society for the Preven
tion of Pauperism in December, 1817.

The published

reports of both organizations, based upon questionnaires,
statistics, and hard analysis, reinforced the findings
of the Parliamentary debates.

Indiscriminate charity,

benevolence without a system, was, even more than the
impersonal forces of economic and demographic change,
portrayed as the foundation of the poor relief problem.
Idleness, intemperance, and sickness were presented as
the basic causes; employment, education, enactment and
enforcement of liquor regulations, and strict supervision
51
of discriminating relief were the viable solutions.
The irony of the debate was that almost nothing
could be done about public poor relief.

With few excep

tions, those on the public dole or those housed in city
and state institutions were a pitiful collection of
helpless widows, orphans, sick and infirm persons, for
whom no amount of reform could recreate self-sufficiency.
Legislative committee reports, governor's messages,
resolutions of city commissioners of the poor in the late

51

Pennsylvania Society for the Promotion of Public
Economy, Report of the Committee on Domestic Economy,
Read at its Meeting, on November 10, 1817 (Philadelphia,
1817); New York Society for the Prevention of Pauperism,
Report of a Committee on the Subject of Pauperism.(N.Y.,
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■teens and early twenties, echoed and re-echoed the brave
Malthusian resolutions against indolence and dissipation
without having the slightest practical effect on the
relief rolls themselves.

52

It was private charitable organizations, free from
immediate public responsibilities, which could afford the
luxury of experimentation.

Their efforts were on a piti

fully small scale in proportion to actual public need,
they were totally ineffective in finding permanent solu
tions to the timeless problems of want, but they did
create a spirit of innovation which would be perpetuated
in the professional social work of the present century.
VII.

Urban Missionary Movement
As was true in the vast majority of charitable

movements in the period, evangelical religion provided
the human inspiration needed to turn intellectual specula
tion into organized reform.
52

The religious denominations

South Carolina's Governor Pickens, in his 1817
message, noted that "in some districts, the provisions
made for the poor has, within a few years, augmented
threefold, without any visible increase in the number of
those who are real objects of charity," and urged that
"it is of great importance that the line of distinction
between the indolent and dissipated, and the poor, should
be strongly marked.” Governor Thomas of Delaware warned
the legislature in 1824 that "if the door of public
comiseration is thrown too widely open the great stimulus
to exertion, which providence in his wisdom, has implanted
in the bosom of the community, is too apt to be weakened."
David J. McCord, A Review of the Plan of Education in
South Carolina . . . . (Columbia, S.C., 1821), 28-31;
Gov. Thomas's address is quoted in: Benjamin J. Klebaner,
"Poverty and its Relief in American Thought, 1815-61,"
Social Science Review. 38 (1964), 390.

were beginning to take an interest in the rising urban
centers in the first and second decades of the century,
and, because they employed a liberally-educated and paid
clergy, the Presbyterians and Episcopalians were more than
equal to the Methodists and Baptists on this one "frontier
Par more than the average clergymen in the West, the urban
missionaries were men of education as well as fervent
Christian zeal who were well read in contemporary reform
literature.
Early American towns were too distinctive, the
organizing process far too intimately tied to the social
fabric of the community, to attack urban problems on a
national scale.

Although intelligence of charitable

innovations was provided by the international vehicle of
the Anglo-American religious press, although there was no
originality or regional distinctiveness in the methods
brought to bear upon these universal problems, only sin
cere, dedicated probing of the "haunts of poverty and vice
on the local level itself could begin to define the needs
of the inarticulate substratum of urban society.

Money

was necessary for success, but thankless voluntary labor
was the essential element.

No week-end trip on the part

of a traveling agent, all that was needed to initiate a
Bible or tract society, could begin to provide this in
gredient.

Active members as well as organizers were

predominantly laymen who felt a personal religious com
pulsion of sufficient strength to inspire the requisite
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commitment of time and money needed to support charities
of personal contact.

The wave of urban revivals in the

second decade of the century, in Wilmington, Charleston,
Baltimore, Fredericksburg, and elsewhere, cut across
denominational boundaries, creating vibrant churches and
zealous converts who were game for any sort of organized
reform activity.

53

To evangelicals, poverty and ignorance

were intolerable barriers to the religious and republican
perfection which they so earnestly desired.
The missionary movement which dominated eighteenthand nineteenth-century Protestantism captured the excite
ment of the religious world for three reasons:
53

For references to a few of these outpourings of
faith in urban areas of the South, see:
(Wilmington, Del.,
1815, 1827) Joshua Bradley, Accounts of Religious Revivals
in Many Parts of the United States from 1815 to 1818 . . .
(Albany, N.Y., 1819), 22-26, and The One Hundredth Anni
versary of Hanover St. Presbyterian Church. Wilmington,
Del.. Celebrated Thursday October 24. 1872 (Wilmington,
Del., 1872), 17, 33-5; (Lexington and Petersburg, Va.,
1822) Presbyterian Church, Synod of Virginia, Ms. "Minutes,
vol. 5, 30-31. Microfilm copies. Union Theological
Seminary, Richmond, Va.) (Fredericksburg, Va., 1822-23)
William S. Perry, ed., Journals of General Conventions
of the Protestant Episcopal Church, in the United States,
1785-1835 (Claremont, N.H., 1874), vol. 2, 40; (Charleston,
1822-23) William B. Sprague, ed., Annals of the American
Pulpit . . . (N.Y., 1857-69), vol. 2, 664-66.
In her excellent study of religious reform in New
York city, Carroll Smith Rosenberg places major emphasis
upon the revivalism of the 1820s as a cause of the growing
perfectionism of humanitarian efforts. Because there was
a minimum of contact with Finney's revivalism in the
South, direct parallels are not valid. But the scattered
revivals between 1815 and the 1830s which were effective
in the South served in much the same manner to quicken the
pace of religious reform efforts. Carroll Smith Rosenberg,
Religion and the Rise of the American City; the New York
City Mission Movement. 1812-1870 (Ithaca, N.Y., 1971),
7-8, 277-80.
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there was the adventure of exploring new lands; there was
the challenge of bringing non-Western civilizations to the
kingdom of Christ (revealed in the Scriptures to precede
the millennium); and, for Protestants, there was the
daring excitement of breaking from a strong congregational
tradition which, in reaction to Catholicism, had placed
such importance on the individual clergyman, married, and
rooted deeply in community life.

To a degree, the mis

sionary experience moved the Protestant vanguard back
closer to the ideals of celibacy and a world church.
The Methodists, with their unmarried and virtually unpaid
itinerants, could rival the Catholic priests in their
complete dedication to duty, unhindered by loyalty to
place or person.
obvious.

The efficiency of the method was

It was indeed this freedom from parochial

duties and restraints which both infuriated critics and
made the urban missionaries of early nineteenth-century
America such an effective vehicle of charitable action
and reform.
The urban missionary movement can be dated from
May, 1816, when the Female Missionary Society for the Poor
of the City of New York hired Rev. Ward Stafford as
missionary-at-large.

A Timothy Dwight student, fired with

the zeal for mission work, publicist of his own activity,
he helped to define what he called the New Missionary
54
Field . . . (New York, 1817).
54Ward Stafford, New Missionary Field, A Report to
the Female Missionary Society for the Poor of the City of
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The city missionaries were able to fill the gaps
in the congregational system.

Systematic attention was

given to the spiritual needs of institutionalized prisoners
and orphans.

For the first time clergymen were paid to

gain the confidence of the poorest element of society.
The erection of mission churches with free seating, not
the few charity pews which automatically branded one a
pauper, became an issue ofjreal importance and, in fact,
spelled the eventual demise of the entire pew-rental
system.

55

The city missionaries greatly encouraged the

sunday school movement.

In the eastern port cities,

seamen, with their notorious reputations and evil associa
tions, were a particular challenge.

Once evangelicals

fathomed the child-like simplicity of the sailor's mind,
they grew ecstatic over visions of Christian sailors,
criss-crossing the globe, with Bibles, tracts, and conversionary zeal.

New York and its Vicinity (N.Y., 1817).
55

The construction of churches for the poor, the
basis of urban Methodist growth in eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century England, spread to the older dissenter
denominations and eventually back to the Anglican estab
lishment, which in turn was popularized by the Evangelicals
and brought to the attention of American urban reformers.
John Bowdler's Society for the Building and Enlargement
of Churches and Chapels (1818) undoubtedly inspired the
"free churches" in the Episcopal Church in America. See
"Memoir of John Bowdler," Gospel Messenger. 1 (1824),
21-3; Michael Hennell, John Venn and the Clapham Sect
(London, 1958), 177-78.
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The Female Domestic Missionary Society, founded in
Charleston in 1818, was the first and the most important
city missionary society in the South.

Strongly supported

financially by Charleston's social leadership, the organi
zation employed a succession of enthusiastic Andover
seminary graduates who left no alley unvisited, no door
unentered.

Charged with meliorating "the condition of the

poor, and the ignorant, and the vicious," they distributed
Bibles and tracts, conducted house-by-house visits to the
poor, Black and White, organized Sunday schools, preached
to the poor, encouraged observance of the Sabbath, and
attempted to "stop the progress of vice."

Except in regard

to slavery itself, which missionary Jonas King was careful
to point out in his 1821 report he "studiously avoided
saying anything [about] which should tend to make them
discontented with their situation as slaves," the agents
were given wide latitude.

As was true in other cities,

the urban missionary movement launched Charleston's efforts
with seamen.
The recently formed Young Men's Missionary Society
of Richmond hired Rev. Mr. Orin Fowler in 1819.

He

"preached to the sailors at Rocketts, at the Poor House,
the Armory, Penitentiary and other places," systematically
visiting "from one abode of want and wretchedness to
eg

Jonas King, "Female Domestic Missionary Society
of Charleston," Southern Evangelical Intelligencer, 3
(1821-22), 145-48.
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another," ascertaining the vast spiritual need of the
community and in the process, encountering ignorance and
poverty of a sort unknown to the comfortable middle class
membership.

The pattern of visitation of the poor was

copied by the other benevolent societies of the city with
equally revealing results.

57

. . .
A Female Domestic Missionary

Society was formed in the same year by Baltimore Episco
palians in order to employ missionaries to administer to
the spiritual needs of the poor and for the establishment
of a "free church" in the Sabbath School building on
Federal Hill.

When the Young Men's Bible Society of

Baltimore undertook to furnish every family in the city
with a Bible in 1827-28, they reported that "in exploring
the haunts of wretchedness and poverty, your Board have
been made conversant with much of human misery and depri
vation."

They found that "in a large majority of cases,

ignorance and misery, want of Scriptures, and of the common
comforts of life, go hand in hand . . . "
57
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Young Men's Missionary Society of Richmond,
Extracts from the Minutes . . . Constitution and Annual
Report . . . with an Address (Richmond, Va., 1819), 32-33.
For examples of similar campaigns of visitation by dis
tricts, see: "The Richmond Sunday School Union," Virginia
Evangelical and Literary Magazine. 2 (1819), 290-92; "Dis
tribution of Tracts in Richmond and Manchester," Religious
Herald, 2 (Richmond, Va., 1828), no. 48.
58
Young Men's Bible Society of Baltimore, Report . . .
Presented March 24. 1828. Detailing the Progress Made by
the Committee of Management, in Carrying into Effect the
Resolution Adopted by the Society at their Late Annual
Meeting, to "Undertake with a firm Reliance upon Divine
Providence, to Supply each Destitute Family in the State
of Maryland with a Copy of the Sacred Scriptures within
One Year."
(Baltimore, Md., 1828), 17.
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The Young Men's Bible Society of Washington
employed Asa Mead, a young Andover graduate, to tour the
*■

District in 1821-22 and "learn who were destitute of the
Holy Scriptures."
census of the city.

Mead in fact compiled a literary
Visiting house by house, he found

289 families without Bibles and estimated a total of 350;
there were 75 families (half White, half Black), none of
whose members could read:

428 children attended day

school, 254 Sunday school.

As Mead noted, "while employed

as I have been in this city, no one could fail to think of
the moral state of the people.

Every one would see what

kinds of vice are most prevalent . . . and if anxious for
the happiness of the fellow-men, he would be led to think
of the causes why these vices prevail— and the means by
which they might be repressed and eradicated.

In any

city, he would soon be convinced, that the extent or
enormity of vice is very little known to those who take
no particular pains to search it out."

Like his counter

parts elsewhere, he found intemperance to be "the loudcrying sin of the place."
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A Domestic Missionary Society of Wilmington,
Delaware, hired Rev. Mr. J. H. Smaltz to visit the desti
tute and preach at the poor house and at the mill villages
along the Brandywine in 1821.

The pious citizens of

59
Asa Mead, Report of the Rev. Asa Mead, Agent of
the Youncr Men's Bible Society of Washington City (Wash
ington, D.C., 1822).
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Georgetown, District of Columbia, in the same summer
launched a vigorous door-to-door campaign and held Sunday
services at the market house aimed at the "hundreds and
thousands of the wretched wanderers in our streets [Black
and White], who are now prevented by want of suitable
60
dress or other causes from entering the sanctuary."

The

Savannah Missionary Society, formed in 1819, dedicated
itself three years later "to carry the gospel to the doors
and firesides of that part of our population that rarely,
or never enter a house of public worship . . . "
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Charles

ton's Protestant Episcopal Domestic Missionary Society,
formed in 1823, built St. Stephen's Church to provide a
62
place of worship free from pew rents.
The urban mission movement gave the concerned pub
lic a glimpse at the nature of urban poverty.

For the

first time, the poor themselves were being visited, inter-

60

"Constitution, etc., The Domestic Missionary
Society of Wilmington," "Extract from the Journal of Rev.
J. H. Smaltz . . . " Christian Repository, 1 (1821-2),
20, 40; "Preaching in the Market," Family Visitor, 1
(1822-23), no. 9.
61
"Savannah Missionary Society," Southern Evangeli
cal Intelligencer, 2 (1820-21), 28-29; "Anniversary of
the Savannah Missionary Society," Missionary, 4 (1822-23),
no. 34.
62
Edward Thomas, On the Necessity of Promoting the
Knowledge and Practice of Christianity. A Sermon. Preached
before the Protestant Episcopal Society for the Advancement
of Christianity, in South Carolina, on its Twentieth
Anniversary, in St. Phillip's Charleston, February 16th.
1830 (Charleston, S.C., 1830), 15-16; Perry, Journals of
General Conventions of the Protestant Episcopal Church.
vol. 2, 44-45, 159-60.
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viewed, counted, and analyzed.

However rudimentary the

methods of observation, however biased the interpretation
given these facts, society's problems were being openly
exposed and discussed.

In spite of the evangelical ten

dency to equate poverty with sinfulness and unregeneracy,
certain social wrongs emerged which were larger than the
individual, no matter how corrupt.

Illiteracy, alcohol

ism, and idleness stood out in particularly sharp pro
file as visitors poked into the recesses of dark alleys
and decaying houses of the poorest sections of America's
growing cities.

The vast differences in manners, which

were real barriers to social homogeneity, were brought
into the open.
If the evangelical reform was overwhelmingly
paternalistic, it became, in spite of itself, more
responsive to the feelings of the poor themselves than
earlier charity.

As participants gradually realized,

voluntary democratic reform was as dependent on the
public opinion of the recipient as it was of the sup
porting donors.

The reports of the city missionaries,

the Bible and tract society agents, and the sunday school
teachers showed a growing appreciation of the existence of
sensitivity and pride among the poor themselves.

That

shame over lack of decent clothing was a major explana
tion of low church and school attendance came simultaneously
as a shocking revelation to the comfortable philanthro
pists of every community as urban missionaries began
to report back to the societies which employed them.
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The pious reformers discovered that poor people did love
their children, that they frequently resented paternal
istic charity, and that, in the face of immigration and
ethnic differences, the poor were not all alike.
Much of the minor innovation in charity work was
brought about in an effort to meet these challenges.
Missionaries went out to the places where the poor would
attend religious services, preaching in taverns and ware
houses, organizing free churches, attempting to overcome
this sense of social inferiority.

So as to obviate the

shame of poor standards of dress, women’s societies for
the clothing of poor children became common auxiliaries
to charitable sunday schools.

A variety of schemes were

devised to allow the poor to pay at least something for
their tracts, their Bibles, even their "free" food and
soup.

63
At the same time, comprehension was not synonymous

with tolerance.

In their attempts to understand the

poor, the evangelical reformers displayed a minimal
ability to like them or their way of life.

An age dedi

cated to the search for ultimate truth and progress could
never accept the concept of cultural pluralism extolled
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During the hard winter of 1820, the Baltimore
Economical Soup Society found, as had the Bible and tract
societies, that the poor were often too proud to accept
outright charity. In addition to the free soup-fcouse,
they opened a pay soup-house in Jan., 1820 to accommodate
such individuals. Scharf, History of Baltimore, vol. 2,
593.
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in today’s world.

Human diversity, as intriguing as it

was to the eighteenth-century rationalist, implied in
equality.

Familiarity with the poor and their ways only

intensified the reformer's will to reform them.
Charitable societies were increasingly expected
to work fundamental changes in personal habits.

Relief

organizations were called upon to prove, in good Malthu
sian fashion, the deserving character of their recipients.
Relief was more and more frequently tied to the acceptance
of moral and vocational training.
The Female Benevolent Society of Wilmington (1800),
the first of several working societies in the South,
provided flax and equipment for poor women to make thread,
linen cloth, towel linen, and bagging which was then sold.
The Female Benevolent Society of Georgetown (1813) supplied
materials and equipment and distributed finished clothing
to poor school children.^
The Society for the Encouragement of Industry
(Charleston, 1820) took special pains to justify their
policy of charity in return for labor.

"In the one case,

the pauper fold his arms, and content to subsist on
charity, loses eventually all ambition to live indepen-
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Ann Ferris, A Historical Sketch of the "Female
Benevolent Society" of Wilmington (Wilmington, Del.,
1873); Female Benevolent Society of Wilmington, History of
the Female Benevolent Society (n.p., n.d.); George M.
Kober, comp., Charitable and Reformatory Institutions in
the District of Columbia (Washington, D.C., 1927), 203.
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dent.

In the other case, the female who receives work

with a view of supporting herself by her industry, has
her independence of character preserved, feels a happy
consciousness of earning the bread she eats, and in the
event of her habits of industry and character becoming
known through the instrumentality of the Society, she
will probably be enabled to subsist without their aid."
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The Female Charitable Society of St. Paul's Episcopal
Church, Alexandria (1822), was dedicated to "teaching
female children to sew, knit, etc.; of supplying the most
indigent among them with clothes, and, in general, of
cultivating in them the principles and habits of knowledge,
industry and virtue."
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The private orphan asylum was also a product of
this determination to eradicate poverty at its source
rather than simply treat its effects.

The Benevolent

Society of the City and County of Baltimore (1799), the
oldest female orphan asylum in the South, stated a purpose
which was applicable to all such organizations:
65

the

"The Society for the Encouragement of Industry,"
Charleston Observer, 1 (1827), 52. Advertisement; "Report
of the Society for the Encouragement of Industry," Wesleyan
Journal. 1 (1825-26), 52; "The Society for the Encourage
ment of Industry," Wesleyan Journal, 2 (1826-27), 60.
66
"Journals of the Conventions of the Protestant
Episcopal Church in the Diocese of Virginia from 1785 to
1835, inclusive," 155, 182-83, 190, 201. Published as an
Appendix to Francis L. Hawks, A Narrative of Events Con
nected with the Rise and Progress of the Protestant
Episcopal Church in Virginia (N.Y., 1836; vol. 1 of "Con
tributions to the Ecclesiastical History of the United
States of America").
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society was intended "to draw indigent female children at
a tender age, from the haunts of vice, to rescue them from
nakedness and hunger, to preserve them from ignorance,
that prolific parent of evil, to imbue their minds with
virtuous and religious principles, to train them in habits
of industry, and to render them useful members of society,
instead of leaving them to become its scourges and bur
thens .
The Savannah Female Asylum, "formed on the prin
ciples of similar institutions in the northern states,"
was organized in 1801.

Orphan asylums supported by like-

minded female charitable societies were founded in Nor
folk (1804), Baltimore (1808), Petersburg (1813), Fayette
ville (1813), Richmond (1815), Washington (1815), George
town (1816), Augusta (by 1823), Wilmington (1824), and
Natchez (by 1825).

The public Charleston Orphan House,

which had been opened in 1794, benefited from substantial
private benevolence in the second decade of the nineteenth
century and increasingly displayed the same evangelical
approach in their educational function employed by the
69
private institutions.
67
The Past History and Present Condition of the
Institution of St. Paul's Parish, Originally Incorporated
under the Title of The Benevolent Society of the City and
County of Baltimore (Baltimore, 1860), 14-16.
68

See Appendix.

69
-■
Charleston Orphan House, Centennial Celebration
(Charleston, S.C., 1891).
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Carried to its logical Malthusian conclusion,
charity reform became an exercise in prohibition and
restraint.

The strong tradition of sumptuary legislation

in church and state made evangelicals receptive to a
harsh approach toward the poor which on the surface con
tradicts the growing crescendo of benevolence.

A Society

for the Prevention of Pauperism in the City of Baltimore
was founded in March, 1820, and declared that, "not con
tented with sympathizing and relieving the sufferings of
fellow-beings, [it] strikes at the very root and cause of
those evils."

Quoting from Malthus and the investigatory

reports from the Northern states, fortified with statis
tics from Thomas Chalmers' and Count Rumford's efforts,
an 1822 presentation of the society's Views stated bluntly
that "in general, idleness is the very core of the dis
ease; and that a system of benevolence which nurses the
crime, must be viewed as the practical agent that intro
duces, and instead of lessening, must always greatly
70
increase its consequent evils."
Less scientific m

its

70
The most radical poor relief society in the
South, the Society for the Prevention of Pauperism (Bal
timore, 1820) had a short, stormy existence. An anonymous
pamphlet opposing the organization's efforts to survey
the extent and nature of vice in the city declared that
its purpose was the formation of "a great moral police,
to pervade every part of the city from its center to its
utmost limits . . . to intrude into grocery and spirit
stores, in order to discover and clasify the persons who
may chance to purchase or drink liquors in the said
stores." Acting as "spies, informers, inquisitors, evi
dences, judge and jury," they were planning to visit and
inspect taverns, oyster cellars, grog shops, schools,
gambling houses, to prohibit lotteries, even "to penetrate
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ideological basis but of a similar approach, the Howard
Society (1825) of Washington not only came into being
"to give immediate relief, providing work," but also for
"encouraging economy, and aiding the corporation to carry
out the laws for the punishment of disorderly persons,
and from binding out children found begging on the
street."
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The Charleston Benevolent Society (1827),

an ambitious poor relief organization involving systematic
visits to poor neighborhoods at regular intervals, "fully
impressed with the belief, that numerous impositions are
practices upon the benevolence and humanity of our fellowcitizens, by persons presenting themselves at their doors;
as petitioners for charity— while many more, real and
to the inmost recesses of those temples, devoted to the
purposes of criminal intercourse between the sexes, a
subject to be discussed at a meeting to which ladies have
been invited!" This opponent of the society, to whom
Baltimore's earthy sins were an obvious delight, claimed
that their ultimate goal was "to prevent, not pauperism,
but every species of public amusement, to proscribe all
meetings, except such as the inquisitors would call
religious meetings, to place all our citizens under the
ban of a fanatical 'moral restraint,' under the scowling
tyranny of a police, worse than that of the Holy Alliance,
and to the full as Hypocritical!— to scatter around, like
so many pestiferous reptiles, spies and informers, destroy
ing all confidence between man and man, covering our city
with a gloom, from which the enlightened and cheerful
would fly as from a pestilence." A Warning to the Citi
zens of Baltimore (Baltimore, Nov., 1821). For a defense
of body, see: Society for the Prevention of Pauperism in
the City of Baltimore, Views of the Society . . . (Balti
more, 1822), and To the Citizens of Baltimore (Baltimore,
1822). For an excellent study of the Society, see:
Blanche D. Coll, "The Baltimore Society for the Prevention
of Pauperism, 1820-1822," American Historical Review. 61
(1955-56), 77-87.
71

Kober, Charitable and Reform Institutions . . .
District of Columbia. 203; Green, Washington. Village and
Capital, 101.

deserving objects, are concealed by their sensibility of
feeling from public view," stated as a major goal "judi
ciously discriminating between the truly indigent, and the
shameless abuser of public sympathy."
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The first and most radical of these, the Baltimore
organization, fell victim to its own impetuosity.

Its

harsh criticism of other charities alienated its natural
support; its failure to gain Catholic backing, its opposi
tion from liquor interests, and its demeaning attitude
toward the poor as persons, eliminated the public approval
which alone could have made the effort an effective one.
VIII.

Democratic Social Responsibility
The very real frailty of the urban charities which

arose in the cities of the American South between 1780
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"Charleston Benevolent Society," Charles ton
Observer. 1 (1827), 52. Advertisement; "Charleston
Benevolent Society," Charleston Observer. 2 (1828), 46;
"The Following . . . Annual Report," Charleston Observer,
2 (1828), 181; "Third Anniversary of Meeting of the
Charleston Benevolent Society," Charleston Observer, 4
(1830), 183.
David J. McCord, in his A Review of the Plan of
Education in South Carolina (Columbia, S.C., 1821), voiced
the restrictive view of benevolence in even stronger terms:
"There cannot be a greater curse upon any nation than
these stupid and ostentatious benevolent societies, that
advertise their generosity, mixed up with a few compli
ments to themselves. They are at best founded on ignorance
of every principle of politics, and supported by fanaticism.
"They are the banners under which all the idle
vagabonds, debauchees, and dirty villains are recruited.
They bring upon the unfortunate places where they erect
their gorgan heads such a flood of beggars and rogues,
that they choke up every avenue to private benevolence,
and sweep away every atom of charity in the community
for those who are truly miserable." pp. 31-32.
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and 1830 belies their importance as a landmark in the
growth of democratic social responsibility.

Admittedly,

while hundreds of poor children who knew only wretchedness
were provided for the first time the basic necessities of
life and an opportunity in the newly formed orphan asylums
to escape their dismal fate, thousands were left untouched;
while many were given basic standards of education and
moral training in the sunday schools which evangelicals
promoted with such success, even greater numbers were not
reached.

The mechanistic framework of thought blocked

comprehension of many of the complexities of social
problems in truly human terms; the dependence of charitable
societies on public enthusiasm made them far too responsive
to faddish enthusiasm, far too inadequate, and far too
wary of controversial areas of charitable work.

But, at

least efforts were finally being made.
In terms of theoretical development, the era
between the outbreak of the War for independence and the
turbulent 1830s was as revolutionary, as creative, in the
field of public charity as in the sphere of politics.
The same momentum which rendered restrictive concepts of
legislative representation historical curiosities in the
course of the constitutional revisions of the 1770s,
1780s, and 1820s subtly undermined and redefined the very
foundations of charitable action.
To a large extent, the right to charitable assis
tance was based in the colonial period, as much as the
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right of political suffrage, upon a theory of interest
representation.

An individual in distress could turn for

assistance to the town, or church, or ethnic society
because and only if he were a member of the corporate
body.

The body politic was perceived to be a composite of

personal and geographical interest groups, each fulfilling
its independent function in the grand mechanism of God's
delicately balanced universe.

The predominance of ethnic

and mutual-aid societies in colonial America bore witness
to the more restricted concept of loyalties of the pre
nationalist ic era.

Men were first and foremost Scots,

mechanics, Presbyterians, and within this framework,
were good citizens.
For Britain, only the gradual Parliamentary dis
possession of parish and borough power, accompanying the
extension of suffrage, created a sense of national purpose
which was more than a matter of vague emotion.

For America,

this sense of unity crystallized earlier than in the mother
country in the Revolutionary and post-Revolutionary periods,
giving social thought a far broader, democratic context.
British example provided the forms of organization, but
the impersonal forces of population and mobility and
urbanization, the spread of a deeply rooted sense of
religio-republican purpose, the cumulative lesson of
firsthand experience with charitable work gave a distinc
tive American character to the phenomenon.
The very development of charitable organizations
between 1780 and 1830
where there had been almost none was
#
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an admission that social problems did exist and that the
individual citizen did have a public responsibility which
went beyond his immediate social and economic connections.
The periodic statements of purpose contained in the
constitutions and annual reports document a deepening
perception of poverty, disease, immorality, idleness, not
merely as sins or as threats to social stability, but as
inhumane, unfair, and threatening to the very existence of
republican society.
It was the commitment that a democratic citizenry
is responsible for society's well-being that was the major
break with the past.

Once made, it was simply a matter

of shifting ideologies, methods, and timing as voluntary
charities expanded and were gradually supplemented or
superseded by governmental action.

Voluntary orphanages

laid the groundwork for public institutions? sunday schools
preceded and encouraged public educational legislation;
private initiatives for the prevention of poverty were
reflected in revised methods of public institutional care.
From this period of creativity there arose the two
approaches to social action which have dominated the
field of American charity and welfare in the succeeding
century and a half.

On the one hand, the evangelical

societies represented the first instance in American
history in which basic social problems were met by broadlybased community involvement.

Experience would prove it

to be an ineffective approach but one which has periodi
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cally given rise to sane of the purest expressions of
the nation's democratic ideals.

On the other hand, the

interdenominational urban missionary movement planted the
seed from which secular, professional social work would
emerge by the end of the century.

CHAPTER 4
TO REFORM A NATION
Part I:
I.

Religious Societies

Organization on a National Basis
With tear-filled eyes and emotional cries of

"Thank Godi

Thank Godi" the convention chairman and

otherwise stolid Episcopal layman from New Jersey,
Joshua M. Wallace, ably expressed the emotional signifi
cance which agreement on the formation of the American
Bible Society had for the delegates and for evangelical
America as a whole.

Fifty odd representatives of local

Bible societies throughout the nation, church leaders
drawn from five denominations, had assembled with nervous
anticipation in the consistory of the Garden Street
Dutch Reformed Church in New York, May 8, 1816.*

In the

course of three days labor, carefully orchestrated to
avoid injury to sensitive sectarian egoes, they created

■'"Henry 0. Dwight, The Centennial History of the
American Bible Society (N.Y., 1916), vol. 1, 24; Constitu
tion of the American Bible Society, Formed by a Convention
of Delegates. Held in the City of New-York, May. 1816,
together with their Address to the People of the United
States; A Notice of their Proceedings; and A List of their
Officers (N.Y., 1816).
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an interdenominational society which captured the mood of
expectancy permeating a nation settling into an exhausted
post-War of 1812 peace.

The American Bible Society,

always to remain the preeminent symbol of evangelical
endeavor, set the example which inspired two decades of
frenzied national reform society activity and was to be
the culmination of the Age of American Benevolence.
In retrospect, much of the intense drama which
nineteenth-century chroniclers of the Bible Society's
founding describe has an exaggerated air of unreality
about it.

Neither benevolent societies nor interdenomi

national cooperation were extraordinary on the local level.
The opposition which surfaced, however much excitement it
inspired in a group of men who had spent too many hours
with narratives of Christian martyrs not to relish similar
self-portrayals, was minimal.

The innovative factor was

the breadth of purpose which these delegates expressed
in permanent form.

For the first time, a widely acceptable

humanitarian effort was espoused by men universally
admired, drawn from all geographical sections and dedicated
to a purpose which embodied no element of local or regional
self-interest.

This, and the dozen or so national

societies less perfectly capturing this spirit of unity
which arose within a decade and a half, gave substance
to visions of a strengthened sense of national purpose
as no local societies could do.
V
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Organization on a national scale for any purpose
was, in fact, a relatively new phenomenon in America.
The Churches had been the one and only colonial institu
tion to establish themselves firmly on American soil and
develop strong bonds of cooperation which crossed pro
vincial boundaries.

Presbyteries, synods, and classes in

the non-established Churches had been expanded to meet
the exigencies of frontier settlement.

Patterns of con

tinental clerical authority had been established which
ignored political jurisdictions entirely.

Even in the

Anglican Church, which in all but one of the Southern
colonies was tied to the provincial political establish
ment, a certain measure of denominational unity had been
created by means of correspondence and cooperation in
2
missionary work.
The Presbyterians, who were the most
firmly organized national denomination, had gone even
one step farther by participating in annual conventions
with the Congregational General Association of Connecticut
2

For example, New Castle Presbytery included
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, and parts of Pennsylvania
until the middle of the eighteenth century; the Synod of
New York and Philadelphia encompassed the entire colonial
Presbyterian establishment; the Lutheran Synod at Phila
delphia (1748) and the German Reformed Coetus of Pennsyl
vania (1746) exercised continental leadership within their
denominations. The Anglican churches of the "three lower
counties on Delaware" were tied to the churches in
Pennsylvania.
Colonial Anglicans developed their greatest measure
of intercolonial cooperation in their effort to procure
an American bishop. See: Arthur Lyon Cross, The Anglican
Episcopate and the American Colonies (N.Y., 1902) and Carl
Bridenbaugh, Mitre and Sceptre; Transatlantic Faiths.
Ideas. Personalities, and Politics. 1689-1775 (N.Y., 1962).
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(1766-1775) in the decade before the Revolution.

3

Masonic

lodges, the one other form of social institution whose
affiliations transcended colonial boundaries, were actually
a loose confederation of autonomous organizations whose
central direction, what little there was, came from
Britain.4
The Revolutionary crisis greatly accelerated the
unifying process in the American colonies.

The network

of revolutionary committees which sprang up as the BritishAmerican imperial crisis deepened foreshadowed permanent
political union.

Congress provided a focal point around

which national factions, then organized political parties,
developed.

The Churches themselves achieved legal recog

nition as national bodies? a Bank of the United States

3
For the minutes of these conventions, see: William
S . Roberts, ed., Minutes of the General Convention of
Delegates Appointed by the Synod of New York and Phila
delphia and the General Association of Connecticut. 1766
to 1775 (Phila., 1904), published at the end of the
Records of the Presbyterian Church in the United States of
America (Phila., 1904).
4See Norris S. Barratt's Freemasonry in Pennsylvania.
1727-1907. As Shown by the Records of Lodge no. 2. F. and
A.M. of Philadelphia, from the Year A.L. 5757, A.D. 1757?
Compiled from Original Sources (Phila., 1908).
5

To gain an awareness of the growing spirit of
intercolonial cooperation which developed in the Revolu
tionary era, see: Edmund C. Burnett, ed., Letters of
Members of the Continental Congress (Washington, 1921-36),
8 vols. To appreciate the mecnanical aspects of the rise
of national parties, see: Noble E. Cunningham, The Jeffersonain Republicans? the Formation of Party Organization.
1789-1801 (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1957) and The Jeffersonian
Republicans in Power? Party Operations. 1801-1809 (Chapel
Hill, N.C., 1963).
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was chartered; a variety of fraternal and patriotic
societies with national affiliations came into being.
II.

6

The Enigma of National Antislavery Reform
One area of humanitarian concern developed national

organization in the last decade of the eighteenth century.
It deserves particular attention because, although the
pioneer effort in national reform, in many ways the most
truly humane in purpose, it had no acknowledged influence
on the development of the national societies arising
between 1810 and 1830.

Impelled by the libertarian impulse

of Revolutionary republican thought and Quaker humanitarianism, the antislavery leaders of Philadelphia called a
Convention of Delegates from the Abolition Societies
Established in Different Parts of the United States in
January, 1794.

Twenty-four conventions were held between

that date and 1829, attracting delegates from eleven
states, including Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, Tennessee,
and the District of Columbia.

Without any central power,

rarely able to attract even a dozen delegates, they did
serve as a forum for the exchange of ideas.
£

The Society of the Cincinnati and the Washington
Benevolent Societies existed throughout the states in the
early national period.
7
,
The American Convention for Promoting the Aboli
tion of Slavery and Improving the Condition of the African
Race (N.Y., 1969; 3 volume photoreproduction of the
published annual reports, 1794-1829).
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The Antislavery Conventions demonstrated, for the
first time, the feasibility of national reform organiza
tion, but, for a variety of reasons, they cannot be con
sidered as part of the same movement which produced the
American Bible Society and its counterparts in the
evangelical world.

The Conventions had attracted men of

national prominence from Connecticut, New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, and Delaware in their first decade; among
the delegates were Jonathan Edwards, Jr., Uriah Tracy,
William Dunlap, Thomas Eddy, Samuel Miller, John Griscom,
Robert Patterson, Benjamin Rush, and John Vaughan.

But

the national tolerance for radical reform was lessening
as the revolution in Prance took an ugly nationalistic
turn, as the admonitory significance of the Santo Domingo
slave revolt was brought close to home with the Gabriel
Plot, and as the three-fifths clause became a frequently
0
mentioned source of sectional political dispute.
Active
participation in

antislavery activity became an increas

ingly dangerous step from a social standpoint by the
early nineteenth century; it was unthinkable for anyone
with political ambitions.
Twenty-six societies from communities south of the
Mason and Dixon line had some affiliation with the Con
ventions in the course of their history.

The national

Q
Mary S. Locke, Antislavery in America. 1619-1808
(Boston, 1901. Radcliffe Monograph No. 11).
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organization did give some encouragement to Southern
efforts to educate free Blacks and protect them from
kidnapping, hut it exerted no influence upon governmental
g
policy.
More so than Northern participants, delegates
from the South were primarily Quakers, generally men of
little financial substance and even less influence in
public life.

In keeping with most members of their sect,

they maintained a calculated aloofness from evangelical
reform activities which was reciprocated.

The mutual

silence of contempt which existed between national anti
slavery and the other national reform societies concealed
a similarity in methods and organization which did exist,
but it also effectively eliminated the former effort as a
significant factor in the greater development of religious
reform.
III.

Seminaries, Missions, and Education Societies
Although it was their independence of direct

sectarian control which gave the American Bible Society and
its counterparts much of the element of daring innovation
and excitement, the momentum which created them had in
large part developed within the Churches themselves.

By

the turn of the century, the national denominations
possessed formal organization, well-tuned systems of
communications, the beginnings of a specialized press
Q

Statistics obtained from the Annual Reports.
footnote 7.

See
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which reached an ever-widening audience, and an ideological
outlook favorable to perfectionist logic.
The vision of American greatness which captured the
imaginations of America's clerical leaders was grand, it
was noble, and in many ways far more practical than the
secular moral idealism of Thomas Jefferson or John Taylor.
Morality through legislation, almost impossible to effect
by means of the tainted political process anyway, has
never, as the secular moralists believed, been able to
create a moral citizenry.

The actual historical record

would suggest that this is putting the proverbial cart
before the horse.

Although the religious idealists

deluded themselves with equally fallacious illusions of
mechanistic paths to perfection, they had learned that only
positive action would mold men's habits and opinions and
that only by this method, not by the simple enactment of
laws, could social change be brought about.

The Churches

had experience with the methods by which one reaches
men's hearts and minds, and they possessed the organiza
tion to accomplish their ends within the denominations
themselves.

A momentum was building within the Churches

in the early national period with aims of national reform
which looked beyond the sectarian boundaries themselves.
When the limitations of the denominational vehicles be 
came apparent in reaching the nation as a whole, the
national reform societies appeared as an obvious, logical
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extenuation of and alternative to these tendencies.within
the Churches themselves.
In countless ways, the minutes of clerical associa
tions in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century
betray the growing awareness among Church leaders that in
a free society, only positive action could perpetuate a
national respect for Christianity and formal religion.
Ministers were increasingly enjoined to provide catecheti
cal instruction of children and servants and to encourage
regular family worship.

Efforts, however ineffective,

were made to provide Bibles, prayerbooks, catechisms, and
standard works of practical piety for the restless, mobile
population of the expanding nation.^
The basic problem, both in rural and urban areas,
was not a lack of men and women who were willing to be
preached to, converted, and reformed, but an abysmal
shortage of qualified clerical agents.

With the very

material exception of the Methodist and Baptist Churches,
which as new denominations expanded only in proportion to
their overall growth, every colonial sect was faced with
large numbers of established pulpits lying vacant until
well into the nineteenth century and a total inability to
meet the spiritual demands of new settlements.
Ministerial training and missions were the areas of
greatest need and concern of the formal denominations, and

■^See Chapter 2.

the failure to adequately meet demands in either one, more
than any other factor, pointed up the inadequacies of
existing Church organization.

All of the colonial Churches

in the South as late as the Revolution were to a large
degree dependent upon Europe for their clergy and for the
extra financial support of missionary activity.

The

Anglican Church, requiring English ordination of clerical
candidates, had had a particular handicap which retarded
the indigenous growth, but even the German Churches, the
Moravians and Lutherans, which had made efforts to develop
a native clergy, continued to look to Germany and Holland
for primary support.^

The Presbyterians, with roots in

New England Congregationalism as well as the Scottish
and Irish Churches and with Princeton College and a hand
ful of strong academies under clerical direction, were
beginning to produce American clergymen by the late
colonial period.

Even so, they, as well as the Associate

Reformed Church, still relied upon immigrant pastors for
growth.

12

An effective missionary effort was an impos

sible dream until a regular supply of clergymen was
secured.
^Se e : Frederick L. Weis, The Colonial Clergy of
Maryland, Delaware and Georgia (Lancaster, Pa., 1950) and
The Colonial Clergy of Virginia, North Carolina and South
Carolina (Boston, 1955).
12

For biographical sketches of many of the early
Presbyterian clergymen, see: Richard Webster, A History
of the Presbyterian Church in America, from its Origin
until the Year 1760. With Biographical Sketches of its
Early Ministers (Phila., 1857).
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Every Church was forced to fall back upon its own
resources with the coming of the War.

The institution and

strengthening of Church judicatory establishments was
motivated in large part to give a formal sanction to the
ordination process.

The wave of new colleges which

appeared in the post-Revolutionary period (Bowdoin, Union,
Dickinson, Franklin, Washington [Pennsylvania] , Jefferson,
St. Johns, Washington [Maryland], St. Mary's, Georgetown,
Washington [Virginia], Hampden-Sydney, North Carolina,
Transylvania, Greenville) was in part an attempt by the
Churches to open new sources for qualified clerical talent.
In fact, these new institutions generally proved to be
too responsive to the wider public to adequately serve
sectarian aims, but they did increase the literacy levels
13
of potential candidates for the ministry.
Into the first decades of the nineteenth century,
theological training itself, like legal training, was
little different from apprenticeship in trade.

Church

judicial bodies gave occasional financial support; they
examined and licensed clergymen.

But the actual educa

tional process remained the work of individual men, often
thorough, but subject to the many interruptions of pri
vate lives, personalities, and financial hardship.
13

For excellent treatment of the expectations and
the actual development of these early colleges, see:
Guy Howard Miller, "A Contracting Community: American
Presbyterians, Social Conflict, and Higher Education,
1730-1820," (Ph.D. diss., U. of Mich., 1970).
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It was this need to provide a system to the process
of clerical production, to give it a permanence and
efficiency which would stand above the individual teacher,
which logically led to the formation of theological sem
inaries.

With an anxious eye on the New England emigrants

who were departing from settled churches in the East for
western New York and Ohio as well as dismay at Unitarian
Henry Ware's election to the Hollis Professorship of
Divinity at Harvard, the Congregationalists took the lead
with the formation of Andover Seminary in 1808.

14

Born of

a remarkably easy alliance between the Calvinist and
Hopkinsian leaders, directed in its first decade by a
group of outstanding scholars and fervent evangelicals
(Leonard Woods, Moses Stuart, Justin Edwards, Ebenezer
Porter), Andover set a remarkable example of missionary
zeal for the American churches to follow.

Graduating a

first class of sixteen in 1810, they had sent over two
hundred and fifty apostles into the field by 1820, over
15
six hundred by 1830.
Aroused to imitate their example,
the Presbyterian General Assembly formally laid the founda-

J. L. Taylor, ed., A Memorial of the SemiCentennial Celebration of the Founding of
the Theological
Seminary at Andover (Andover, Mass., 1859).
1C

These figures are derived from: C. C. Carpenter,
ed.,
General Catalogue of the Theological
Seminary, An
dover. Massachusetts. 1808-1908 (Boston, 1909), 31-115.
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tion for Princeton Seminary in 1812.

There were 652

candidates for the ministry who had been educated by
1830.16
The obvious successes of the Andover and Princeton
seminaries brought about a commitment to formal theological
schools throughout American Protestantism.

The Congre-

gationalists followed up Andover with seminaries at
Bangor, Maine (1816), and Yale (1822); the Presbyterians
established six more institutions before 1830:

Southern

and Western (at Maryville College, Tennessee, 1819),
Auburn (1821), Union (at Hampden-Sydney College, Virginia,
1823), Western (Pittsburgh, 1828), Southern (Columbia,
South Carolina, 1828), and Lane (Cincinnati, 1829).

The

Dutch Reformed Church expanded their program of ministerial
training at Rutgers into a real seminary; the Lutherans
did the same at Hartwick, New York, and established
Gettysburg Seminary in 1826 which was well situated to
serve the South.

A German Reformed Seminary was founded

in 1825 and remained briefly at Dickinson College (Car
lisle, Pennsylvania), then York, Pennsylvania, before
sinking firm roots at Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

The

Episcopalians, for whom the encouragement of clerical
candidates was of crucial importance, founded General
Seminary in New York (1817); the Diocese of Virginia
16
These figures are derived from: Edward H. Roberts,
comp., Biographical Catalogue of the Princeton Theological
Seminary, 1815-1932 (Princeton, N.J., 1933), 1-52.
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established a seminary in connection with William and
Mary (1821) which, on its removal to Alexandria (1825),
soon put new life into the weakened Southern Church;
the Diocese of Ohio established a seminary in conjunction
with Kenyon College (Gambier, Ohio, 1828).

The more intel

lectual elements of the Baptist denomination in the North
established seminaries at Hamilton, New York (1820), and
Newton, Massachusetts (1826).

The Unitarians revived
17
theological training at Harvard in 1824.
The impact of theological seminaries upon the

development of the American Churches, particularly those
requiring a clergy with high educational attainments, was
indeed profound.

From a method, it could hardly be

called a "system," of producing clergymen, dependent upon
the inspirational teaching (or lack of ability) of a
few individuals and upon the uncertain appearance of
"revivals" and "refreshings" for arousing enthusiasm in
potential candidates, there was now an effective means
of securing and anticipating an infusion of far more
additions to ministerial ranks than were taken by old age
and death.

By the 1820s, the seminaries were producing

over one hundred men a year and twice that number in the
following decade.

Now, and only with this assurance,

plans for Christian expansion acquired the touch of reality
which could inspire real enthusiasm and confidence.
17

"Theological Seminaries," American Quarterly
Register. 13 (1840-41), 116-18.
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The immediate success of Andover and Princeton to
a large degree launched the national reform society
movement by infusing this new spirit of realistic optimism
into American religious life.

The seminaries produced

the numerous body of young, dedicated "servants of the
Lord" who were responsive to evangelical trends in British
Christianity; they created, through the very production
of these individuals, a variety of related needs for
funds, Bibles, tracts, and, once existing pulpit vacancies
were filled, jobs, which fueled the engine of Christian
expansion.

As with all professions, the growth of cleri

cal ranks to a considerable degree created its own demand
and expanded the scope of its activities.

Although an

older generation of clerical "worthies" and wealthy lay
men would dominate the boards of the national societies
in their first years, it was this first generation of
enthusiastic seminary graduates which would perform the
real labor as fund raisers and promoters.

It was they

who brought the national reform impulse to the towns and
churches, merging it with the local reform efforts and
molding it into a real social movement.
Much of the energy of these first seminary students
was immediately channeled into missions.

The Church bodies

themselves had done considerable groundwork in the field
during the preceding century as a logical extension of the
European Church expansion which had brought them into
existence.

Care for established congregations which were
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vacant and evangelistic outreach to new settlements were
an essential duty of clerical bodies in all of the Churches.
Extension of this labor to neighboring Indian settlements
was relatively easy and provided at least the visions of
"conversions of the heathen" which had so captivated the
Christian mind from the time of Paul.
Until the middle of the second decade of the nine
teenth century, most of the missionary activity in the
South was supported and supervised by committees of the
Church judicial bodies themselves.

The Presbyterian

General Assembly sent evangelists to settlements in the
South at periodic intervals between the 1720s and the
early nineteenth century:

the Synod of Virginia and the

Synod of the Carolinas pursued Indian missions with general
fidelity between 1790 and 1817.
18

18

The Lutheran synods of

Samuel J. Baird, ed., A Collection of the Acts,
Deliberances, and Testimonies of the Supreme Judiciary of
the Presbyterian Church from its Origin in America to the
Present Time. With Notes and Documents, Explanatory and
Historical: Constituting a Complete Illustration of Her
Polity. Faith, and History (Phila., 1856), 321-25.
For Southern missions under the auspices of the
General Assembly, see: Presbyterian Church, Minutes of
the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the
United States of America, from its Organization A.D. 1789
to A.D. 1820 Inclusive (Phila., 1847), 60, 74, 81, 86,
115; William Henry Foote, Sketches of North Carolina.
Historical and Biographical. Illustrative of the Principles
of a Portion of Her Early Settlers (N.Y., 1846), 304.
For independent missionary labors of the synods of
Virginia and the Carolinas, see: Presbyterian Church,
"Minutes of the Synod of Virginia," Ms. volumes on micro
film at Union Seminary, Richmond, Va.: vol. 1, 14-16,
91-92, 94, 103-4, 116, 136-7, 161, 170-71, 175-76; vol. 2,
2-3, 26-27, 30, 76-78, 80-82, 108-9, 129-33. 135, 142-43,
162-63, 173-74; vol. 3, 14-17, 41-46, 77; vol. 4, 142,
164; Presbyterian Church, "Minutes of the Synod of the
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the South and the Southern synod o£ the Associate Reformed
Church initiated domestic missionary efforts within their
bounds despite lack of both money and manpower.

19

The

Episcopal Church, lacking clergymen within the Southern
dioceses and any real direction in the triennial General
20
Conventions, effectively had no missions until 1820.
The Church bodies which did not require a highly
educated clergy, in which itineracy had always been a
part of their denominational existence, were inherently
domestic missionary organizations and were thereby freed
to put any extra efforts into work with the Indians.
The Moravians established a mission to the Cherokee in
Georgia in 1801; the Baltimore Yearly Meeting of the
Society of Friends supported Indian missionary work in
Ohio from 1795 until 1816; the Charleston and Georgia
Carolinas," Ms. volumes at the Hist. Foundation of the
Presbyterian Church in the U.S., Montreat, N.C.: vol. 1,
54-56, 62-70, 103-13, 122-57; vol. 2, 17-18, 27-29, 101,
127; Presbyterian Church, "Minutes of the Synod of South
Carolina and Georgia," Ms. vols.. Hist. Foundation, Mon
treat, N.C.: vol. 1, 234-35; George Howe, History of the
Presbyterian Church in South Carolina (Columbia, S.C.,
1870, 1888), vol. 2, 305-7.
19
W. Peschau, trans., Minutes . . . Synod of North
Carolina (n.p., 1894); S. T. Hallman, History of the
Evangelical Lutheran Synod of South Carolina. 1824-1924
(Columbia, S.C., 1924), 33; Abdel R. Wentz, History of
the Evangelical Lutheran Synod of Maryland, of the United
Church in America. 1820-1920 (Harrisburg, Pa., 1920),
103-6; Robert Latham, History of the Associate Reformed
Synod of the South (Harrisburg, Pa., 1882), 375-79.
20
William Stevens Perry, ed., Journals of the
General Conventions of the Protestant Episcopal Church,
in the United States. 1785-1835, 3 vols. (Cleremont, N.H.,
1874), vol. 1, 172, 195, 205, 345-46, 388, 433, 449,
460, 488-90, 499.
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Associations of Baptists and the South Carolina Methodist
Conference both established mission stations among the
Civilized Tribes of Georgia and Alabama in the first
21
decades of the century.
The Catholic Diocese of St.
Louis (whose members were formally educated, but whose
celibacy and hierarchical system of authority rendered
them equally mobile) opened an Indian school in Missouri
22
in 1823.
Overall, the missions which had been undertaken
directly by the Church judicial bodies produced few
results because of their utter inefficiency.

The Presby

terian Church had given the most consistent, sustained
attention to missionary activity, yet their endeavors
lacked strong administration and secure financial support.
There were no extra clergymen in any of the Churches, so
that missionaries in most cases were drawn from active
congregations, a system which certainly obtained a few
outstanding, capable men, but more often probably filled
the ranks with the chronically dissatisfied and restless
21

Robert S. Cotterill, "Federal Indian Management
in the South, 1789-1825," Mississippi Valley Historical
Review, 20 (1933-34), 333-52; Kenneth S. P. Morse, Balti
more Yearly Meeting, 1672-1830 (n.p., 1961), 27, 37; Wood
Furman, A History of the Charleston Association of Baptist
Churches (Charleston, 1811), 52; "Minutes of the General
Committee of Georgia Baptists . . . 1803," Georgia Analyti
cal Repository, 1 (1802-3), 283; "Report of the Progress
of the Missionary Committee of the South Carolina Conference,"
Wesleyan Journal, 1 (1825-26), no. 1, no. 2 (p. 22); 2
(1826-27), 74.
22

"Diocese of St. Louis," United States Catholic
Miscellany. 10 (1830-31), 205.
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who were least productive in any calling.

Because of

obligations to settled congregations and lack of financial
backing, tours of duty were rarely more than six months
in duration, often a matter of only weeks; the fruits of
even the most promising successes could wither without a
more sustained effort.
The need for greater systemization, efficiency, and
solid financial backing of missionary activity inevitably
pointed to the adoption of the corporate form of organiza
tion and control.

The independent society had been employed

in support of mission work in America.

The British S.P.G.

had underwritten much of the Anglican establishment in
colonial America, and similar bodies had helped to sup
port the efforts of dissenters.

The venerable Company for

the Propagation of the Gospel in New England and the parts
adjacent in America had supported Indian missions from the
time of John Elliot until the Revolution.

The labors of

the Presbyterian Indian missionaries David and John Brainard
in New Jersey and New York in the mid-eighteenth century
had been supported by the Society for Propagating Christian
Knowledge of Edinburgh and a corresponding body in New
York.

As noted in Chapter 3, a Society for Promoting

Christianity among the Indians had a brief existence in
23
conjunction with Hanover Presbytery in the late 1750s.
23

Charles P. Pascoe, Two Hundred Years of the
S.P.G. . . . 1701-1900 (London, 1901); William Kellaway,
The New England Company, 1649-1776, Missionary Society to
the American Indians (N.Y., 1962); Thomas Brainard, The
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It was the founding of the interdenominational
London Missionary Society in 1794 and its successful
establishment of Baptist William Cary as the first foreign
missionary in India which, in otherwise somber times,
stimulated new enthusiasm for an old form.

24

evangelicals were quickly moved to imitate.

American
An inter

denominational New York Missionary Society was founded
in November, 1796 and within three years had established
a station among the Chickasaw tribe in present day Mis
sissippi; the Congregational General Association of
Connecticut formed the Missionary Society of Connecticut
in 1799; the Massachusetts Association, a Massachusetts
Missionary Society, the same year. 25
Life of John Brainard, the Brother of David Brainard, and
His Successor as Missionary to the Indians of New Jersey
(Phila.,
1865). For citations regarding the Virginia
society,
see Chapter3.
24

Charles I. Foster, An Errand of Mercy; The
Evangelical United Front. 1790-1837 (Chapel Hill, N.C.,
1960), 63-68.
25

"An Account of the Institution, Progress, and
Present State of the New-York Missionary Society," The
New-York Missionary Magazine. 1 (1800), 3-15; Charles R.
Keller, The Second Great Awakening in Connecticut (New
Haven, Ct., 1942), 70-94; Clifford S. Griffin, Their
Brothers1 Keepers; Moral Stewardship in the United States.
1800-1865 (New Brunswick, N.J., 1960), 23-25.
The efforts of the Congregational societies were
generally directed within New England or in frontier areas
settled by Yankees (Western New York, the Connecticut
Reserve). Responding to a call from former residents of
Massachusetts, however, the Hampshire Missionary Society
sent Rev. Mr. Asa Brooks to French Creek, Lewis Co.,
Virginia, in 1818 and supported him until a formal Presby
terian congregation had been founded. "Revival of Religion
in Lewis County, Va.," Virginia Evangelical and Literary
Magazine. 8 (1825), 45-48.
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The religious community in the South soon followed
the British and Northern lead.

The minutes of the

Presbyterian Synod of Virginia mention the establishment
of a Missionary Society of Kentucky in 1800 "to use every
means in their power for the instruction of the frontier
white inhabitants, the Indians, and the Black people in
the doctrines and practice of Christianity."

Lexington

Presbytery formed the Lexington Missionary Society in
1804 and had a missionary in the field the following year.

26

Enthusiasm in the Independent Church in Charleston gave
rise to The Congregational Society of the State of South
Carolina for promoting the Interests of Religion in 1802.
The Great Revival and economic depression temporarily
checked the impulse for founding formal societies in the
first decade of the nineteenth century, but the activity
was zealously resumed after 1810.

As in the rest of the

nation, the organizations created in this first wave of
Southern missionary enthusiasm were of mixed character.
Some were the creation of existing Church judicial bodies,
denominational in membership, if not in stated purpose;
others were the creation of men possessing Christian zeal
but acting in their private capacities.

26

The latter were

For documentation of this society, and all of the
societies mentioned in this chapter, see Appendix.
An overture was made to form a society in Hanover
Presbytery as well, but it was dropped because of lack of
support. Presbyterian Church, "Minutes of the Synod of
Virginia," Ms., vol. 2, 52, 162-67, 173-74.
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primarily urban in foundation, usually under lay rather
than clerical control, and often, although not always,
interdenominational in membership and purpose.

The timing

of the founding of the former variety was primarily the
result of urgings from within the national denominations
and intelligence, communicated by the religious press,
of similar organizations in other areas; the latter were
responsive to these forces as well, but they were also
subject to developments on the local level.

In Charleston

or Baltimore, these missionary organizations were a product
of the same impulses and social pressures which produced the
relief and urban missionary societies dealt with in
Chapter 3 and to a greater extent were frequently the
products of rivalries between different churches.
A momentum gradually developed in the second decade
of the century:

in 1811, the Presbyteries of South

Carolina and Georgia joined the Congregationalists of
Charleston in the formation of a short-lived Union Missionary
Society which was to meet alternately in Charleston and
Savannah.

Under the guidance of Charles Coffin and Isaac

Anderson of Maryville College, the East Tennessee Mis
sionary Society was formdd by Presbyterians in 1812 and
pursued a constant missionary effort for well over a
decade despite meagre financial resources.

A North

Carolina Missionary Society, apparently Presbyterian,
came into existence in 1814.

At least three Baptist

societies appeared in the South before the formation of
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the national Baptist Board of Foreign Missions in May,
1814; the Richmond Baptist Foreign and Domestic Mission
Society (1812 or 1813), the Baptist Mission Society of
Virginia (by 1814), and the Wadmalaw and Edisto Female
Mite Society (before 1814).
After the War of 1812, the missionary bodies
multiplied rapidly.

The concern for the state of the

urban environment expressed by the growth of urban mis
sionary activities, formed to help and correct the problem
of poverty, was also exhibited in the rise of traditional
missionary societies in the cities and neighboring areas
aimed at saving souls.

A number of these were modeled

upon the highly successful and well-publicized Young Men's
and the Young Ladies Missionary Societies of New York
(1815) and like them, shrewdly capitalized on an appeal
to the young generation to give them an air of excitement
exceeding their stolid purposes;

a Young Men's Missionary

Society of Richmond, a Young Ladies' Missionary Society of
Richmond and Manchester, and a Protestant Episcopal
Missionary Society in Charleston, South Carolina, Composed
of Young Men and Others appeared in 1819; a Young Men's
Missionary Society (Petersburg, Virginia) and a Young
Men's Missionary Society of South Carolina (Presbyterian
and Congregational, Charleston) were formed in 1820 and
a Young Men's Missionary Society of Savannah in 1821.
As with all youthful fads, these were generally of more
show than substance and able to sustain enthusiasm for
only short periods of time without rejuvenation.
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Between 1810 and 1830, all of the denominational
bodies in the South became involved in missionary society
work in some manner.

Although there was a measure of

general public support for the earliest of these denomina
tional societies, they met at the time of Church conven
tions and were dependent only on clerical support.

By

the 1820s they were, in all denominations, essentially
administrative bodies for the Churches.

But the official

separation, if in reality deceptive, did create a financial
independence which enabled members to give a single-minded
attention to missions if they cared to.

By particularizing

the function of these "independent" clerical organizations,
potential donors were given an assurance of the ends to
which their gifts would be employed, undoubtedly increasing
the overall contributions for Church expansion.
The enfeebled Diocese of Delaware formed an Epis
copal Missionary Society of Delaware in 1816 to support
short missionary tours within its boundaries; a Missionary
Society of the Diocese of North Carolina appeared in 1817;
a Missionary Society of the Protestant Episcopal Church
of Kentucky and a Protestant Episcopal Missionary Society
of the Diocese of Virginia were organized in 1829; the
first class of students at the seminary in Alexandria
formed a Society for Inquiry upon the Subject of Missions
in 1824.

Throughout the Episcopal dioceses of the United

States, Societies for the Advancement of Christianity were
given official encouragement in the first three decades
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of the century.

In some cases they were dedicated to

distribution of Bibles, prayer books, and tracts, or the
support of theological education, but in those dioceses
which had not yet formed independent societies, they also
served as missionary organizations.

The Protestant

Episcopal Society for the Advancement of Christianity
in South Carolina (1810), a group which did draw con
siderable support from laymen in Charleston,- underwrote
the first of the denomination's missions in Florida.
The Society for the Advancement of Christianity in the
Diocese of Maryland (1818) and the Protestant Episcopal
Society for the General Advancement of Christianity in
the State of Georgia (1823) both emphasized missions.
The Presbyterian and Congregational clerical asso
ciations took similar action to form semi-independent
missionary bodies.

Synodical societies appeared in North

Carolina (by 1821), South Carolina (1825), and Georgia
(1825); a Congregational and Presbyterian Missionary
Society of South Carolina was organized by Charleston
congregations in 1819.
Once the Lutherans had organized in the South on
a synodical basis, they created societies as well.

The

Evangelical Lutheran Missionary Society of North Carolina
and Adjacent States appeared in 1828; a Lutheran Society
for the Promotion of Religion in South Carolina and
Georgia had come into existence by the following year.
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Because of the proximity of the territories of the
Civilized Tribes in Florida, Georgia, Alabama, and Mis
sissippi, yet a sufficient distance to allow a measure of
objectivity, the religious community of South Carolina
and eastern Georgia took particular interest in Indian
missions.

The Presbyterian Missionary Society of the

Synod of South Carolina and Georgia and the Elliot Society
(apparently Presbyterian or Congregational) were formed in
1819 in support of missionary work; The Missionary Society
of the South Carolina Conference (Methodist) was organized
in 1821 and placed major emphasis on their mission to the
Creeks.

At the personal urging of Jeremiah Evarts and

converted Cherokee, Elias Boudinot, an interdenominational
Charleston Society in Aid of Missions to the Heathen was
formed in 1826 to aid missionary work and "the establishment of a Printing Press m

the Cherokee nation."

27

Inevitably, the same tendencies in favor of ef
ficiency which had resulted in acceptance of corporate
27

In spite of the fact that political maneuvering
in the lower South contributed to the removal of the
Civilized Tribes in the 1830s, there had been considerable
sentiment in the religious community favorable to the
rights of the Indians. In A Plea for the West (Charleston,
1824), Charleston Presbyterian minister T. Charleton Henry
declared outright that "Art and cunning have impoverished
them. The increase of a white population has thinned their
forrests of the means of subsistence. The vices of a
border-people— never the most exemplary in their conduct—
have introduced disease in new and wasting forms. . . .
One addition completes this deplorable picture— ignorance,
cherished for selfish purposes, by unprincipled neighboring
whites. . . . "
See also; Robert Campbell, The Present
State of the Cherokee Indians is Recommended to the Atten
tion of every Citizen . . . (Savannah, Geo., 1829), and
footnote 21 of this chapter.
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management o£ missionary work exerted themselves in
bringing about central direction of efforts on the national
level.

Much of the zeal for national missionary organi

zation, initially aimed at the foreign field, emanated
from Andover Seminary.

A group of exceptionally pious

graduates of Williams College, led by Samuel J. Mills,
brought an obsession for conversion of the heathen which
the faculty was only too glad to encourage to Andover in
1809 and, arousing support among the student body, peti
tioned the Congregational General Association of Massachusetts.

28

At their meeting of June, 1810, the Association

created the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign
Missions which spearheaded American foreign missionary
work in the nineteenth century.

The first successful

station was settled at Bombay in 1813 and was followed
by establishments in Ceylon (1816), the Sandwich Islands
(1819); Malta (1822), Beirut (1823), and Smyrna (1826);
Madura, Madras, Siam, China, Singapore, Borneo, Greece,
West Africa, and South America in the following decade.

29

Androniram Judson and Luther Rice, two of the Andover
enthusiasts who made up the first voyage under A.B.C.F.M.
28

For an account of the Williams College prayer
group which developed the interest in foreign missions,
see: Calvin Durfee, Williams Biographical Annals (Boston,
1871), 117-28.
29
Andrew M. Smith, Brief History of Evangelical
Missions, with the Date of Commencement, and the Progress
and Present State (Hartford, Ct., 1844), 102-23.

auspices, defected to the Baptists while overseas, and on
their return in May, 1814, engineered the formation of
The Baptist Board of Foreign Missions.

Stations were

established at Burma (1815), West Africa (1821); Siam,
China, France, Germany, Denmark, and Greece in the 1830s.

30

Practicalities determined, however, that even in
the field of international missions, the primary thrust
would be directed within the United States.

The A.B.C.F.M.

and the Baptist Board loosely defined "foreign” to include
American Indians.

Establishment of stations in the ter

ritories of the Creeks, Choctaws, Chickasaws, Osages,
Wyandotes, Delawares, and Cherokee was relatively in
expensive.

It was done with the encouragement of the

federal, if not the state and territorial governments,
and it involved interaction with people who were already
acclimated and receptive to Western culture and the
English language.

The psychological satisfactions of

"civilizing” and "Christianizing" were as great as in
Asia or Africa and the chances of success far greater.
Indirectly, the burst of enthusiasm for foreign
missions at Andover also contributed to the development
of domestic missions on a national scale.

While waiting

for a foreign position to open, Samuel J. Mills, leader
of the original Williams College group, and Andover class
mate John Schermerhorn undertook a tour of the country
30

Andrew M. Smith, Brief Hiscory of Evangelical
Missions, 123-38.
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west of the Allegheny Mountains under the auspices of the
Massachusetts and the Connecticut Missionary Societies.
Mills made a second expedition with Daniel Smith financed
by the Philadelphia Bible Society and the Massachusetts
Missionary Society in 1814.

Their published reports,

defining the vast spiritual needs of the territory with-a
Congregational-Presbyterian bias, grudgingly complimentary
of superior Methodist and Baptist efficiency in frontier
religious work, served as uncompromising calls for an
organized missionary assault on the Mississippi Valley by
the Calvinist-Reformed churches.

31

At the conclusion of

his report, John P. Schermerhorn outlined a plan for
action:
The field of missions should be divided
into circuits, and these into societies
and places for preaching, so that a
missionary by preaching three or four
times in a week could visit each society
once a month, or more frequently as
circumstances should direct. That no
missionary should be employed for less
than one year; and that however small
the number of circuits, there should
be an immediate succession of laborers.
That the great object should be to
organize churches and societies, and
thus prevent Sectaries from establishing
themselves. That besides preaching,
31

John F. Schermerhorn and Samuel J. Mills, A
Correct View of that Part of the United States which Lies
West of the Allegheny Mountains, with Regard to Religion
and Morals (Hartford, 1814); Samuel J. Mills and Daniel
Smith, Report of a Missionary Tour through that Part of
the United States which Lies West of the Allegany. Moun
tains. Performed under the Direction of the Massachusetts
Missionary Society (Andover, Mass., 1815).

the business of the missionary should
be to give catechetical instructions
to the children; to distribute Tracts
and Bibles; to organize social librar
ies, and societies for the suppression
of vice, to search out young men of
piety and talents, and encourage them
to prepare for the ministry . . . ,32
Only national organization with wide support could
possibly undertake this sort of sustained effort on a
large scale.

The American Board of Foreign Missions,

realizing that its purpose exceeded the resources of
New England Congregationalism, added Presbyterians to
its governing body in 1812 and, with the far-reaching
approval of the Presbyterian General Assembly, was able
to rely on increasingly broad support from throughout the
nation.

Registering its first donation from the South in

1813, the Board could depend upon several thousand dollars
a year from individuals, churches, and societies in that
section by the early 1820s.

33

The Baptist Board of Foreign Missions, with a
central location in Philadelphia, also developed broad
national support.

Within a year, it drew upon contribu

tions from thirty auxiliary societies on the congrega
tional level; seventy-one by 1816.
32
33

By the 1820s, organi-

Schermerhorn and Mills, A Correct View. 44.

»

See annual reports for minutely detailed informa
tion on contributions, auxiliary societies, etc. See also
American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions,
Memorial Volume of the First Fifty Years of the American
Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions (Boston, 1861)
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zations such as the North Carolina Baptist Society for
Foreign Missions, the Roanoke Baptist Missionary Society
for Propagating the Gospel among the Heathen, and the
Hepzikah Baptist Society for Itinerant and Missionary
Efforts had appeared in every district and county of the
South as well as the North possessing a Baptist church
community.

It was, in fact, largely the need for coordina

ted missionary support which created the General Associa
tions of Baptist churches on the state and national
levels.

A third organization with national pretentions,

the Young Men's Missionary Society of New York, was
formed by members of the Presbyterian and Associate
Reformed Churches in 1814.

It drew support from several

auxiliaries in the South and sent missionaries into all
sections before being incorporated by the larger United
Domestic Missionary Society in 1824.
The Presbyterians, who had introduced a measure of
administrative uniformity with the formation of a Standing
Committee on Missions at the General Assembly of 1802,
created an even stronger Board of Missions in 1816.

34

Having been upstaged by their congenial Congregational
brethren, the General Assembly left the field of foreign
missions entirely to the A.B.C.F.M. until after the New
School - Old School division of 1837.

New York Presby

terians joined the Dutch Reformed and Associate Reformed
Churches in the formation of the United Foreign Missionary
34

Baird, Collection . . .

Presbyterian Church, 350-55.
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Society in 1817.

The organization restricted itself to

Indian missions.

Like its counterpart, the United Domes

tic Missionary Society (1822), it was too thoroughly the
organ of the religious community of New York City to
become a true national organization, and neither body
received much Southern support.

In 1826, the United

Domestic Missionary Society gave way to the American Home
Missionary Society, which successfully created auxiliary
societies in Presbyterian congregations in New York State
and to some degree elsewhere.

Southern Presbyterians

continued to work primarily through the Board of Missions.
The United Foreign Missionary Society was absorbed by
the A.B.C.F.M. in 1827.
Despite a record of frontier expansion which rendered
a national society superfluous, the Methodists formed a
Missionary and Bible Society of the Methodist Episcopal
Church in 1819 which gave some direction to auxiliary
societies on the Conference level.

The Episcopalians

created the Protestant Episcopal Missionary Society in
the United States, for Foreign and Domestic Missions in
1820.

Their first Indian mission was established in 1828

at Green Bay; their first foreign missionary was settled
35
in Greece in 1831.
One other national society with
roots in the missionary movement, The American Society
for Promoting the Civilization and General Improvement of
35

Andrew M. Smith, Brief History of Evangelical
Missions, 171-77.
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the Indian Tribes within the United States, was projected
in 1822 by Jedidiah Morse but never became operational.
The missionary societies, because they directed
their efforts to the basic drive of expansive evangelical
Protestantism, were in many ways the backbone of the
benevolent empire.

Strategically headquartered in Phila

delphia (Presbyterian Board, Baptist Board, P.E. Missionary
Society), New York (American Home Missionary Society),
or Boston (A.B.C.F.M.), where they could draw upon
graduating classes of Andover, Princeton, and Union
Seminaries, they offered a broad field of employment, and
in turn were themselves molded by the youthful enthusiasm
of their employees.

By 1830, 186 students from Princeton

Seminary and 98 from Andover had served as clergymen,
teachers, missionaries, or society agents below the Mason
and Dixon line.

Andover, the real nursery of the early

missionary movement, created the model upon which succeeding
theological seminaries in America were built.

36

The missionary enterprise, brought to the local
level by class after class of enthusiastic seminary
36

Roberts, Biographical Catalogue . . . Princeton
Seminary. 1-52; Carpenter, General Catalogue . . . Andover.
31-115. The growing interest in missions had repercus
sions on the undergraduate level. Several colleges, pro- .
moting the idea that missionary work represented the
highest professional calling, began to emphasize their
role as seminaries of potential missionaries: Eliphalet
Nott's Union College, Edward Dorr Griffin's Williams
College, Heman Humphrey's Amherst College. Mary Lyon took
special pride in Mt. Holyoke's role as a nursery for
missionaries' wives. In the South, Hampden-Sydney aspired
to a similar reputation, quite naturally supplying many of
Union Seminary's early students.
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graduates, left a deep impression on every church com
munity, creating the mentality of nineteenth-century
Protestantism.

Foreign missions particularly, if they

produced very meagre practical results in comparison to
the effort and funds expended, provided a psychological
lift which touched the ever-growing religious community
of the nation to its very core? they gave proof to the
world of America's coming of age as an exporter rather than
importer of civilization as religious men defined it and
thereby reaffirmed the sense of higher purpose inherent in
millennial-republican idealism.

As in all the popularly-

organized reform efforts, but particularly so with mis
sions, the major effects were registered in these atti
tudes and responses of the reformers, the missionaries,
the Churches, and the members of society throughout
America.

What happened at the missionary stations

themselves, as long as appearances were maintained, was
almost beside the point.
Although the national missionary society foundings
between 1812 and 1826 were essentially administrative
adjustments, they brought about dramatic changes on the
local level.

There was a sharp reversal in the direction

from which initiative and authority in missionary endeavors
came.

Most of the independent societies which had

appeared between 1800 and 1820 were absorbed by the national
societies in the 1820s; the actual sending of missionaries
became almost exclusively a function of the larger bodies.
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with the raising of funds left as the primary responsi
bility of the local groups.

In terms of efficiency, the

change was a clear step forward.

However, in the removing

of responsibility for full operations from these local
organizations and in the placing of ultimate authority
and direction in the hands of directors and administrators
in distant, Northern cities, the national directors
planted the seeds of jealousies and weakness which would
create sectional animosity in the 1830s and 1840s.
Immediately, there was a substantial expansion of
overall missionary activity and support.

From fewer

than a dozen societies in the South before the War of
1812, there literally appeared hundreds by the mid
twenties.

Within every Southern state and every denomina

tion, the spiritual needs of vacant churches were re
ceiving systematic attention through the religious asso
ciations, the Presbyterians Board of Missions, and the
American Home Missionary Society.
The youthful seminary graduates who filled the
pulpits and agencies in the South brought with them
not only their enthusiasm for benevolent societies, but
a variety of new ideas as to the needs of an expanding
religious community.

Successful missionary work required

a greater availability of Bibles and religious literature;
in Churches which required a certain comprehension of
religious doctrine for membership, there was a need for
expanded efforts in education.

In creating and drawing
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attention to these needs and in supplying a self-confident
personnel who could respond to them, the national missionary
society movement was to a large degree parent to the entire
reform society phenomenon.
One inevitable effect of formal theological training
and the growth of missionary societies was the recognition
that financial support for the increased number of theo
logical candidates must also be placed on a formal,
permanent basis.

Education Societies, a term which until

the rise of professional popular education in the 1830s
and 1840s referred only to theological education, were a
direct by-product of the rise of mission-oriented seminar
ies.

Unlike the other reform organizations, they had no

real intellectual impact on the nation, except that they
supported the larger missionary movement.

They were

strictly fund-raising efforts on the local level, but
they were a necessary prop of the entire corpus of benevo
lent organizations and an area of concern which claimed
a certain amount of time and money of most conscientious
evangelicals.
The support of promising but improvident candidates
for the ministry had been a problem throughout American
church history which had never been satisfactorily met
in any denomination.

Official responsibility rested with

the clerical associations, but a variety of charitable
sources, from the kindness of an individual clergyman
to support from the individual congregation or the larger
denominational bodies, had sufficed until the beginning
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of the nineteenth century.

With the emergence of distant,

mass education of candidates, however, there was a need
for more systematic financing.

The naive optimism that

the endowments which helped to found the seminaries would
be sufficient for student support was quickly dispelled
as bequests failed to materialize in their promised
magnitude and as others were not forthcoming.

The first

decades of the nineteenth century were periods of neither
financial security nor vast personal wealth.
Princeton Seminary received six endowed scholar
ships between 1816 and 1826 from wealthy Presbyterian
laymen in South Carolina, Georgia, and Mississippi.
General Episcopal Seminary was left $100,000 by one-time
Charleston resident Frederick Kohne at his death in 1829.
But as welcome as major contributions would have been, it
was necessarily small gifts which would provide the extra
margin which alone could enable poor students to enter
the ministry.
Reacting to the Mills and Schermerhorn reports on
the spiritual destitution of the West, the Congregational
Association of Massachusetts established the American
Society for Educating Pious Youth for the Gospel Ministry
in 1815 (after 1820, the American Education Society),
"calculated to produce in the minds of every man, woman,
37
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and child, a heartfelt, operative conviction, that it is
the imperative and indispensible duty of every human
being, while life remains, to contribute all in his
power to the cause of Christ" by supporting poor ministerial
candidates.

Although initially tied closely to Andover

Seminary, the society rapidly broadened its support on a
national scale, drawing funds after 1818 from individuals
and affiliated branch societies of Congregationalists in
South Carolina and Georgia.

The Presbyterian General

Assembly imitated their example by forming a Board of
Education and also began to draw upon a variety of
auxiliary education societies, female working societies
(which made clothing for students), and individual con
tributions from Presbyterian congregations throughout the
South, as well as the North.

Under a new constitution,

the Presbyterian Board merged, as the Presbyterian Branch,
with the American Education Society in 1827.

By the late

1820s, a network of state and congregational education,
working, and sewing societies was providing financial and
material aid to the American Education Society or directly
to the Presbyterian Seminaries at Princeton or Maryville.
With the formation of their own seminaries, the
other denominations followed the Congregational - Presby
terian example.

A Society for the Education of Pious

Young Men for the Ministry of the Protestant Episcopal
Church was formed in 1818 by the circle of ardent evan
gelicals in the Alexandria-Washington-Georgetown area
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which, through a Standing Committee, served as the in
spiration and governing body of the Virginia Seminary in
its first years.

Auxiliary societies came into existence

in the 1820s, mostly in Maryland and Virginia, but including
one in Brooklyn, New York, and one in Beaufort, South
Carolina.

A Claremont Theological Scholarship Society in

Charleston, South Carolina, was formed in 1826 to support
General Seminary in New York.

A Female Lutheran Society

of Charleston, South Carolina, was formed in 1826 to aid
clerical candidates, and a Parent Domestic Missionary and
Education Society of the Lutheran Synod of Maryland and
Virginia, formed by the Synod in 1828, fostered auxiliary
congregational societies for the support of indigent
students at Gettysburg Seminary.

Educational societies

and female sewing societies were, by 1830, a normal part
of a Southern church's social existence on the local level.
IV.

Bibles, Tracts, and Sunday Schools
The right of popular access to the Scriptures in

native tongues had been a cherished victory of the
Reformation.

All of the Protestant denominations which

established themselves in America accepted this as a
denominational privilege and duty, and the annals of the
colonial Churches record constant efforts to obtain supplies
of Bibles adequate to their constituencies' needs.

Or

ganized efforts for supplying them had been put into
operation:

the S.P.G. and the S.P.C.K. distributed Bibles

as well as tracts throughout the English-speaking world
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in the eighteenth century; a Rev. Mr. Thomas Gouge had
formed a corporate "Welsh Trust" in the 1670s for the
translation and distribution of Bibles and religious works
in Wales; anticipating, as he did, so many of the evangel
ical efforts, August Herman Prancke had established a
Bible society at Halle at the beginning of the eighteenth
century.

38

It was the formation of the British and Foreign
Bible Society (1804) at the height of French expansion,
bringing together a previously unthinkable combination of
socially-prominent lay and clerical leaders from the
Established and dissenter Churches, which transformed the
inherently pedestrian labor of Bible distribution into a
dramatic, intense reform.

Revolutionary France, in spite

of its revolt against Catholicism, was viewed by British
aristocratic founders of the Bible Society as a very real
threat to civilization itself, to constitutional freedom,
religion, mortality, and all recognized standards of
social behavior; the Bible Society, expediently bringing
together theological opposites in the face of crisis,
embodied hopes and visions which far exceeded its im
mediate purpose.

The Anniversary (yearly meeting) of the

British and Foreign Bible Society became the high point of
38
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the Anglo-American religious calendar year, and the spirit
of a crusade pervaded Bible Society work as it was
systematically spread by the parent society throughout the
globe
Americans, closely attuned to developments within
the London religious community, were quick to follow
British example.

The Philadelphia Bible Society was formed

in 1808? state societies appeared in Connecticut, Massa
chusetts, and New York the following year, and the momentum
rapidly moved southward.

40

A short-lived Kentucky Bible

Society was formed in Lexington in September, 1809, and
was reorganized two years later; societies were organized
in Beaufort (March, 1810) and Charleston (June, 1810),
South Carolina, Savannah (the Georgia Bible Society,
September, 1810), and Baltimore (September, 1810) the
following year.

In 1813, five state societies (Delaware,

Virginia, North Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi), a
Bible Society of the District of Columbia, and a Nashville
Bible Society came into existence, and in 1814-15, four
teen auxiliary societies were formed in Virginia and
Maryland.

Four more, an Amite and West-Florida Bible

Foster, Errand of Mercy. 82-100; John Owen, The
History of the Origin and First Ten Years of the British
and Foreign Bible Society ’(N.Y., 1817). For an exhaustive
history of the mechanical growth of the British society,
important because it set patterns which were adopted by
all of the reform societies, see: C. S. Dudley, An Analysis
of the System of the Bible Society. Throughout its Various
Parts (London, 1821).
^Griffin, Their Brothers1 Keepers, 25-28.
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Society, a Columbia [South Carolina] Bible Society, a
Bible and Charitable Society in Nashville, Tennessee,
and a Female Bible Society in Charleston, South Carolina,
were established in 1816, before the formation of the
American Bible Society.
Although no formal connection tied these early
American Bible Societies to the British and Foreign
Bible Society, the latter supplied bound Scriptures at
cost, contributed to their treasuries, and even cooperated
with them to some extent while the two nations were
actively engaged in war.

41

From the beginning, both the

Philadelphia and the New York societies conceived of
their mission in national terms; they encouraged the
formation of other societies and provided them with
Bibles for distribution.

42

The mood of urgency which pervaded Bible society
efforts of England in 1804 was entirely congenial to the
predominantly Federalist founders of the American Bible
Society in 1816 and was easily naturalized to encompass

^ B y 1816, the British and Foreign Bible Society
had contributed £3,122 to the American societies. During
the War of 1812, the Bible Society of Massachusetts
replaced a shipment of Scriptures captured on its way to
Nova Scotia, noting in an address to the English society
that "It is true, we are at war with England; but we are
not at war with her pious and charitable Institutions."
The Louisiana Bible Society paid particular attention to
the needs of British prisoners at New Orleans, as did the
British society for American prisoners. Owen, History
. . . Br. and For. Bible Society, 511-13, 573.
42

See the published Annual Reports.
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the broader republicanism of evangelical expectancy in the
United States.

Until the novelty had worn off and the

simple passage of time had proven Bible societies not to
be the cure of society's ills, there were always claims
of anticipated public effects which tended to extravagance.
In its 1816 report, the Bible Society of the District of
Columbia pronounced that Bible distribution would encourage
industry, sobriety, and religious harmony, increase the
effectiveness and character of servants, elevate the
general level of knowledge, and decrease the extent of
43
poverty.
The national organization, with over ten years of
British experience to draw upon, quickly established it
self as the leading benevolent society in an increasingly
crowded field.

Although occasional instances of indepen

dence and rivalry developed, most of the existing Bible
societies quickly affiliated themselves as auxiliary or
branch societies of the national organization.

The parent

body immediately charted a course of steady expansion.
With thirteen Southern auxiliaries at the end of the first
year of operations, the American Bible Society possessed
44
fifty-seven in 1820, 177 in 1825, and 255 by 1830.
By
the latter date, the society reported an annual income

43Bible Society of the District of Columbia, 1st
Annual Report (1816), 3-8.
44Compiled from lists of auxiliaries appended to
the American Bible Society's Annual Reports.
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of over $170,000 and close to a million dollars in its
fourteen-year existence.

45

In perfecting its organization, the American Bible
Society established the patterns which would be followed
in all of the national organizations.

The trend was

toward increasing centralization of authority.

An initial

proposal to place stereotype plates in various sections
of the country to minimize transportation costs, employed
with the Kentucky Bible Society with poor results, was
dropped in favor of printing exclusively in New York.
Auxiliary societies were encouraged in all forms (state
and local organizations. Female, College, Juvenile, Young
Men's, Young Ladies, African, and Marine Bible Societies),
but all were required to remit funds exceeding expenses
(which were for Bibles purchased from the American Bible
Society) to the New York headquarters.

Increasingly, the

Society relied upon agents to solicit funds and form
auxiliary bodies; Richard D. Hall toured the Southwest,
Ward Stafford, the Delaware Peninsula in 1821; Robert
Gibson worked in the lower Mississippi Valley in 1827-8.
Refining their system to an even greater degree in the
1820s, the Society appointed stationary agents for dis
tricts of the country and traveling

agents who worked

"Table of Benevolent Societies, in the United
States, with their Officers, Income, etc.," Quarterly
Register of the American Education Society. 3 (1830-31),
63.
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under them.

46

In faithfully pursuing a single, relatively

non-controversial object, the American Bible Society came
closest to the ideal of a truly non-sectarian, national
organization.

47

But its very success prodded the other

national societies possessing far narrower bases of
support to aspire to heights beyond the limits of public
unanimity.

Like its fellow societies, in emphasizing

efficiency, the American Bible Society sacrificed much of
its real strength on the community level.
The elevation of religious tract distribution to a
national reform followed a pattern similar to that of
the Bible societies.

The supply of religious and moral

literature had been a fundamental part of the English
missionary effort in the American colonies.

The S.P.G.

provided a standard library of books and tracts conducive
to piety for each Anglican parish and periodically sent
supplies of timely works, such as John Leland's View of
the Principle Deistical Writers, for distribution.

A

variety of moral tracts were sent with the Georgia
46
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(American Bible Soc. Hist. Essays, unpublished typescript.
American Bible Society Library, New York); Ward Stafford
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Even the American Bible Society failed to get
unanimous support. High Church Episcopalians maintained
a distance and eventually formed their own Prayer Book and
Bible Society. A few individual Quakers and a fair number
of Methodists actively supported the Society, but the
denominations officially remained aloof.
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colonists; Samuel Davies arranged for shipments of works
such as Phillip Doddridge's Rise and Progress of the
Human Soul, George Baxter's Call to the Unconverted, and
Isaac Watts' Hymns and Catechisms from the Society in
London for Promoting Religious Knowledge among the Poor
in the 1750s.48
After the Revolution, as the American presses began
to turn out a broader selection of printed literature,
supplies of tracts became subject to individual initiative.
Parson Weems, who had become familiar with early British
tract distribution while in England in the 1790s, wrote,
published, and sold a delightful collection of moral tales
throughout the South in the first decades of the nineteenth century.

49

South Carolina Baptist clergyman Edmund

Botsford wrote two moral tracts, The Spiritual Voyage
and Sambo and Toney:

A Dialogue between Two Servants.

which were widely distributed in England as well as
America.

50

Presbyterian clergyman James Wharley of

Virginia carried on his own tract business, buying material

48

For a list of the books contained in the standard
Anglican parish library supplied by the S.P.G., see:
Nelson W. Rightmyer, The Anglican Church in Delaware
(Phila., 1947), "Appendix"; William H. Foote, Sketches of
Virginia. Historical and Biographical (Phila., 1855),
289-92.
49

For a biographical sketch of Mason Locke Weems
and a list of his moral tales, see Appendix A.
88For a biographical sketch of Edmund Botsford and
biographical references, see Appendix A.
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at discount in Richmond and selling and giving them away
in conjunction with his pastoral duties.

51

It was the Methodist example, however, which
revolutionized the entire business of religious literature.
John Wesley, unrivaled as a religious organizer, made the
publication and distribution of cheap moral and doctrinal
tracts a cardinal element of Methodist expansion in the
eighteenth-century British world.

The Methodist Episcopal

Church in America carried on the tradition, establishing
a non-profit Book Concern and making distribution of
tracts a primary pastoral duty.

Wherever Methodist

itinerants penetrated the rural frontiers of the land,
and they touched them all, they left a tangible legacy
of Methodist Disciplines, Wesley's and Fletcher's sermons,
hymnals, and moral tales.

When Samuel J. Mills and

Daniel Smith pursued their Western tour of 1814-5, sup
posedly to a spiritual wilderness, they reported finding
these publications "almost every where.

In the pos

session of the obscurest families . . . "

and declared that

the Methodist Book Concern "puts to the blush all the
52
other charitable institutions in the United States."
As in every aspect of success, the Methodists
provided an example which was quickly imitated by older
51
52

See Appendix A.

For a brief sketch of Methodist publication
efforts in England and America, see:
"Book Concern"
and "The Book Establishment" in Matthew Simpson, ed.,
Cyclopaedia of Methodism (Phila., 1882, 5th Rev. ed.),
117-21; Mills and Smith, Missionary Tour. 49.
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denominations.

Beginning in the 1780s and intensifying

in the period of the French Revolutionary crisis, a vast
literature of penny tracts, moral tales aimed directly at
the masses in an effort to calm the flames of international
revolution, began to pour from the presses of London.
Female authors, with a better understanding of the young
mind, attained prominence; first Sarah Trimmer, then
Henrietta Maria Bowdler, Maria Edgeworth and the incompar
able Hannah More who, according to an American Tract
Society publication of some years later, "has done more
for the preservation of England, by her Cheap Repository
Tracts, than did the celebrated Nelson, as a naval Com53
mander, by all his splendid achievements."
In 1799, the British evangelicals established the
London Religious Tract Society and, within a decade, had
created an organ of propaganda for their conservative
morality unequalled in the long annals of pamphleteering.
Synthesizing the time-honored antidotes to "infidelity,"
commissioning a whole new body of tales promoting defer
ence, public morality, contentment with poverty, and
religious conversion, the Society revolutionized the
system of distributing printed matter.

53

The purpose was
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For an excellent description of the proliferation
of cheap moral literature in England, see: Maurice J.
Quinlan, Victorian Prelude, A History of English Manners
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to get as many tracts into the hands of the poor as
possible; new titles were advertised by posters, prices
were fixed to encourage large purchases for free distri
bution, tickets were even sold to be distributed to
beggars, redeemable only for publications.

Hannah More's

Shepherd of Salisbury Plain and Leigh Richmond's The
Dairyman's Daughter, presenting the standard themes of
Christian contentment in the face of poverty and the
deathbed conversion of a parent through the admonitions
of a pious child, the best sellers, were representative
54
of the genre.

As in the case of Bible Societies, the

emotional crisis of the French revolutionary era instilled
the element of immediacy which transformed an inherently
prosaic activity into an exaggerated life-and-death
reform, perfectly tailored to the American evangelical
mentality.
The Churches in the United States gradually moved
toward organized tract distribution in the early part of
the nineteenth century.

The Massachusetts Society for

Promoting Christian Knowledge (1803) was the first
organization:

a tract committee of the Congregational

General Association of Connecticut, formed in 1805,
created the Connecticut Religious Tract Society in 1807;
an abortive Society for Confirming and Extending the
Interests of the Christian Religion in General, and of
54
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the Protestant Episcopal Church in Particular was formed
hy the Diocese of Maryland in 1807 to distribute "good
books"; a New York Religious Tract Society came into
being in 1812.

Noting that "whereas it appears . . . that

great and increasing good has accrued to the Church of
Christ by the distribution of small cheap religious
tracts," the Presbyterian General Assembly of 1809 recom
mended the formation of societies to the synods.

Two

Presbyterian clergymen who were also printers, George
Bourne and A. B. Davidson, formed the Virginia Religious
Tract Society in 1812 and received approbation of their
first six tracts from the Synod of Virginia.

The Episco

palians established a Protestant Episcopal Tract Society
in 1810.55
It was from the center of Congregational evangeli
calism, as in so many benevolent undertakings, that
tract distribution was placed on a national footing.
The New England Tract Society, formed in 1814, because of
its ability to produce stereotyped tracts in large quan
tities and promote them through Andover's swarming
missionaries, quickly achieved national dominance in the
field.

With a selection of 167 titles for sale, with

depositories in every state, the organization was lured
by Arthur Tappan's and Moses Allen's gift of a $12,000

55
Griffin, Their Brothers' Keepers. 32-35; Presby
terian Church. General Assembly, Minutes. 1789-1820, 42930. For specific societies, see documentation in Appen
dix B.
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headquarters to move to New York City and become the
American Tract Society.

56

As of 1830, the Society reported

\
57
823 branches and auxiliaries, •170 in the South.

Like

the American Bible Society, the organization put increasing
reliance on agents for expansion.

A certain number of

stronger tract societies in Southern (as well as Northern)
cities maintained administrative and financial independence
from the American Tract Society, but almost all turned
58
to the larger body for supply of tracts themselves.
Tract society membership on the local level, to a far
greater extent than with Bible societies, tended to
follow denominational lines.
With hundreds of publications presenting, in no
matter how well-edited a form, a variety of beliefs and
viewpoints, the American Tract Society inevitably raised
denominational jealousies.

Although the Society attempted

to print and edit only works acceptable to the Congrega
tional - Presbyterian outlook, strict Calvinists dis
covered traces of Unitarianism in some of the tracts;
High Church Episcopalians could not live with the pre
dominant Calvinism of many of the publications; South
—

Griffin, Their Brothers' Keepers, 32-35.
57

Computed from the Annual Reports.
58
To provide an alternative, the Episcopal Rev.
Mr. Barlow of South Carolina proposed the formation of a
Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge and Literature
in the United States at a public meeting in Charleston.
The society, which was to publish six volumes of "Chris
tian classics" annually apparently never materialized.
"Episcopal Meeting," Gospel Messenger, 3 (1826), 171-75.
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Carolinians, finding so many instances of sympathy with
the plight of the slave, and generally fearful of wide
pamphlet distribution, deprived the society of the support
it bestowed on most reform efforts.

Even the most ardent

supporters of the American Tract Society voiced some
uneasiness about the moral effects of fiction, no matter
how religious m

character.

59

In spite of their successful Book Concern, the
Methodists created a Tract Society of the Methodist
Episcopal Church in 1817; between 1815 and 1829, Southern
Episcopalians established their own "Prayer-Book and
Tract," "Prayer-Book and Homily," and "Tract" societies
in Maryland, Virginia, South Carolina, and Mississippi;
following the lead of their counterparts in Philadelphia
and New York, Maryland Quakers formed the Baltimore
Association of Friends, for Publishing and Distributing
Tracts on Moral and Religious Subjects in 1817; a
Charleston Catholic Book Society was founded in Charles
ton in 1822; in 1821, a national Baptist General Tract
Society was established in Washington.

59

Lurking doubts about the propriety of religious
fiction inspired evangelicals, when they could, to prove
that their stories were true to life. The Dairyman's
Daughter gained particular favor, in part, because it was
supposedly based on fact. Rev. T. Charleton Henry,
Presbyterian minister of Charleston, went so far as to
visit the site of the story on the Isle of Wightl "Rev.
T. C. Henry," Charleston Observer, 2 (1828), 58-9.
For a statement of opposition to religious fiction
based on moral grounds, see: H.S., "On Juvenile Novels,"
Gospel Messenger. 7 (1830), 326-31.
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When viewed from the sober distance of historical
perspective, the hopes of the early tract society advocates •
seem particularly out of touch with reason.

In much the

same spirit that human beings recorded their first con
tacts with the horseless locomotive, a generation which
had known only hand-printed editions of one or two thousand
impressions displayed an initial intoxication with the
unlimited possibilities of stereotype printing, oblivious
to the fact that with proliferation of the printed word,
there was also a cheapening of its effectiveness.

The

attributions of instantaneous conversion, abstinence from
alcohol and tobacco, and personality transformation to the
single tract (published as fact in the Annual Reports of
the parent society) encouraged the widespread belief that
these "silent, unwearied, pungent, and successful little
preachers of righteousness [tracts]," by themselves, could
60
reform and convert the nation.
The national society
advocated a variety of devious methods of slipping tracts
to unsuspecting sinners, convinced that their arguments,
if read, would effect that which lifetimes of social
61
influences had failed to accomplish.
60

The quotation is from: Religious Tract Society
of the City of Washington, 2nd Annual Report (1821), 4.
61

The embittered Mrs. Anne Royal described females
"scattering tracts along the road, they throw them out of
the coach windows, strew them over the decks of steam
boats, scatter them through the bed chambers of taverns,
slip them into the pews of churches." Anne Royal, The
Black Book; or. A Continuation of Travels in the United
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But in spite of extravagant claims, in the larger0
context of the benevolent empire as a whole tracts did
not have to do their work alone.

They were extremely

useful tools of the missionary enterprise and of church
expansion, rarely serving to introduce new ideas, but
effectively reinforcing the basic themes of evangelical
Christianity which became so firmly entrenched in nine
teenth-century popular culture.

Even more importantly

from a social standpoint, religious tracts, irrespective
of content, did for the first time bring printed material
to every cabin and public building in the South.
Only with the simultaneous expansion of printed
matter capable of arousing and satisfying the curiosity
of child readers which the tract societies offered, only
with the growing presence of idealistic young clergymen
aware of trends in Anglo-American Protestantism, was the

States (Washington, D.C., 1828-29), vol. 1, 174.
A typical example of the sort of behavioral change
ascribed by the American Tract Society to the influence of
their product was included in the 1830 Annual Report:
"Mrs. R., a very intelligent and pious lady of one of the
principal towns of Alabama, gave a Tract on the subject
of Lying to a profane man who had often promised to come
and repair her house, but had disregarded his word. She
also gave one on a different subject to his wife. This
was done on Saturday evening. Very early on Monday
morning the man came to do the work he had so long neg
lected; told Mrs. R. that he had read the Tract she left
for him, and was going to mend his ways, and meant to let
her see it. He laid aside his habit of profaneness and
falsehood. The next Sabbath Mrs. R. saw both him and his
wife at church, being the first time she had ever seen
them in the house of God, or manifesting any thing like
seriousness on the subject of religion. In a short time
they gave evidence of piety, and made a public profession
of their faith in Christ." American Tract Society, 5th
Annual Report (1830), 53.
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scene established for the most socially significant
religious reform, the rise of sunday schools.
Although they were to spread across America as an
arm of the greater evangelical expansion, sunday schools
had their birth in the secular-egalitarian atmosphere of
lower-middle class British Quakerism.

Robert Raikes

founded a Sabbath day school for working children in
London in 1780 which grew into the non-sectarian London
Sunday-School Society (1785) with over a thousand affili
ated schools by the mid-seventeen nineties.

Holding them

on Sunday was a necessary expedient to reach children who
worked during the week; teaching the three R's, although
naturally within the usual moral context, was the primary
function, religious instruction secondary.

British

evangelicals were not slow to perceive the possibilities
of luring the children of the poor from the evil associa
tions of their homes.

The Methodists, long aware of the

need to accomplish, with children of the working class,
what the upper classes could spread throughout the week,
had in effect conducted sunday schools with religious
emphasis for years.

The Claphamite Evangelicals formed

the London Sunday-School Union in 1803 which gave the
movement a social respectability it had not had and,
putting their own stamp of religious purpose and moral
conservatism on the curriculum, launched the first real
campaign for universal literacy in world history.
CO
Foster, An Errand of Mercy. 78-81.
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J. A. Adams, author of a Sunday school teachers' guide,
expressed the precious opportunity for social reform
which the evangelicals sensed in the vehicle:

"We have

arrived at that important era of the moral history of
this country, when by an unconstrained election, the lower
classes of the community have chosen their better instructed neighbors as the guardians of their children."

63

Two generations ago, when sunday schools commanded
a social importance no longer present, considerable
energy was wasted on arguments over who started the first
American sunday school.

Actually, the origins were mul

tiple, growing out of existing charity school and cate
chetical education, coming from within the Methodist
Church, and introduced by immigrants who had known
British schools first-hand.

There was some form of Sunday

instruction being given in Plymouth, Massachusetts, as
early as 1669, in Roxbury in 1674, and by Joseph Bellamy
in Bethlehem, Connecticut, 1740-90.

A William Elliott

(presumably Methodist) supposedly established a sunday
school in Accomac County, Virginia, in 1785, and Methodist
schools in Baltimore are briefly recorded in 1787 and
1804.

The earliest school clearly based on the plan of

Raikes' English sunday schools was the First Day School,
opened by Benjamin Rush and Bishop William White for poor
children in Philadelphia in 1790.
63

A sunday school modeled

John A. James, The Sunday-School Teacher's Guide
(Balt., 1819).
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after the British example was opened for the education
of free Black children by the Abolition Society of
Alexandria in 1795.

64

Although the denomination would be slow in adopting
the method, the Lutheran Synod of North Carolina passed
a resolution in April, 1812, that sunday schools be
recommended in all congregations.

On his arrival in

America, Quaker education reformer Joseph Lancaster
published The British System of Education (Georgetown,
D.C., 1812) which included a section on the advantages of
sunday schools.

By at least 1814, a Delaware mill owner,

John Siddall, was conducting a sunday school for laborers'
65
children with the help of a former student of Raikes.
A few sunday schools had appeared in the South by
1816, but it was the formation of the non-denominational
Philadelphia Sunday and Adult School Union in May, 1817,
tying together by a band of communication the few schools
which had developed and embarking upon an ambitious plan
64

Keller, Second Great Awakening in Connecticut, 128;
Martin E. Marty, Righteous Empire, The Protestant Experience
in America (N.Y., 1970), 75; Isaac Parker Cook, Early
History of Methodist Sabbath Schools, in Baltimore City
and Vicinity; and Other Interesting Facts Connected There
with. Compiled by a Sabbath Scholar of 1817 (Balt., 1877),
2-12; Foster, An Errand of Mercy, 156-67; Griffin, Their
Brothers' Keepers. 29-30; American Convention for Pro
moting the Abolition of Slavery, 4th Convention (1795),
38-39, 40, 42.
65
Gotthardt Bernheim, History of the German Settle
ments of the Lutheran Church in North and South Carolina,
from the Earliest Period of the Colonization of the Dutch,
German and Swiss Settlers to the Close of the First Half of
the Present Century (Phila., 1872), 395-96; Joseph Lan
caster, The British System of Education (Georgetown, D.C.,
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of expansion, which turned this effort into a national
reform movement.

With the direct encouragement of this

national body (which changed its name to the American
Sunday School Union in 1826) and in

imitation of its

operations, hundreds of sunday schools opened in the last
year of the decade.

Fifteen Southern auxiliary bodies,

many of them union societies with several schools under
their care, had been listed by the 1820 Report, 58 by
1824, and this did not include many similar societies which
did not have direct affiliations with the Philadelphia
organization.

66

The earliest sunday school societies in the South
were generally, like British and American precedents,
interdenominational and in towns and mill villages,
organized in most cases with the encouragement of urban
missionaries and seminary-graduate clergymen.

In cities,

individual schools were quickly enveloped by city-wide
"union societies" which facilitated curriculum standardi
zation, teacher training, and the supply of educational
materials.

Male and female union societies were formed

in Baltimore in 1817; a Sunday School Union Society was
formed in Richmond in 1818, in Charleston and Columbia,
South Carolina, the following year.

In the 1820s,

1812), 99-101; Raymond F. Betts, "Eluthere Irenee du Pont
and the Brandywine Sunday School," Delaware History, 8
(1959), 343-53.
66
Computed from the Annual Reports.
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societies incorporating even larger areas came into exis
tence;

the Savannah Sabbath School Teachers' Society (by

1822, representing the entire state), the New Castle
County Sabbath School Union (Delaware, 1827), and the
Sunday School Union, for the State of Maryland (mid1820s).
Interdenominational sunday schools were far less
practical in rural areas, but there were notable instances
of such.

Former Congressman and staunch Episcopal layman

James M. Garrett, whose wife later conducted an important
girls' academy at his Essex County, Virginia, estate
(Elmwood), organized an interdenominational sunday school
in 1819 which attracted 180 regular students and some 20
teachers from the surrounding area.

67

To an even greater degree than in the other
national religious reform societies, the interdenominationalism of the Sunday School Union was illusory.

The

Sunday School Union was situated in Philadelphia, the
headquarters of Presbyterianism, and it was natural that
this denomination, through the efficient vehicle of
communications, the annual General Assembly, should take
the lead in this reform.

Although the earliest sunday

schools were truly non-denominational in curriculum and
67

"Essex (Va.) Sunday School," Washington Theological
Repertory, 3 (1821-22), 10-14. For another description of
Garnett's school, see; Charles F. Mercer to John Milnor,
The Bowling Green, June 2, 1820. American Bible Society
Correspondence, Mx. (on microfilm). American Bible Society
Library, New York.
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student body, although there was some involvement by
Baptists, Lutherans, and Episcopalians, the direction was
generally from Presbyterians, and the other denominations
realized it.

The teaching of reading was a primary func

tion, but moral training inevitably took on religious and
denominational overtones, introducing the matter of youth
ful conversion, and therefore church membership.

Neither

Methodist parents nor clergymen relished the thought of
Presbyterian conversion of their children, and as sunday
schools unintentionally became a means of proselytism,
denominational jealousies were around.
The Quakers, who resented intrusions into their
world of benevolence, were uncooperative after the initial
sunday school foundings in England and Philadelphia.
The Methodists, similarly prideful, put their energy into
their own sunday schools from the beginning in Baltimore.
They established an Asbury Sunday School Society for boy's
schools and a McKendrean Sunday School Society for girls'
schools in November, 1816, and a Wesleyan Sunday School
Society to oversee those of East Baltimore in 1819.

A

national Sunday School Union of the Methodist Episcopal
Church was formed in 1827.

Generally throughout the

country, Methodists were less likely to join and the
first to pull out of "interdenominational" efforts, founding
their own educational work within the individual churches.
The Episcopalians of the South gradually did the same.
Denominational sunday schools receive notice in diocesan
reports in 1819; a Charleston Protestant Episcopal Sunday
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School Society was formed in 1819; and in 1826, a General
Protestant Episcopal Sunday School Union was formed by
68
the General Convention.
It had formed 202 auxiliaries
by 1830, 35 in the South.
69
to appear in the 1820s.

Lutheran Sunday Schools began
Even in the Sunday School

Unions of small towns, there was a growing tendency in the
1820s to segregate individual classes by the denominational
70
affiliation of students.
More than any area of early nineteenth century
reform, the sunday school movement captured the vision of
the evangelical impulse in its grandest form.

For the

first time, there appeared to have opened up the oppor
tunity to apply the precepts of Enlightenment educational
theory to an entire generation, to counteract nation-wide
68

See: "Journals of the Conventions of the Protestant
Episcopal Church in the Diocese of Virginia from 1785 to
1835, inclusive," published as an Appendix to Francis L.
Hawks, A Narrative of Events Connected with the Rise and
Progress of the Protestant Episcopal Church in Virginia
(N.Y., 1836; vol. 1 of "Contributions to the Ecclesiasti
cal History of the United States of America"), 136-37,
141-42, 155-56, 162-63.
69
William E. Eisenberg, The Lutheran Church in
Virginia. 1717-1962. Including An Account of the Lutheran
Church in East Tennessee (Roanoke, Va., 1967), 299;
Evangelical Lutheran Church, Synod of South Carolina,
Minutes (1825), 13, 19.
70
For example, the interdenominational Sunday School
Union Society of St. Luke's Parish, South Carolina (182829) supplied books and clothing and supported a library
for all students, but classes were denominational. In
the rural South, where churches were the only public
buildings in most areas, sunday schools naturally formed
within organized congregations. In urban areas, where
there were alternative meeting places, reform societies
of all sorts could preserve existences distinct from
church congregations. Protestant Episcopal Church. Dio
cese of South Carolina, Journal (1829), 15.
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the cumulative burden of ignorance and superstition Which
had, time and again, overwhelmed the most enlightened
efforts of Christian reform in ages past.

Compounding the

inherent over-confidence of Enlightenment educational
faith with the naivete born of first efforts in general,
the promoters of the earliest sunday schools threw them
selves into the work of creating an instant, popular
educational network which would abolish crime, poverty,
and ignorance in a matter of decades.

The claim by a

British House of Commons Report (1815) that no student
of Raikes' sunday schools had ever been guilty of a crime
in afterlife was, until well into the twenties, frequently
cited to prove the effectiveness of the method which, if
universally applied to all sinful, ignorant children,
71
could bring about total reformation.
The first sunday schools were aimed directly at
poor children alone.
71

With the rise of simultaneous urban

Robert Raikes had claimed that only one pupil in
twenty years (3,000 pupils) at his Gloucester Sunday School
had become a criminal; Joseph Lancaster had claimed that
not one (of 4,000) of his students had ever been charged
in a court of justice. These "facts," reported in an 1815
House of Common committee investigation of poverty, were
widely repeated in Britain and America until evidence
proved them to be exaggerations.
Rev. James E. Welch quizzed 90 inmates at the peni
tentiary in Milledgeville, Georgia, in 1829. He found
that 11 had attended sunday schools, but he proudly re
ported that they had been to only a few classes (mostly
2-3; not one over 12). Christopher E. Gadsden, The Address
to the Protestant Episcopal Sunday School Society, in
Charleston. So. Carolina, on their Second Anniversary.
Whitsun Tuesday. 1821 . . . Annual Report . . . Constitu
tion; Names of Members, etc. (Charleston, S.C., 1821);
Male Sunday School of Baltimore. Board of Delegates, 1st
and 2nd Annual Reports (1820), 43-44; "Sunday Scholars in
Prison," American Sunday School Magazine, 6 (1829), 95.
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missionary efforts, the poor neighborhoods were visited,
children enumerated, and efforts made to entice them into
regular sunday school attendance.

When it came out that

poor clothing humiliated children, clothing was provided;
when it became clear that "many of them [the children]
will be more influenced by the bad examples before them
six days in the week, and a great part of the seventh,
than by the precepts inculcated during a few hours of the
Sabbath," home visitations were advocated and put into
practice.

It was confidently hoped that the combined
9

influence of reformed children and the frequent visits of
teachers would have a secondary effect on parents, who
would be naturally "grateful, on account of the attention
paid to their children" and be led themselves "to form and
maintain a character, of which they before thought little
or nothing."^2
Immediately, it was apparent that the appeal to the
poor alone was ineffective.

It became clear that they

possessed no monopoly on ill-mannered children, that
"there are children rich in this world's goods, but poor
toward God, utterly ignorant of their duty, their destiny,
and their spiritual danger."

72
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Secondly, the poor simply

Asa Mead, Report of the Rev. Asa Mead, Agent of
the Young Men's Bible Society of Washington City (Wash
ington, D.C., 1822), 9-10.
73
Gadsden, Address to the Protestant Episcopal
Sunday School. 3-6.
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would not attend that which was beneath their self-appointed
betters.

In a shrewd appeal of 1818 which both flattered

and chided his congregation of "aristocrats," Rev. Joseph
Thomas of Virginia noted that:
By sending your children here, though
you have ample means to educate them
to your pleasure, without the aid of a
charity school, who set the example for
and encourage those who are poor and
measurably unable for any other method
of education. But if you detain your
children because you are wealthy and
respectable, they will object sending
theirs, because they are stubborn and
apt to think themselves as good as you
are; and will not condescend to a
measure which you seem to be a b o v e . 74
By the middle of the 1820s, American sunday schools
had become, unlike their British models, truly democratic,
aimed at and incorporating children of all economic and
social backgrounds.

If, by including wealthier children

who did not need basic literary education, the emphasis
was increasingly placed on religious instruction, the
resulting democracy gave expectations of universal moral
reform an even greater appearance of potential reality.
Whether the emphasis in the individual school was
on reading or religious instruction, the sunday schools
gave rise to unprecedented popular interest in educational
methods and theory.

Although the curriculum (including

reading exercises, in some schools writing, memorization
74

Joseph Thomas, A Discourse Dedxcated to the World,
on the Benevolent Institutions of Sunday Schools (Win
chester, Va., 1818), 27.
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and discussion of Scriptural passages) was fairly simple,
hundreds of men and women who had never been instructors
before were forced to deal with the timeless problems of
educational motivation.
came on the market.

75

Sunday school teachers guides
Teachers' associations arose in

towns and cities, and their meetings and the columns of
religious periodicals soon rang with the debates over the
utility and nature of rewards, discipline, and memoriza
tion which continue to dominate the conventions and
76
journals of professional educators to this day.
The
Lancastrian Method, emphasizing emulation, rewards, and
punishments as the grand principles of educational motiva
tion and employing older students as monitors of the
progress of younger children, provided the basic model of
early sunday schools, but an individual approach developed
in every school's methods.
A visitor described that in James M. Garrett's
Essex County, Virginia, school:

"an attempt has been

made to dispense with two things which for ages appear
generally, to have been thought essential to the prosper
ity of Schools:
75

these are the principles of emulation,

James, The Sunday School Teacher's Guide; Hints
on the Establishment and Regulation of Sunday Schools, with
Forms of Books Necessary for Keeping a Methodical Account
of the Scholars. Copied from an English Publication (Balt.,
1821).
76
For mention of teachers' associations in Win
chester and Charleston, see: Philadelphia Sunday and
Adult School Union, 5th Report (1822), 52; Protestant
Episcopal Church. Diocese of South Carolina, Journal
(1825), 11, 15.
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as, made to operate among the Scholars against each other,
and the fear of their instructors."

77

Joseph Thomas of Kernstown, Virginia, advocated
prizes for all students, because experience showed that
"a majority who are backward in reading and some who cannot
read any, find no incentive to induce them to diligence,
during their intervals from school, being convinced from
the start, that even the third prize would be out of the
power of their most ardent pursuits, and having no reward
held out before them, discouraged and seemingly neglected,
they have attempted nothing more than attention.to their
78
lessons while under the notice of their teachers.”
The Savannah Sabbath School Teachers' Society, ad
vocating small classes of eight to ten, strict records of
attendance, and sparing use of both rewards and punish
ments, advised in an 1822 circular that "long lessons,
superficially learned, will not be found so profitable,
as short ones, well understood."

79

J. W. Williams,

See footnote 67 and: March 20,
lowing Account of a Sunday School in the
Essex County . . . ," Va. Evan, and Lit.
(1820), 239.
78
Thomas, Discourse. Dedicated to
79

1820, "The fol
upper end of
Magazine. 3
the World.

"Circular of the Savannah Sabbath School Teachers'
Society," The Missionary, 4 (1822-23), no. 7.
As soon as sunday schools became widespread, many
of the concerns and characteristics of present-day pro
fessional education appeared. The Juvenile Protestant
Episcopal Society of Charleston became enamored of
"visual aids" in 1828, purchasing a "Lantern Microscope"
which could reproduce Scriptural scenes "almost as large
as life." A sunday school Superintendent demonstrated
an early penchant for educational jargon when reporting
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president of the High Hills Sunday School, Sussex County,
Virginia, reported in 1828 that:
With regard to the plan of instruction,
the opinion of the teachers has heen
unanimous, I believe, to pursue that
course which would insure an improvement
of the mind, rather than overload the
memory . . . the scholars have been
taught to commit ideas instead of words,
to exercise their judgment in gaining
the full import of sentences, and in
changing figurative, into literal
language. The preference of learning
ideas rather than words, although often
overlooked, is all important to those
who wish to be profitted by study; for
it compels the student to search for
the meaning of language; and twenty ideas
are more easily retained, when they are
perfectly understood, than twenty words
which contain but a single idea, when
the sense is ambiguous.®®
The interest in education, which the rise of sunday
schools fostered, had effect in the broader community as
well.

Undoubtedly but two of many such individuals,

James M. Garnett and Samuel M. Janney, whose first ex
perience in teaching was gained in sunday schools, went
81
on to organize noted private academies in Virginia.
that one class of School N. 1, Baltimore, calling them
selves the "Tropological Band," was busy "illustraing the
figurative, typical, symbolical, emblematical, metaphorical,
parabolical, and proverbial expressions of Holy Writ."
"Missionary Transactions," and "Religious Instruction of
Children," Gospel Messenger. 6 (1929), 10-11, 55; Cook,
Early History of Methodist Sabbath Schools. 47.
®°J. D. Williams, Pres., "High-Hills Sunday School,
Sussex Co.," Religious Herald. 1 (1828-29), no. 36.
81

James M. Garnett ran a boys' academy on his
Elmwood estate and earlier, had assisted his wife in
running a girls' academy (1821-29). See footnotes 67,
77, and 82; Quaker Samuel M. Janney (1801-1880), whose
teaching career began in a Presbyterian Sunday School,
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Garnett, John Holt Rice, and William Maxwell, who were
deeply involved in the formation of early sunday schools
in Virginia, later published significant books and articles
on educational theory.

The whole movement created a new

audience for printed material dealing with education in
all its aspects.

82

Fascination with the process of mental

development which the popularization of educational theory
created brought about an interest in the education of
infants (ages 2 to 6) and the formation of Infant School
societies in Norfolk (1829), Charleston (1829), Savannah
(1829), and St. Louis (1830).

83

Philip Lindsley, first

organized a boarding school for girls in Loudon Co.,
Virginia (1839-54). Samuel M. Janney, Memoirs of Samuel M.
Janney, A Minister in the Religious Society of Friends
(Phila., 1881), 11.
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See: James M. Garnett, Lectures on Female Educa
tion Comprising the First and Second Series of a Course
Delivered to Mrs. Garnett's Pupils, at Elmwood, Essex
County, Virginia (Richmond, Va., 1824-25; 3 eds.), Lec
tures on Various Topics of Morals. Manners. Conduct, and
Intellectual Improvement. Addressed to Mrs. Garnett's
Pupils at Elm-wood. Essex County. Virginia. 1825-1826
(Richmond, Va., 1827), and Token of Regard. Presented to
the Pupils of the Elm-wood School (Richmond, Va., 1830);
William Maxwell, An Oration on the Improvement of the
People. Spoken before the Literary and Philosophical
Society of Hampden-Sydney College . . . September 28, 1826
(Norfolk, Va., 1826); For John Holt Rice's ideas on ed
ucation, most of which appeared as contributions to his
Christian Monitor and his Virginia Evangelical and Literary
Magazine, see David E. Swift's "Thomas Jefferson, John
Holt Rice and Education in Virginia, 1815-1825," Journal
of Presbyterian History. 49 (1971), 32-58.
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For evidence of interest in infant education in
the South, see: "We have started . . . ," Family Visitor,
1 (1822-23), 7-8; A Father, "Infant Schools," Gospel
Messenger. 1 (1824), 68-73; J. Heyworth, Observations on
the Principles of Correct Education (Buffaloe, Va., 1823;
2nd ed.); Le Roy J. Halsey, ed., The Works of Philip
Lindsley, P.P., Formerly Vice-President and President
Elect of the College of New Jersey. Princeton; And Late
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president of Cumberland College, carried a fascination
with the educational theories of Philipp Emanuel von
Fellenberg to Tennessee, and, in the Presbyterian schools
and colleges of the area, brought about the first wide
spread use of manual labor in the country, 1826-30 (Cum
berland College, Maryville College, Synodical Academy of
84
W. Tennessee, Manual Labor Academy in Maury County).
With the passage of time, as the element of novelty
wore off, as predictions of a moral revolution showed
themselves to be premature, as a mobile population ex
panded beyond the confines of sunday schools or churches,
the expectations and much of the excitement went out of
the effort.

The enthusiasm for universal education was

transferred to the public schools which were established
in more and more towns and counties in the antebellum
period and given a prestige with the rise of normal

President of the University of Nashville. Tennessee (Phila.,
1866; 3 vols.), vol. 1, 78; "Infant Schools," Charleston
Observer, 2 (1828), 194; Alexander Campbell, "Education,"
Millennial Harbinger. 1 (1830), 248-55, 320-21.
The leaders in both the Charleston and St. Louis
infant schools were Episcopalians. See Appendix B for
specific societies.
84
Halsey, ed., Works of Philip Lindsley. vol. 1,
42-46; Samuel T. Wilson, A Century of Maryville College.
1819-1919 (Maryville, Tenn., 1919), 56-61; Mary W. Highshaw, "A History of Zion Community in Maury County, 18061860," Tennessee Historical Quarterly. 5 (1946), 115-16;
Cumberland Presbyterian Church. General Assembly, "Min
utes," (1830), 18-22. Ms. Volume. Historical Foundation
of the Presbyterian Church of the U.S., Montreat, N.C.;
Presbyterian Church. Synod of West Tennessee, "Minutes,"
(1828), 37-39; (1829), 48-50, 54-59; (1830), 64, 66.
Historical Foundation of the Presb. Church of the U.S.,
Montreat, N.C.
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schools.

Sunday schools, particularly in the South,

which was slow to expand public schools, played a crucial
role in setting the stage for their development.

By

popularizing the timeless debates over the learning
processes on however superficial a level, by providing
rudimentary education for thousands who would not have
been reached otherwise, by training potential teachers,
and by merely setting a goal of universal literacy,
however far they were from attainment, the evangelical
promoters of sunday schools made increasing interest in
private schooling and eventual public action inevitable.
V.

Conversion of Jews and Seamen
Two other organizations of religious purpose grew

directly out of the national evangelical reform movement.
Both were aimed at encouraging the conversion of a par
ticular group of persons, and, lacking broad appeal, both
failed to get widespread public support.
The American Society for Meliorating the Condition
of the Jews, founded in New York in 1820, dedicated to
establishing a colony for European Jews "who profess
Christianity or are interested in instruction," was
certainly the oddest and most impractical of the national
socieites.

Ideologically rooted in the millennial vision

of Jewish submission preceeding the Second Coming, Hebrew
conversion had always held a fascination for Christians.
Jewish failure to see the light had been a basic cause
of medieval persecution.

A London Society for Promoting
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Christianity Amongst the Jews was founded in 1808, a
similar body in Edinburgh, 1819, and others in Britain and
on the Continent, even one in Asia.

The foundation of

the American organization was the work of two converted
Jewish immigrants, Mr. Jadownicky and Rev. Mr. J. S. C. F.
Frey, who engratiated themselves in the evangelical com
munity of New York City and obtained a measure of Presby
terian, Episcopal, and Associate Reformed support.
Mr. Frey, who became agent for the organization,
toured New England, New York State, and the South (182223) preaching, organizing auxiliary societies, and soli
citing funds.

The annual report of 1823 located eleven

Southern auxiliaries stretching from Delaware to Georgia,
thirty-three by 1824, forty-nine by 1825, almost entirely
in Presbyterian congregations except in South Carolina
where Episcopalians were dominant.

The direction of the

society was entirely centered in New York, however, and
when infighting among board members erupted in 1826-7,
this paper empire vanished as quickly as it had appeared,
leaving Southern evangelicals a few hundred dollars
poorer and considerably more wary of Northern fund raisers.
Southern as well as Northern Jews remained as untouched
and unrepentant as before.^
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See the annual reports of the national society
and: "Richmond Society for Meliorating the Condition of
the Jews," Va. Evan, and Lit. Magazine, 7 (1824), 278-80.
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The other national society for the benefit and
conversion of a particular segment of the population, the
American Seaman’s Friend Society, was of a decidedly dif
ferent character than the Jews' Society.

A direct out

growth of the urban missionary movement of the decade
after the War of 1812, it received no broad financial
support from the religious community at large, yet it
established a record of modest but solid accomplishment.
Seamen, traditionally portrayed in the British
world as the most important and, simultaneously, the
most abandoned human resource for mercantile and military
strength, were an irresistible challenge to Anglo-American
evangelicals.

Waterfront sections of American cities,

like their counterparts throughout the world, concentrated
all of the- human vices known to man; sailors, free from
the confinement of dictatorial shipboard discipline and
liberated from family and community pressures, then, as
always, were prone to violence, whoring, swearing, drinking,
and petty crime.

A constant source of irritation and

scandal in a seaport town, seamen were nevertheless
tolerated by the eighteenth-century Anglo-American world
as a necessary evil which must be accepted

for the

greater commercial benefits which they provided.

The

sailor's character was sadly viewed as incorrigible.
Until the second decade of the nineteenth century, a
religious service had never been performed on American
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shipboard for the benefit of the crew, and no missionary
had even tried to save the souls of what were thought
^
^
^
.
86
to be hopeless sinners.
One of the revelations to the urban missionaries,
as they began their pioneering house-by-house visitations
of the poor sections of American cities, was the discovery
that sailors, in spite of their rough exterior, were at
heart, guileless, simple human beings, ideally suited
mentally to receive emotional religion.

It opened an

entirely unexpected field of evangelical endeavor which
was rapidly attended to.
Ward Stafford, the city missionary of New York,
conducted the first prayer meetings for sailors in 1816,
and the following year, a Marine Bible Society of New York
and a Marine Missionary Society were formed.

A Mariner's

Church, the first in the world, was opened in June, 1820.
Seamen's meetings were commenced by Boston's city mis
sionary in 1817.
Charleston, with a sizeable wintertime population
of seamen and a strong urban missionary movement, became
the center of efforts for the improvement of seamen in
the South.

In 1818, a Marine Bible Society was formed,

and, beginning the following year, Jonas King, the city
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William B. Yates, An Historical Sketch of the Rise
and Progress of Religious and Moral Improvement among
Seamen, in England and the United States, with a History
of the Port Society of Charleston, S.C. (Charleston, S.C.,
1851), 5-8.
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missionary employed by the Female Domestic Missionary
Society, began regular services for seamen in Mr. Cleapor's
sail loft.

An empty Baptist church was secured in 1822,

and The Charleston Port Society for Promoting the Gospel
among Seamen was created to supervise its expanding
activities.
well:

Three supporting organizations arose as

the Charleston Bethel Union (1822) for conducting

prayer meetings, distributing tracts, establishing a
library, and encouraging the establishment of morallyconducted boarding houses; a Charleston Female Seamen's
Friend Society (1826), to help "establish a Boarding
House for Sailors, where they might find a safe retreat
from temptation"; The Windward Anchor Society of the Port
of Charleston (1830), made up of seamen and ships' captains
themselves, "to aid the several institutions established
in this city, for the moral and religious improvement of
seamen . . . ."
Founded with the broad support of Presbyterians,
Lutherans, Methodists, and Episcopalians, a Seamen's
Union Bethel Society and a supporting female Society for
the Relief of Widows and Orphans of Seamen came into being
in Baltimore in 1823, and a Mariner's Church was opened
in 1826.

Bethel Unions were established in Norfolk

(1823), New Orleans (1823), and Louisville (1830), and a
Richmond Bethel Union was formed with Episcopal, Presby
terian, Methodist, and Baptist support in 1821.

Finally,

a National American Seamen's Friend Society was formed
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in New York, 1826, which, by means of correspondence,
agents and a periodical. The Sailor's Magazine (1828),
87
gave the reform central direction.
The successes which these societies for the im
provement of seamen enjoyed, in spite of a limited
financial base, were due to the dedication of a few
individuals.

Jonas King, a recent Andover graduate,

began the work in Charleston.

It was the untiring efforts

of his successor, Joseph Brown, also of Andover, which
made the city the innovative center of seamen's activity
for the country.

Forced to retire from the Southern

climate for health reasons in 1828-29, Brown served as
agent for the national American Seamen's Friend Society
until his death in 1833.

Norfolk's Bethel Union was formed

by a twenty-one-year-old Baptist clergymen, Noah Davis,
later the founder of the Baptist General Tract Society.
Baltimore's seamen's organizations were given strength by
Stephen Williams, a licentiate of the Presbytery of
Baltimore, who devoted a lifetime to city missions.

88

The agents were successful because they made the
personal effort necessary to gain the confidence of
sailors, who proved to be flattered by the unprecedented
87

See the Annual Reports and Yates, An Historical
Address of the Rise and Progress of Religious and Moral
Improvement among Seamen, 5-14.
88

For sketches of, and documentation on Jonas
King, Joseph Brown, Noah Davis, and Stephen Williams, see
Appendix A.
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attention; they sustained the societies by combining
social incentives and religious appeals and by not raising
expectations to the unreasonable levels characteristic
of many of the reforms.

89

The stated purposes of the

American Seamen's Friend Society at its formation in 1826
were:

1) the establishment of boarding houses and reading

rooms, where the property and rights of sailors would be
protected; 2) establishment of registers of responsible,
moral seamen; 3) savings banks; 4) employment of agents
to further the cause; 5) establishment of schools for
seamen and their children; 6) aid to any "marine teaching
establishments."

90

The Society also brought pressure to

bear on the United States Navy to provide chaplains and
chapels.

91

By May, 1830, there were Mariner's Churches

in Baltimore, Charleston, and New Orleans, good boarding
houses in Charleston (2) and Savannah, Register Officers
in Baltimore and Charleston, and seamen's preachers in
Charleston, Savannah, and New Orleans.

92

The missionary

QQ

Illustrating the down-to-earth nature of this re
form, the Bethel Society sent out "pressgangs" of pious
sailors to coax their fellow mariners from the company of
prostitutes.
"At other times the women cleave to them,
the good men then give each girl a religious tract, and
invite her to attend also, and sometimes they have walked
in company with the sailors they have picked up for their
purposes, and staid the whole time with great success."
"Extraordinary Mission," U.S. Catholic Miscellany. 1
(1822-23), 23.
90
Harold D. Langley, Social Reform in the United
States Navy. 1798-1852 (Urbana, 111., 1967), 54-67;
Sailor's Magazine. 2 (1829-30), 314.
^Sailor's Magazine. 1 (1828-29), 22, 26.
QO

Sailor's Magazine. 2 (1829-30), 314.
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visits on shipboard, bi-weekly prayer meetings, Sunday
services, and library and boarding facilities provided in
Charleston and to a lesser extent in the other Southern
ports served much the same social function as the Y.M.C.A.
in the early decades of the present century.
Conversion was always a goal of the missionaries
and the societies.

The Charleston Pott Society, in its

first report, described its ultimate mission as that of
"training soldiers of the Cross, to go through the lanes
and alleys of our maritime cities, and to pluck, as brand
from the burning, many sailors ready to perish in the
haunts of wickedness and folly," as that of "gathering a
host of missionaries to visit every corner of the dry
land, and every isle of the sea."

93

The organizations

promoted the use of the Bethel flag (signifying that
religious services were held on the ship flying it) and
encouraged ships' crews and officers to make pledges
against swearing and drinking.

94
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A piece in Sailor's Magazine (vol. 1, 1828-29,
p. 67) expressed the same vision: "At a foreign port
the Sailor is in his own castle, and can do many things
for the promotion of religion, which a missionary could
not do, without the special leave of the government."
94

The Bethel Flag was introduced in England in
1817 and brought to America in 1821 by Rev. Mr. John Allen,
a Presbyterian minister from Tennessee. Langley, Social
Reform in the U.S. Navy. 46-54.
A communication from Baltimore to the Sailor's
Magazine (vol. 2, 1829-30, pp. 258, 322-23) reported that
two ships, in which pledges against swearing and use of
ardent spirits had been agreed to by all officers and
hands, had recently sailed from the port.
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In meeting their stated goals, the seamen's societies,
like all their counterparts in the evangelical world,
failed.

Conversion and reform of personal morality was

effected in the Mariner's Churches, but never as widely
or permanently as anticipated by the reformers.

The con

verts, however pious, could not have been less suited to
their role in the vanguard of world missions.

And how

ever remarkable an occasional "dry" ship of non-swearing
seamen, however exciting the thoughts of registries which
would eventually place all business in the hands of pious
captains and morally proper crews, the hard reality was
that the ways of commerce and the ways of God were, and
always have been, along different paths.
What these societies did do was, for the first
time, to recognize sailors as human beings with human
needs and show them their first element of respect as
persons.

As Joseph Brown reported with some amazement

after attending an early meeting of the Charleston Port
Society, "the general behavior of the audience has indeed
shewn, that sailors have hearts equally susceptible of
95
impressions, as those of other men."
The societies
provided at least an alternative to the grog shops, sleazy
hotels, and criminal associations which few sailors could
have escaped before.

QC

Charleston Port Society, 1st Annual Report (1823),
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CHAPTER 5
TO REFORM A NATION
Part II:
I.

Moral Reforms

A Change in Direction
The evangelical vision, a dream of men inspired by

faith, was quite naturally given initial organizational
substance in essentially religious form.

Missionary,

Bible, and tract societies, sunday schools, societies for
the conversion of Jews and seamen, were created for the
immediate furtherance of Christ's kingdom on earth.

They

were inherently conservative, aimed not at introducing
new ideals, but at reaffirming, strengthening, and ex
panding traditional religious and moral beliefs.

But, as

in most of the social upheavals of world history, the
primary movers of this subdued evangelical revolution
were neither capable of foreseeing the effects of their
own actions nor able to control their direction, once
set in motion.

With their eyes fixed on ultimate pur

poses, they failed to comprehend the social significance
of the expedients and methods which they had introduced
for the attainment of their goals:

they were oblivious

to the social innovations which would far outlast the
dreams themselves.
258
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As the actual operation of the national reform
societies passed into the hands of seminary graduates who
were a generation younger than the middle-aged clerical
and merchant founders, there was a subtle shift in the
ideological foundations upon which national reform rested.
From their secure social positions in New York, Boston or
Philadelphia society, the founders of the national societies
sacrificed but relatively small amounts of either time or
money for the causes they espoused.

For the average board

member, personal involvement in reforms which were to save
a nation required only a generous annual contribution,
attendance at dignified meetings, and periodic reaffirma
tions of purpose at the socially-prestigious Spring Anni
versaries.

For the younger employees, however, the society

operations entailed endless correspondence, tiring travel,
and thankless solicitations of funds from total strangers.
Inevitably, this virtually unpaid and unrecognized
bureaucracy of part and full time agents and secretaries
became far more conscious of the effects of the day-today mechanical operations of reform societies than their
socially-prominent employers.

If the men at the top

tended to view the mechanical innovations as merely the
means to greater ends, the agents tended to become pre
occupied with the methods themselves and their effects,
often losing sight of the ends altogether.

The latter

group, viewing reform society activity from ground level,
could evaluate the effectiveness of the national societies
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in terms of human response and need.

They appreciated

that, however conservative their goals, the national
societies had brought substantial social change to the
local communities.

They became conscious of the human

requirements which were not being met.
For the simple reason that successful operation
demanded energetic, full-time attention, the secretaryships
of all of the national benevolent societies, soon after
their foundings, fell from the hands of prominent but
busy clergymen to younger men.

By the mid-1820s most of

the religious benevolent societies were directed by
seminary graduates in their thirties, many of whom
had served as missionaries and agents before taking their
positions and who brought their energetic activism to
their new jobs.
Jeremiah Evarts, who became corresponding secre
tary of the American Board in 1821, had established con
tacts and traveled widely for the society in his earlier
capacity as editor of their periodical; Elias Cornelius,
Andover (1819), who became secretary of the American
Education Society in 1826, had served as an agent and
missionary in the South; Noah Davis of the Baptist General
Tract Society and Joseph Brown of the American Seamen's
Friend Society both brought experience with city missions
and seamen to their posts; William A. Hallock, made cor
responding secretary of the American Tract Society in 1825,
had been agent for the New England Tract Society.

R. R.
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Gurley was twenty-five years old when appointed secretary
of the American Colonization Society in 1822; Absolom
Peters, appointed secretary of the American Home Mission
ary Society in 1826, was an 1819 graduate of Princeton
Seminary.

The missionaries and agents which they employed,

in most cases straight from seminary, were younger, more
naively enthusiastic, and even more prone to view the
methods of the societies, the organizational procedures,
and their community effects, as ends in themselves.
The overall effect of this generational factor
within the national societies was an increasing willing
ness to admit, accept, and encourage social change, not
merely as a method of accomplishing religious goals but
as a positive end in itself.

As the missionaries and

agents began to appreciate the power to raise funds and
influence public opinion which organized local societies
gave to the national benevolent organizations, they began
to dream of greater social reformation for its own sake.
Nurtured in the religious environment of their fathers,
this younger group of reformers continued to view perfec
tion in the moral terms of Christian tradition, but the
morality was increasingly separated from the religious
context from which it grew.
Although very much within the framework established
by the older religious reform societies, the reform
impulse of the 1820s was essentially aimed at changing
society on earth, at making the nation conform to the
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moral ideals of both republicanism and Christianity whether
or not the changes were entirely acceptable to the formal
Churches.

In developing with and drawing upon the revi

valism which was sweeping the Northern half of the nation
under the leadership of Charles G. Finney, the new approach
in national reform included much of the perfectionist
logic which made an impression in all of the national
Churches.

But if the methods of the national reform

societies paralleled that of denominational religion, the
purposes to which they were applied were increasingly
secular and removed from Church expansion itself.

Until

the early 1830s, the organized Churches did support the
newer reforms wholeheartedly, but the initiative was from
within the societies and potentially in conflict as the
process of secularization continued.
II.

Asylums for the Deaf and Dumb,
Prisoners, and the Insane
In three areas of nineteenth-century reform,

education of the deaf and dumb, prison reform, and care
of the insane, which represented important efforts to
correct the faults of society, the evangelicals were
influential bystanders.

Thomas Gallandet, founder of

the American Asylum for the Deaf and Dumb, was an Andover
graduate of 1815.

He aroused interest in this essentially

secular reform in the Congregational-Presbyterian community.
His school, along with the Pennsylvania Institution for
the Deaf and Blind (1820), obtained some financial support
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from within the Churches.

Asylums of all sorts, however,

possessed two characteristics which rendered unworkable
the financial base of broadly scattered local societies
present with the national societies:

1) the institution

was rooted to a single locality, its benefits centered in
a particular geographical area and not easily transmitted
back to distant contributors in the tangible form available
to Bible, tract, or missionary societies, and 2) with fixed
overhead expenses, buildings to maintain as well as sal
aries to pay, they were permanently expensive.
mental support in some form was essential.

Govern

In the case of

the American Asylum, an 1819 federal grant of land in
Alabama provided additional income, a precedent which was
extended to similar institutions as they were formed.*Although several of the state legislatures made
overtures in that direction, only one Southern asylum
came into being before 1830.

The Kentucky Asylum for

the Deaf and Dumb was founded at Danville in 1822 with
state and later federal aid.

Direction was placed in the

hands of the Presbyterian trustees of Centre College.

A

Presbyterian clergyman. Rev. Mr. John R. Kerr, and his wife
2
served as Superintendent and Matron m its first decade.

^Charles R. Keller, The Second Great Awakening in
Connecticut (New Haven, Ct., 1942), 165-71.
2
Charles P. Fosdick, "A Short History of the Ken
tucky School for the Deaf, Danville, Ky.," in Edward A.
Fay, Histories of American Schools for the Deaf, 18171893 (Washington, D.C., 1893), vol. 1, 1-40.
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Samuel Gridley Howe opened the first American asylum for
the blind in New England in 1829, but it was two decades
before similar institutions appeared in the South.

3

Prisons were, by law, the responsibility of civil
government, but as in the case of asylums for the deaf
and dumb, the American evangelicals played a supporting
role in the prison reform movement which developed on a
national scale in the early nineteenth century.

The most

important single advocate of penitentiary reform was
Louis Dwight, Andover graduate of 1819, then agent for the
American Tract Society and the American Education Society,
whose exposure to the awful conditions of Southern prisons
while distributing Bibles to inmates caused him to devote
a lifetime to this work.

His American Prison Discipline

Society, established in Boston in 1825 as a basis for the
collection of reports and statistics on prisons and dis
ciplinary reform, became the pre-eminent force in the pro4
fessionalization of the field.
Prison conditions had been an object of concern
to the first generation of eighteenth-century humani
tarians.

The S.P.C.K. and the early Wesleyan Methodists

undertook prison visitation in the interests of saving
o
Joanne V. Hawks, "Social Reform in the Cotton
Kingdom, 1830-60," (Ph.D. diss., University of Mississippi,
1969), 105-18.
4
William Jenks, "Memoir of Rev. Louis Dwight,"
published with: Prison Discipline Society. Repotts of
the Prison Discipline Society, Boston, 1826-1854 (Boston,
1855), 5-41.
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prisoners' souls if not of improving their earthly lot,
and James Oglethorpe was motivated to found Georgia in
part as a prisoners' refuge.

Montesquieu, Beccaria, Vol

taire, Filangieri, and Fielding all gave attention to the
problem in the eighteenth century, and their ideas by
direct and indirect contact had some currency and impact
in America.

More than any single individual, Quaker

prison reformer John Howard, whose studies of European
prison conditions spoke with a forcefulness exceeding
all theoretical argument and whose biography became a
fixture of every circulating library in America, awakened
American concern for the subject.

Pennsylvania, which

from its Quaker background had a tradition of leniency
built into its penal code, gave birth to the first prison
reform society in 1776 and periodically took the lead in
penitentiary reform throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

5

In the South, prison reform had received some atten
tion in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth cen
turies .

The Delaware legislature, in close proximity to

the experimentation in Philadelphia, was pressured to
consider the establishment of a penitentiary in its 1776

5
Michael Kraus, The Atlantic Civilization: Eighteenth
Century Origins (Ithaca, N.Y., 1949), 123-38; David E. Owen,
English Philanthropy. 1660-1960 (Cambridge, Mass., 1964),
61-65; Frank W. Crow^ ''ihe Age of Promise, Societies for
Social and Economic Improvement in the United States, 17831815," (Ph.D. diss., University of Wisconsin, 1952), 42032.
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session and periodically thereafter although it never
wavered from its antiquated penal code of corporal punish
ment until well into the twentieth century.

George K.

Taylor emerged as a successful champion of the peniten
tiary system in the Virginia assembly session of 1796,
and Thomas Jefferson, a close student of Beccaria, designed
a structure embodying the principle of solitary confine
ment which was built in Richmond in 1800, although it was
emasculated by the timeless forces of legislative economy.
Following the lead of its parent state, Kentucky authorized
the construction of a penitentiary in 1798 which was to
provide solitary confinement in its early years.

Robert

J. Turnbull of South Carolina published an account of the
prison and penal system of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia,
1796, which was reprinted in London, Dublin, and Paris,
and was at least available, if not influential, in the
South.

The Maryland legislature, basing its effort

directly on the example of Pennsylvania, authorized
construction of a penitentiary in 1801 which was completed
ten years later.

Georgia, responding in part to the

urging of Baptist evangelical clergyman Henry Holcombe
who was familiar with the Philadelphia system, authorized
6
the building of a penitentiary in 1811.
g

Robert G . Caldwell, The Penitentiary Movement in
Delaware. 1776 to 1829 (Wilmington, Del., 1942), 58-238;
Edward A. Wyatt IV, "George Keith Taylor, 1769-1815,
Virginia Federalist and Humanitarian,” William and Mary
College Quarterly Historical Magazine, 2nd Ser., 16 (1936),
1-18; Alice Felt Tyler, Freedom's Ferment. Phases of
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By the second decade of the century, the creation
of a modern penitentiary system had become a matter of
state pride.

With the exception of Delaware, which was

really too small to support such a facility, every Southern
state on the Atlantic seaboard as well as Kentucky and
Tennessee had created or reformed an existing peniten
tiary by 1830, establishing solitary confinement of
prisoners, physical exercise, and productive labor (hope
fully which would make the institutions self-supporting)
as the ideals if not the actual realities.
Maryland began construction of a wall to enclose
four acres of exercise grounds, solitary cells, and a
separate building for females in 1826 and instituted a
weaving workshop which actually did pay prison expenses
in the early years.

Congress authorized the building of

a penitentiary in the District of Columbia in 1816 which
American Social History to 1860 (Minneapolis, Minn., 1944),
273; William C. Sneed, A Report on the History and Mode
of Management of the Kentucky Penitentiary, from its
Origin, in 1798. to March 1, 1860 (Frankfort, Ky., 1860);
Robert J. Turnbull, A Visit to the Philadelphia Prison
. . . Containing Also an Account of the Gradual Reforma
tion . . . of the Penal Laws of Pennsylvania; With Obser
vations on the Impolicy and Injustice of Capital Punishments. In a Letter to a Friend (Phila., 1796); Thomas W.
Griffith, Annals of Baltimore . . . (Baltimore, 1824), 178,
197-198; Othniel A. Pendleton, Jr., "The Influence of the
Evangelical Churches upon Humanitarian Reform: A CaseStudy Giving Particular Attention to Philadelphia, 17901840," (Ph.D. diss., University of Pennsylvania, 1945),
226; Henry Holcombe, "Letter on Our Penal Code," Georgia
Analytical Repository. 1 (1802-3), 113-23; John B. Boles,
"Henry Holcombe, A Southern Baptist Reformer in the Age
of Jefferson," Georgia Historical Quarterly. 54 (1970),
381-407; Hawks, "Social Reform in the Cotton Kingdom,"
43-86.
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opened in the late 1820s.

With legislative assistance.

Warden Samuel P. Parsons, a thoroughly professional student
of m o d e m penology, reformed the system of discipline in
the Virginia Penitentiary, collected statistics, and
attempted to bring about modernizing architectural changes.
The North Carolina legislature created a committee to make
a comparative study of prison systems in 1828 and built a
modern penitentiary in the following decade.

The Kentucky

Penitentiary was enlarged in 1823 and 1829; a professional
keeper, Joel Scott, was hired, and a thorough reform of
discipline, work, and solitary confinement instituted.
Tennessee authorized construction of an up-to-date
penitentiary in 1829 and placed it in the hands of the
former assistant keeper of the Kentucky institution.

7

In

7

In addition to the very informative Annual Reports
of the American Prison Discipline Society and the works
cited in footnote 6, see: Maryland: Laws (1809), ch. .138;
Laws (1826), ch. 229; Helen M. P. Gallagher, Robert Mills,
Architect of the Washington Monument, 1781-1855 (N.Y.,
1935), 51. District of Columbia: D.C. Code (1819), 23134; D.C. Code (1831), 388-89; 404-9; Stephen Dalsheim,
"The United States Penitentiary for the District of Colum
bia, 1826-1862," Columbia Historical Society Records, 5356 (1959), 135-44. Virginia: Virginia. General Assembly,
Report of the Joint Committee Appointed to Examine into the
State of the Penitentiary Institution (Richmond, Va., 1827);
William H. Gaines, "The 'Penitentiary House': The Ad
ministration of a Virginia Institution Established because
of Social Necessity Has Reflected Evolutions in the
Science of Penology," Virginia Cavalcade, 6 (1956), no. 1,
11-17. North Carolina: North Carolina. General Assembly,
Report of the Joint Select Committee on the Building of a
Penitentiary in North Carolina (Raleigh, N.C., 1829), 2-8.
Georgia: Digest of Laws (1822) and (1831). Acts of 1816
and 1829; James C. Bonner, "The Georgia Penitentiary at
Milledgeville, 1817-1874," Georgia Historical Quarterly.
55 (1971), 303-28. Kentucky: Sneed, Kentucky Peniten
tiary, 18-192. Tennessee: Laws (1822), Acts of 1813,
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the 1820s, two Southerners, Edward Livingston of New
Orleans and Charles Caldwell of Lexington, Kentucky,
Q
published important treatises on prison discipline.
The evangelical community played a minor role in
nineteenth-century prison reform.

The religious press

gave only occasional coverage to matters of prison disg
cipline.
But more importantly, both the Auburn (complete
solitude at night, collective work in the day) and the
Pennsylvania (constant solitude) systems of solitary
confinement, models whose distinction was never very
important in crowded Southern penitentiaries which had
trouble providing any solitude, made moral training a
crucial feature of their formulae for criminal rehabili
tation.

While solitary confinement and the prohibition of

conversation between prisoners was conceived partially
as a punishment, partly a method of averting the spread
1815; Acts (1829)v 12-13; Compilation of Statutes (1836),
520-28; Sneed, Kentucky Penitentiary. 187; E. Bruce
Thompson, "Reforms in the Penal System of Tennessee, 18201850," Tennessee Historical Quarterly. 1 (1942).
8Edward Livingston, Introductory Report to the Code
of Prison Discipline: Explanatory to the Principles on
Which the Code is Founded. Being a Part of the System of
Penal Law. Prepared for the State of Louisiana (Phila.,
1827); Charles Caldwell, New Views of Penitentiary Dis
cipline and Moral Reform (Phila., 1829). See also:
Beccaria, An Exposition of the Penitentiary System of
Punishment (Richmond, 1821), written by an individual
"having an agency in the management of" the Virginia
Penitentiary.
9See, for example: G. B. S., "To the Editor of the
Christian Messenger," Christian Messenger, 2 (1817-18),
257-58; John Holt Rice, "The Dying Confessions of Joseph
Hare," Virginia Evangelical and Literary Magazine. 1
(1818), 552-55.
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of corruption among prisoners, and partly an effort to
get prisoners to meditate on the awesome magnitude of
their sins, it was also an opportunity to instill morality
in unprincipled minds.
Most of the disciplinary codes enacted by state
legislatures and prison wardens after the middle of the
second decade of the century emphasized education of
prisoners and called for regular Sunday services and the
making available of Bibles and moral literature.

This

was of course an open invitation to local missionaries,
Bible and tract society agents, and they took full ad
vantage of the opportunity.

The Baltimore clergy began

interdenominational services in the Maryland penitentiary
after 1810, and sunday schools were instituted within
the walls in the 1820s.

Regulations for the new peniten

tiary in Washington (1830) required morning and evening
services under the direction of a chaplain and the placing
of Bibles and religious books in every cell.

The Keeper

of the Georgia Penitentiary was required to periodically
distribute "moral and religious books as shall be recom
mended by the inspectors .
By 1830, remarkable progress had been made in the
field of penology.

In spite of the fact that legislatures

showed themselves far more willing to pass noble prison
reform legislation than they were to appropriate sufficient
funds to carry them into effect, in spite of the fact that
^ S e e sources cited in footnote 7.
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overcrowding quickly destroyed the effectiveness of even
the best institutions, the principle of scientific treat
ment of the criminal had been firmly established.

Comple

menting the work of the urban missionaries in the slums
and docksides of America's cities, the growing number of
professional prison administrators, with the invaluable
encouragement and aid of Louis Dwight's American Discipline
Society, began for the first time to collect statistics
on prisoners and to attempt to understand the nature and
causes of criminal behavior.

Their findings, particularly

of lack of education and moral conviction and of the
devastating influence of drunkenness, were an important
incentive for expanding the moral reform societies.
In the third area of early nineteenth-century
reform involving the creation of asylums, the care of the
insane, the evangelicals played almost no active part.
Five Insane Asylums were built in the South before 1830:
the asylum in Williamsburg, chartered in 1768 and for
almost half a century the only public institution of its
kind in the country; the Lunatic Asylum at Columbia,
South Carolina, begun in 1821, but not opened until 1828;
the Kentucky Lunatic Asylum, opened in 1824; and the
Western Lunatic Asylum at Stanton, Virginia, opened in
1828.

Maryland began appropriating funds for a hospital-

poorhouse-insane asylum in 1798 but did not take over
active control until thirty years later.^
^Norman Dain, Disordered Minds:

The First Century
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Because of the logical materialist tendencies of
most of the medical men who dealt with the insane and
because nineteenth-century insanity was often tied to
religious fanaticism, assistance of the evangelicals in
any form was not particularly welcome.

But as in the

case of penitentiaries, the growing ability of men to
view insanity as a disease susceptible of scientific cure
and the efforts made to define the nature and cause of
insanity strengthened the ideological determination of the
entire reform movement.
III.

Moral Societies
If the evangelical reformers were, by necessity,

forced to play a secondary role in the construction and
management of asylums, they were very much within their
element in the increasingly radical reform impulse aimed
at changing human behavior in the country at large through
modification of public opinion.

The Churches, with their

long traditions of congregational discipline, had always
supported and encouraged civil legislation upholding moral

of Eastern State Hospital in Williamsburg, Virginia 17661866 (Williamsburg, Va., 1971); Emerson Davis, The Half
Century; or. A History of Changes that Have Taken Place,
and Events that Have Transpired, Chiefly in the United
States, between 1800 and 1850 (Boston, 1851), 114-18;
John Percy Wade, History of the Maryland Hospital for the
Insane. Catonsville. Md. (Balt., 1897), 3-9; "The Lunatic
Asylum at Columbia," Charleston Observer. 2 (1828), 14;
"Lunatic Asylum of Kentucky," Wesleyan Journal, 1 (1825-26),
no. 18; Kentucky, Report on the Transylvania University
and Lunatic Asylum (Lexington, Ky., 1824), 45-50.
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behavior in the population as a whole.

Well before the

nineteenth century, they had given this impulse organiza
tional form.
Through the efforts of Rev. Mr. Thomas Bray, founder
of the S.P.G., the Society for the Reformation of Manners
(1692) which flourished briefly in the reforming atmos
phere of England following the Glorious Revolution was
known to American colonists.

A pamphlet account of the

organization was made part of the basic parochial libraries
which Bray established throughout the Southern colonies.
12
Maryland alone received 500 copies.
Through the efforts
of S.P.G. missionary Thomas Crawford, a Society for the
Reformation of Manners was formed in Kent County, Dela
ware, in 1706.

In the tradition of the London model,

this society of private citizens, with the cooperation and
encouragement of the local Justice of the Peace, reported
and brought to punishment persons guilty of Sabbath
breaking, drunkenness, or flagrant sexual abuses.

By

1708, Crawford could report that "we punish all that
offended, but now our Work is easy.

12

Our meetings were

Michael J. Quinlan, Victorian Prelude; A History
of English Manners. 1700-1830 (N.Y., 1941), 13-17; Charles
I. Foster, An Errand of Mercy; The Evangelical United
Front. 1790-1837 (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1960), 28-32; Joseph
T. Wheeler, "The Laymen's Libraries and the Provincial
Library," Maryland Historical Magazine. 35 (1940), 60-73*
A copy of the pamphlet promoting moral societies
was listed in the 1724 estate inventory of Col. Daniel
McCarty of Westmoreland Co., Virginia. Wright, First
Gentlemen of Virginia. 199.
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once monthly, but now are quarterly, and then have little
or no business, possibly not one found guilty in that time
in all the County."

13

A Society for Reformation of Man

ners, and Punishing of Vice, Profaneness and Immorality,
based upon a copy of the seventy-year-old pamphlet, was
formed by laymen in Queen Anne's County, Maryland, in
1763, and it is probable that similar organizations
appeared in the colonial South, the existence of which
have been lost to the historical record.

14

The organizational form, briefly reviewed by a
coalition of British Anglicans and Methodists in 1757 and
more permanently by the Clapham Evangelicals as the
Proclamation Society (1787) and the Society for the Sup
pression of Vice (1802), was given new attention in American evangelical circles as well at the turn of the century.

13

Thomas Crawford to Mr. Stubbs, Dover Hundred,
April 8, 1706, and Thomas Crawford to Sec. S. P. G.,
Kent Co., Aug. 31, 1708, printed in: William S. Perry,
ed., Historical Collections Relating to the American
Colonial Church, vo. 5, Delaware (n.p., 1878), 3-4, 16-19.
^Joseph T. Wheeler, "Books Owned by Marylanders,
1700-1776," Maryland Historical Magazine, 35 (1940), 343.
For the more secular forms of vigilence groups in
the South, see: Richard M. Brown, The South Carolina
Regulators (Canibridge, Mass., 1963); George Gibson, "Stop
Thief1 Constitution and Minutes of the Friends to Justice,
1786-1794," Delaware History, 9 (1964-65), 91-110.
15
The title of the 1787 organization was derived
from a special proclamation of George III against vice,
issued with the encouragement of William Wilberforce and
his associates. Quinlan, Victorian Prelude. 33, 54-55,
202-7.

15
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North Carolina Presbyterian clergyman Samuel E.
McCorkle, in a 1798 sermon on Sabbath-keeping, noticed
favorably "a number of excellent rules and regulations
recently entered into by many respectable characters in
the higher ranks of life in London, in Edinburg" and by
magistrates in Pennsylvania for "publickly proposing a
strict and impartial execution of the existing laws against
all breakers of the Sabbath" and urged his audience to do
likewise.

16

A secret Moral Society was formed at Yale in

1797, and its most illustrious member, Lyman Beecher,
published The Practibility of Suppressing Vice, by Means
of Societies Instituted for that Purpose (New London,
Connecticut, 1803).

With his characteristic energy, he

aroused similar interests among his wide Congregational
and Presbyterian contacts.

17

The "Report on the State of

Religion" which was prepared by the Presbyterian General
Assembly in 1811 included the statement that "we hope that
associations for the suppression of vice and promotion of
morals, will be generally established, so as to arrest the
wicked, and support faithful magistrates in enforcing the

16

Samuel E. McCorkle, A Discourse on the Doctrine
and Duties of Keeping the Sabbath (Salisbury, N.C., 1798),
29-36. For mention of "watch and ward societies" in
western Pennsylvania, c. 1800, see: Marian Silvens,
"Churches and Social Control on the Western Pennsylvania
Frontier," Western Pennsylvania Historical Magazine, 19
(1936), 133.
17
Keller, Second Great Awakening in Connecticut,
136-61.
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laws."

18

The Congregationalists took up the idea with

enthusiasm, and Moral Societies aimed at discouraging
swearing. Sabbath-breaking, idleness, and intemperance
became common in New England, New York State, and Ohio.
Conventions of delegates from these groups were held
annually m

western New York in the early 1820s.

19

Samuel

Mills and Daniel Smith, on their missionary tour in the
West, 1814-15, distributed copies of the constitutions of
20
Moral Socxeties along with other tracts.

With encourage

ment from Presbyterian synods and presbyteries, a few
Moral Societies came into brief existence in the South,
although there was no broad movement or coordinated ef-

18

Presbyterian Church, Minutes of the General
Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the United States
of America, from Its Organization A.D. 1789 to A.D. 1820
Inclusive (Phila., 1847), 485, 682, 685.
19
Keller, Second Great Awakening in Connecticut.
136-61; Convention of Delegates of Several Moral Societies
in the State of New York: Proceedings . . . Albany, 1820
(Albany, N.Y., 1820); Proceedings . . . Albany, 1821
(Albany, N.Y., 1821).
20

Samuel J. Mills and Daniel Smith, Report of a
Missionary Tour through that Part of the United States
which Lies West of the Allegany Mountains, Performed
under the Direction of the Massachusetts Missionary
Society (Andover, Mass., 1815), 41-42.

21
New Castle Presbytery and the Synod of Virginia
both urged formation of Moral Societies in 1814; the Synod
of North Carolina made similar recommendations in 1815,
1816, 1818, 1819, and ordered the printing of a "model
constitution for a Moral Society" in 1820. In 1821,
their minutes reported that several societies had been
formed. McMaster notes the existence of a Moral Society
in Pendleton District, South Carolina, following the War
of 1812. An interdenominational Guardian Society of
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The Moral Societies, somewhat akin to vigilantism
of the Western frontier, seem to have been envisioned and
been effective as temporary expedients.

They arose to

meet instances of flagrant immorality; if they had "the
right people" behind them, they effectively and quickly
served their purpose; if not, they were useless.

Either

way, they were too short-lived to make a major impact on
society.

Their purposes were too broad to form a popular

reform movement, and their ultimate authority was not of
their own making but based on the potential of civil
authorities doing their duty with citizen support.

Once

this dereliction of civic duty and public responsibility
had been corrected, the societies had lost their reason
for existence.
IV.

Anti-Dueling Societies
A reform movement which could capture and retain

popular interest could only be built around a particular
Nottingham came into being in Cecil Co., Maryland, and
western Chester Co., Pennsylvania, in 1822. The Cherokee
Indians at Newtown formed a Moral and Literary Society of
the Cherokee Nation in 1824. Presbyterian Church: New
Castle Presbytery, "Minutes," Ms. vol. 6 (1814), 13-14.
Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia; Synod of
Virginia, "Minutes," vol. 4 (1814), 62-3. Ms. on micro
film, Union Theological Seminary, Richmond, Va.; Synod of
North Carolina, "Minutes," Ms. vols. (1814) 40-46, (1816)
55-59, (1818) 80, (1819) 93-99, (1820) 30-36, (1821) 194.
Historical Foundation of the Presbyterian Church of the
U.S., Montreat, N.C.; John B. McMaster, A History of the
People of the United States from the Revolution to the
Civil War (N.Y., 1883-1913; 8 vols.), vol. 4, 532; "A
number of citizens . . . ," Christian Repository, 2
(1822-23), 6; "An interesting society . . . ," Washington
Theological Repertory. 6 (1824-25), 398.
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sin.

Inevitably, the long tradition of discipline within

the churches crossed paths with the growing impulse toward
national reform.

The marriage of the two resulted in

national reform societies aimed not at enlarging the
Kingdom of Christ but at effecting moral reformation.
Becuase of the nature of republican society, the only
method available was the influencing of public opinion,
hopefully to a sufficient degree to produce legislation.
In taking up matters of personal behavior beyond the
memberships of their churches, the reformers were inviting
controversy.
The first of the "crying national sins" to achieve
the honor of organized popular opposition was dueling.
The tradition of combat between men of courage and honor
was a medieval vestige brought to the colonies by the
eighteenth-century British army.

It gained an indigenous

foundation in the Revolutionary and War-of-1812 eras of
military preparedness.

Dueling was portrayed as a re

course of aristocrats, and in the post-Revolutionary
South, where militia duty made every planter an officer,
there were many who claimed the distinction.

Plantation

society, embodying a rural need for excitement, a haughty
authoritarianism and constant air of potential violence
born of slavery, a love of gambling, drinking, and roman
tic intrigue, provided conditions far more conducive to
22
dueling than small-town life m the North.
22

!

For an interesting theory on Southern manners,
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The same national emotionalism of the Anglo-French
conflict which produced America's national political
parties and the beginnings of widespread humanitarian
organization was conducive to gentlemanly combat as well.
In a six-week period alone in 1800, there were, in the
23
country, twenty-one duels resulting in six deaths.
Mere opposition to the practice was not a departure
from accepted ethical thought.

Almost no one, including

most duelists themselves, approved of it in principle.
The problem was that it was tolerated as a necessary evil
by the military officialdom and by politicians, if not by
the average man, and these were the very authorities who
by the passage and enforcement of legislation and regula
tion could have put a stop to it.
The only possible method of effectively curtailing
the duel was to arouse public opinion to such a point
that governmental bodies and the military would be forced
to legislate and to enforce their prohibitions and that
polite society then would refuse to countenance duelists
among themselves.

The Churches and men of church affilia

tion, with very few duelists among their ranks, took a
logical lead in organizing opposition, but they could
the concept of honor, and dueling to the existence of
slavery, see Charles Sydnor's "The Southerner and the
Laws," Journal of Southern History, 6 (1940), 15-17.
23

Pendleton, "The Influence of the Evangelical
Churches," 247-53.
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rely on some political support.

Walter Dulany Addison,

the aristocratic Episcopal clergyman of Alexandria, con
ducted a fearless one-man campaign against the practice,
arresting and threatening the likes of John Randolph and
a nephew of Jefferson's, making the Washington area at
least a far less hospitable site for engaging in such
conflict.

24

The national tragedy of Alexander Hamilton's

death in 1804 produced the first broad denunciation.
Maryland's Bishop Kemp, in an oration on his death, came
out squarely against the practice.

The Charleston Asso

ciation of Baptists sent a petition to the legislature of
South Carolina, and the Presbytery of Baltimore, noting
that dueling could only be "combatted by direct influence
on public opinion," instructed their delegates to the
General Assembly "to use their endeavours to obtain the
passing of a resolution by that venerable body enjoining
upon the clergy of the Presbyterian Church in the United
States of America that they scrupulously refuse to join
in rendering any kind of funeral honours to any person
who has fallen in a duel, or is known even to have fought
a Duel, or to have given or accepted a challenge for that
purpose."

The General Assembly passed a strongly-worded

resolution against this "remnant of Gothic barbarism"
and recommended that Presbyterian clergymen not attend
2A

David L. Holmes, "William Meade and the Church of
Virginia, 1789-1829," (Ph.D. diss., Princeton University,
1971), 115-16.
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funerals of fallen duelists and that they observe "a
just sense of guilt" and "satisfactory evidence of repentence" in any past participant in a challenge before admitting him to membership or the privileges of the Church.

25

The General Convention of the Episcopal Church, which
because of its social prestige possessed real influence
in such a matter, passed a resolution against clerical
participation in duelists' funerals in 1808, amending it
three years later if "the person giving or receiving a
challenge has afterwards exhibited evidences of sincere
repentance."2^
The problem, in a society in which church members
were yet a distinct minority, especially among politicians
and professional men, was to reach beyond the limits of
denominational influence.
25

27

Rev. Mr. Frederick Beasley,

James Kemp, "On the Death of Gen. Alexander
Hamilton," Ms. address, Maryland Diocesan Archives, housed
at the Maryland Historical Society, Baltimore, Md.; Wood
Furman, A History of the Charleston Association of Baptist
Churches (Charleston, S.C., 1811), 32; Presbyterian Church.
Presbytery of Baltimore, "Minutes," Ms. vol. 2, (1804) 1314, (1805) 18-19; Samuel J. Baird, ed., A Collection of
the Acts, Deliverances, and Testimonies of the Supreme
Judiciary of the Presbyterian Church from its Origin in
America to the Present Time. With Notes and Documents,
Explanatory and Historical: Constituting a Complete
Illustration of Her Polity, Faith, and History (Phila.,
1856), 803-4.
26
William Stevens Perry, ed., Journals of General
Conventions of the Protestant Episcopal Church, in the
United States, 1785-1835 (Cleremont, N.H., 1874; 3 vols.),
vol. 1 (1808) 347-48, 358; (1811) 378, 389.
27
The Medical Society of South Carolina adopted a
lengthy code of ethics in 1810 which included a prohibition
against dueling. This rule was suspended within a year
because of pressure from members. Joseph I. Waring, A
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Episcopal rector of St. Paul's Church in Baltimore, sug
gested in an 1811 sermon that pressure be brought to bear
on the press to curtail the publication of exciting ac
counts of challenges.

The Grand Jury of Charleston

District, South Carolina, in 1823, undoubtedly with the
urging of some pious clergymen or laymen, urged a Consti
tutional amendment disqualifying duelists and seconds
from national office.

A correspondent of The Missionary

(Augusta, Georgia) in August, 1825, called for the forma
tion of a national Society for the Suppression of Duelling
in Washington which would keep a Roll of Infamy listing
every known duelist and publish it annually throughout
the country.

Auxiliary societies would be created in

every county, their members to agree neither to vote nor
have business dealings with those listed and to urge the
public to "shun him as you would any other notoriously
28
infamous person, such as an assassin, a thief or a liar."
Three regional anti-dueling societies did eventually
appear, all in the South.

The first and most important

of these, The Charleston Anti-Duelling Association, was
formed at a meeting attended by the leading clergymen of
all the city's churches, the Episcopal and Catholic bishops,
History of Medicine in South Carolina, 1670-1825 (Columbia,
S.C., 1964), 153.
op

Frederick Beasley, A Sermon on Duelling. Delivered
in Christ Church, Baltimore, April 28. 1811 (Baltimore,
1811); "Duelling," Missionary, 5 (1823-24), 22; AntiDuellist, "To the Editor of the Missionary," Missionary,
7 (1825-26), 8.

and prominent members of Low-country society, among them
Charles Cotesworth Pinckney.

The stated purposes were to

see that laws against dueling were enforced and to make
the practice socially unacceptable by destroying the idea
that a sense of honor made conflict necessary; one com
mittee was established to petition the legislature
against slanderous publications which were frequent causes
of duels; another was formed to launch an educational
campaign in schools and colleges.

An Anti-Duelling

Society of Savannah was formed by a similarly august
cross section of this city's social and religious leaders
in January, 1827, and a third organization was created in
Georgetown, South Carolina, in December of the same year.
The Savannah organization actively sought the prosecution
of a duelist in Augusta in January, 1829, and they estab
lished an essay prize which attracted twenty-one com
petitors.

Undoubtedly to their later embarrassment, the

prize was awarded to William Jay of New York, soon to
gain considerable reputation as an active advocate of
antislavery.

29

Overall, the small but enthusiastic campaign against
dueling was a failure.

A society which tolerated congress

men, senators, and presidential candidates who had par
ticipated in duels simply could not be brought to total
29

For the societies, see Appendix B; William Jay,
An Essay on Duelling, For Which the Gold Medal was Awarded,
by the Savannah Anti-Duelling Association (Savannah, Ga.,
1829).
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condemnation of the practice.

Even in Charleston, where

strong organized effort was effected, primary leadership
was left to Catholic Bishop England, who, if he possessed
great respect and energy, was not ideally suited to appeal
to the segment of society most commonly involved.

The

rise of militant pro-slavery sentiment in the thirties
would restrict criticism of Southern "institutions" of
any sort.

Gradually, as church membership did become the

norm even for politicians, a broader national opposition
developed, at least potentially, but it was not until
the Confederate defeat that the practice was effectively
curtailed in the South as a whole.

At best, the campaign

against dueling was an invaluable lesson in frustration
for the evangelicals.

It showed clearly, that moral

change could be effected only through the transformation
of public opinion, and, it demonstrated what a difficult
task that was.
V.

Sabbath Reform
The second evangelical foray into the modification

of public behavior, Sabbath reform, was somewhat better
organized on the national level but far more controversial
than opposition to dueling.

Honoring the Fourth Command

ment, of course, had a tradition in civil and church law
antedating Christianity itself.

Although the example and

teachings of Jesus had imposed a measure of humane reason
on the legalism of the Jewish Sabbath, strict Christian
practice opposed unnecessary activity of any sort diverting
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from the worship due the Creator on the Lord's Day.
Statutory prohibitions in the Southern colonies were
phrased with all of the strictness of Puritan New England,
even if dispersed settlement made enforcement far less
practical.

By the Revolution, the mere breaking of the

Sabbath, unless compounded with another sin such as
drunkenness or fighting, was not a cause for civil prose
cution in any Southern colony, but it was continually
grounds for discipline in the active congregations of
every denomination.
To the Churches, it was more than a matter of moral
behavior.

As the 1814 Pastoral Letter of the Presbyterian

General Assembly explained it, "the Lord has instituted the
Sabbath as a sign between him and his people— a visible
test of their sincerity.

If they violate the duties of

this day, or fold their hands in supineness and indif
ference when they are violated by others, he will regard
their offerings as hypocritical and vain."

30

To men who

retained a providential vision of world events, Sabbathkeeping was the most visible sign by which God could judge
a nation's promise.

The subject was brought up with

regularity in Church judicial bodies of all denominations.
It was an act of Congress, passed in 1810, requiring
post-offices to open for one hour on Sunday (and the con30

Presbyterian Church, Minutes of the General
Assembly, 1789-1820. 569-70.
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sequent transportation of mail on that day), which inspired
the first public action.

An act of 1825, authorizing

full-day postal operations (not merely enacted but defended
vigorously in anti-clerical tones by Richard M. Johnson's
31
report of 1830) created an issue of some popular appeal.
The Presbyterians and Congregationalists, whose
discipline had always given special emphasis to Sabbathkeeping, took the issue most to heart.

The Presbyterian

General Assembly demonstrated its determination in 1810
and 1812 when it upheld the Synod of Pittsburg's exclusion
from Church ordinances of a legally-appointed postmaster
for merely obeying the United States law, and their en
couragement of Moral Societies between 1811 and 1814 was
32
aimed at this sin in particular.
In 1812, the General Assembly petitioned Congress
for repeal of the obnoxious postal law without success.
Lyman Beecher, who was neither capable of accepting defeat
in the pursuit of righteousness nor able to confine his
inexhaustable pious energy to immediate pastoral duties,
broadened the effort by successfully urging the 1814
Congregational Association of Connecticut to countenance
and encourage a public petition drive.

Its adoption by

the Presbyterian General Assembly gave the effort a
national base.
31
32

Two thousand blank petitions were printed

Davis, The Half Century, 183-85.

Presbyterian Church, Minutes of the General
Assembly. 1789-1820. 456, 508.
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and distributed to appointed agents in every presbytery,
North and South, and a committee was appointed to obtain
concurrence from other denominations.

The petitions were

rejected by Congress on technicalities, but the General
Assembly, convinced that in spite of refusal "the very
act of petitioning will have no small effect, both to
animate the friends, and to weaken the enemies of this
cause," renewed the effort in 1815.

They were again

j
33
rejected.
•

<.

If the Presbyterian Church then momentarily turned
its energies inward, strengthening its own discipline
against Sabbath-breaking in general and particularly travel
on the Lord's Day, the subject and the method of attack
were not abandoned.

Growing concern over the profanation

of the day continued to surface in spite of the fact that
it temporarily lacked firm national direction between 1815
and the late 1820s.

The Journeymen Printers of Charleston,

casting their proposals in strictly religious terms, held
a public meeting in January, 1827, to sound out public
opinion on the idea of curtailing Sunday printing (meaning
only that Monday newspapers would not contain news from

33

John R. Bodo, The Protestant Clergy and Public
Issues, 1812-1848 (Princeton, N.J., 1954), 39-43; Baird,
Collection . . . Presbyterian Church, 813-16; Presbyterian
Church, Minutes of the General Assembly, 1789-1820, 547*48, 567, 597-98.
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Sunday's mail)."*4

Bishop Kemp placed particular emphasis

on Sabbath observance in his 1827 address to the Maryland
Episcopal Convention.^
The Presbyterian General Assembly had already begun
action which would result in a national reform society.
At the 1826 session, discontent crystalized into resolu
tions defining the evil, urging ministerial exhortation
and congregational discipline, and recommending that
ministers give preference to public carriers (steamboats,
stage lines, canal boats) which did not operate Sunday
schedules.

Commissioners were sent to other clerical

bodies, and agents for each Synod were appointed to
formulate broader measures which could be taken in concert
"to combat the evil."
In Anniversary Week of 1828 (at which time the
annual meetings of all the denominational and inter
denominational societies based in New York were con
veniently scheduled to permit the pious to attend all of
them and still get to Philadelphia for the General Assembly
and the Quaker city's equivalent festivities), a pre
dominantly Presbyterian gathering sprinkled with enough
34

"At a Meeting of 'Journeymen Printers,'" Wesleyan
Journal. 2 (1826-27), 70.
35

Protestant Episcopal Church.
Journal (1827), 10-11.
36

Diocese of Maryland,

Presbyterian Church, Minutes of the General
Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the United States
from A.D. 1821 to A.D. 1835. Inclusive (Phila., 1850),
182-83.

Baptist and Episcopal worthies to maintain appearances
convened in the meeting room of the new American Tract
Society headquarters and created the General Union for
Promoting the Observance of the Christian Sabbath.

The

South was represented by John Holt Rice of Virginia,
R. R. Gurley of the Colonization Society, and several
other Presbyterians; five of the Vice Presidents and two
of the directors who were elected were from below the Mason
and Dixon Line.

Its declared purpose was to employ the

"influence of personal example, of moral suasion" to
restore the Holy Sabbath.

In keeping with its aims, the

Sabbath Union required a pledge, not money, of members.
They were to agree "to refrain from all secular employ
ments on that day," to not travel on Sunday except in
case of absolute necessity, and like the Presbyterian
clergymen two years before, they were urged to boycott
those stage lines which scheduled such runs.

37

Immediately,

the organization set in motion another petition campaign
and solicited support from not only the denominations but
other benevolent societies as well.

The American Tract

Society was only too glad to find a new market and to
promote their extensive list of Sabbatarian literature.

37
The pledge is included m : General Union for
Promoting the Observance of the Christian Sabbath, The
Address of the General Union for Promoting the Observance
of the Christian Sabbath, to the People of the United
States. Accompanied by Minutes of the Proceedings in its
Formation, its Constitution and Officers (N.Y., 1828),
7-8.
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Agents for the national societies and society patrons were
at least made to examine their activities on the Lord's
day and if not correct, at least rationalize and feel
pangs of guilt over all manner of Sunday recreation and
3ft
travel.
The American Seaman's Friend Society in 182829 launched an effort to discourage the sailing of mer39
chant vessels on the first day of the week.
The Sabbath campaign, if it gave substance to a
fundamental element of the evangelical vision for social
well-being, aroused equally basic emotions among the
opposition.

For the first time, a national reform society,

aimed not simply at spreading the word of Christ, not
simply at creating a popular sense of morality in a
growing nation, not even at putting an effective end to a
widely disapproved evil as in the case of dueling, was
attempting to alter the behavior of men and women who
neither desired the change nor accepted the arguments
upon which it was based.

To non-churchgoers, Sunday travel

and Sabbath mails were desirable conveniences and any
effort to stop them, an act of clerical repression.

The

employment of moral boycotts, particularly in light of
38

Even as stalwart a pillar of evangelicalism as
Jeremiah Evarts, secretary of the American Board, admitted
having doubts over whether it was wrong to travel on the
Sabbath when occupied in furthering God's work. See E. C.
Tracy, Memoir of the Life of Jeremiah Evarts, Esg. (Boston,
1845), 232-33, 242-43.
39

Fifty dollars was raised in Charleston in 1829
as a prize for the best tract against Sunday sailing.
Sailor's Magazine, 1 (1828-29), 218.
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the fact that like it or not United States law did require
daily transportation of the mail, smacked of interference
with the system of free enterprise.

Like the American

Society for the Conversion of Jews, the Sabbath Union
appeared even to many religious citizens illiberal in its
foundations; to many non-Presbyterians, it appeared to be
a vehicle for gaining denominational advantages; to the
opponents of the Churches, it was proof positive of the
ambitions of political power which they had always seen
behind every instance of denominational and reform society
growth.
In the South, there were additional factors limiting
the appeal of this reform.
villages were greater.

Distances between homes and

Even attendance at church required

enough local travel to weaken the logic of the prohibition,
and for long-distance trips, there were too few alterna
tive modes of transport to permit discriminating choice
of carriers.

Most Southerners, including many lay Pres

byterians, were Jeffersonian-Jacksonian Democrats, who,
in opposing Sabbath mails, would go against their party.
On plantations, Sunday was traditionally the day in which
slaves were free to labor and socialize for themselves,
and to prohibit either recreation or business to Negroes
was indeed repressive.

And, to a people already wary of

reform which might shake the foundations of the "peculiar
institution," the petition campaign of 1828-29 was
probably far too reminiscent of the antislavery petitions
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which had occasionally been forewarded to Congress and the
legislatures of the upper South.

40

Of twenty-six auxiliary societies noted in the 1830
annual report of the Sabbath Union, only two (Virginia,
Tennessee) were in the South.

An independent Savannah

Union for Promoting the Observance of the Sabbath also
had been formed in July, 1828, but its primary object was
local.

Of 467 petitions received by Congress in 1829,

but 87 came from the South, two-thirds of these from
Virginia, Kentucky, and Tennessee.

Leading Presbyterian,

Baptist, Episcopal, and Methodist laymen of Baltimore and
Charleston did affix their names, but others were noticeably
absent.

41

The petitions met with their accustomed failure

in Congress.

As in the case of the anti-dueling campaign,

there had been valuable lessons in both the techniques and
the limitations of public opinion reform for the religious
community, but the price, in the form of ill-will to
religious reform, had been high.

40

For brief treatment of these early petitions,
see: Alice D. Adams, The Neglected Period of Antislavery
in America (1808-1831) (Boston, 1908. Radcliffe College
Monograph, No. 14), 48-50.
41
An Account of the Memorials Presented to Congress
during its Last Session, by Numerous Friends of their
Country and its Institutions; Praying that the Mails May
Not be Transported, Nor Post-Offices Kept Open, on the
Sabbath (N.Y., May, 1829), 5-7, 25-29.
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VI.

Temperance
In point of organization and effectiveness, the

temperance movement proved to be the most important of the
national moral reform efforts.

For the South, which

needless to say would not participate in the antislavery
impulse of the 1830s, it was the last of the innovative
crusades, the culmination in terms methodological and
ideological sophistication of three decades of organized
reform efforts.^
An opposition to drunkenness was traditional to
Christianity from its beginning and common to most civili
zations.

It was a periodic disciplinary concern of all

of the American Churches at every level in the judicial
process, and, with Sabbath desecration, drunkenness was
viewed with particular nervousness as an obvious sign to
God of public immorality, offensive as a blot on both the
religious and republican character of the American people.
The evidence in no way suggests that alcoholism was
a greater problem in the early nineteenth century than it
had been in the colonial period, but it was a more obvious
one.

The rise of cities and towns exposed personal drinking

habits to the public eye which could be more easily hidden
in the rural setting.
42

Obtaining liquor was necessarily

Three national reform societies of the period
have been omitted from this chapter: The American Coloni
zation Society and the African Education Society are
dealt with in Chapter 7. The American Peace Society had
no following in the South.
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divorced from the agricultural process which produced it,
and with urban growth, there was a proliferation of grog
shops, always more bothersome to the righteous mentality
than taverns and country stores because they existed
solely to gratify man's appetite for drink.
Historians of the early temperance movement have
generally overlooked the vital role of urban missions,
penitentiaries, and insane asylums in statistically estab
lishing the seeming magnitude and nature of the problem on
a scientific basis.

A committee of reform-minded citizens

formed in Wilmington, Delaware, in 1818, reported that
their town of slightly over four thousand inhabitants
contained over fifty houses where liquor was "illegally
retailed" at an estimated annual cost of $18,250 a year.
They concluded that 19/20 of the adult wards of the county
poor house were "the victims of this unhappy passion."

43

After close personal observation, the city missionary of
the Female Domestic Missionary Society of Charleston
reported in November, 1820, that three-fourths of the
inmates of the Poor House, over two-thirds of those in the
Marine Hospital, half of the pensioners of the Ladies
Benevolent Society, and two-thirds to three-fourths of
the charges of the Orphan Asylum were reduced to their
condition by intemperance.

43

They projected that alcoholism

Delaware Gazette (Wilmington, Del.), Dec. 12,
1818, p. 3.
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imposed a tax of $40-60,000 on the city, irrespective of
the family suffering and wasted time which defied economic
measurement.^
The trustees of Baltimore's Alms House at Calverton,
among them leaders in the city's benevolent societies,
directed an inquiry as to why, "in a country where the
means of obtaining a comfortable subsistance are so abun
dant," there could be so much poverty which was "con
stantly augmenting, both in magnitude and depravity."
They closely interviewed the 623 adults admitted in
1825-6, and found that 554 were positively reduced to
their condition by drunkenness and that "it is believed
that a considerable portion of the remaining 69 were
likewise reduced to the same necessity, either remotely
45
or directly by the same cause.”
Joel Scott, Keeper of
the Kentucky Penitentiary, reported in 1830 that over
two-thirds of the inmates "attribute their confinement
directly or indirectly to intemperance."

46

In his 1827

baccalaureate address at Cumberland College in 1827,
Philip Lindsley, who was abreast of all developments in
the world of religious benevolence, called on the students
44

"A Number of Persons . . . ," Southern Evangelical
Intelligencer, 3 (1821-22), 253-55.
45

Baltimore, Report of the Trustees of the AlmsHouse, for Baltimore City and County— 1827 (Baltimore,
1827), 6-7.
46

American Prison Discipline Society, 5th Annual
Report (1830), 426.
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to help deliver the nation "from the grasp of this many
headed monster" which was scientifically proven to cause
three-quarters to nine-tenths of the nation's crime and
4
.
47
poverty.

There had been a drift in the direction of tem
perance reform even before statistics and revivalistic
perfectionism added the new sense of immediacy to the
problem.

The mere strengthening of national Church

organization instilled a certain systemization to long
standing efforts and provided a vehicle for diffusing new
attitudes.

By the 1750s, Quakers had registered disciplinary

opposition to excessive use of alcoholic beverages at
festive occasionsy by the early nineteenth century they

47

Philip Lindsley, "Baccalaureate Address at
Cumberland College, 1827," in Le Roy J. Halsey, ed., The
Works of Philip Lindsley, P.P., Formerly Vice-President and
President Elect of the College of New Jersey. Princeton;
And Late President of the University of Nashville, Ten
nessee (Phila., 1866; 3 vols.), vol. 1, 121-54.
The correlation between intemperance and poverty
and crime came to be seen as an accepted fact by the late
1820s. Robert Mills, whose eminently readable gazetteer of
South Carolina was based on thorough knowledge of the
people of the state, reported that "pauperism may be
traced most generally from the dram shop, which has become
the licensed hiding place of the vagabond and dissipated
men." The preamble to the constitution of the Baltimore
Temperance Society began with: "Whereas the great and
increasing evil of intemperance is deplored by all good
men, and acknowledged to be the prolific source of most
of the pauperism and crimes which have lately multiplied
so fearfully in this country . . . "
Robert Mills, Statis
tics of South Carolina, Including a View of its Natural.
Civil, and Military History. General and Particular
(Charleston, S.C., 1826), 440-41; The Constitution and
Address of the Baltimore Temperance Society; to Which is
Added An Address, Delivered before the Society by N. R.
Smith (Baltimore, 1830), 4.
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were disowning tavern keepers and distillers and stren
uously opposing distribution of liquor at harvest time.
The Presbyterian Church, whose Scottish and Irish founders
displayed an infatuation with spiritous beverages unmatched
in colonial America, gradually imposed Philadelphia
manners and moral sensibilities on its national constitu
ency.

Between 1790 and 1820 they brought about an official

elimination of stimulants from the festivities of clerical
48
associations, weddings, funerals, and baptisms.
Prom the second decade of the nineteenth century
on, as urban missionaries, citizens groups, and professional
administrators of asylums and prisons began to bolster
temperance sentiments within the Churches with statistical
fact, city and state governments felt the weight of public
pressure in favor of legislative action.

Maryland's

Bishop Kemp, who ironically would be killed in an accident
caused by a drunken stage driver eight years later, urged
the members of the Episcopal state convention of 1819
48

For growing temperance sentiment among Quakers
and Presbyterians, see: Sydney V. James, A People Among
Peoples: Quaker Benevolence in Eighteenth-Century America
(Cambridge, Mass., 1963), 255-57; Kenneth S. P. Morse,
Baltimore Yearly Meeting. 1672-1830 (n.p., 1961), 8, 14,
25, 28-9, 31-3, 35-6; R. A. Davison and Anthony Higgins,
Historical Discourses. Delivered May 29th, 1898. at the
Two Hundredth Anniversary of the St. George's Presbyterian
Church, New Castle County, Delaware (Middletown, Del.,
1898), 8; Presbyterian Church. New Castle Presbytery,
"Minutes," vol. 6 (1817), 48; Margaret B. DesChamps, "The
Presbyterian Church in the South Atlantic States, 18011861," (Ph.D. diss., Emory University, 1952); Presbyterian
Church, Minutes of the General Assembly, 1789-1820, 467,
490-91, 529, 678; Howard M. Wilson, The Lexington Presbytery
Heritage (Verona, Va., 1971), 39.
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to prudently exert themselves against the "multitude of
little stores, where laboring people meet, particularly on
Saturdays, and engage in every kind of vice . . .

49

Citizens of both Baltimore (which contained an estimated
five hundred grog shops) and Wilmington petitioned their
state legislatures.

Urban missionaries in Washington and

Charleston called for effective laws controlling the sale
of liquor in small quantities.

Leaders of the Society for

the Prevention of Pauperism in the City of Baltimore con
sidered grog shops to be a primary cause of poverty and
crime and made their destruction a major part of their
controversial reform program.
The gradually building temperance pressure between
1815 and 1826 did produce a general review and reform of
liquor legislation in many of the states and cities of
the South.

But the translation of reform sentiment into

effective governmental controls was impossible in the ab
sence of a professional governmental bureaucracy, something
which would not develop in most of America until late in
49

Protestant Episcopal Church. Diocese of Maryland,
Journal (1819), 10; United States Catholic Miscellany, 7
(1827-28), 147.
50
McMaster, History of the People of the U.S..
vol. 4, 31-32 (based upon a piece in the New England
Palladium and Federal Gazette. Jan. 31, 1817); Delaware
Gazette. Dec. 12, 1818, p. 3; Asa Mead, Report of the Rev.
Asa Mead. Agent of the Young Men's Bible Society of
Washington City (Washington, D.C., 1822), 10-15; "Report
Read before the Female Domestic Missionary Society of
Charleston, at their first Anniversary, June 12th, 1819,"
Southern Evangelical Intelligencer. 1 (1819-20), 125-26,
133-34; Society for the Prevention of Pauperism in the City
of Baltimore, Views of the Society . . . (Baltimore, 1822).
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the nineteenth century.

The problem of drunkenness was

most obvious and acute in the cities.

State legislatures,

dominated by rural interests, if willing to pass laws,
were not concerned enough or constitutionally empowered
to enforce the law on the local level.

Municipalities,

not yet possessing real police forces, were largely
dependent upon the good will of the local community leaders
for social controls of any sort.
What success the evangelical reformers had enjoyed
in all of their efforts had been based upon their shrewd
realization that social change could only come through
reaching the individual, through transforming attitudes
and behavior of a sufficient number of persons to create
a base of public opinion and enthusiasm which could in
fluence society as a whole.
no alternatives.

With temperance, there were

Effective enforcement of legislation

could be effected only by first convincing social and
economic leaders that heavy use of alcoholic beverages
was bad for the country? effective social reform could
only be brought about when these community leaders modi
fied their own drinking habits and a sufficient percentage
of the general public followed and supported their lead.
Although the almost instantaneous acceptance of the
temperance cause in the country as a whole can only be
explained by this preliminary development of favorable
sentiment, the actual spread of temperance societies was,
to a greater extent than in any of the other reforms,
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the direct and consequent result of national organization
and the shrewdness of the national society's brilliantly
contrived appeal to American evangelical emotions.
Reacting to public outrage over two fatal accidents
caused by drunkenness, a congenial group of evangelical
Bostonians and clerical leaders from Andover met at the
Park Street Church on January 10, 1826, and founded the
American Society for the Suppression of Intemperance
(changed, two years later, to the American Temperance
51
Society).

Although it would be six years before the

national organization would officially adopt the pledge
of total abstinence rather than temperate use of alcoholic
beverages as its ideal, it possessed from the first a
revolutionary quality which set it apart from the national
reforms which preceded it.
Historians, in emphasizing the interaction between
the temperance crusade and the revivalism which swept
the North and West under the leadership of Charles G.
Finney and writing from a vantage point which knows the
failures of national Prohibition, have portrayed the
national temperance movement as a frenzied exercise of
pious emotion.

51
52

52

From the beginning in 1826, even before

Foster, An Errand of Mercy, 171-72.

See: Foster, An Errand of Mercy. 167-76; George
M. Marsden, The Evangelical Mind and the New School
Presbyterian Experience. A Case Study in Thought and
Theology in Nineteenth-Century America (New Haven, Ct.,
1970), 26.
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the adoption of total abstinence, temperance society
membership was based on a moral pledge, upon a personal
commitment requiring (for the drinker at least) a funda
mental break with past behavior closely akin to the
conversionary experience.

The similarities were not lost

upon the clerical emissaries of both the American Temper
ance Society and revivalistic religion, and in frontier
areas, particularly the Burned Over District of New York,
temperance society and church foundings became intimately
associated in the heated revivalism of the late 1820s.
But, it is historically inaccurate to portray the
temperance movement in its earliest period, whatever
methods encouraged its diffusion, as an exercise in ir
rationality.

Alcoholism was a serious problem in the early

nineteenth century, the magnitude of which was being made
increasingly apparent by the relatively objective witness
of the growing army of city missionaries and asylum wardens
who visited and interviewed the lowest element of American
society.

The evangelicals were simplistic in not ap

preciating that alcoholism often represented deeper emo
tional problems and social frustrations.

In frequently

portraying the national threat of drunkenness as primarily
a problem of the poor, they demonstrated a snobbish blind
ness to alcoholism in the upper segments of society.

But

neither failing minimized the seriousness of the problem
in the slightest.

As the somewhat unwieldy first title

of the national society indicated, the initial purpose of
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the movement was the suppression of drunkenness, not
moderate drinking.

Then, as now, alcoholic consumption

only became a public problem when the individual drinker
consumed sufficient quantities regularly enough to create
financial and social hardship.

This first generation of

reformers were quickly led to realize that for the problem
drinker, temperate use of alcohol was an impossibility.
They turned to total abstinence as the only effective
method of control.

It was a change in direction congenial

to the moral absolutism of conversionary religion and
easily carried to extremes, but, as directed toward alcohol
addiction as opposed to occasional social drinking, total
abstinence was and, even in today's world of medical and
psychological sophistication, is viewed as the only effec
tive cure.
Within months of the founding of the Society for
the Suppression of Intemperance, temperance received
organizational form below the Mason and Dixon Line.

By

one of those accidents of simultaneous historical develop
ment, a small group of Baptist clergymen, unaware of the
national organization but receptive to similar influences
which produced it, laid plans for what became the Virginia
Society for the Promotion of Temperance on October 27,
1826.

The same month, a Society for the Suppression of

Intemperance, within the Bounds of the Orange Presbytery
was formed by North Carolina Presbyterians.
53

53

On Aug-

For particular societies, see Appendix.

See also:
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ust 12, 1826, the Methodist Quarterly Conference, Caroline
Circuit, Maryland, passed resolutions against voting for
intemperate political office seekers or those who treated
potential voters at election time; the preachers of
Charleston District Conference passed similar resolutions
three months later.

On September 2, 1826, the Baptist

Church of Sumterville, South Carolina, resolved "that the
members of this Church will not drink any spiritous liquors,
except when prescribed as medicine."

In November, the

Charleston Baptist Association formed the South Carolina
Anti-Intemperance Society.

54

Within two years, the temperance pledge had spread
through many of the Baptist churches and Methodist Cir
cuits of the South, and local auxiliaries of the South
Carolina and Virginia societies as well as of the national
Society for the Suppression of Intemperance were coming
into existence with increasing rapidity.
Virginia society reported 29 branches;

By 1829, the
the (Baptist)

Georgia Temperance Society reported 42 societies in the
state by 1830; by 1831, the American Temperance Society
noted 348 Southern affiliates and estimated this to be

C. C. Pearson and J. Edwin Hendricks, Liquor and Anti
liquor in Virginia, 1619-1919 (Durham, N.C., 1967), 36-90.
5^"To the Editor . . . ," Wesleyan Journal. 1 (182526), 49; "An Example Worthy of Imitation," Wesleyan
Journal. 2 (1826-27), 59; "Resolutions of the Charleston
District Conference, Respecting Intemperance," Wesleyan
Journal. 2 (1826-27), 60.
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far fewer than the actual total of existing organizations.

55

With this growth into a popular reform, the initial
Baptist leadership in Virginia, South Carolina, and Georgia
was quickly supplanted by a broader non-denominational
base which included Presbyterians and Episcopalians, able
to exert influence in the upper class and urban areas of
the South.
Although the fraternal nature of organizations
based upon mutual pledges gave temperance societies a
greater autonomy than auxiliary organizations of the other
national benevolent societies, a general approach developed
throughout the movement "to counteract, lessen, and pre
vent, by such means as seen best calculated to accomplish
the object, the detestable and ruinous vice of intemper
ance."

Local societies were primarily disciplinary bodies,

formed to extend membership as widely as possible in the
church and community, to see that members lived up to the
terms of their pledges, and to pressure tavern owners,
storekeepers, and distillers to discontinue traffic in
spirits.

The state societies and national organizations

encouraged expansion of the local efforts, collected and
published statistics and narratives of miraculous cures,
distributed tracts, and petitioned courts and legislatures
55

For these statistics, see: Virginia Society for
the Promotion of Temperance, 3rd Annual Report (1829);
"Georgia Temperance Society," Charleston Observer, 4
(1830), 75, 95; American Temperance Society, 4th Annual
Report (1831), 38-39.
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in favor of temperance legislation and enforcement.
*

In

the South as well as the North, Justin Edwards1 The WellConducted Farm, Lyman Beecher's Six Sermons, and Jonathan
Kittridge's Address on Intemperance, reprinted in vast
quantities by the American Tract Society, became popular
favorites among the growing temperance literature.
Embodying the evangelical logic of social action
(through changing public opinion) at its best, perfectly
timed to find a receptive public audience within a country
softened by revivalism and growing sentiment in their
favor, the temperance societies enjoyed remarkable suc
cess.

Between 1827 and 1830 most of the clerical associa

tions of the Presbyterian, Episcopal, and Lutheran Churches
in the South followed the lead of their Baptist and Metho
dist counterparts in strongly condemning the use of ardent
56
spirits and urging support of the temperance societies.
By the 1830s and 1840s, discipline in all of the Southern
churches effectively prohibited membership to distillers,
tavern keepers who dispensed liquor, and obvious heavy
drinkers.
56

For a random sample of such resolutions, see:
Presbyterian Church. Synod of Tennessee, "Minutes" (1827),
Ms. Hist. Foundation of Presb. Ch. of the U.S., Montreat,
N.C.; "Journals of the Conventions of the Protestant
Episcopal Church in the Diocese of Virginia from 1785
to 1835, inclusive," published as an Appendix to Francis L.
Hawks, A Narrative of Events Connected with the Rise and
Progress of the Protestant Episcopal Church in Virginia
(N.Y., 1836. vol. 1 of "Contributions to the Ecclesiasti
cal History of the United States of America"), 237;
Evangelical Lutheran Church. Synod of Maryland, "Minutes,"
Evangelical Lutheran Intelligencer. 5 (1830-31), 294.
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Although advocates of the cause greatly exaggerated
their influence, there are reliable indications that
opinions and drinking habits in the South as a whole were
effected dramatically by the growing temperance movement.
In Georgia, a state which adopted temperance societies
with wholehearted enthusiasm, Milledgeville tavern
keepers reported a 50% decline in liquor sales during the
1829 legislative session over the previous year.

At a

July 4th dinner in Lexington, Georgia, presided over by
William H. Crawford, lemonade was the only beverage
served.

57

Judge Joseph H. Lumpkin, the leader of the

state's temperance forces, reported with delight that on
his February Circuit for the Superior Court, he saw only
one member of the bar resort to alcoholic beverages and
"very little [alcohol consumed] by any body else of
standing in the community.

A Church man, who makes them,

sells them, or drinks them, begins now to be considered,
even by the irreligious, as still in the gall of bitterness."

58

Admittedly, even the most confirmed of drunken

lawyers, were he likely to appear before the abstinent
judge, would undoubtedly have gone to great pains to
conceal his habit.

But the very fact that such personal

57
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"Extract of a Letter from Col. J. H. Lumpkin . . . ,"
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pressure could be effective was a remarkable change of
attitude.
As the 1830 report of the Washington County Tem
perance Association (Maryland) noted, "those who still
habitually lift the bottle, find it less sweet than when
they drank, unwarned.

They hate, affect to despise, but

seldom fail to think of the Temperance Societies."

59

By

1829 and 1830, reports of declining liquor sales, dis
tillery closings, and "cold water" Fourth of July cele
brations crowded the pages of religious and secular
newspapers, temperance and tract society reports, and
journals of clerical conventions.

60

Temperance hotels

and boarding houses first came onto the American scene
in the late 1820s.

By 1830, English traveler James

Stuart reported from rural Alabama "that the influence of
the temperance societies is now such that spirits are
to be had in one-half of the houses in this country where
61
they were formerly sold."
Even colleges took on a
temporarily sober appearance.

Students of the University

59Washington County Temperance Association, Pro
ceedings of the 1st Annual Meeting . . . 1830 (Hagers
town, Md., 1830), 5.
60
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Report (1829), 38-39; 5th Annual Report (1830), 69;
Hawks, "Journals of the Va. Episcopal Conventions," 241.
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of North Carolina formed a temperance society in 1829
which met with sufficient support for Professor Elisha
Mitchell to report in April, 1831, that there was "one
form of vice from which they [parents] have nothing to
fear for their sons at the University."

62

Much of the progress reported in the initial period
of excitement, of course, proved to be less permanent and
less universal than appearances indicated to the avid
temperance advocates.

Georgia lawyers would continue to

enjoy a nip when beyond the withering gaze of Judge
Lumpkin, and for every Southern temperance hotel, there
were two which continued to quench the alcoholic thirsts
of those who had not yet seen the light.
The temperance battle was generally fought in
moral absolutes, but it did contribute a scientific know
ledge of alcohol's effect on the human body which would
live beyond the emotional arguments.

For the first time

in American history, large numbers of people eliminated
alcoholic beverages entirely from their diet.

Penitentiary

wardens began cutting liquor from prisoners' fare in the
late 1820s and reported with some amazement that the
change had resulted in no observable deaths.
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In 1829,
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Elisha Mitchell, Arguments for Temperance; A
Sermon Addressed to the Students of the University of
North-Carolina. March 13th 1831 (Raleigh. N.C., 1831), 1.
63

Ethan Allen, Discourse Delivered in Christ Church,
Washington. D.C., in April Last, at the Request of the
Board of Managers of the Washington City Temperance
Society, in Aid of its Cause (Washington, D.C., 1830), 15.
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the Sailor's Magazine reported two instances in which
coffee had been substituted from grog without either
physical difficulties or sailors' complaints.

Only one

year later, thirty of the vessels which cleared Charleston
in a two-month period were "dry."
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In 1831, the United

States Navy allowed sailors to accept pay in lieu of
grog.
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Doctors, who did take an interest in this one

area of reform, began presenting evidence to prove the
destructive nature of heavy drinking on the human body,
to show that the effect was as pernicious in warm as in
cool climates, and that alcoholic beverages were of no
known medical value.

Enunciating an idea which present-

day America is only beginning to accept, Dr. N. R. Smith
told the Baltimore Temperance Society in December, 1829,
that "drunkenness is a disease."
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fid

° Sailor's Magazine. 1 (1828-29), 286; 2 (1829-30),
96, 260.
Harold D. Langley, Social Reform in the United
States Navy. 1798-1852 (Urbana, 111., 1967), 219-27.
66
For remarkable compilations of rational arguments
against the use of alcoholic beverages, see: Columbia
Temperance Society, Proceedings of the Temperance Society
of Columbia. S.C.. Together with their Constitution, and
Report of their Committee on the Influence upon the Health.
Morals, and Prosperity of the Country (Columbia, S.C.,
1829), and Baltimore Temperance Society, The Constitution
and Address of the Baltimore Temperance Society; to Which
is Added An Address, Delivered before the Society by N. R.
Smith (Baltimore, 1830).
An anonymous correspondent to the Wesleyan Journal,
describing drunkenness as a mental disease, called on the
South Carolina legislature to set aside a section of the
new Lunatic Asylum for "the reception and cure of all
Patients. subject to derangement from intemperance." A
South Carolinian, "Intemperance," Wesleyan Journal. 2
(1826-27), no. 53.
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The temperance movement, like most of the reforms,
was at its best in the earliest years, while the excite
ment was untarnished by hard realities, while even its
staunchest advocates continued to search for understanding
of the evil which they challenged and for methods which
could convince a hostile public.

The evidence did point

to total abstinence as the one effective cure of alco
holism, but in applying it indiscriminantly, the temperance
movement after 1831, if it gained emotional strength,
lost a measure of rationality in its approach to men who
could control the habit.
In its first decade, the temperance movement aimed
its message at the evangelicals' traditional target, pub
lic opinion, and it enjoyed success which exceeded that
in any of the other areas of national reform.

Alcohol was

banished from the lives of respectable, religious society
in a generation, and public opinion was transformed suf
ficiently to bring about legislation and enforcement of
liquor laws in many areas of the country.

In rural areas,

where the advocates of temperance were able to win over
the local elites, drunkenness could be and was effectively
controlled.

But there were men who could not be con

vinced, areas which defied change.

Then, there were al

ways the cities, which seemed impossible to effectively
convert to anything.

In turning to legislative prohibi

tion in the 1840s, the forces of temperance were following
the only logical step to expand their influence.

But in
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so doing, they turned their backs on the key to evan
gelical success; they stopped trying to convince, and
started to force men against their will.

As state and

national Prohibition would prove, the appeal to personal
conviction and responsibility, the very core of the early
evangelical temperance movement, was an approach, the
abandonment of which would win battles but lose a war.

CHAPTER 6
TO REFORM A NATION
Part Ills
I.

The Culmination, 1826-1830

The Reforming Mood of the Nation, 1826-1830
In one of those great historical changes which

defies complete explanation, the whole pulse of American
life quickened in the mid-twenties.

Arthur Schlesinger,

Jr., brilliantly captured much of the excitement in his
Age of Jackson, although, as revisionist historians have
tended to suggest, the age of the common man was as much
the result of, as the parent of the rising political
activity on the national level.^

The revival of political

competition in the 1820s caused office seekers and their
supporters to court the average voter and give him a new
sense of importance.

Indirectly, it brought about the

decade's wave of constitutional conventions which carried
the country far closer to the principle of universal
manhood suffrage.

It produced an atmosphere of change,

of human progress, which inspired creative social experi-

^See: Richard P. McCormack, "New Perspectives on
Jacksonian Politics," American Historical Review, 65
(1960), 288-301.
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mentation in the form of working men's associations,
utopian schemes, and literary and artistic production,
however provincial and transitory they would prove to he.
The benevolent societies, in proportions which are
impossible to define, were both causes and manifestations
of this larger social revolution.

The heady excitement

of Jacksonian politics, even if greeted with repugnance
by most educated clergymen who had nurtured millennial
visions in the politically calm days of the Era of Good
Feelings, did produce an intensity in all areas of social
endeavor.

It did invigorate their own version of repub

lican and religious perfection, if not in the same spirit
of expectation common in the previous decade, with an
equally powerful sense of desperation.

The revivalism of

the late twenties had clear, if not easily definable,
emotional ties with rising political and social expecta
tions in the secular world, and this in turn energized
the entire reform society movement.
II.

Internal Expansion of National Societies,
1810-1825
The year 1825-26 was also a turning point in the

internal development of the national reform societies
themselves.

Undoubtedly the timing was influenced by the

external forces of political excitement and revivalism,
but it was the inevitable culmination of an organizing
process which would have occurred, had neither Andrew
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Jackson nor Charles G. Finney stepped onto the historical
stage at the opportune moment.
Although the national societies were, from their
beginnings, forged as weapons in the Holy War, their
work between 1810 and 1825 had little to do with the aboli
tion of ignorance, irreligion, and human sinfulness to
which they were dedicated.

Between 1810 and 1825, Bibles

and tracts were distributed, ministerial candidates
educated, and moral standards somewhat elevated.

But

the major accomplishment, in spite of the rhetoric, was
that the reform societies successfully sold themselves to
the public; from a set of dreams possessing no substance
at all in 1810, they were formed into seemingly powerful
institutions by 1826, poiseid to accomplish the national
reformation to which they were dedicated.
The major thrust of national reform society energy
before 1826 was necessarily directed toward creating this
foundation of public support.

They aroused initial en

thusiasm partly from the purposes to which they were
dedicated, but also because they were excitingly different
from anything which had come before them.

It was a lesson

which they unconsciously took to heart, and they turned
again and again to the stimulants of novelty and innova
tion in the following decades to extend their base of
popular support to a level which could command an in
fluence on national policy.
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Part of the early excitement was built on nothing
more than a glorified game of musical chairs.

Local

societies were eclipsed by state societies, state societies
by national organizations; the loose affiliation of
auxiliaries characteristic of the earliest national socie
ties was supplemented by part time, then full time
national agents who could organize local efforts with
calculated efficiency.
On the local level, the reform societies catered to
the public need for innovation by emphasizing mechanical
efficiency and the festival atmosphere.

Independent

sunday schools were incorporated into union societies
with their teachers' conventions and public anniversaries.
Indirectly modeled after the charity school and hospital
anniversaries of London which had amazed American travelers
for a century, sunday school processions flourished in the
late twenties in American cities.

Over 4,300 children

from fifty-three schools turned out to march the streets
of Baltimore in 1828, and similar festivities enlivened
Washington, Richmond, and Charleston in the same period.
2

2

For a description of the London processions, see:
Nathaniel S. Wheaton, A Journal of a Residence during
Several Months in London; Including Excursions through
Various Parts of England; and a Short Tour in France and
Scotland; In the Years 1823 and 1824 (Hartford, Ct., 1830),
220; Isaac Parker Cook, Early History of Methodist Sabbath
Schools, in Baltimore City and Vicinity; and Other in
teresting Facts Connected Therewith. Compiled by a Sab
bath Scholar of 1817 (Baltimore, 1877), 45; John Marshall
to Sabbath School Association of Richmond and Manchester,
Richmond, June 28, 1828, Sailor's Magazine, 1 (1828-29),
81.
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Adopting the model of the national societies of London and
New York to the provincial level, leaders of the benevo
lent societies and churches in the major Southern cities
timed annual meetings and clerical associations so as to
create their own anniversary weeks.

3

In Charleston, the

combined exertions of local organizations were directed
toward establishing a headquarters for benevolent activity.
A separate building was dedicated on April 8, 1829; it
served as a depository for Bibles, tracts, and sunday
school literature and was open for meetings to all
4
societies.
A non-denominational sunday school structure
served a similar purpose in Baltimore.
The national societies, subject to the same need to
constantly demonstrate newness and progress, were only too
glad to feed local appetites with an endless series of
mechanical innovations.

New tracts were produced to

satisfy every turn in the benevolent sphere.

Sunday school

curriculums were formulated, promoted, debated, and
amended; the use of tickets and prizes was encouraged, then
discouraged, then promoted again.
tracts were given to the poor.

At first, Bibles and

Then, in the 1820s, it

"The Anniversary Week," Charleston Observer. 4
(1830), 62.
^Thomas S. Grimke, Address at the Dedication of the
Building in Chalmers Street designed as a Depository for
Bibles. Tracts, and Sunday School Books, and for the
Anniversary Celebration of Religious Societies. Delivered
on Wednesday Evening, April 8, 1829 (Charleston, S.C.,
1829).
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was decided that exacting minimal payment was necessary to
preserve the recipient's pride and to cause him to value
the gift, and a whole new approach to the poor was formu
lated and put into operation.

The direct distribution of

tracts which was employed in the early years was sup
plemented by tract boxes in churches, steamboats, and
public buildings.
Much of the spirit of innovation originated in the
fund raising process.

Very soon after charitable societies

began to proliferate in the early national period, society
organizers came to realize that popular financial support
demanded popular methods of solicitation.

The eighteenth-

century endowment-like annual subscription, suited only to
society possessing an entrenched, timeless aristocracy,
was abandoned in favor of precarious but potentially more
rewarding appeals for funds which were renewed annually.
With all the ingenuity which they could muster, the
evangelicals, indeed, created the techniques and gimmicks
which remain the basis of modern fund raising.
A cardinal rule of the evangelical approach,
inspired partly to give recognition but even more to
inspire emulation, was to publicize every donation, no
matter how insignificant.

For even the smallest local

society, publication of the annual report, the names of
officers, and the complete list of subscribers and their
gifts, was viewed as essential a duty as any of the good
works to which they were dedicated.

The possibilities of
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categorical memberships were quickly appreciated and
effectively employed, particularly by the national
societies.

There were annual memberships, life member

ships, and honorary life memberships which devoted con
gregations were encouraged to confer upon their pastors.
The American Board of Commissioners for Foreign
Missions and the American Society for the Education of
Pious Youth displayed particular ingenuity.

The A.B.C.P.M.

created separate funds for education, foreign missions,
and Indian Missions and, attempting to suit their appeal
to personal whims, encouraged unusual gifts for a specific
purpose.

Reviving a technique originated a century before

by the Foundling Hospital of London, the society began
naming missionary children as directed by those who would
provide adequate support.

Organizations which would pro

vide sufficient funds were allowed to name mission
schools.

Due to the benevolence of Southern ladies, a

Charleston School and an Augusta School were founded in
India in 1819, and dusky children in India and among the
Civilized Tribes who had no choice in the matter nominally
became Benjamin M. Palmer, Nathaniel Russel, James
Gregorie, William Hollinshead, and Thomas Witherspoon,
namesakes of deceased husbands and beloved clergymen of
the donors.
Among monetary donations accepted by the A.B.C.F.M.
and the Education Society between 1819 and 1826 were those
raised by:

a friend who "retrenched from ornaments on

Wedding Cake"; a ten-year-old girl who abstained from
*
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using sugar; a physician who donated fees for practice
on the Sabbath; the "proceeds of an onion garden"; the
"avails of a small cherry tree"; agricultural profits
from an "Education field"; the profits from "jewelry
renounced by a Cherokee convert."

Both societies, which

encouraged gifts of clothing and provisions, accepted
and acknowledged other goods as well.

The American

Education Society, in 1821, was given a "vest of black
cassimere"; the A.B.C.F.M. received jewelry, unopened
Christmas presents, and, from one strangely motivated
5
individual, two bugles 1

. .
The innovative fund raising

techniques developed so fully by the national organiza
tions were copied by local societies and helped to main
tain interest after the immediate excitement of founding
subsided.
The benevolent society agents were, in many
respects, America's first generation of professional
fund raisers.

Jeremiah Evarts, whose diary documents

his shrewd ability to modify appeals to suit the character
of his audience, wrote from Charleston in 1826 that
"Southern people have always been more ready to give their
five and ten dollars than Northern people."

Noting that

all Charleston needed was "that the principal of religious
charity should be cultivated,11 he wistfully predicted

To ascertain the techniques employed by the dif
ferent societies to raise funds, see the Annual Reports.
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that an agent could devote five to ten years in that city
alone "in organizing the inhabitants for this effort and
g
in bringing them to work."
By the late 1820s, C. S.
Dudley's An Analysis of the System of the Bible Society
(London, 1821), a manual for society agents which set
forth the techniques of fund raising in minute detail,
was available and known within American benevolent society
circles.7
III.

National Reformation, 1826-1830
For the first generation of national societies,

the A.B.C.F.M., the Education Society, the American Bible
Society, the New England Tract Society, and the Presby
terian and Baptist Boards of Missions, the mechanical
innovations and gimmickry served well in creating and
sustaining growth.

By the middle of the twenties, these

were strong organizations with popular constituencies
throughout the country.
But there was a limit to the effectiveness of
changes within the societies and by 1826, the point of
exhaustion had more or less been reached.

g

Although there

E. D. Tracy, Memoir of the Life of Jeremiah Evarts,
(Boston, 1845), 117, 226.
7
C. S. Dudley, An Analysis of the System of the
Bible Society, throughout its Various Parts (London, 1821).
Charles I. Foster, in An Errand of Mercy: The Evangelical
United Front, 1790-1837 (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1960), probably
overrates the influence of Dudley's book. It was never
reprinted in this country, and in fact, much of his advice
was picked up independently through trial and error and
common sense.
Esq.
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would be further expansion and new reforms in the suc
ceeding years, the techniques of creating the reform
society, of obtaining financial support, and of adminis
tering a national organization had been refined to an
efficient science which would see few changes in the
remainder of the century.
With the essential work of establishment behind
them, conscious of the fact that continued preoccupation
with the increasingly slick and boring process of internal
growth threatened to lose the attention and interest of
the public, the national society leadership was forced
to re-examine the declared purposes upon which they
operated.

Finally, they had to direct their strengthened

resources to these ends.
In the case of the national foreign missionary
and education societies, there was no sharp discontinuity
in the 1820s.

For the A.B.C.F.M., the Baptist Board of

Foreign Missions, and the United Foreign Missionary
Society and its predecessors, their aim of converting the
world to Christianity was obviously too extensive to
foster any visions of a quick, successful completion of
the task without divine intervention.

Confident in their

millennial faith that, with God's help, they or their
successors would eventually witness success, they were in
their everyday labors forced to accept the personal satis
faction of doing their job well, of gradually building an
international base for an eventual triumph.

The education
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societies were never conceived in more than a supportive
role for the larger work of reform and church expansion.
As in the field of foreign missions but for these entirely
different reasons, their work was of a plodding nature,
built upon visions of steady growth but no grand expecta
tions that the efforts alone could speedily, or ever,
bring on the millennium.
In the field of domestic reform, Bible societies,
tracts, domestic missions, and moral improvement, however,
the purposes were both ambitious and, to the religious
visionary (which all good reformers were), seemingly
attainable.

The national societies had never seen their

mission as simply that of making Bibles and religious
literature readily available, of getting missionaries
into the field.

The printed matter and the evangelists

were but the instrumentality in the far larger goal of
bringing an entire nation to moral and religious perfec
tion.

Fattened and confident after ten years of growth,

simultaneously inspired and threatened by the temper of
the secular world, the national reformers turned in 1826-30
to the implementation of this ultimate goal.

In the short

space of a few years, a self-confident mentality of ur
gent Heavenly combat spread throughout the religious
reform society community, briefly drawing all of the
national societies together in an escalating series of
"campaigns" aimed at saving the United States.
The national society foundings of 1824-28 were
essentially logistical maneuvers to expedite the greater
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purpose at hand.

The American Sunday School Union (1824),

the American Tract Society (1825), and the American Home
Missionary Society (1826) placed on a firm national footing
reform activities which had already been developed.

The

American Prison Discipline Society (1825), the American
Society for the Suppression of Intemperance (1826), the
American Seamen's Friend Society (1826), and the General
Union for Promoting the Christian Sabbath (1828), were
formed to give particular areas of the entire reform
vision the single-minded attention which they could not
adequately receive from the larger societies (Bibles,
tracts, missions).

But-this second generation of national

societies did not have to go through the maturation process
which had dominated the first decades' energy of the older
organizations.

In a sense, they came into the world full-

grown, their procedures mapped out in detail and their
constituencies ready and waiting.

Almost from their

inception, they were able to turn their sights to the
greater effort and contribute to its course of develop
ment.
The Bible societies appropriately fired the first
shots of the Holy War.

To dispel a sense of restlessness

which seems to have overtaken many local auxiliaries after
the first excitement of founding had subsided, they hit
upon the idea of setting goals and attempting to meet them
in a specified time period.

In 1822, the Bible Society

of Baltimore resolved to distribute the Scriptures to
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every family in the city which did not have them; the
Bible Society of Virginia vowed to supply Richmond in
1825; the Delaware Bible Society, all of New Castle
County in 1826.

In 1827, the Young Men's Bible Society of

Baltimore announced an all-out effort to supply the
entire state of Maryland within a year.
The concerted campaign with specific objectives and
times for completion, in reality the application of the
systematic techniques used for several years by the urban
missionary societies to ever-larger geographical areas,
instantly captured the imaginations of the national
reformers.

Between 1827 and 1829, major Bible campaigns

on a state-wide level were launched throughout the South,
involving simultaneous drives for funds and schemes for
distribution.

Exploratory missions were set in motion to

ascertain needs, and state Bible conventions were convened
in North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, and
Louisiana to give even greater authority to efforts than
O

individual societies could provide.

Drawn by the ground-

swell of local fervency and prodded by the purse of Arthur
Tappan, the American Bible Society dedicated itself in
May, 1829, to supplying Bibles to every family in the

O

See the Annual Reports of the societies and:
Eric M. North, "The Great Challenge: Distribution in the
U.S., Part II, 1821-30," (American Bible Society His
torical Essays, unpublished typescript; American Bible
Society Library, New York).
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United States withxn two years.
The Bible Society was not to have the continental
field to itself.

The election of Jackson, not only a

Democrat but a product of the irreligious Western frontier
and almost universally viewed with alarm by the leaders of
the national benevolent societies, rekindled the concern
for the spiritual state of the nation's heartland which
Samuel J. Mills had aroused fourteen years earlier.

As

Jacob Van Vechten, a Dutch Reformed clergyman from
Albany, expressed it in 1829:
The strength of the nation lies beyond
the Allegheny. The center of dominion
is fast moving in that direction. The
ruler of this country is growing up in
the great valley— leave him without the
gospel, and he will be a ruffian giant,
who will regard neither the decencies
of civilization, nor the charities of
religion.
Organized in 1826 to give domestic missions national
direction, the American Home Missionary Society launched
an all-out campaign in 1828-29 to bring the Gospel to
every settlement west of the Allegheny Mountains.

The

American Tract Society, which had already in that year
entered into a plan to distribute one tract per month to
every family in New York City and which had the capacity
g
Foster, An Errand of Mercy, 194-95.
1^*From an address of Jacob Van Vechten at the an
niversary of the American Home Missionary Society, May,
1829. Printed in The Home Missionary (June, 1829) and
reprinted in Peter G. Mode's Source Book and Bibliograph
ical Guide for American Church History (Menasha, Wis.,
1921), 426-27.
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to produce a limitless supply of their product, joined in
the Mississippi Valley campaign with enthusiasm.

The

American Sunday School Union followed suit in 1830 with
the resolution to establish, within two years, "a
Sunday School in every destitute place where it is practi
cable, throughout the Valley of the Mississippi."

For

each society, the resolutions launched a flurry of public
meetings and fund drives in the cities and churches pos
sessing strong branch societies and led to the dispatch
of dozens of new agents and missionaries to reap the
financial and spiritual rewards.11
For the South, the exhilaration of the religious
reform community was as intense in the late 1820s as in
the North, but it took a somewhat different form.

Of

the national benevolent societies which committed them
selves to saving the nation, only the American Bible
Society had strong auxiliary organizations, independent
of the churches, throughout the urban and rural South.
Second only to the Bible Society as the driving force
behind the great evangelical campaign of 1826, the American
Home Missionary Society had very little following in the
section.

The American Tract Society did exude a general

moral fervor, it did have broad connections in the South,
but its major role in the national campaign was in support
of missions and the moral reforms.

Sunday schools, except

11
See the Annual Reports and Foster, An Errand of
Mercy. 179-200.
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for a handful of interdenominational unions in the
section's few major cities, were by this period over
whelmingly denominational, tied directly to local churches
particularly of the Presbyterians.

Although this denomina

tion dominated large areas of Virginia, the Carolinas and
Kentucky, although their presence and intellectual leader
ship was felt throughout the nation, they could not speak
for the Southern people as a whole with the authority that
the Presbyterian-Congregational alliance could in New
England, western New York, Pennsylvania, and the Midwest.
The focus of Southern religious life was by the
middle twenties, because of its dominant rural character,
more strictly sectarian than in the North, and the geo
graphical-denominational configuration of churches in
the section uniquely shaped the reform excitement of 182630 as it unfolded.

To a far greater extent than in the

North, which possessed the entire spectrum of independent
benevolent societies, interdenominational Southern efforts
were thrown primarily into the campaign of the American
Bible Society.

A greater percentage of the remaining

effort was directed within the denominational framework,
primarily the Presbyterian Church but within the other
sects as well.

And because of the lessened presence of

the interdenominational religious societies as a whole,
a greater portion of the reform effort was devoted to the
moral reforms, particularly temperance.

Where the refcirm

excitement did burn, it did so with the same intensity
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as in the North, but the fires were more scattered and
more vulnerable to rapid extinction when the national
campaigns began to falter in the 1830s for lack of fuel.
In terms of numerical growth alone, the quickened
pace of organized reform between 1825 and the thirties
12
produced significant results.
But in many ways, it was
the clear transformations of individual character and the
symbolic victories which inspired the greatest hope that a
new age was dawning:

the moral reformation and conversion

of seamen; the signs that the Popish tyranny of Spanish
America was tottering on the brink of democratic revolution, hopefully ripe for Protestant Missionary conquest.

13

In polite society, church membership, temperance, opposi
tion to dueling, the theatre, and lotteries were gaining
ground and setting a new tone for acceptable behavior.
Honestly considered by many incapable of personal selfcontrol, Negroes, in the few cases they were permitted
to do so, entered into temperance societies and mis
sionary work with all the responsible fervor shown by

12

See the appropriate sections of Chapters 4 and
5 for statistics of growth of the national reform socie
ties.
13
Presumably because of frequent trade contacts and
closer proximity, Southerners displayed considerable
interest in extending benevolent society work to Spanish
America. See, for example, the Annual Reports of the
Bible Society of Baltimore in the 1820s.
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any White Southerners.

14

Members of the Civilized Tribes

took up evangelical religion and moral reform with an
enthusiasm which put their White neighbors to shame,
organizing sunday schools, education and temperance
societies, participating in revivals, and faithfully
15
keeping the Sabbath.
Thomas Jefferson's removal from the earthly world
at the age of eighty-four in 1826 hardly had the ap
pearance of retribution from an angry God.

But to most

evangelicals, it marked a relief-filled passing of the
old order, of the emobdiment of Deism and egalitarian
radicalism in its most dangerously attractive form.

When

William Meade, soon to be Episcopal Bishop of the Old
Dominion, was invited to preach at the University of
Virginia in the memory of nine students who had died in
14
The Richmond African Missionary Society (1815),
which had an integrated membership and a branch society
in Petersburg, was one of the strongest Baptist benevolent
societies in the South. Among auxiliaries to the Virginia
Society for the Promotion of Temperance were: The Fork
Union Temperance Society (1829) made up of both slaves
and free Negroes; The Richmond African Temperance Society
(1829). For notices of the Richmond African Missionary
Society, see the Annual Reports of the Richmond Baptist
Foreign and Domestic Mission Society? for the two tem
perance organizations, see: Virginia Society for the
Promotion of Temperance, 4th Annual Report (Richmond,
Va., 1831).
15

For references to benevolent societies and
revivals among the Indians, see: T. Charleton Henry, A
Plea for the West. A Sermon Preached before the Missionary
Society of the Synod of South Carolina and Georgia,
November 21, 1824 (Charleston, S.C., 1824), 21-22? "Haber
sham Mission, October 23, 1826," Wesleyan Journal, 2
(1826-27), 62? James Stuart, Three Years in North America
(London, 1833? 2 vols.), vol. 2, 178, 185? American Board
of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, Annual Reports:
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1828-29, he came with all the righteous confidence of a
crusader planting the Christian flag in the land of the
infidel.

He drew a picture of a proud university kneeling

penitently down after a decade to its Maker.

As he

described it, the university community, trying to explain
the deaths, "at length, dispairing to find any secondary
cause which might be brought within the reach of man and
be removed by human skill, they have looked up to the
great cause of all causes, and humbly bowing before it,
have said, and publicly said it, 'This is a visitation
of divine providence; the hand of God hath done it.'"
Never a man to shrink from whatever he saw as his Christian
duty, Meade directly attributed the deaths to God's
displeasure with the university's godless ways and called
for the immediate institution of chapel and Sunday ser
vices, religious instruction, hiring of a chaplain, and
use of the Bible as a text.

Meade drew heavy criticism

for his forthrightness, but the University did soon incorporate chapel services in its curriculum.

16

A year

later, an interdenominational coalition of evangelical
clergymen and laymen, including Meade and John Holt Rice
15 (1824), 93; 19 (1828), 64-110; 20 (1829), 64; 21 (1830),
78.
16
William Meade, Sermon Delivered in the Rotunda
of the University of Virginia, on Sunday, May 24, 1829.
On the Occasion of the Deaths of Nine Young Men Who Fell
Victims to the Diseases which Visited the Place during the
Summer of 1828, and the Following Winter (Charlottesville,
Va., 1829.
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with whom Jefferson had vigorously sparred over religious
establishments, was gleefully making plans to convert
Monticello into a religiously-oriented boarding school.
IV.

17

Opposition
Organized reform in the South and in the nation as

a whole had not, from the very beginning, gone unopposed.
In some cases, it was a matter of denominational rivalry.
The Catholics, rightly sensing that these vehicles of
militant Protestantism were directly hostile to their very
existence, consistently disapproved of all of the benevo
lent societies, except for secular charities, anti18
dueling, and to some degree, temperance societies.

The

Episcopalians were divided on the matter, but there was a
High Church wing which, strongly believing their denomina
tion to be the one true faith, resisted cooperation with

17

Proposals for a New School for Bovs (Charlottes
ville? 1828. Broadside advertisement). The prospectus,
signed by, among others, John Holt Rice, Richard Channing
Moore, James M. Garnett, Edward C. McGuire, William Meade,
Charles Fenton Mercer, John Hartwell Cocke, and William
Maxwell, stated that "as it is believed that religious
instruction will greatly conduce the maintenance of proper
discipline in such an establishment, and otherwise essen
tially promote the welfare of its members." Students
were to be required to attend morning and evening prayers,
afternoon chapel services, and Sunday worship. Students
were at all times to be taught "both by precept and the
example of their instructors, to 'fear God and keep his
commandments, which is the whole duty of man.'"
18

For an illiberal summary of Catholic-Protestant
conflict over Bible distribution in Frederick, Maryland,
in 1828, see:
Review, The Reverend Rector of the Roman
Catholic Church in Frederick-Town, vs. The Young Men's
Bible Society (Frederick, Md., 1828).
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other Churches in benevolences.
of New York led this party.

Nationally, Bishop Hobart

In the South, Bishop Kemp

of Maryland and Bishop Ravenscroft of North Carolina,
both converts to Episcopalianism, actively opposed inter
denominational Bible and tract societies, to the thorough
embarrasment of their evangelical counterparts in Virginia
and South Carolina.

19

Although individual members of the sect partici
pated, the Quakers were generally disapproving of all
benevolent societies except in the field of antislavery.
Their repugnance for Calvinist concepts of human depravity,
their inherent dislike of ostentation, and, a certain
resentment of the sudden professions of the humanitarianism which they had glorified in as their own thankless
calling, made them wary of even Bible societies.

The

Jeremiah complex was too deeply ingrained in the soul of
Quakerism to permit many of its members to accept as a
19

For Bishop Kemp's opposition to the American
Tract Society, see: Protestant Episcopal Church. Dio
cese of Maryland, Journal (1827), 9-10.
Bishop Ravenscroft, who vehemently opposed inter
denominational cooperation with English speaking Churches
in any form, scandalized the evangelical community of the
South by delivering, without warning, an address to the
Bible Society of North Carolina in 1824 which opposed the
principles for which it stood. John S. Ravenscroft, A
Sermon Preached before the Bible society of N. Carolina,
on Sunday. December 12, 1824 (Raleigh, N.C., 1825). For
titles in an ensuing war of words with John Holt Rice and
Elisha Mitchell, see Bibliography. For a hostile review
of the speech in a publication of Virginia evangelical
Episcopalians, see: Washington Theological Repertory, 6
(1924-25), 444-45. For documentation of his opposition to
interdenominational cooperation, see: Protestant Episco
pal Church. Diocese of North Carolina, Journal (1825),
10-11, 22-23.
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reform anything which was popular; their primary concern
with personal holiness made the entire concept of public
20
opinion reform, no matter how effective, distasteful.
Somewhat inconsistently, however. Friends did begin to
21
organize their own tract societies in the 1820s.
The
Moravians shared much of the Quaker outlook, and along
with the German Lutheran and Reformed Churches, were
encouraged in their exclusive ways by their use of the
German language.
The most widespread and vocal opposition stemmed
from Separate Baptists and Methodists, based in part on
rivalry, but more directly in -the deep-seated egalitarian
ism which both sects elevated to a proud virtue.

Strongly

opposed to any hint of religious establishment, in practice
unfavorable to a salaried clergy, they were receptive to
20

In the biography of his abolitionist father,
John S. Tyson of Baltimore expressed this idea well:
". . . When the will of Heaven is suited to the will of
man, in any particular, how easy it is to complyi
. . . the philanthropist who makes the will of Heaven his
guide . . . whose ardor is as unabated when single handed
and alone he wields the weapons of
his warfare, aswhen
backed by the collected power of anation; and who clings
closer and closer to his God as he is more and more
abandoned by man— HE is the only true philanthropist."
John S. Tyson, The Life of Elisha Tyson, the Philanthropist
(Baltimore, 1825), 4-6.
For the debate between Presbyterian clergyman
Eliphalet W. Gilbert and Quaker Benjamin Gilbert which
included discussion of the benevolent societies, see:
Eliphalet W. Gilbert, Letters of Paul and Amicus Originally
Published in the Christian Repository, A Weekly Paper,
Printed at Wilmington, Delaware (Wilmington, Del., 1823),
21-28.
21
See Appendix B for the Baltimore Association of
Friends, for Publishing and Distributing Tracts on Moral
and Religious Subjects (1817).
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the sort of anticlericalism promulgated by the British
working class movement of 1815-30 and undoubtedly drew
some of their arguments and inflection from this source.

22

Joshua Lawrence, a North Carolina Baptist preacher, who
portrayed himself as just "a millpond boy, a farmer,
that can only write and read," voiced characteristic
sentiments in The North Carolina Whig's Apology (Tarborough,
N.C., 1830).

He described temperance societies as un-

scriptural, Bible societies as money-making schemes, "and
as regards Tract Societies and Sunday School Unions, they
are about the worst of the whole gang . . .

I tell you,

my audience, that it is my candid opinion, that this
society craft will enslave our country.

In a word, all

these chief societies will make use of employed runners
as sponges to suck the riches of a town, and squeeze it
and then send them off in another direction to be filled
again."

23

He elaborated his description of the agents:

22

Through Anglo-American Methodist and Catholic
contacts, particularly in their periodical literature,
Americans were kept somewhat abreast of developments in
the English and Irish workingmen's movement. From 1815
to the mid-twenties, William Cobbett's publications were
printed in America, widely exerpted in the press, and
they undoubtedly helped to set the tone for much of the
egalitarian anti-clerical literature. Popular opposition
to Presbyterian advocacy of tithes can hardly be explained
except as a transposition of the British Tithes Contro
versy (in Britain tithes were mandatory, in America only
voluntary). See: Eleazer Harris, The Christian's
Remembrancer . . . (n.p., 1821); United States Catholic
Miscellany, 1 (1822), 26-28, 34-35, 42-43.
23

Joshua Lawrence, The North-Carolxna Whig's
Apology, for the Kehukee Association (Tarborough, N.C.,
1830), 14-18, 47.
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These tyrants, these proud hirelings,
these men that can't preach without pay,
these stiff, glove-handed, school
polished gentlemen, that are now
strutting through our country seeking
a place of profit almost in every town
and village, to live in idleness on
the honest labors of the farmer and
mechanic. I have heard many of them
preach, and so far as my knowledge
extends about preaching, I would not
give an old jack knife for a cowpen
full of' such grammar, Latin, Greek,
gospel spoiling fellows, to preach
to m e . 24
The societies were criticized because they were not
mentioned in the Bible, and, in fact, an Anti-Missionary
Movement became widespread among Baptists in Kentucky,
Tennessee, and neighboring areas.

25

Benevolent organiza

tions were pictured as bureaucracies which swallowed most
of their funds for salaries.

They were portrayed as being

undemocratic, power hungry, willing to employ tainted

24

Lawrence, North-Carolina Whig's Apology# 38-39.

25
Although a leading advocate of educational re
form, Alexander Campbell strongly opposed benevolent
societies as unscriptural. In a piece published in his
Christian Baptist (vol. 1, 1823-24, p. 20), he mockingly
noted that [in the early days of Christianity], "the head
of a believing household was not, in those days, a presi
dent, or manager of a board of foreign missions; his wife,
the president of some female education society ; his eldest
son, the recording secretary of some domestic Bible
society; his eldest daughter, the corresponding secre
tary of a mite society, and his little daughter, a tutoress
of a Sunday school. They knew nothing of the hobbies of
modern times."
For the best summary of the Anti-Mission movement,
see Bertram Wyatt-Brown's "The Antimission Movement in the
Jacksonian South: A Study in Regional Folk Culture,"
Journal of Southern History, 36 (1970), 501-29.
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money, and guilty of encouraging the idea that salvation
could be purchased.2®
"Timothy," an 1828 correspondent of the Methodist
Wesleyan Journal, emphasized hypocracy and ostentation.
Attacking the claims of "national" societies which were
not national, "interdenominational" societies which were
not interdenominational, deriding the overblown style,
corrupted English, and cost of publications, and the wil
lingness of societies to give offices to "debauchees,
infidels and duelists, . . . aspiring men, who have no
principles but ambition . . . designing men who have no
religion but interest . . . " h e suggested that:
. . . charity, once a meek and blushing
angel that shrunk tremblingly away from
the world's observation and concealed
frcan its own left hand the doings of
the right, is transformed into a for
ward and blustering coxcomb, who will
not move a step without a flourish of
trumpets.27
In urban areas, the whole missionary movement was
occasionally criticized for sending "for the good of other
countries, a portion of our wealth and our services:

that

whilst the poor and ignorant, the vicious and unconverted,
abound in our own land, they should be the sole objects
of our care."

28

Societies for the reformation of the

26

Lawrence, North-Carolina Whig's Apology, 44-47?
Millennial Harbinger, 1 (1830), 76.
27 .
Timothy, "The Fashions of Modern Charity,"
Wesleyan Journal, 1 (1825-26), 32, 45.
28
This criticism was noted and answered in Thomas S.
Grimke's Address at the Dedication of the Building in
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poor and ladies' sewing societies were criticized for
competing with honest laborers and thus causing unemploy. 29
ment.
Reversing the protagonists of the evangelicals'
Deistical Plot of the 1790s, the most ardent opponents of
religious societies periodically painted a fantastic
picture of a vast "secret combination" methodically
working through the reform societies to effect clerical
domination of the political process.

30

Joshua Lawrence,

who was obviously feeling the competitive effects of the
Great Campaigns with his "good old time religion," advised:

Chalmers Street designed as a Depository for Bibles,
Tracts and Sunday School Books, and for the Anniversary
Celebration of Religious Societies. Delivered on Wednesday
evening. April 8. 1829 (Charleston, S.C., 1829), 11-12.
The Annual Report of a missionary society in
Baltimore also noted "Considerable opposition to sending
our money to a distance, while there is so much to do at
home." Baltimore Female Mite Society for the Education of
Heathen Children in India, Annual Report (1818), 3-4.
29
Gregone, "Charitable Sewing Societies Vindicated,"
Gospel Messenger, 8 (1830), 230-35.
30

For positive and negative references to the "Great
Plot" theory, see: Ceres, Observations on Infidelity
(Wilmington, Del., 1809); William K. Clowney. A Reply to
the Goats of Columbia, in the State of South Carolina
(Columbia, S.C., 1823); "Slander," Charleston Observer,
2 (1828), 190-1; Samuel J. Baird, ed., A Collection of the
Acts. Deliverances, and Testimonies of the Supreme Judiciary
of the Presbyterian Church from its Origin in America to
the Present Time. With Notes and Documents, Explanatory
and Historical: Constituting a Complete Illustration of
Her Polity. Faith and History (Phila., 1856), 830-31.
In the next decade, the theory was expanded and
widely popularized by apostate Andover graduate Calvin
Colton in Protestant Jesuitism (N.Y., 1836).
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. . . first, don't give one cent to any
of these societies; but what you have
to give, give to the poor and the needy,
the fatherless and the widow . . .
secondly, discountenance [agents] . . .
not even honor him with a hearing as
money is his design . . .
to save your country, you should not
support any man for public office in the
State, that is a member of, or that is
in favor of the societies of the day,
lest any bill supporting priestcraft
should come before the State or National,
and there meet with priest-made friends
to rivet the yoke on your necks . . .31
The irascible Mrs. Anne Royal, whose violent hatred
of the evangelicals and their benevolent societies was
carried to the point of an obsession, called for an
alliance of separate Baptists, Quakers, Methodists, High
Church Episcopalians, Catholics, Unitarians, Universalists,
and Jews against the spreading influence of the "priests."

32

In Pennsylvania, lay and clerical members of the German
Lutheran and German Reformed Churches, bitterly divided
with the English-speaking members of their own denomina
tions, convened public meetings during the height of the
Campaigns to protest the "actions of unbelieving hypocrites or blind fanatics, seeking their own aggrandize
ment who were promoting Bible, Missionary, Tract and Sunday
School Societies, as well as Theological Seminaries,
31

32

Lawrence, North-Carolina Whig's Apology. 18-19.

Anne Royal, The Black Book, or A Continuation of
Travels in the United States (Washington, D.C., 1828-29;
3 vols.), 232-33. Her title was taken from a widelycirculated radical work by John Wade (pub. 1820) which
railed with the same invective against the Church, the
Bank of England, and the East India Company.
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[which] are repugnant to the wants, rights, and liberties
33
of the Republic.”
Far more effective than opposition based upon
emotion and jealousy were the rational arguments of the
Jeffersonians, too intellectual in their most telling form
to gain a popular following, but productive of an anti
clerical strain in Jeffersonian-Democratic counsels which
had political repercussions.

Jefferson in his private

correspondence, James Madison in his "detached memoranda,"
John Taylor in Arator and his political works, drawing
upon traditions with deep roots in British and European
radicalism and dissenter Protestantism itself, expressed
a coherent argument against religious establishments.

34

Taylor portrayed the clergy as an inherently unproductive
"order"

(along with the military, bankers, etc.), propped

up by the unnatural advantages of education, tradition,
wealth, and legal anachronisms, an aristocracy without
function except as it deprived agrarian and laboring society
of its just earnings.

Jefferson and Madison, their

theories sharpened by the fight for Anglican disestablish-

33

"Meeting of Opponents," and "Our German Neighbors
Again," Evangelical Lutheran Intelligencer. 4 (1829),
130-31, 166-70, 172-76.
34

Robert M. Healey, Jefferson on Religion in Public
Education (New Haven, Ct., 1962), 130-40; Elizabeth Fleet,
ed., "Madison's 'Detached Memoranda,'" William and Mary
Quarterly. 3rd Ser., 3 (1946), 534-68. See any of the
published works of John Taylor of Caroline, and for com
ments opposing Taylor, see: Harris, The Christian's
Remembrancer. 79-80.
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ment in the Virginia legislature, opposed support of
religion by the state.

As Presidents, Jefferson, and

Madison until forced by public opinion at the time of the
War of 1812, opposed proclamations of days of public
prayer and paid military chaplains.

Strongly convinced

that the earth was for the living, both men opposed
perpetual establishments and legal monopolies of any sort
or the use of public funds for religious indoctrination.
Neither became involved in any direct confrontation with
the evangelicals or the benevolent societies themselves,
but their outlook influenced and was shared by Democratic
congressmen and jurists.

35

The fact that the majority of

churchmen and almost all of the leaders of the national
societies (who were predominantly Northerners) were
Federalists and later Whigs encouraged the anticlerical
tendencies of their political opponents and did magnify
the anti-society strain inherent in secular and religious
liberalism.
The Jeffersonian attitudes did retard progress
toward the acceptance of general incorporation in Virginia
and led in that state to an inconsistent but essentially
negative attitude toward statutory incorporation of

35Jefferson, Madison, and Monroe joined the Virginia
Bible Society. See John Holt Rice to William Maxwell,
April 10, 1816, in William Maxwell's A Memoir of the Rev.
John H. Rice, P.P. (Richmond, 1835), 127-28.
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organizations with religious purposes.

36

State and then

federal decisions in the case of Baptist Association of
Philadelphia vs. Hart Executors (1819), invalidating the
bequest of a Virginia Baptist to the Philadelphia body,
led to two decades of highly restrictive Jeffersonian
judicial decisions in Virginia, North Carolina, and Mary37
land regarding bequests.
These decisions effectively
denied the Common Law doctrine of cy pris (the right and
duty of a court to reinterpret the terms of an unfulfillable bequest to suit the contemporary situation yet
uphold the donor's intentions).

The courts overturned a

number of significant benefactions and undoubtedly dis
couraged endowments in general, but by the 1840s, the
broader interpretation regained favor, even in the South.

38

36

For the difficulties which arose over the in
corporation of a Presbyterian seminary, see: John Holt
Rice, An Illustration of the Character and Conduct of
the Presbyterian Church in Virginia (Richmond, 1816), 45-56.
37
John Marshall's decxsxon in this case, seeming
to contradict his usual broad constitutional interpreta
tion, deserves further scrutiny by legal historians.
The decision is found in Henry Wheaton's Reports of Cases
Argued and Adjudged in The Supreme Court of the United
States. February Term. 1819 (N.Y., 1819; vol. 4 of
Wheaton's Reports), 1-51.
38

For a history of the restrictive "Virginia Charity
Doctrine," see: Howard S. Miller, The Legal Foundations of
American Philanthropy. 1776-1844 (Madison, Wis., 1961);
Irwin G. Wyllie, "The Search for An American Law of
Charity," Mississippi Valley Historical Review, 46 (1959),
203-21; Edith L. Fisch, "American Acceptance of Charitable
Trusts (1788-1952)," Notre Dame Lawyer. 28 (1953), 219-33;
Carl Zollman, "The Development of the Law of Charities in
the United States," Columbia Law Review. 19 (1919), 91111, 286-309. For a further instance of the disallowance
of a significant bequest on technical grounds in Maryland,
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In spite of the inconveniences and the encourage
ment it gave to detractors, the opposition which reform
societies encountered was, in final analysis, a major
asset.

Except in the case of Jeffersonian theory, it was

intellectually weak.

As a whole, it was unorganized and

overwhelmingly negative, critical or evangelical motives
and methods but incapable of formulating alternative
action to meet the popular social and emotional needs to
which the many humanitarian societies were directed.
As was true in the case of the formal Church growth
discussed in Chapter 2, men nurtured in a Biblical and
Protestant tradition of Christian conflict could not have
found emotional satisfaction in reform society efforts
without casting themselves as soldiers involved in
mortal Christian conflict.

Bishop Ravenscroft's injudi

cious remarks to the Bible Society of North Carolina,
Mrs. Royall's invectives, the harrangues of a backwoods
Baptist preacher, were effective only with men and women
who were naturally ill-disposed toward reform societies
anyway.

It was the reformers themselves, not opponents,

vdio joyously gave them recognition, magnified their
carping criticisms into threats of major proportions, and
then demolished them with immodest delight.

see: St. Peters School. Baltimore, Address of the
Trustees of St. Peter's School to the Congregation of
St. Peter's Church and to the Public (Baltimore, 1822).
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Jeffersonian opposition to days of fasting and
prayer, to chaplains, to religious content in public
education, to perpetual endowments, and to religious
incorporations in truth did deny Americans free access
to religion in certain circumstances and did pinch evan
gelical nerves in sensitive areas.

But even where the

evangelicals possessed a clear case in their favor, they
showed no more interest in sticking to rational arguments
than did their opponents.
The foundations of Lockean educational and psy
chological theory and the emphasis upon personal and
public morality were shared in the social visions of both
sides.

Even the idea that the earth is for the living,

that human institutions must continually justify them
selves by public support rather than rest upon the endow
ments of previous ages, was as basic to evangelical theories
of volunteerism as it was to Jeffersonian visions of social
harmony; the only real difference lay in conflicting
conceptions of the importance of life on earth, and the
differences were of minimal significance in the practical
matters of reform efforts.
But to be effective, evangelicals had to be pro
moters; they all possessed a certain capacity and penchant
for showmanship.

The clerical profession in a free society

inevitably nurtured the dreams of would-be actors in the
world of business and political action, and the uncon
sciously frustrated heroes, where they could not find
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satisfaction in existing challenges, had to create and
rationalize them.

It was as psychologically effective a

technique in dealing with society as a whole as it was in
rallying the reform leaders themselves, and the atmosphere
of conflict paid dividends in the form of public en
thusiasm which could never have been engendered by a quiet,
rational, reform movement.
For all parties, the abrasion inherent in the
evangelical reform impulse left a positive legacy, forcing
each group to critically examine and define its position
before launching an exterior defense.

Jeffersonians,

Unitarians, and the forces of secularism, in defending
themselves against religious attacks, were forced to
emphasize the moral content of their social and educational
theories.

Churchmen had to make a virtue of religious

toleration and freedom of choice.

Jeffersonian legis

latures and courts, in the very act of opposing religious
incorporations and disallowing religiously motivated
bequests, were forced to examine, comprehend, and even
tually accept the social utility of the principles upon
which they were based.

Baptists and Methodists, while

flailing at the unscriptural nature of societies or the
aristocratic ways of degree-laden clergymen, were them
selves led to appreciate and gradually adopt corporate
reform organization and formal education.
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V.

Culmination
Ironically, the evangelical campaigns of 1826-30

themselves, the culmination of the reform movement which
had germinated in the fertile crossbreeding of religious,
republican, and Enlightenment ideals, brought about the
destruction of the very impulse which produced them.

In

effect, the campaigns put the entire reform movement to
the practical test, calling their own bluff.

If, as the

national societies claimed, American society was shown to
be riddled with inconsistencies and imperfections, the
organizations proved themselves entirely inadequate to
providing necessary solutions.

National reform societies

survived their failure to meet the goals of 1826-30 and
continued as a whole to expand for two decades, but they
never again possessed the same innocence and credibility
on which they had built expectations in the previous
decades.

They continued in the 1830s and beyond to pur

sue their particular missions with all of the techniques
and rationalizations of the earlier period, but neither
the societies nor their public could seriously believe
that they could save the nation.
By its very nature, perfectionist reform of any
sort is inherently suicidal.

Short of the millennium,

none of the reforms which were aimed at creating a com
pletely harmonious, moral, Christian society, could pos
sibly satisfy the expectations which they themselves had
defined.

Even the staunchest reform advocates, however
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pleased with the successes which were recorded, could not
have taken much satisfaction in the aspect of American
society as a whole in the 1830s, if anything, more
blatantly secular, political, and hedonistic than ever
before.

In spite of the most well-intentioned efforts,

Bibles had not been put in the hands of every American
family, missionaries had not converted even a fraction of
the inhabitants of the Mississippi Valley, and drunkenness,
Sabbath-breaking, and crime remained very real and obvious
social problems.

To societies whose declared purpose and

popular following was geared toward accepting only com
plete success, not mere progress and certainly not failure
to meet immediate goals, the unfulfilled efforts of 182630 produced an inevitable letdown.
The seemingly powerful and efficient engine of
reform which the combined force of the national societies
had, to both critics and supporters, appeared to represent
in 1826, was proven in the course of campaign failures to
have been largely an illusion.

The national organiza

tions, for all their ability to attract a broad following
and speak with the authority of thousands, were built on
most shallow foundations.

Membership on the local level

required no more commitment than a minimal contribution
and perhaps attendance at an annual meeting; auxiliaries
often represented no more than a momentary expression of
approval aroused by a passing agent.

The claims of critics

that the annual reports of national societies greatly
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distorted the depth of popular support were proven to be
only too true, but national leaders, allowing their dreams
to overshadow their practicality, had become intoxicated
with their own exaggerations.

When the local societies

were called upon to participate in the final assault,
all too few responded with anything more than halfhearted approval.

Except where local societies were in

fused with the enthusiastic direction of local leaders,
a characteristic which could no longer be taken for
granted in the twenties as the initiative in society
expansion was pre-empted by national agents, they proved
themselves to be mostly talk and little action, quick to
accept the laurels of participating in a glorious cause
but equally quick to vanish when called upon to perform
thankless labor.

The element of weakness which, for the

first time, the reform campaigns exposed publicly, did
not entirely dissipate effotts at expansion.

But it more

than matched successes with a loss of confidence.
By 1830, signs of weakening faith in the whole
principle of voluntary benevolent societies were par
ticularly damaging, because there were now strong alter
native vehicles for Christian expansion.

The denomina

tional bodies, which through weakness had encouraged the
rise of independent national societies and which had
benefited greatly from their successes, were acquiring
sufficient strength to work alone.

The 1820s had given

rise to denominational tract, sunday school, and missionary
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societies which, although complements to the efficiency
of the voluntary principle established by the independent
organizations, were rivals for public support.

The methods

of arousing a popular following and attracting financial
support, developed with such perfection by the nondenorainational societies, were easily applied to denomina
tional ends.

Once the feasibility of cheap tracts was

proven, once the economic efficiency of the agency system
was established, the methods were available to all.

As

has always been true with technology of any sort, late
comers had the advantage of sharing benefits without having
to consider or pay for the costs of its creation.
Although the fact had rarely been mentioned by men
who desired to preserve what had always been to some
extent an illusion of Christian unity, the ideal of inter
denominational cooperation had lost much of its magic
before the benevolent campaigns were launched.

Its

breakdown certainly contributed to the desperation which
propelled the efforts in the first place.
campaigns while in progress.

It weakened the

And it helped to discredit

the whole concept of interdenominational religious reform
itself when complete success was not attained.
The 1830s ushered in a new religious environment.
Episcopalians, Methodists, and Baptists had never found
complete satisfaction in the Presbyterian-Congregational
cooperative sunday schools, tract, mission, and Bible
societies, and they now offered their constituents denomi-
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nationally distinctive vehicles for accomplishing the same
39
ends.
Even within the congenial company of Presbyterians
and Congregationalists, there was growing friction.

New

England Congregationalists, to some degree, resented the
fact that the Plan of Union of 1801 was proving to work
almost wholly to the advantage of the Presbyterians as
missionary congregations became formally organized
churches.

Presbyterians, on the other hand, resented

Congregational dominance of several of the benevolent
societies, and rivalry resulted in open conflict between
the Presbyterian Board and the American Home Missionary
40
Society and the A.B.C.F.M. in the early 1830s.
The
"new measures" associated with revivals and the related
rise of militant antislavery as embodied in the American
Antislavery Society sharpened divisions within denomina
tions, particularly alienating Southerners, and served to
discredit even further the already weakened national
benevolent societies.

It made ludicrous any of their

claims to actually represent a unified Christian public.
The New Side - Old Side division of the Presbyterian
Church in 1837, in which Southerners aligned themselves
almost exclusively with the latter group, effectively
destroyed the national reform society movement below
the Mason and Dixon Line.
39
40

Presbyterians joined their

See Appendix B.

See pamphlets exchanged by Rev. Mr. Absolom
Peters and the Presbyterian Board of Missions in 1831.
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Episcopal, Lutheran, Methodist, and Baptist counterparts
in pursuing whatever reforming zeal they retained through
41
strictly denominational channels.
Various societies
survived, but they lost all of the aura of excitement and
importance which they had once enjoyed.
To a rising generation which had not known the
agonizing price which the Revolution had exacted from
American society, the fears of political and social dis
harmony could never seem as real or the consequences as
disastrous as they had to their fathers.

The longevity

of the national government in spite of external and in
ternal discord, the retreat of European political convul
sions from the national consciousness, the individualism
which the Romantic Age instilled in every avenue of
cultural endeavor, encouraged a recklessness in American
life which was kind to none of the inherited institutions
and theories of the Revolutionary generation.

Social

stability, public morality, unity of national purpose,
the ideals which had inspired the evangelical reform
impulse, did not seem to possess the urgent importance
they once had, and institutions such as the national reform
societies which had furthered these goals suffered a
consequent loss of confidence.

Politics was to an ever

greater extent dominated by local and personal interests.
41

For a good history of the Presbyterian division
from the Old School viewpoint, see Samuel J. Baird's
History of the New School (Phila., 1868).
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An air of militant individualism and selfishness seemed
to be gaining ground in every area of national life.
By 1830, in spite of their activity, the national
reform societies had in many ways outlived the religiousrepublican ideology which had given them birth.

The

confidence with which the societies had launched the
campaigns of 1826-30 proved, in many ways, to have been a
mask for internal weakness and a conscious loss of social
influence on the part of the evangelical community.
National reform societies would continue to exist, but
they would no longer be an innovative or dynamic force.
Their glorious failure marked the end of an epoch in
American social history and religious development.

CHAPTER 7
REFORM WITHIN SOUTHERN SOCIETY
I.

Southern Distinctiveness
The evangelical reform impulse which flourished

in the South between 1790 and 1830 was part of a national
phenomenon.

The ideological foundations of the reform

societies, local and national, were monotonously common to
all sections of the country; the forms, the methods, the
expectations were almost without a touch of regional
distinctiveness.

But the South itself was different from

the rest of the country by the early nineteenth century,
not as fundamentally as the voices of secession or ardent
pro-Southern historians have claimed and not to such a
degree as to modify the character of the national reform
impulse as a whole, but sufficiently so to influence the
section's reception of organized benevolence.
The basic differences between the South and the
North were simply matters of history, geography, economics,
and ethnic origin.

One of the most obvious characteristics

of the South, a source of constant wonder and dismay to
travelers, was its overwhelmingly rural character.

There

were areas of compact settlement, there were towns and
cities, but they were scattered islands in a vast section
352
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of isolated plantations and homes which made social inter
action of any sort far more difficult than in the com
munity-oriented North,

in dispair, Virginia reform leader

William Maxwell noted in an 1826 address at Hampden-Sidney
College that Virginia's "woods and wilds, and large plan
tations, separated from each other by horrid intervals
are always baffling our benevolence, and spoiling our
projects of improvement."^

Jeremiah Evarts, the indefati

gable agent for the American Board, lamented in his diary
in 1824 that the section as a whole could sustain "none
of the small municipal legislation and government, which
are of immense value at the north, in making the people
acquainted with each other, and forming the rudiments of
our republican institutions," that because of dispersed
settlement, "there is no such thing in this country as
thoroughness or perseverance in any plan of united and
concentrated action.

If a good undertaking is begun

today, this is no reason why it should not be abandoned
2
tomorrow."
Wilber F. Cash, in his monumental study of The Mind
of the South (1941) persuasively suggested that antebellum
Southern society, in spite of its superficial polish, was

W i lliam Maxwell, An Oration on the Improvement of
the People. Spoken before The Literary and Philosophical
Society of Hampden-S.Vdney College . . . Sept. 28, 1826
(Norfolk, Va., 1826), 14.
E. C. Tracy, Memoir of the Life of Jeremiah Evarts,
Esq. (Boston, 1845), 196.
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in most areas hardly a generation removed from the rugged
ness and lawlessness of frontier conditions of a sort
which New Englanders had never really experienced and
which New Yorkers and Pennsylvanians had not known since
the Revolution.

Political and social leaders of the

middle and deep South, who adopted all the outward symbols
of gentility, betrayed an inherent anti-intellectualism,
a fierce spirit of independence, and a militant selfsatisfaction with the world which they had forged from a
barren wilderness.

Their attitude bred a hostility to
. . 3
innovations of any sort which were of exterior origin.
To a considerable degree, the cultural life of the
section was imported from the North.

Without the Puritan

tradition of popular literacy, lacking a significant urbanmercantile community, and haunted by the constant appre
hension that efforts to improve the common man might
undermine the rationale for Negro servitude, the Southern
colonies had placed far less emphasis upon education
than had the colonies to the North.

Levels of popular

literacy were far lower, educational institutions less
common and less permanent.

Until well into the nineteenth

century, Southerners who did value higher education sent
the majority of their sons beyond the section for college
training:

in the colonial period, to the British univer

sities, to Princeton, and to a lesser extent, to Yale,

^Wilber F. Cash, The Mind of the South (N.Y., 1941),
3-99.

Harvard, Kings College, and the College of Pennsylvania;
after the Revolution, also to Dickinson (Carlisle, Pennsyl
vania), Union (Schenectady), St. Mary's (Baltimore), and
Georgetown (District of Columbia).

A high percentage of

the tutors and schoolteachers employed in the antebellum
South were drawn from Northern colleges, and when Southern
ers did create their own institutions of higher learning,
they were forced to depend upon Northern faculty members.
Between 1810 and 1830, the presidencies of the University
of Georgia, South Carolina College, the College of Charles
ton, Greenville College, East Tennessee College, Cumberland
University, Transylvania College, Georgetown College (Ken
tucky) , Hampden-Sydney College, and the University of
Alabama were all filled by New Englanders, and faculty
members and trustees of the same origin or themselves
educated in the North were influential in almost every
Southern college and theological seminary.

In far larger

proportion than their percentage of the Southern popula
tion, Northerners and Southerners with Northern educa
tional training assumed leadership in all of the South's
cultural institutions: literary societies, libraries,
lyceums, mechanics' societies, and education conventions.

4

^George F. Mellen, "Contributions of New England
to the South's Culture," in John Bell Henneman, ed.,
History of the Literary and Intellectual Life of the South
(Richmond, 1909; vol. 7 of The South in the Building of
the Nation), 295-313. For the best study of Northern
influences on Southern culture, see: Fletcher M. Green,
The Role of the Yankee in the Old South (Athens, Ga.,
1972; Mercer University Lamar Memorial Lectures, No. 11).
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The most obvious dissimilarity of all between
South and North was the different racial and ethnic makeup
of their populations.

The Southern White population it

self was more ethnically homogeneous and British in origin
and of longer settlement in the country than the residents
of the Middle States.

Immigration for the nation as a

whole was low between 1790 and 1830 and few of those who
did come to America in that period made their way to the
South.

5

. .
Except in Maryland, northern Delaware, Louisiana,

and to a limited degree Charleston, the post-Revolutionary
South did not live with the constant presence of ethnic
diversity to the degree present to the North.

The South

avoided much of the nativism and class antagonism to which
an alien population gave rise, but it also lost the bene
fits gained in the process of cultural assimilation.
It was the racial makeup of the Southern population,
however, which to a greater extent than any factor set
the section apart from the rest of the nation.

The

g

statistics speak for themselves.
5

Until the passage of federal immigration laws m
1819, there are no complete statistics on incoming foreigners.
There are no statistics on foreign born residents until
1850. For annual immigration after 1820, see:
"Series
C88-114. Immigrants, by Country:
1820 to 1957," in U.S.
Department of Commerce, Historical Statistics of the United
States. Colonial Times to 1957 (Washington, D.C., 1961),
56-57.
As of 1850, only 3 % of the South's residents (in
cluding Delaware, Maryland, Kentucky) were of foreign
birth as opposed to 14% for the rest of the nation.
"Series A95-122. Population, by Race and Nativity, for
Regions: 1790 to 1850," Hist. Statistics of the United
States. 11-12.
^Compiled from "Series A95-122."
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The pervasive existence of Negro slavery had a
profound and overwhelmingly negative influence on the
section, enforcing agricultural dependence and limiting
the growth of towns and cities.

The nature of the insti

tution effectively allowed a measure of personal tyranny
and sexual freedom which was not tolerated in free society.
Pear that any enforcement of the legal protection for
slaves and free Blacks would weaken the institution of
slavery itself perpetuated the frontier idea that men
were law unto themselves.

The total effect of these

factors, rural separation, a strong frontier legacy,
slavery, and a literacy rate below the rest of the
nation, was to encourage the haughtiness, the predilection
for violence, and the frustration born of realized in
feriority which came to be associated with antebellum
Southern character.
The differences between South and North were
essentially a matter of degree rather than of sharp di
vergence.

The South possessed cities and towns and

native intellectuals, just not as many.

Until the third

decade of the century, slavery was legally recognized in
Northern states, and harsh racial discrimination was
widely enforced thereafter.
7

7

Frontier conditions, lynchmgs,

For the most comprehensive study of discrimination
against free Negroes in the North, see: Leon F. Litwack,
North of Slavery: The Negro in the Free States. 17901860 (Chicago, 1961).
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and violence existed to some degree in all sections;
language, culture, and political ideals were common to the
entire country.
But as a whole, the differences caused the South
to be far less receptive to new ideas.

Because of

ignorance, rural separation, and poor communications, the
section was simply incapable of absorbing to any major
degree things intellectual.

To a greater degree than

the North, it was incapable of sustaining a popular move
ment on grounds other than emotion or of being fundamen0
tally changed by ideas of any sort.
There were factors in America's development in the
nineteenth century which were accentuating these inherent
sectional differences.

The introduction of long staple

cotton and Whitney’s gin, rejuvenating agricultural slavery
and indirectly supporting the growth of manufacturing in
the North, heightened the disparities between the sec
tions.

The South's economic role was increasingly fixed

as that of a producer of raw materials, dependent on out
siders for shipping, banking, marketing, and manufactured
goods.

While, decade by decade, economic progress in

the North was marked by growing diversification and

Q

An argument could be made that even the Great
Revival of 1800, the most pervasive cultural phenomenon
of antebellum Southern history, was more a witness to
than a formative influence upon Southern character. For
the latter interpretation, see: John B. Boles, The Great
Revival. 1787-1805. The Origins of the Southern Evangeli
cal Mind (Lexington, Ky., 1972).
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specialization, that of the South could be measured in
quantitative agricultural production.

Ever larger cotton

crops greatly enhanced the world economic position of the
United States as a whole, but it only served to increase
the South's colonial economic status, to discourage in
novation and diversity, and to minimize the urban growth
so crucial to social progress.

Because of the widening

economic gap between North and South, issues which were
essentially economic (tariffs, national finance, internal
improvements, and territorial expansion) emerged as poli
tical issues and became enmeshed with the emotional issue
of slavery.9
The correspondence of delegates to the proceedings
of the Continental Congress and the Constitutional Con
vention demonstrate clearly that sectional distrust exis
ted from the earliest decades of the nation's political
history.

From the first, South Carolinians displayed

jealousies over slavery, Virginians over the western
territories and national finance.

The economic and foreign

policies of the Federalist administrations channeled
Southern discontent into Democratic-Republican support,
and, with the enthronement of Jefferson and twenty-four
g
For a good general summary of American economic
development in the antebellum period which considers
sectional interests, see: Douglass C. North, Economic
Growth of the United States, 1790-1860 (Englewood Cliffs,
N.J., 1961). Although dated, Charles S. Sydnor's The
Development of Southern Sectionalism, 1819-1843 (Baton
Rouge, La., 1948? vol. 5 of A History of the South) is
an excellent study of the growing sectionalism.
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years of Virginia presidencies, Northern Federalists
returned this spirit of contempt by endowing their politi
cal rhetoric with a distinct anti-Southern tone.10

The

Missouri debates of 1819-21 in Congress, a product of
years of Federalist frustrations, brought the slavery issue
directly onto the national political stage and, more than
any other event, planted the seeds of sectional conflict
which would not find resolution until the Civil War.
After the Missouri Debates, the Denmark-Vesey Plot of
1822; the Nat Turner Rebellion of 1831, and the rise of
militant Garrisonian antislavery, Southerners displayed a
measure of sectional mistrust in their every undertaking.
II.

Reform within the South:
Inherent and potential Weaknesses
This atmosphere of moderate but growing Southern

distinctiveness gave the history of organized reform in
the section a degree of uniqueness.

It subtly shaped

Southern reactions to reform societies; it placed the
entire reform movement on a far more precarious founda
tion than it enjoyed in the North or than enthusiastic

See: Edmund C. Burnett, ed., Letters of Members
of the Continental Congress (Washington, D.C., 1921-38;
8 vols.); Max Farrand, ed., Records of the Federal Con
vention of 1787 (New Haven, Ct., 1911-37; 4 vols.). For
sectional disagreements over national finance in the
Confederation period, see: E. James Ferguson, The Power
of the Purse; A History of American Public Finance. 17761790 (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1961). For a narrative of the
early manifestations of sectional awareness, see John R.
Alden's The First South (Baton Rouge, La., 1961. The
Walter Lynwood Fleming Lectures in Southern History).
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participants at the time realized.

Once reform societies

became controversial, Southern opinion deprived reformers
of the freedom to look at social problems with scientific
detachment, emasculating the best,impulses which it had
engendered and simultaneously giving witness to the
dangerous flaws in Southern civilization which made
secession inevitable.
Part of the explanation for the inability of organized
reform to penetrate to the soul of Southern society, to
gain its confidence and deeply influence its character,
rests in the shallowness of the roots of organized native
religion upon which it was based.

From the earliest

colonial period until the 1820s, the South had produced
very few educated, ministers of native birth.

Certainly

75% of the clergymen with higher educational credentials,
Episcopalians, Presbyterians, Associate Reformed, Regular
Baptists, Lutherans, were natives of Europe or the North
who had emigrated South after completing their formal
training.11

The lack of educational institutions meant

that almost all of the few Southerners who were drawn into
the clerical profession (in the Churches requiring an
educated clergy) had received college and perhaps theo
logical training beyond the section's borders.

These

were the men who challenged the South with new ideas and
social theories, but their foreign origins perpetuated a

11This figure represents only a guess, but if
anything a conservative one.
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veil of mistrust between them and the Southern social
hierarchy which was always present.

The growing army of

native Methodist and Separate Baptist preachers enjoyed
complete regional acceptance, but their fundamentalism
made them resistant to innovation.

12

What intellectual

stimulation they offered was aimed at bringing the un
educated masses up to a fairly low common denominator,
but they offered nothing in the way of ideas which could
inspire educated men and women to reach for greater
heights.

Until colleges and seminaries became numerous

in the thirties, and until political controversies of the
1840s convinced ardent fire-eaters that independence was
the only way to preserve their way of life. Southerners
ignored their responsibility to produce a native intel
ligentsia.
The pervasiveness of Northern religious leaders
in a Southern environment is well illustrated in Charleston,
the very center of pro-Southern sentiment.

13

Isaac S.

Keith and William Hollingshead, pastors of the Congre
gational Church from the 1780s to 1815 and leaders of
every reform effort undertaken in the city, were born and
trained in Philadelphia and its vicinity; Benjamin M.
12

For an excellent study which deals with the social
aspects of early Methodism, see Donald G. Mathews,
Slavery and Methodism. A Chapter in American Morality
(Princeton, N.J., 1965).
13
For biographical data on individuals mentioned m
this chapter, see Appendix A.
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Palmer, their successor, was born in Philadelphia and
educated at Princeton.

Theodore Dehon, Charleston

clergyman and the first evangelical bishop of the Diocese
(1812-17), was a native of Rhode Island; his successor,
Nathaniel Bowen, was born in Connecticut and held pastor
ates in Boston and Providence before his election.
were Harvard graduates.

Both

T. Charleton Henry, Presbyterian

pastor in Columbia (1818-24) and Charleston (1824-27),
was a Philadelphian, son of the president of the American
Sunday School Union, and a Middlebury and Princeton
Seminary graduate; Artemas Boies, Presbyterian minister
and active promoter of reform societies in the 1820s, was
born in Massachusetts and a graduate of Williams College
and Princeton Seminary.

John Bachman, Lutheran minister,

was b o m , educated, and ordained in New York state.
Even Richard Furman of the First Baptist Church was born
in New York, although a South Carolina upbringing and a
conspicuous Southern Revolutionary War record gave him
complete native acceptance.
The pattern held true, to greater or lesser degree,
throughout the South from the colonial period through the
decades of Church rejuvenation from 1810 to 1830.

Adiel

Sherwood, a leading advocate of education and temperance
among the Baptists of Georgia, was a native of New York,
graduate of Union College, and had attended Andover
Seminary for one year.

Philip Lindsley, who accepted the

presidency of Cumberland College in 1825 after having
turned down similar offers from Transylvania, Princeton,
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Dickinson, Washington (Virginia), Alabama, and University
of Pennsylvania, was a New Jerseyite and Princeton gradu
ate.

Abiel Carter of Christ Church (Episcopal), Savannah,

was a Dartmouth graduate from New Hampshire; Sylvester
Larned and Theodore Clapp, Presbyterian clergymen at
New Orleans, were Massachusetts natives and had both
attended Andover.

The former was a Middlebury graduate,

the latter, a matriculant of Yale.
Salmon Giddings, Presbyterian minister and reformer
of St. Louis, came from New England, a graduate of
Williams and Andover.

Joseph G. Bend of St. Paul's

Episcopal Church in Baltimore, a High Churchman but an
active leader in local charities, was a New York native
who grew up in Barbados and officiated in a Philadelphia
parish before removing to Maryland.

Eliphalet W. Gilbert,

Presbyterian reform leader in Wilmington, graduated
from Union College.

Of the men who founded the Episcopal

Seminary in Alexandria and breathed new life into the
dioceses of Virginia and Maryland:

Bishop Moore was a

New Yorker; J. P. K. Henshaw, a Connecticut native and
graduate of Middlebury; E. R. Lippit, a Rhode Islander
who attended Brown; Reuel Keith, a Vermonter and a Middle14
bury and Andover graduate.

^4W. A. R. Goodwin, "Northern Influences in the Life
of the Virginia Seminary," in William A. R. Goodwin, ed..
History of the Theological Seminary in Virginia and Its
Historical Background (N.Y., 1923; 2 vols.), vol. 1,
430-41.
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Native Southern clergymen who were leaders of
organized societies were in many cases graduates of
Northern colleges:

John Holt Rice, William Meade, and

John Breckinridge were Princeton graduates;

C. E.

Gadsden attended Yale.
Nurtured in a more thoroughly literate society,
Northern clergymen were quite naturally responsible for
many of the religious periodicals which played a crucial
role in reform society expansion.

Benjamin Allen, Jr.,

editor of the Episcopal Layman's Magazine in Virginia,
was a New York native and convert from Presbyterianism;
Andrew Fowler, editor of The Episcopal Visitant (Charles
ton, Episcopal, 1818-20), was of Presbyterian-Congregational
background, born in Connecticut and a graduate of Yale.
Benjamin Gildersleeve, editor of The Missionary (Mt. Zion,
Georgia) and the Christian Observer (Charleston, 1826-45),
was a Middlebury graduate from Connecticut.

Charles

Goddard, editor of the Family Visitor (Richmond, 1822- ),
was a native of Massachusetts and a Williams graduate;
John K. and Amasa Converse of the Southern Religious
Telegraph and the Literary and Evangelical Magazine (Rich
mond) were Dartmouth graduates from New Hampshire.
Nathan S. S. Beeman, editor of The Missionary (Mt. Zion,
Georgia), hailed from New York state and was a Middle
bury graduate.
A significant number of the laymen most active in
promoting reform activity seem to have been influenced
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by the same Northern origins and contacts.

Willard Hall,

congressman, judicial leader, and the most influential
advocate of organized reforms in Delaware, was a New
Englander and Harvard graduate.

Amos Kendall, who

briefly published the Religious Intelligencer (Georgetown,
Ky.) before entering the stormy arena of Jacksonian poli
tics, a staunch participant in reform society efforts,
was a Dartmouth graduate of strict Massachusetts Congre
gational upbringing.

Alfred Hennen, for years an almost

single-handed proponent of Bible and tract efforts in
godless New Orleans, was a Yale graduate.

Horace Utley,

a ship captain and one of the most active participants
in poor relief and seamen's societies of Charleston, was
from Connecticut, a Dartmouth graduate.

Margretta Mason

Brown, wife of Kentucky's senator and leading figure in
female benevolences in Frankfort, was a New Yorker,
sister of Rev. Mr. John M. Mason who was an active leader
in the founding of most of New York City's early charitable
societies.

William Maxwell of Virginia had attended

Yale; Joseph H. Lumkin of Georgia was a Princeton grad
uate.

Both men maintained personal contacts with religious

reformers in the North throughout their lives.

The

prominence of these residents with Northern backgrounds
and connections, combined with the several hundred lesser
individuals of Northern origins, the missionaries, agents,
and the visiting clergymen, gave the entire reform society
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movement a distinct alien cast which was a potential
threat to its effectiveness and credibility.

15

The preponderance of Northerners in reform society
leadership, particularly of New Englanders with their
distinctiveness of speech and manner, was not lost upon
Southerners, as occasional expressions of sectional
jealousy attest.

Hostility among Southern Calvinists to

Samuel Hopkins' theology of "divine benevolence," identi
fied almost exclusively with clergymen of New England
Congregational training, was largely sectional rather
than ideological in motivation.

16

In 1817, Rev. Mr. R. Bell of the independent
Charleston Presbytery, in the sort of attack upon the
General Assembly's resolutions on slavery which would be
repeated more and more frequently, urged that "president
Kirkland and the Trustees of Cambridge College, would keep
their Andover notions to themselves, and not export any
more of them into this part of the world."

17

The tragedy

15
Close examination of biographical data on Northern
missionaries and educators who went south indicates that
a high percentage were motivated by reasons of health.
Travel and a mild climate were believed to be an effective
cure for many of the ailments, from respiratory diseases
to weakened eyesight, which were seen to be the result of
overwork in college and seminary.
16

For Hopkins' ideas, see: Oliver W. Elsbree,
"Samuel Hopkins and His Doctrine of Benevolence," New
England Quarterly. 8 (1935), 534-50.
17

R. Bell, The Veil Withdrawn; or Presbyterlanism
Vindicated, and the Character and Intolerance of Its
Enemies Exposed, in a Letter to a Rev'nd Gentleman (Char
leston, S.C., 1817).
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of sectional antagonisms was that mistrust and rejection
of Northerners carried over to the intellectual framework
which they alone, because of their intellectual training,
were capable of bringing to the reform effort.

To the

vast majority of Southerners, who did not have many direct
contacts with European ideas, evangelicalism at its
highest intellectual level was a product of the North,
something to be as wary of as the men who promoted it.
The alien origins of many of the reform leaders in
the face of growing sectional sensitivities in national
politics was significant, but it was only an element of a
larger problem.

Southern society simply lacked the in

stitutional vehicles and the overlapping web of cultural
threads which enabled its citizens to understand and
themselves promote deep-seated change.

The South, far

more than the rest of the country, had little control of
its own destiny.

It was at the mercy of outside influences,

grudgingly forced to accommodate to them, to move with the
times, but the section was constitutionally almost in
capable of taking change to heart, of making it part of
its own being and growing upon this larger foundation.
Towns provided the one environment in the South
conducive to real cultural endeavor and social experimenta
tion.

The logical place of settlement for immigrants,

including most of the Northern clergymen and evangelical
laymen mentioned in this chapter, they made possible
social mobility based strictly on ability, hard work, and
financial success.
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There developed a basic profile of charitable
action essentially common to all Southern towns and cities
The driving energy behind organized efforts was usually
provided by those clergymen of the socially prestigeous
churches who took a personal interest in reform activities
In most cases they were Presbyterians or Episcopalians but
might be Baptists or Lutherans as well; they were more
likely than not to be Northerners by birth and education.
They were active in denominational affairs on the national
as well as state level, attended conventions, subscribed
to periodicals which gave them a national vision of
religious problems, and were the men who traveling agents
of the benevolent societies would first visit with letters
of introduction.
Clergymen native to the South and well-connected
socially, William Meade, John Holt Rice, C. E. Gadsden,
and a few others, could, by their own approval, virtually
guarantee acceptance of a reform effort by the general
community.
few.

18

But native clerics of such stature were

For ministers of lesser social origins and those

from other sections of the country, it was essential to
enlist the support of influential laymen.
In every Southern town and city, reform organiza
tion success was dependent on the approbation of a varied
popular constituency.
18

There were the social leaders, the

See biographical sketches in Appendix A.
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men of national political stature, the heads of families
whose dominant influence preceded American independence,
the military heroes whose very numerical infrequency on
the rolls of charitable societies made them all the more
important in providing a legitimacy to such efforts.
For men of prominence, active participation in
reform activity was almost always a carry over from the
support they gave organized religion.

Some, like Charles

Cotesworth Pinckney or Bushrod Washington, were active
church members in the paternalistic tradition of the
colonial period.

They allowed their time and their names

to be used in support of religious and charitable activities
throughout their lives, knowing that they gave such efforts
a social respectability in spite of the fact they per
sonally seem not to have shared the fervent evangelical
piety which was generating church and reform society
growth.

Others, like John Marshall of Richmond, were not

even church members, but they believed in the utility of
religion, they actively served as Episcopal vestrymen or
Presbyterian elders of the new urban churches, they
attended Church conventions, and they gave crucial support
and faithful attendance to meetings of the reform societies'.
19
According to his daughter, Mary Harvey, John
Marshall never joined the Episcopal Church because "he
believed in the truth of Christian revelation, but not in
the divinity of Christ." He was, however, a delegate to
the Episcopal Conventions of Virginia, he attended church
frequently, and he actively supported benevolent societies.
See catalogue description of a letter from Marshall to
Samuel Farmar Jarvis, Richmond, March 26, 1820, The
Scriptorum, cat. no. 3 (Oct., 1974).

19
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Increasingly, as the churches gained a strengthened hold
on urban society and as revivals began to reap their
rewards, these somewhat secular supporters of reform
came to be outnumbered by social leaders who had exper
ienced personal conversion and whose devotion to religious
advancement and reform activity was a primary interest.
Willard Hall of Delaware, Joseph Nourse of Washington,
and Francis Scott Key of Georgetown, William Maxwell and
John Hartwell Cocke of Virginia, Duncan Cameron of North
Carolina, Thomas S. Grimke of Charleston, and Alfred
Hennen of New Orleans are leading examples.

The interest

shown by these social leaders served as a catalyst, at
tracting commitments of time and money from the count
less lesser individuals who supplied needed popular support.
Reform societies provided an opportunity for contact with
social leaders.

They served as vehicles for gaining social

respectability through philanthropy and good works which
was played to advantage by all parties.

The social lions

received adulation and the satisfaction that their in
fluence was being excited for worthy ends.

The aspirants

were provided an opening to a society previously closed
to them.

The reform organizations obtained the moral

support and financial backing of both.

The cities were

full of self-made men, merchants and professionals who had
worked their way up from poverty, immigrants from rural
areas, other parts of the country, and abroad, who grasped
at the opportunities which organized religion and reform
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offered for adding a touch of at least seeming concern
for their fellow men to their otherwise materialistic
lives.

Their commitment, in turn, influenced the behavior

of their clerks and apprentices, establishing new ideals
not only of hard work and moderate living habits, but
religious piety and active charitable endeavor to which
aspiring capitalists expecting preferment had to adopt.
Charitable societies, in conjunction with organized religion,
played a significant role in ushering in Victorian re
spectability.
The societies and the various pressures which pro
duced them in fact produced a personality type new to the
South— the "professional" public-spirited citizen.

Luke

Tierman, Alexander Fridge, John Brice, Edward J. Coale,
David Williamson, Thomas Kelso, and David Hoffman of
Baltimore; William Crane, James C. Crane, David J. Burr,
Willis Cowling and James Caskie of Richmond; Thomas Napier,
Jaspar Corning, Thomas Fleming, Horatio Leavitt, Horace
Utley, and Solomon Legare of Charleston; these and many
men like them, mostly merchants whose names unfairly have
been long forgotten, involved themselves in four and five
organizations simultaneously, devoting much of their later
lives to charitable action.
20

20

Biographical data on Southern merchants is far
more difficult to find than is the case with Northerners
because the urban histories and collective biographical
volumes simply do not exist in great profusion. For one
of the few individual biographies of a pious Southern
merchant, see: J. L. Burrows, A Christian Merchant. A
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For women, the social pressures envoloping reform
activity were similar to that for men.

Because they were

more likely to be church members, enjoyed more free time
than their husbands, and were being given their first
opportunity for organized social action, females displayed
even greater enthusiasm.

Wives of clergymen and community

leaders, daughters of prominent families, exercised
official leadership; younger women and those of deep piety
and lesser social standing performed the labor.
The irony of the situation was that the very
characteristics of urban society which made significant
reform possible, the higher level of education, the
greater number of foreigners, and the mercantile economy
made it almost impossible for the societies to effectively
influence the South as a whole.

Cities exerted a cul

tural influence on the rural areas, but they were not the
ideal of Southern civilization.

The ways of urban society

were neither understood nor liked by the average Southerner
and many of their lessons were simply lost on an unsocial,
unthinking hinterland which differed markedly from com
munity-oriented rural sections of Pennsylvania, New England
New York, and the Middle West.
Even within the environment of urban reform, there
was a dangerous flaw.

The whole pyramid of social relation

Memoir of James C. Crane (Charleston, S.C., 1858). He
was Baptist and a leader in sunday school, mission, and
tract society work in Richmond.
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ships upon which the societies functioned was based on
popular persuasion and appeal.

Apprentices fit behavioral

molds cast by their employers.

Merchants and their wives

aped their social betters.

Rural areas copied cities.

Public opinion was the single source of energy, capable
of accomplishing wonders when it was excited in a positive
manner.

But it was potentially able to transmit negative

impulses and give, them the same instantaneous acceptance.
While there was a newness, a momentum, an excitement
without the haunting shadow of realities dimming its
luster, organized reform could indeed transform the
intellectual foundations of society with startling swift
ness and efficiency.

But the chain by which the currents

of change were transmitted was fragile, especially in the
South.

A setback of any sort could reverse the current

and short-circuit the entire system.
The framework of national reform organization
maximized the potential for sectional resentment.

The

headquarters for all the major societies except the
American Colonization Society, the African Education
Society, and briefly, the Baptist General Tract Society,
were in Northern cities.

Southerners were appointed to

vice presidencies, and in the 1830s and 1840s even
presidencies, but the offices were essentially honorary;
real power rested in the hands of the directors and the
secretaries who were, of course. Northern residents.
Efforts were made at every annual meeting to give the
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appearances of broad geographical participation.

But

pre-planned resolutions introduced by a delegate of one
area, seconded by a man from another area, were clearly
public relations efforts to suggest and encourage a
unanimity which did not in fact exist.

As the whole

reform society movement developed efficiency and national
direction, as the perfection of the agency system brought
increasing numbers of young Northern clergymen to all
sections of the country, the peculiar interests of the
South were indeed subsumed to a greater purpose which was
of Northern definition.

No matter how careful it might

be, the national reform leadership was incapable of fully
appreciating the nature of Southern sensitivities.

The

growing crescendo of reform campaigns in the 1820s
exaggerated the visibility of all the features of the
societies which seemed to threaten the South.
III.

Reform versus Slavery
A "clash" between militant evangelical reform and

the realities of the Southern way of life inevitably
arose over slavery.

It occurred, not through an obvious

pitched battle, but in a long series of bloodless skir
mishes by which the pro-slavery majority displayed its
power and the evangelicals, their facility for prudent
retreat.

Without publicity, almost without comprehending

the significance of their actions, the Southern reformers,
by giving in to irresistible pressure, compromised the
very basis of the reform impulse itself.
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The major events in American history between the
Revolution and the Civil War, those which were marked by
the obvious political and military actions appearing in
the textbooks, in many ways present a misleading picture
of the underlying forces which actually carried the
nation on the road from unity to dissolution.

The Southern

reactions to so many of the incidents which stand out, the
Nullification Crisis, the Wilmot Proviso, all of the
tortured confrontations of the 1850s, were evidence of
intellectual compromises which had already been effected
below the Mason and Dixon line.
The South of 1830, economically, culturally, and
intellectually, except that it lacked a firm impulse
toward secession itself, was in all important respects the
identical entity which would go to war thirty years later.
Although the political events which would determine the
radical solution were to occur after this date, the
essential ideological foundations upon which Southern
actions would be based were fully matured.
Southerners, especially Southern evangelicals,
were not, as the obvious historical record might indicate,
guilty of ignoring or sidestepping "the central theme of
Southern history."

No intelligent, rational Southerner

in the eight decades between 1775 and 1860 could ignore
the fact of the Negro presence or the institution of
slavery however little he might speak or write openly
about the subject.

But for the section as a whole, the
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internal, personal debates took place far earlier than
the course of organized antislavery in the nation as a
whole would suggest.

The necessity of tolerating the

peculiar institution was almost universally accepted
early in the nineteenth century and a willingness to
permit no outside interference was thoroughly accepted by
the 1830s.
Revolutionary liberalism did cause Southern intel
lectuals to face squarely the disharmony of the concept
of universal personal freedom and Negro slavery.

The

mental contortions and antislavery statements of Washing
ton, Jefferson, and many of their contemporaries, the
legislative debates over emancipation in the 1770s, 1780s
and 1790s were sincere enunciations of republican principle
and personal guilt over an institution which Enlightenment
21
thought condemned as an evil.
But they were essentially
arguments in abstraction.

From a practical point of view,

the mere existence of a large Negro population, the
question over how Blacks could be accommodated in a White
society which would not assimilate or accept them as
equals, the matter of protecting this White society
and all its prerogatives always blocked solution or even
21

For a general picture of the antislavery impulse
generated by the Revolution, see: Dwight L. Dumond,
Antislavery. The Crusade for Freedom in America (Ann
Arbor, Mich., 1961), 26-52; Winthrop D. Jordan, White over
Black, American Attitudes toward the Negro (Chapel Hill,
N.C., 1968), 269-311; Mary S. Locke, Antislavery in
America. 1619-1808 (Boston, 1901. Radcliffe Monograph
No. 11).
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thoroughly honest, open discussion of possible resolution.
As Winthrop Jordan's study White Over Black brilliantly
demonstrates, it was a far easier solution for even the
most rational minds to convince themselves that Negroes
were inherently inferior than to accept the logical conelusions of racial equality.

22

Almost no one in the South

or the North questioned the assumption that slavery was
and must be a problem for Whites to resolve.

Until they

came up with solutions amenable to their own society,
slavery must exist as a necessary evil.
The ardent proponents of evangelical Christianity
were by nature relegated to a somewhat equivocal ground
with regard to slavery.

Their humanitarian interests

demanded that they confront the "problem" of the Negro
presence and the inequalities of servitude.

But their

primary interest in the world of the Spirit rather than
the world of men, their greater emphasis upon moral
responsibility rather than human rights, their inability
to find clear Biblical guidance on the subject, their
reflexive antipathy to secular reform, which antislavery
in its earliest political form was, greatly weakened their
opposition to the institution of slavery in itself.
With almost no exceptions, evangelical leaders
before the 1830s, at least privately, expressed sincere
abhorrence of slavery itself.

But to an even greater

extent than those of the purely rational opponents, their
22

Jordan, White Over Black.
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antislavery arguments centered upon the ill-effects of
Black slaves upon White society.

Slavery was uneconomical;

it encouraged pride, idleness, and tyranny; it intro
duced coarseness and immorality into the intimate family
circle.

23

In emphasizing the latter point, evangelicals

were capable of exposing an aspect of slavery which more
prudent voices never touched upon.

An 1806 correspondent

to the Virginia Religious Magazine, admitting that sexual
relations between White males and female slaves was wide
spread, emphasized its corrupting influence on White
morality.

24

"Phoreo," in an 1823 letter to the Washington

Theological Repository, noted that:
It cannot be denied that the observa
tion of chastity and the laws of mat
rimony are next to impossible. The
constant transfer of property and dis
tribution of estates renders permanent
union impracticable; and the want of
any character to support, and of the
least power to resist the will of their
superiors, delivers over one half of
that unhappy race, an unresisting prey
to lawless appetite — thus introducing
pollution into almost every family, and
throwing constant temptation in the way
of every young man within his fathers
walls . . .25
23

For examples of this sort of argument, see:
Virginia Cary, Letters on Female Character Addressed to
a Young Lady, on the Death of Her Mother (Richmond, Va.,
1828), 172-80; C. Humphrey, Mentor, or Dialogues between a
Parent and Children; On Some of the Duties. Amusements.
Pursuits and Relations of Life (Lexington, Ky., 1828),
165-70.
24
.
.
.
.
C., "On Incontinence," Virginia Religious Magazine,
2 (1806), 291-96.
25

Phoreo, "Remarks on the Colonization Society,"
Washington Theological Repertory. 5 (1823-24), 11-12.
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Even when attacking the very institution itself,
the weight of arguments emphasized the sinfulness which
slavery imposed on White society.

Virginia Presbyterian

clergyman David Rice, in Slavery Inconsistent with Justice
and Good Policy (Philadelphia and London, 1792), the most
forthright rational attack on Negro servitude to come from
a native Southern pen, stressed the point that "slavery
naturally tends to sap the foundations of moral, and
consequently of political virtue, and virtue is absolutely
necessary for the happiness and prosperity of a free
26
people."
Even such radical opponents of slavery in the
South as George Bourne or the Quakers of the North
Carolina Manumission Society laid major emphasis upon the
depravity of the slaveholders, portraying them as tyrants,
as manstealers, and the like.

27

By viewing slavery pri

marily as a barrier to the Christian and republican
perfection of White society, opponents were guilty of what
later pro-slavery defenders would accuse them— ignoring
the true feelings and needs of Blacks in a quest for their
26

David Rice, "Slavery Inconsistent with Justice
and Good Policy," (Phila. and London, 1793), reprinted as
an Appendix to Robert H. Bishop's An Outline of the His
tory of the Church in the State of Kentucky (Lexington,
Ky., 1824), 385-418.
27
For a forthright denunciation of slavery by
Quakers in North Carolina, see: Manumission Society of
North Carolina, An Address to the People of North Carolina,
on the Evils of Slavery by the Friends of Liberty and
Equality (Greensboro, N.C., 1830). George Bourne's career
is traced, and his most important publication reprinted,
in: John W. Christie and Dwight L. Dumond, George Bourne
and The Book and Slavery Irreconcilable (Wilmington, Del.,
1969).
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own innocence.

Post-Civil War segregation had, if any

thing, deeper roots in the history of evangelical anti
slavery than the ardent pro-slavery tradition which at
least recognized the right of Blacks and Whites to inhabit
the same society on however an unequal basis.

The problem

of what to do with a despised and unwanted Black popula
tion was for the evangelicals, because they did not view
perpetual slavery as a permanent solution, an agonizing
and more pressing problem than it was for pro-slavery men.
There were a few early efforts made by the organized
Churches to meet the problem of slavery head-on.

The

annual meetings of Southern Quakers, following the lead
of their Northern counterparts, effectively rooted slavery
out of the denomination by means of disciplinary action.
The millennial zeal engendered by the Methodist and
Baptist revivals of the 1780s, pointing to the imminent
arrival of the Glorious Day and influenced by the egali
tarian republicanism of Revolutionary thought, brought
about a wave of slave manumissions in Virginia and Mary
land.

Francis Asbury's personal convictions implanted a

strong antislavery character within the Methodist Church
from its organization.

Persistent disavowal of slave-

keeping was perpetuated in scattered Baptist congrega
tions, especially in Kentucky, well into the nineteenth
century.

28

28

The Presbyterian Synod of the Carolinas and

See: Thomas E. Drake, Quakers and Slavery in
America (New Haven, Ct., 1950); Mathews, Slavery and
Methodism.
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the Synod of Virginia hoth came out strongly in support
29
of legislated gradual emancipation in 1799-1800.
But to all practical purposes, the opportunity for
organized religion to effect change in this area had
already passed by 1800, if it really had ever existed at
all.

For between 1800 and 1831, slave revolts and plots,

real or imagined, timed to do the greatest possible damage
to the antislavery cause in the South, created a public
hostility which made rational discussion, much less
solution, impossible.

The very real slave revolt of

Santo Domingo (1791) had laid the groundwork by giving all
rumors credibility.

The Gabriel Plot of 1800, discovered

at the very height of public turmoil engendered by the war
with France and the election of 1800, brought the danger
home.

No matter how exaggerated accounts of the plot

might have been, the emotional publicity given to them
implanted a seed of popular fear throughout the South
which would be continually nourished by appearances of
such rumors over the next decades.

30

In a despairing

29

Andrew E. Murray, Presbyterians and the Negro—
A History (Phila., 1966); George Howe, History of the
Presbyterian Church in South Carolina (Columbia, S.C.,
1870, 1888; 2 vols.), vol. 1, 171-73; Presbyterian Church,
Synod of Virginia, "Minutes (1800)," Ms. (on microfilm),
vol. 2. Union Theological Seminary, Richmond, Va.
^°There is real need for a comprehensive historical
study of the dissemination of news about and the public
reaction to the Santo Domingo Revolt, the Gabriel and
Denmark Vesey Plots, and the Nat Turner Revolt. Their
importance in creating public resistance to free discus
sion of slavery cannot be overestimated.
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letter to the Philadelphia Antislavery Convention of 1801,
James Wood, president of the Virginia Abolition Society,
noted that "many, also who were once hearty in the cause
of emancipation, talcing a retrospect view of the recent
plot which threatened our internal tranquility with a
revolutionary convulsion, have now thought proper to
abandon it as dangerous to the well-being of society."

31

Manumissions among Methodists and Baptists virtually
ceased.

The resolutions of the Presbyterian Synods in

Virginia and the Carolinas were indefinitely shelved.
Between 1800 and the decisive actions of Nat Turner
in 1831, individual voices of sincere antislavery sentiment
continued on occasion to be heard through the religious
periodicals and pamphlet literature of the South.

But

they were devoid of confident assurance that the problem
32
could be solved in the foreseeable future.
Sensing the
31

American Convention for Promoting the Abolition
of Slavery, 7th Convention (1801), 22.
32

For a few examples of antislavery pieces pub
lished in the South during this period not previously
mentioned, see: "The Following Observations . . . ,"
Christian Monitor, 2 (1816-17), 147-54; "The Georgia
Reporter and Christian Gazette," Wesleyan Journal, 1
(1825-26), 32; A Subscriber, "Remarks on 'Reflections on
the Close of the Year,'" Va. Evan, and Lit. Magazine, 9
(1826), 185-91; Letters from Virginia (Baltimore, 1816),
28-35, 73-103; W. Thornton Washington, Political Economy:
Founded in Justice and Humanity. In a Letter to a Friend
(Washington, D.C., 1804); A Plan for the Gradual Abolition
of Slavery in the United States, Without Danger or Loss to
the Citizens of the South (Baltimore, 1825); John Wright,
A Refutation of Sophislms, Gross Misrepresentations, and
Erroneous Quotations Contained in 'An American's Letter to
the Edinburgh Reviewers', or. Slavery Inimical to the
Character of the Great Father of All. Unsupported by
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hopelessness of the situation, many of the most dedicated
opponents, Quakers, Presbyterians, Baptists, migrated
individually or by entire congregations to Ohio in the
early part of the nineteenth century, at least purging
themselves of personal guilt.

33

The judicial bodies of

Churches with sizeable Southern memberships, although
they continued to condemn slavery in the abstract and the
evils connected with it, gave up in a series of compro
mises any thought of disciplinary interference with the
existence of the institution itself.

Under pressure from

Southern constituents, the Methodist General Conference
relinquished disciplinary control over slavery to the
Annual Conferences which, in the South, accommodated themselves to intensifying pro-slavery public opinion.

34

The

Presbyterian General Assembly, at the time that it passed
a resolution opposing slavery in principle (1816-18),
demonstrated by its treatment of George Bourne and its
removal of antislavery notes from its printed constitu
tion that it was unwilling to force any real conformity
on Southern judicial bodies.

35

Divine Revelation, a Violation of Natural Justice, and
Hostile to the Fundamental Principles of American Inde
pendence (Washington, D.C., 1820).
33

See, for example* Howe, Presbyterian Church in
South Carolina, vol. 1, 621-35? vol. 2, 284-85.
34
Mathews, Slavery and Methodism. 30-61.
35

See* Presbyterian Church, Minutes of the General
Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the United States
of America, from Its Organization A.D. 1789 to A.D. 1820
Inclusive (Phila., 1847), 629-30; Christie and Dumond,
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Before the national reform societies had even
come into existence then, the organized Churches which
were to provide their support in the South had essentially
absolved themselves of responsibility for ending Negro
slavery itself.

But a strong sense of guilt and anxiety

remained which, for a time at least, found an outlet in
the scheme of African colonization.
The American Colonization Society, founded in
Washington in 1816, was in many ways the ideal humani
tarian society.

Historians have never successfully

assigned it to a neat category in the annals of anti
slavery because it embodied a confusion of motives.

Yet

it successfully drew the support of widely divergent
interests to a single purpose, and it worked, at least to
a limited degree.

In its foundation, it was very much a

part of the evangelical national reform movement.

Its

first publication, describing its origins and purposes,
began with the statement that "the present age witnesses
numerous and unexpected changes" and referred to the
"rising glory of the kingdom of Christ," to the fact that
"there exists an unusual sensibility and desire to aid the
cause of humanity and religion." 36

Its permanent officers

George Bourne, 47-65. For an excellent general treatment
of the retreat of the Churches on the slavery issue, see:
H. Shelton Smith, In His Image, But . . . Racism in Southern
Religion (Durham, N.C., 1972), 23-73.
36

American Colonization Society, A View of Exertions
Lately Made for Colonizing Free People of Colour (Washing
ton, D.C., 1817), 3.
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were trained in the same evangelical traditions as those
of the other national benevolent organizations, and its
popular financial support would always be derived primarily
from church congregations.

One of the roots upon which

it was built was the missionary interest which had come
to fruition in the Richmond Baptist African Mission Society
(1815).

The vision of Christianized American Negroes

bringing the Gospel to the Dark Continent effectively
appealed to ardent evangelicals.
From the start, however, because it was head
quartered in the secular national Capitol, because its
mission required federal support, and because it dealt
with the inherently non-religious problem of slavery,
the society drew a broad secular support which none of
the other organizations enjoyed.

Political figures who

never darkened the door of a church, large slaveholders
noted for dueling and gambling, served as national and
local officers.

The society captured a strange melange

of interest groups; ardent antislavery advocates who
hoped that it would facilitate legal emancipation by
eliminating the residual Black population which had been
a stated impediment to its previous acceptance; Negroes
and sympathetic Whites who viewed it as the only method of
restoring Black dignity; pro-slavery men who saw it as a
way to rid the nation of free Blacks whose very existence
ridiculed all of the "humanitarian" excuses for perpetuating
the institution.
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The Colonization Society prospered in the South.
Forty-four of fifty-seven auxiliaries in existence in
1826 were in the land of slavery.

As other antislavery

measures lost their credibility, all of the major Church
groups, Presbyterians, Episcopalians, Lutherans, even
Methodists, began promoting the Society with Fourth of
37
July collections and official statements of support.
A related African Education Society, dedicated to pre
paring emigrating Blacks for freedom, was founded in 1829.
But the Colonization Society could not escape the
influence of external events any more than did the ortho
dox antislavery movement.

Within a decade and a half of

its formation, in spite of superficial prosperity, the
grand vision of this Society was anachronistic, as impos
sible of success as any other scheme for solving the
problem of slavery.

First of all, it rapidly became

apparent that colonization in Africa was not an easy
task.

European powers and local tribes were hostile;

transportation was expensive; diseases decimated the ranks
of colonists once they had arrived.

And it became in

creasingly obvious that the majority of Blacks themselves

0 7

The two standard histories of the society are:
Early L. Fox, The American Colonization Society, 18171840 (Baltimore, 1919. Johns Hopkins University Studies
in History and Political Science. Ser. 37, No. 3), and
Philip J. Staudenraus, The African Colonization Movement,
1816-1865 (N.Y., 1961).
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preferred "freedom" in the United States, with all its
restrictions, to deportation to a foreign land.

38

Simultaneously, political events and social fears
relentlessly began to tear apart the heterodoxical White
constituency which had provided initial strength.

The

Missouri Debates of 1819-21, almost unnoticed by the
public in their earliest stages, began to sink into the
Southern consciousness in the latter part of 1820 and 1821,
creating for the first time that universal feeling of
betrayal over slavery which would grow with every political
crisis thereafter.

39

Symptomatic of the rising anger,

Southern contributions to Northern agents of benevolent
societies fell off temporarily.

40

Immediately following

the Debates, the city of Savannah refused to accept
$10 - 12,000 fire relief money because it came with the
stipulation that it be given out "without respect to
colour."

41

Then, in June, 1822, the authorities of

38

For an example of early Black hostility to
colonization, see:
"The Colonization Scheme," Niles
Weekly Register, 17 (1818-19), 201-2.
39
The definitive study of the Missouri Compromise,
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reaction as well, is Glover Moore's The Missouri Compromise.
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40William C. Blair to Hugh De Haven, HampdenSidney, April 29, 1822. American Sunday School Union
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Charleston, conditioned by resentment over the Missouri
Question, discovered a grand plot by Denmark Vesey and a
network of Black subordinates, free and slave, to annihi
late the White population.

A sensational public trial,

every word of which was published as a warning to the
South, resulted in sixty-seven convictions.

Thirty-five

Blacks were hung; the others, along with eleven declared
innocent but considered dangerous, were transported from
the state.

42

For South Carolina and a growing area of the

South, the time in which slavery could even be discussed,
except favorably, was past.
In this atmosphere of escalating distrust, many
Southerners, including all South Carolinians, withdrew
support from even colonization efforts.

Those who per

sisted were forced by public opinion to emphasize the
role of the Society in ridding the South of free Blacks,
and this, in turn, alienated those of humanitarian and
religious motivation.

The Nat Turner Rebellion and the

rise of Garrisonian antislavery would of course finish
the process, but the ideals of the colonization effort,
and with them, the last real hopes for solving the slavery

42
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problem through voluntary action, were shattered by the
late 1820s.
In their private correspondence, evangelical
leaders began to express deep pessimism over the possibil
ities of ever solving the problem of slavery.

Moses

Waddel, beloved tutor of John C. Calhoun and many of the
Deep South's leading statesmen, president of the University
of Alabama and a central figure in the early Presbyterian
efforts to effect gradual emancipation, confided to
Jeremiah Evarts in 1822 that he did not believe that
"religion in any form, certainly not in the Presbyterian
form, can flourish in slave country.

He does not believe

that domestic slaves can ever generally be brought to
receive religious education.

They are generally much

averse to attending family prayers and to any religious
43
order . . . ."
William Meade, who had enthusiastically
served as the American Colonization Society's first
national agent seven years before, turned down a similar
position aimed at the Southern legislatures in September,
1826.

He stated in a private letter to R. R. Gurley that

he believed only a "political character of talents" could
be effective, that a clergyman might arouse the interest
of "the pious and philanthropic" but would only serve to
alienate legislators as a whole.

Thomas P. Hunt, a

Presbyterian clergyman in Brunswick County, Virginia,

^Jeremiah Evarts, Diary entry, April 26, 1822,
in Tracy, Memoir of Jeremiah Evarts. 169-70.
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turned down an agency of the Colonization Society in the
same year, stating that his taking a public stand hinting
at opposition to slavery would destroy his usefulness as
a clergyman and force him to leave the state.

Benjamin M.

Palmer wrote in 1829 from Charleston that "ministers here
have hardly ventured to mention the name of the Coloniza44
tion Society."
In a letter to William Maxwell of Feb
ruary, 1827, John Holt Rice unburdened his mind fully on
the subject:
I am most fully convinced that slavery
is the greatest evil in our country,
except whiskey; and it is my most full
belief that the deliverance is not to
be accomplished by the combination of
benevolent societies. The great body
of persons composing such societies are
too little accustomed to calculate con
sequences . They go directly at their
measure, and have no means of accomplish
ing it but the producing, by means of
speeches and addresses, a strong excite
ment. But on a subject of this deli
cate character, where much opposition
is to be encountered, these very means
give the adversary an advantage, which
he will not fail to use to the injury,
perhaps to the destruction of the
Society . . .
The reason why I am so strenuously
opposed to any movement by the church,
or the ministers of religion on this
subject, is simply this. I am convinced
that any thing we can do will injure
religion, and retard the march of public
feeling in relation to slavery. I take
the case to be just this: as slavery
44
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Gurley, Charleston, May 23, 1829. American Colonization
Society Papers. Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
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exists among us, the only possible
chance of deliverance is by Making
the People willing to get rid of it.
At any rate, it is this or physical
force. The problem to be solved is,
to produce that state of public will,
which will cause the people to move spon
taneously to the eradication of the
evil. Slaves are by law held as prop
erty. If the church or the minister of
religion touches the subject, it is
touching what are called the rights of
property. The jealousy among our country
men is such, that we cannot move a step
in this way, without waking up the
strongest opposition, and producing the
most violent excitement. The whole
mass of the community will be set in
motion, and the great body of the church
will be carried along . . . Where the
movement might end, I could not pretend
to conjecture.
But I tell you what I wish. While we
go on minding our own business and en
deavoring to make as many good Christians
as possible among masters and servants,
let the subject of slavery be discussed
in the political papers. Reviews, etc.,
as a question of political economy.
Keep it entirely free from all ecclesias
tical connexions, and from all the poli
tics of the general government; and
treat it as a matter of State concern
ment. Examine its effects on the agri
culture, commerce, and manufactures of
the State. Compare the expense of free
and slave labor . . . Considerations of
this sort, combined with the benevolent
feelings growing out of a gradual, unin
terrupted progress of religion, will, I
believe, set the people of their own
accord to seek deliverance. They will
forsee the necessity of a change; soon
begin to prepare for it; and it will
come about without violence or convul
sion.^5

John Holt Rice to William Maxwell, Theological
Seminary, Feb. 24, 1827, in William Maxwell, A Memoir
of the Rev. John H. Rice. P.P. (Richmond, 1835), 306-9.
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Before the Missouri Debates and the Denmark Vesey
Plot, the evangelical religious community of the South had
made significant efforts to provide religious education for
the Negro population.

Prom the time of the S.P.G. mis

sionaries, from the time of Bacon, Whitefield, and Davies,
serious attempts had been made to Christianize slaves and
free Blacks.

Such efforts received official sanction and

an element of systematization when the Churches had become
fully organized on the national level.

46

A few individual

clergymen, John Holt Rice among them, accepted it as a
Christian duty of the greatest importance, and, in
lifetimes of ministry, they devoted sufficient time in a
sincere spirit of kindness so as to be of real spiritual
comfort to their Black flocks.

47

William Meade took up

the subject in the earliest days of his ministry and
devoted a lifetime to encouraging religious instruction
of slaves.

He republished Thomas Bacon's Sermons to

Masters and Servants in 1816 and distributed hundreds of
copies throughout the South.

48

The abolition societies

46

There is a considerable literature on the religious
instruction of slaves in the South, although the major
emphasis is on the period after 1830. For the basic
source on the subject, see Charles C. Jones' The Religious
Instruction of the Negroes in the United States (Savannah,
G a ., 1842).
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For Rice's work, see: Maxwell, Memoir of John H.
Rice and P. B. Price, The Life of Reverend John Holt Rice.
P.P. (Richmond, 1953), 42-46.
48
William Meade, ed., Sermons Addressed to Masters
and Servants, and Published in the Year 1743 fsicl by the
Rev. Thomas Bacon . . . Now Republished with Other Tracts
and Dialogues on the Same Subject, and Recommended to All
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which arose in the upper South in the 1790s provided some
schooling for free Blacks, and Negro children were wel
comed in a surprising number of the Sunday schools which
came into being after 1816.

In a few cases, Negro and

White children shared integrated classrooms, and here and
49
there, Negro sabbath scholars were taught to read.
But the rising spirit of Southern militancy soon
overwhelmed these efforts, particularly if they involved
the encouragement of Negro literacy.

In the trial of

Denmark Vesey and his confederates, a great deal was
made of the fact that several of the leaders were Metho
dists; that religious education had given them the ability
to read the Missouri Debates and antislavery literature
Masters and Mistresses to be Used in their Families (Win
chester, Va., 1813). For Meade's promotion of the religious
education of slaves, see: David L. Holmes, "William Meade
and the Church of Virginia, 1789-1829," (Ph.D. diss.,
Princeton University, 1971), 211? Protestant Episcopal
Church. Diocese of Maryland, Journal (1816), 18? (1818),
21? William Meade to James Kemp: May 11, Sept. 10, and
Sept. 30, 1816. Ms. letters. Maryland Diocesan Archives,
housed at the Maryland Historical Society, Baltimore, Md.
49

For efforts to teach Negroes to read, see:
George Weller to James Kemp, 1817, Ms. letter. Maryland
Diocesan Archives, housed at the Maryland Historical
Society, Baltimore, Md.? Protestant Episcopal Church.
Diocese of Maryland, Journal (1824), 17? Presbyterian
Church. Synod of the Carolinas, "Journal (1796)," 79-98.
Ms. volume. Historical Foundation of the Presbyterian
Church of the U.S., Montreat, N.C.? Male Sunday School of
Baltimore, 1st and 2nd Reports (1820)? Philadelphia Sunday
and Adult School Union, Reports: 3rd (1819), 20-22? 4th
(1821), 61-2, 67? 5th (1822), 53-54, 58? 6 th (1823), 4546, 48? 7th (1824), 48-49, 51-53? DesChamps, "The Presby
terian Church in the South Atlantic States," 57-59?
Tracy, Memoir of Jeremiah Evarts. 117? Eleazar Harris,
The Christian's Remembrancer . . . (n.p., 1821), 93?
Samuel M. Janney, Memoirs of Samuel M. Jannev, A Minister
in the Religious Society of Friends (Phila., 1881), 11?
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from the North and to quote the Scripture in such a per
verted way as "to prove that slavery was contrary to the
laws of God; that slaves were bound to attempt their eman
cipation, however shocking and bloody might be the con
sequences, and that such efforts would not only be
pleasing to the Almighty, but were absolutely enjoined,
and their success predicted . . . "

50

E. C. Holland, in a sharp pro-slavery pamphlet
published in 1822 in Charleston, lashed out against "the
swarm of Missionaries, white and black, that are perpet
ually visiting us, who, with the Sacred Volume of God in
one hand, breathing peace to the whole family of man,
scatter, at the same time, with the other, the fire-brands
of discord and distruction, and, secretly disperse among
our Negro Population, the seeds of discontent and sedi51
tion."
Whitmarsh B. Seabrook, in a pamphlet published
three years later, warned that in the North, "perverted
tenets of the gospel are arranged against the existence
of an established order of polity, which no power but that

John Burton, Lectures on Female Education and Manners
(Baltimore, 1811; 4th ed.), 192.
50

Lionel H. Kennedy and Thomas Parker, An Official
Report of the Trials of Sundry Negroes, Charged with an
Attempt to Raise an Insurrection in the State of South
Carolina (Charleston, S.C., 1822), 17-23.
^ E d w i n C. Holland, A Reflection on the Calumnies
Circulated against the Southern and Western States.
Respecting the Institution and Existence of Slavery Among
Them . . . . (Charleston, S.C., 1822), 7-15.
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of God, or the slow progress of time, can ever ameliorate,
without bloodshed."

52

The Southern public reacted to this

escalation of rhetoric in the early twenties by forcibly
closing sunday schools for Black children; city councils
and legislatures here and there passed laws against teaching
Negroes to read.

53

The crisis had been reached.

The churches, the

clergy, and the benevolent societies of South Carolina as
of 1822, by events beyond their control, had lost all
power to affect the legal status of slavery except in a
negative manner, and events quickly spread the hopeless
ness to the Upper South as well in the course of the
decade.

The Southern clergy and reform-minded laymen,

those of Charleston in the lead, adopted the only course
of action open.
A century before (1727), the Bishop of London, to
facilitate religious instruction of slaves by S.P.G.
missionaries, had issued a public letter giving assurances
that Christianizing of slaves in no way threatened the
52

Whitmarsh B. Seabrook, A Concise View of the
Critical Situation, and Future Prospects of the Slaveholding States, in Relation to their Coloured Population
. . . . (Charleston, S.C., 1825), 16-19.
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For scattered references to the forced opposition
to Negro literacy, see: Isaac Parker Cook, Early History
of Methodist Sabbath Schools, in Baltimore City and
Vicinity; and Other Interesting Facts Connected Therewith.
Compiled by a Sabbath Scholar of 1817 (Baltimore, 1877),
42; Phila. Sunday and Adult School Union: 6 th Report
(1823), 54; 7th Report (1824), 59-59; "The following
notification . . . ," Southern Evangelical Intelligencer,
2 (1820-21), 358-59; The Emancipator. 1 (1820), 82, 8990.
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legal property rights of masters.

54

In effect, the

Southern clergy were forced to make the same admission in
the 1820s and 1830s.

To refute charges that Negro

Christianity was inherently revolutionary, they had to
prove by example that it was not.

They threw all their

pious energy into a growing series of efforts to provide
"safe" religious training for slaves, realizing that it
was the only avenue left which would allow them to retain
influence in a society which simply would not tolerate
dissent.

To gain the public confidence needed to permit

them to intercede between masters and their human property,
they had to align themselves with slavery's growing number
of vocal defenders and, by every means possible, attest
to their orthodoxy on the subject.
One by one, in the late thirties and forties by
entire Church judicial bodies, Southern clergymen were
absolutely forced to compromise on the issue of slavery.
Many individuals had long since accepted all of the
premises upon which the decision was based and had no
difficulty adapting to the role of slavery's defenders.
Even the most rigorously intellectual clergymen of
Northern origins who occupied the leading urban pulpits
were sufficiently softened by convictions of m a n 's
depravity, of the preeminence of the soul over bodies
54

For a somewhat abbreviated copy of the text,
see "Bishop of London's Letter to Masters and Mistresses,"
(May 19, 1727), in Peter G. Mode, Source Book and Biblio
graphical Guide for American Church History (Menasha,
Wis., 1921), 549-51.
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enchained in sin if not in iron, to accept prospects of
vast multitudes of heathen converts as a prize worth the
price exacted.
Here then, for the first time, was a distinctly
Southern reform.

Superficially, the educational efforts

which were vigorously commenced in the twenties were
similar to the Earliest Negro sunday schools and to the
continuing religious education of White children.

But

the rationale was different— consciously founded upon
racial prejudice.

Fittingly, it was South Carolinians,

and Episcopalians at that, who, untainted by a hint of
revolutionary fervor and possessing a social respecta
bility which could not be questioned, initiated the new
effort.

Although approximately one-third of the Episcopal

communicants in the state were Blacks, not one had been
involved in the 1822 conspiracy.

Bishop Francis Bowen,

who had consistently shown an interest in this missionary
work, launched a major effort in his Diocesan Report of
1823.

Noting "that a large number of this class, both bond

and free, have a decided preference for the worship of our
Church," that "the system of our Church is eminently
adapted to promote the spiritual welfare of the illiter
ate, and those who have dull minds," he urged that Negroes
should be "brought up in that religion which teaches
the servant to be obedient to his master according to
the flesh, and contented in that state of life in which

it hath pleased God that he should be."

55

A clergyman,

believed to be the later historian of the diocese Frederick
Dalcho, published Practical Considerations founded on the
Scriptures. Relative to the Slave Population of South
Carolina (1823) which expanded upon Bowen's arguments
with brutal frankness.

He went directly to the crucial

point, the need "to improve their moral and spiritual
condition, without deranging the existing order of
society," and he advocated two expedients:

1) Religious

instruction, which has always served to "restrain" man.
The Episcopal service, based upon the Book of Common
Prayer, was particularly suited because it contained
nothing "to inflame the passions of the ignorant enthu
siast."

2) Prohibition of Black attendance at any public

services, July 4th orations, etc., where "sometimes more
than is politically necessary, is said about personal
liberty, which Negro auditors know not how to apply,
except by running the parallel with their own condition.
They, therefore, iribibe false notions of their personal
rights, and give reality in their minds, to what has no
real existence.
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William Stevens Perry, ed., Journals of General
Conventions of the Protestant Episcopal Church, in the
United States. 1785-1835 (Cleremont, N.H., 1874; 3 vols.),
vol. 2, 44-45.
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A South-Carolinian, Practical Considerations
founded on the Scriptures. Relative to the Slave Population
of South Carolina (Charleston, S.C., 1823).
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The other denominations soon joined in the pro
motion of pro-slavery religious education.

Baptist

Richard Furman published an Exposition of the Views of
the Baptists. Relative to the Coloured Population in 1823
which spelled out all of the arguments which would become
the standard cliches of clerical defenders of the insti
tution in years to come:

slavery and the discipline it

entails is;justified in the Bible; slaves, most of which
were already in servitude in Africa, were generally
obtained from outside merchants in a legal manner.

What

guilt there might have been rested with individuals long
since dead; Negro slaves are far happier than many poor
Whites in "free" society; the relationship of master and
servant when ruled by Christian duty brings out the best
in men.

The governor of Georgia proclaimed a Day of

Thanksgiving and Humiliation for the survival of society
from the previous year's insurrection and recommended
Furman's pamphlet as serving "to make our servants not
only more contented with their lot, but more useful to
their owners."

57

Recovering from their temporary embar

rassment over Methodist involvement in the Denmark Vesey
affair, the South Carolina Conference of 1824 proposed
a missionary campaign aimed directly at Negroes.

Five

years later, they were invited by Charles Cotesworth
57

Richard Furman, Rev. Dr. Richard Furman's Exposi
tion of the Views of the Baptists Relative to the Coloured
Population of the United States in a Communication to the
Governor of South Carolina (Charleston, S.C., 1823), 319.
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Pinckney, nephew of the recently deceased Revolutionary
worthy, to establish a Christian plantation on his prop
erty, the plan of which he publicized as a model of
58
disciplinary perfection and economic efficiency.
After momentarily faltering in the early twenties.
Southern evangelicals revived their interest in Negro
sunday schools.

"New Methods" of teaching, adapted

particularly to illiterate slaves, were devised which
emphasized the Christian duties of hard work, personal
morality and contentment with one's earthly lot.

Begin

ning in the late 1820s, slave chapels became a not un
common feature of large plantations? the thirties and
forties brought forth catechisms and tracts specifically
designed for use with slaves.
IV.

59

The Price of Southern Evangelical
Distinctiveness
The urban focus and Northern taint of organized

reform activity, although no particular disability in the
early years of euphoric excitement, meant that at best,
the national societies rested upon a fragile base of
public support.

Only a distinct atypical minority of

CO

Mathews, Methodism and Slavery, 62-87; Charles
Cotesworth Pinckney, An Address on Religion, Slavery,
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the population actively participated in reform efforts;
the section's popular majority merely acquiesced.
The tragedy of growing sectionalism was that it
gradually transformed public apathy into hostile aware
ness of things new and things foreign.

It brought to an

end the atmosphere of popular intellectual tolerance.
Evangelicals were simply forced in the 1820s and 1830s
to accommodate themselves to slavery.
they paid a price.

But in doing so,

For in making such a compromise, they

became self-conscious Southerners with loyalties to the
"peculiarities" of Southern life which would invariably
come before those to national organizations, whether they
be national benevolent societies or national Churches.
Minutes of Church judicial bodies, religious periodicals,
and particularly private correspondence of Southern
clergymen between themselves in the late 1820s shows a
growing awareness of sectional distinctiveness, of the
necessity to protect with a wall of silence an institution
which could never be understood by outsiders.
In the abstract, there was no inherent incongruity
between pro-slavery evangelicalism and national reform
as it existed before the early 1830s.

In principle, none

of the national benevolent societies opposed slavery, and
in practice national leaders made every attempt to avoid
wounding Southern feelings on the delicate issue.

Pri

vately, however, most Northern evangelicals supported
colonization of the antislavery variety; they were not
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generally sympathetic to Southern political aspirations,
and in sermons, conversation, and in Northern religious
journals, their true feelings were made public.
The young Northern missionaries who had played
such a crucial role in building national society support
in the South were increasingly viewed as a threat.

Per

haps some of them had expressed indiscreet personal views
on slavery, but the record of such incidents is lacking.
But ardent advocates of slavery, particularly those who
had little use for organized religion anyway, were beyond
the point of discrimination.

Northern clergymen were

stereotyped as being advocates of antislavery and, no
matter what their true feelings, were unwelcome visitors.
Partly because they could not afford to cross the politi
cal, social, and lay church leaders of their country of
residence, partly no doubt because of guilt over their
own nefarious bargain over slavery and a desire to hide
from the personal inspection of Northern colleagues the
degree to which they had compromised themselves, Southern
clergymen went along.

In his strongly-worded pro-slavery

pamphlet of 1823, Rev. Frederick Dalcho objected to the
"persons born and educated in all the prejudices of
non-slave holding countries, and mere itinerants here for
a few winter months" who, "full-fraught with speculative
notions of personal liberty," had previously enjoyed free
access to the impressionable minds of Negro slaves.

60
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A committee of the Presbyterian Synod of South Carolina,
appointed in 1826 to report on domestic missions within
the state, urged employment only of "natives of our
Southern States, on account of their being accustomed to
the manners of our people— of their being reconciled to
61
our domestic Institutions, and inured to our climate."
The founding and expansion of Southern theological
seminaries took on new importance in all Southern denomi
nations in the late twenties and thirties, and the broad
opportunities for employment open a decade before to
Northern seminary students, unless they were Southern
natives, were no longer held out to them.

In many ways,

the basis for the sectional division of the Churches had
come into being by the early 1830s, more than a decade
before the actual breaks occurred.
Their increasing defensiveness with regard to
slavery in no way limited Southern evangelicals' enthusiasm
for the reforms themselves which captured the attention of
America's religious community,

if anything, the dismissal

of slavery as an area of concern proper to clerical
interference relieved the minds of men such as John Holt
Rice of any feeling of guilt about their working at cross
purposes with the society which provided them with their
bread.

They threw their full energies into Sabbath ob61

Presbyterian Church. Synod of South Carolina,
"Minutes (1826)," 15. Ms. volume. Historical Foundation
of the Presbyterian Church of the U.S., Montreat, N.C.
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servance, temperance, and missions, buoyed by the belief
that they were entrusted with a special duty, and now the
means to transform every plantation into a Christian
family community.

Giving full support to national re

forms was not, however, synonymous with wholeheartedly
approving of the national reform societies themselves.
The American Temperance Society, dedicated to an ideal
which in no way threatened Southern institutions and doing
its work almost exclusively through indigenous branch
organizations requiring little national direction, would
continue to receive full support for years.

In the case

of the American Bible Society, the actual mission of
distribution of the Scriptures was as acceptable as always,
and the growing role assumed by state conventions and
societies during the campaigns of 1826-30 served to restore
a measure of the local control which had diminished with
the growth of the agency system.

The American Sunday

School Union, in that it provided the necessary tools for
local efforts, was as useful as it had ever been.
But for the Southern evangelical community as a
whole, the complete dedication-to reform in national terms
was a thing of the past by the early 1830s.

They dreamed

the same visions of earthly and heavenly perfection which
had inspired the reform societies in the first place;
they longed for the same popular acceptance of Christian
and moral behavior.

But they no longer shared a complete

faith that the national societies, with their Northern
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officers and Northern agents, in countless ways imposing
their personal prejudices upon otherwise pure Christian
efforts, were the chosen vehicles of expression of God's
will on earth.
At heart, they had also lost the absolute faith
that the voluntary society was able to work the miracles
which had once been expected of it; Southerners, in
particular, had come to doubt their ability to transform
public opinion.

The harsh public criticsm of the Society

for the Melioration of the Condition of the Jews, however
insignificant and mismanaged the effort had been, the
strong popular opposition to campaigns against Sabbath
travel and Sabbath mails, the political annihilation of
efforts to Christianize the Civilized Tribes, took their
toll by weakening evangelical confidence.

The forced

compromise over slavery, the full realization of which was
effected in the deep South by the early 1820s, the upper
South over the next decade, shattered all illusions of
clerical power in solving sensitive social problems.
Essentially, evangelicals were simply being forced, like
everyone else, to face the realities of racism, ignorance,
selfishness, and the limits of the power of persuasion.
But reforms are not built on realities but on dreams.
When the Southern evangelical reformers themselves lost
confidence in their ability to accomplish the impossible,
they were denying the very concept which had put life into
the best of their efforts— the faith that social progress
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was dependent only upon the scientific discovery of truth
and, by means of rational argument and popularization
through voluntary organization, public education.
The evangelicals were, by the thirties, willing to
adapt their conceptions of truth to fit existing public
opinion itself.

In an editorial of April 10, 1830, the

Charleston Observer concluded that religious progress
could only be accomplished in a "peaceful and tranquil
state."

Evaluating the failure of the missionary efforts

to the recently evicted Indians, to which the periodical
itself had given strong support, the Northern-born editor
(Benjamin Gildersleve) concluded that "we are firmly of
the opinion that had Ministers of the Gospel, and benevolent
Laymen, and religious Editors, devoted their time and their
talents to the cause of vital religion, instead of being
engaged in creating an excitement, they would have acted
more within their appropriate sphere, and rendered a far
62
more essential service to the community . . . ."
This
represented, as did John Holt Rice’s letter on slavery
and similar expressions by many other former leaders of
the reform impulse, the abdication of leadership in
Southern society to which they had once, through the
voluntary societies, aspired to.

Social reforms and

societies would continue to serve an important function
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"Causes that have operated, and that may still
operate in preventing revivals of religion," Charleston
Observer. 4 (1830), 58.
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below the Mason and Dixon Line.

Reform societies, in

small ways, would occasionally rise above the conventional
to search for truth.

But the unshackled idealism, and

with it, the essential moral strength which had briefly
given voluntary reform societies an heroic quality, was
gone, crushed by a march of events which propelled the
Southern United States toward civil war.

CHAPTER 8
THE LEGACY OF ORGANIZED REFORM
Perhaps no other social phenomenon in early Ameri
can history failed so miserably to effect its stated
objects as did the religious reform society movement,
yet, with very limited resources and popular participa
tion, bequeath a more significant legacy of social change.
For Southern society, characterized throughout its history
more by resistance than acceptance of change, the effect
of evangelical reform was proportionately greater than in
the nation as a whole.
Setting the impossible goals of social and religious
perfection, the reform societies as a whole were failures.
They did not come close to creating a world of civilized
moral Christians.

They did not put Bibles or tracts in

every human hand nor teach all men to read them.

They

neither put an end to vicious habits nor successfully
chained the forces of human ambition, greed, and hatred.
The majority of the reform society efforts were
aimed at "improving" the poor, yet the reformers rarely
demonstrated a humane sensitivity toward the objects of
their benevolence.

Wedded to a pre-Marxian conception of

society as but a composite of individuals, they exhibited
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no compassion for the poor as a class.

They simply lacked

the vision of society as a whole to formulate compre
hensive solutions to the problems of urbanization,
industrialization, or for that matter, slavery.
The very qualities which gave the Protestant
reform tradition a harshness, however, gave it a strength
of purpose which secular reform could never muster.

For

if individualism made comprehensive reform unattainable,
and if evangelical Protestantism made compromise difficult,
these qualities generated an absolute faith in the concept
of conversion, of radical human change.

The ardent

evangelicals possessed a sense of confidence and moral
righteousness which caused them to dismiss the existence
of obstacles, to dream the impossible, and fully believe
that, as the instruments of God's will, they would achieve
perfection.

Evangelical reform, if it had any vitality

at all, possessed a revolutionary spark, a visionary
power, which secular contemporaries could never fully
understand.
The evangelicals enjoyed only limited immediate
success in their efforts to convert society to their
own image.

A gradual rise in church discipline and

secular moral legislation undoubtedly improved public
morality although statistics are not available to prove
the point.

Temperance sentiment, a real innovation in

social behavior, gained wide popular support.

Dueling,

gambling, swearing, even dancing and the theatre, lost
some of the attraction which they had once enjoyed.

The
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introduction of Sunday schools and expanded church activity,
combined with the public pressure which active Christians
exerted, brought about a noticeable quieting of the
Southern Sabbath.

But at best, these can be viewed as

progress only in the negative sense.
Evangelical religion and the reform societies
made positive social contributions as well.

The mis

sionary movement, promoting Christian visions which
transcended political and ethnic loyalties, encouraged
an internationalism among people who had never before
looked beyond the local community.

The picture of foreign

lands which gained acceptance was smug and simplistic,
but at least a minimal popular interest in world affairs,
a basis for comparative social analysis, was kept alive
in an otherwise isolationist period of American history.
The sunday school movement in conjunction with Bible
distribution and the publication of a vast literature
of tracts created the first popular interest in educa
tional theory.

Both successes and failures of public

education through religious societies paved the way for
general acceptance of universal public education as a
governmental responsibility.
Although evangelicals argued that women's social
responsibility was essentially domestic, their emphasis
on the impottance of child-rearing and infant education
gave these activities a scientific dignity and vital
national importance.

Almost without exception, editors

and correspondents of Southern religious periodicals
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defended the inherent intellectual equality of the sexes
and argued the importance of rigorous intellectual training
of women.^

In promoting female participation in reform

society work, the evangelical churches provided American
women with their first opportunity for united social action
and laid the foundations for the suffrage movement of the
latter nineteenth century.
Without doubt, however, the most significant legacy
of evangelical religion, particularly that sort embodied
in the reform societies and their work, was intellectual.
Almost alone, it created the dominant mentality and
established the standards of deportment for polite society
in the nineteenth century.

The prohibitions of church

discipline and moral reform, the concepts of personal
responsibility, both presented in the garb of pious
sentimentality which has come to be associated with
Victorian romanticism, infused a moralistic tone into the
Chesterfieldian concepts of polite eighteenth-century
behavior.

Through religious periodicals, pamphlets, books

For several pieces vigorously defending the intel
lectual equality of men and women, see: John Holt Rice,
"A Discourse, Delivered before the Literary and Philosoph
ical Society at Hampden-Sydney College, at their Anniver
sary Meeting, on the 24th of September, 1824," Virginia
Evangelical and Literary Magazine. 8 (1825), 1-9, 57-65;
B. O'Sullivan, A Series of Lectures on Female Education
. . . Comprehended in Twelve Numbers. No. 1 (Washington,
1828); Looker-On, "Women Not Unequal to Men," Virginia
Evangelical and Literary Magazine. 11 (1828), 378-83, 43438; "Review of the Cultivation of Female Intellect in the
United States," Va. Evan. & Lit. Magazine, 10 (1827),
240-46, 291-307. For a remarkably witty exchange between
a "male Chauvinist" and a thoroughly liberated female,
see the letters of "Arethusa" and "Syphax" in Missionary,
5 (1824), nos. 33, 35, 38. The editor editorially backed
the female arguments.
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of etiquette, and moral tracts, stereotypes of the
charitable merchant, the benevolent planter, the Christian
wife, and the pious, dutiful child were branded on the
early nineteenth-century mentality as character types
worthy of emulation.

Hard work, respect for inferiors,

denial of the passions in their many forms, but particu
larly evangelical Christianity, were enthroned as the
ideals of human behavior.

2

Evangelical morality possessed a self-assured
righteousness, partly because it was so intimately
associated with Christian regeneration, but also because
its proponents believed it to be founded upon reason.
In the earliest stages of organized reform, the evan
gelicals had demonstrated a certain open-mindedness, a
questioning and searching for rational justifications
for their actions which, if it produced foregone con
clusions, gave them a certainty of the rightness of their
cause which was awesome.

Temperance, Christian observance

of the Sabbath, moral prohibitions of all sorts, were not
merely desirable; they represented, to ardent believers,
the only behavior acceptable to God and proven correct
by reason and scientific proof.
What nineteenth-century evangelical religion really
did was to define and establish the aspirations of the
2
For an excellent example of a Christian guide to
manners adapted to the land of slavery, see: Mrs. Virginia
Cary, Letters on Female Character, Addressed to a Young
Lady, On the Death of Her Mother, 2nd ed. (Richmond, Va.,
1830).
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rising middle class as the universal social norm.

The

aristocracy, with its extravagance and hedonistic enjoy
ment of luxury and leisure, was forced to moderate or at
least hide its excesses behind a facade of pious respect
ability.

The poor, on the other hand, were provided a

route to respectability, an opportunity for personal
advancement based solely on their willingness to adopt the
rigid code of Christian deportment held out to them.

In

placing absolute emphasis upon behavior and good works
and demonstrating a disdain for tradition, in providing
through churches and charitable societies a vehicle for
popular expression of s61f-willed regeneration, nineteenthcentury evangelical religion demonstrated that strange
combination of revolutionary and conservative character
istics which has bedeviled historians of Protestantism
since the publication of Max Weber's The Protestant Ethic
and the Spirit of Capitalism (1904-5, 1920).

Men and women

were forced to pay the price of ruthless conformity to a
rather boring, unimaginative code of behavior.

But,

they were given an opportunity which human society has
rarely offered— the opportunity to literally raise them
selves from rags to riches if they had the personal
strength to accomplish it.

Religion and reform played a

vital role in enabling the second generation (born between
1800 and 1830) of Americans born under the flag of the
United States to justify and legitimize the remarkable
economic gains born of opening frontiers, mercantile
expansion, and the rise of manufacturing.

These indi-
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viduals, the impressionable children to whom much of the
early tract and Sunday school efforts had been directed,
were to become the self-made men idealized in the 1850s;
they were the honored patriarchs of society in the latter
part of the century (1870s-l890s) when church attendance
and popular moral standards came as close to matching
3

evangelical ideals as they ever would in American history.
It is, of course, tempting to greatly overestimate
the importance of the reform societies in the South.
Overall participation in the societies themselves to 1830
involved only a few thousand persons in a population of
millions.

Many of the societies themselves were weak,

momentary creations with little substance, dedicated to
unrealistic goals of religious perfection in a predominantly
secular society.
were few.

Their successes in meeting larger goals

By today's standards of social action, they

were insignificant.

But this was a period of small to

non-existent government, of poor communications, of few
social institutions of any sort.

There was none of the

noise and confusion of voices competing for attention which
cheapens all efforts and wearies the public audience of
the present-day world.

Judged in relative terms, the

reform society efforts were significant, and they were
3
.
For a particularly good example of biographical
literature in praise of the self-made man which prolifer
ated in the last half of the nineteenth century, see:
John Livingston, Biographical Sketches of Distinguished
Americans, Now Living (N.Y. and London, 1853). The volume
is subtitled "Philosophy Teaching by Example."
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able to command a popular attention which was being courted
by few other institutions.
It could be argued persuasively that the test of
civilized behavior is the ability of an individual or
society to look beyond its own selfish desires.

It is this

capacity which sets human beings above their animal exis
tence.

It is this quality which gave the American

Revolution, and has given all revolutions and ideologies
whatever element of nobility they have possessed.

In

spite of basic differences, both the Federalist and
Republican parties of the first decades of national
existence embodied a sincere concern for the country's
welfare above selfish ends which none of the national
parties since that time have matched.

Until sectarian

and sectional loyalties pulled them apart in the 1830s,
the reform societies as a whole also captured the lofti
ness of purpose, this concern for others and dedication to
human progress.

And unlike government, politics, or any

other contemporary institutions, they effectively trans
mitted their idealism into positive social action.

They

were the first institutions to aim their messages and
their offers of assistance to the public at large, the
first to attempt to educate the people in these same
principles of self-denial which they themselves pro
claimed.
Realities of course rendered the abstract idealism
of evangelical reform meaningless.

The benevolent

societies had to operate within existing society, and as
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all American social movements have done, they became vic
tims of the essential irony of democratic society.

Ef

ficient change could only have been purchased by denial
of freedom, by forcing men and women under the pretext
of the greater social good to deny their own personal
interpretations of this ideal; preservation of the princi
ples of democratic freedom and voluntary change required
that the reforms themselves be watered down to a level
which could obtain popular acceptance— a process which
inevitably took the meaning and content out of the advo
cated changes.

Dedicated to republicanism and yet cer

tain that their goals could stand the tests of reason, the
evangelical reformers had confidently embarked on a pro
gram of national conversion.

Public opinion proved to be

a temperamental animal which could not be caged, but the
reformers’ methods of bringing about change through
motivating the individual human being were never proven
wrong.

Society, even then, was simply too large and too

complex to allow reform organizations the opportunity to
reach more than a fraction of its inhabitants.

The

reformers fared no worse than their counterparts of any
era in dealing with problems of deep psychological and
social complexity which the age (and no age yet) could
not fully comprehend, much less solve.
By the 1830s, the character of slaveholding
democratic society and the relentless march of time had
destroyed the basis of confidence which had sparked the
evangelical reform movement in the South.

The era of
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questioning, expectation, and innovation within the
religious reform community was essentially over, replaced
by moral certainties, religious fundamentalism, and
futile attempts to legislate changes which persuasion
could not effect.

In their example and in the continuation

of their work, however, the reformers left a quiet, posi
tive legacy in the fields of public education, local
charity, and professional social work which continues to
play a vital role in modern society.
Perhaps all that can be expected of men in any age
is that they try to put their dreams into effect, fight
with honor, and at least in small ways attempt to improve
the society in which they live and the world which they
leave behind them.

The South of the 1830s, for all its

imperfections and foreboding tendencies, was a better
place, a more civilized society, than it had been before
the birth of organized reform activity.

APPENDIX A
BIOGRAPHICAL DATA ON PERSONS INVOLVED IN
HUMANITARIAN AND RELIGIOUS ACTIVITY IN
THE SOUTH
Addison, Walter Dulany (1769-1848). Member of a wealthy
and prominent family of Maryland, Addison was educated
in England under the exacting eye of Tory Jonathan
Boucher, then Dr. Barrow of London (1784-89). On his
return, he inherited 3,563 acre Addison Manor near
Alexandria. Exceedingly pious, perhaps influenced by
contact with British evangelicals, he was almost denied
entrance into the Episcopal priesthood because of pro
nounced puritanical views. In 1793, he and Rev. Mr.
J. Coleman introduced a pioneering canon against taverns
and fashionable amusements. With little interest in
theological matters, he was an uncompromising crusader
for practical morality in all its public and private
aspects. He had himself appointed an officer of the
peace in Washington, D.C., and conducted a personal
campaign against dueling. A strong believer in inter
denominational cooperation, he enjoyed close friend
ship with local clergymen of all faiths, Protestant and
Catholic. He gave a lot and helped to raise funds for
a colored Methodist Church, educated and freed his own
slaves, and generally supported charitable activity of
any sort. He would appear to have been a major influence
in shaping the career of William Meade who studied with
him in 1809. He was a vice president of the Education
Society which created the theological seminary in
Alexandria. Blindness forced him to retire from the
ministry in 1830.^
Allen, Benjamin, Jr. (1789-1829). Native of Hudson, New
York, brought up a Presbyterian, he later became an
Episcopalian and moved to Charlestown, Virginia, between
1811 and 1815. Having published a volume of poems on
moral and religious subjects (Hudon, New York, 1811),
he became editor of the Layman's Magazine in 1815. As
a layman, he became involved in religious instruction
of Negroes in Charleston; he was admitted to the
Episcopal priesthood in 1818. In 1821 he removed to
Philadelphia and took charge of St. Paul's Parish, and
in 1827 established a religious printing office.*
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Allen, John (1793-1822). Born in England, an ardent
Methodist class leader and sunday school superintendent,
he exemplifies the lesser figures who supplied much of
the real labor which made the benevolent societies work
on the local level. Emigrating to Richmond in 1819, he
immediately became a superintendent of one branch and
secretary of the Sunday School Union, vice president of
the Junior Bible Society, secretary of the Virginia
Conference Missionary Society.3
Allen, John. A Presbyterian minister from Tennessee, he
took great interest in efforts being made to Christianize
seamen. While visiting London, he preached on the
"floating chapel" on the Thames and brought the first
Bethel Flag to America on his return.4
Anderson, David (d. 1812). A Socttish merchant in Peters
burg, Virginia, he left over $10,000 for the education
of poor White children. The money was applied to a
Lancastrian School which opened in 182l.5
Armstrong, William J. (1796-1846). Born in New Jersey,
graduate of Princeton and Princeton Seminary, he served
as a missionary for the A.B.C.F.M. in Albemarle Co.,
Virginia, 1819-21. He replaced John H. Rice at the
First Presbyterian Church, Richmond, in 1824 and became
a leading figure in temperance, sunday school, coloniza
tion societies and a strong advocate of home missions
and Union Theological Seminary. His first wife (m.
1824) was a niece of Richard Stockton; his second wife
(m. 1828), daughter of Samuel Pleasants, editor of the
Virginia Argus.6
Asbury, Francis (1745-1816). Although his energies were
primarily directed toward building the Methodist denom
ination, he was the major force behind antislavery
sentiment in the denomination. He was directly respon
sible for turning the Methodist Female Friendly Associa
tion of Charleston, organized as a mutual aid society,
into the city's first general society for poor relief
(1811).7
Bachman, John (1790-1874). A Lutheran clergyman from
New York State, he accepted a call to St. Johfi's
Church, Charleston, South Carolina, in 1815 and retained
the pastorate for 57 years. He was a leader within his
denomination in the advocacy of sunday school, tract,
missionary, and education societies and took particular
interest in the education of Negroes. He was the pri
mary founder of the seminary at Columbia in 1830. Apart
from his clerical career, he was a world-famous botanist,
a collaborator with Audubon on several publications.8
Bacon, Thomas (d. 1768).

See Chapter 3.9
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Bedell, Gregory T. (1793-1834). Although emotional almost
to the point of mental illness, Bedell brought a strong
sense of evangelical piety to a brief pastorate in
Fayetteville, North Carolina (1817-1822), encouraged
benevolent societies, and greatly contributed to the
revival of the Episcopal Diocese of North Carolina.19
Beman, Nathan S.S. (1785-1871). A native of New York
State, Middlebury graduate and ordained Congregational
minister, he went South in 1812 for reasons of health.
He organized a Presbyterian church and an academy in
Mt. Zion, Georgia, and edited The Missionary, one of the
finest religious periodicals in the South. After serving
a year as president of Franklin College, Athens, Georgia,
he returned to a forty-year pastorate in Troy, New York.11
Bend, Joseph G.J. (1762-1812). Born in New York and
brought up in Barbados, he was ordained an Episcopal
priest in New York in 1787. After a brief pastorate
in Philadelphia, he became rector of St. Paul's Church,
Baltimore (1791-1812). Although a High Churchman in
regard to ritual, he was actively involved in all of
Baltimore's charitable organizations, a founder of the
Dispensary and the Orphan Asylum.12
Bethune, George W. (1805-1862). Son of Divie and Joanna
Bethune, both leaders in the early organized charities
of New York City, he served briefly as a city missionary
in Savannah, Georgia (1826-27). He was a Princeton
Seminary graduate. He later earned fame as a literary
figure and bibliophile.13
Bishop, Robert H. (1777-1855). Graduate of Edinburgh,
he was induced to come to America by John M. Mason as a
missionary of the Associate Reformed Church. He settled
in Lexington, Kentucky, in 1803, taught at Transylvania,
held a pastorate, and edited the Evangelical Record and
Western Review. He paid particular attention to the
religious education of Negroes and organized a sunday
school for them. He joined the Presbyterian Church in
1819 and later served as president of Miami University
in Ohio.14
Blackburn, Gideon (1772-1838). A Virginian, educated at
Samuel Doak's Martin Academy, he was ordained a Presby
terian minister in 1792. He took particular interest
in missions to the Indians, conducting mission schools
for which he took a fund-raising tour in the North in
1807. He organized several churches in Tennessee,
held a pastorate in Louisville, Kentucky (1823-27), was
president of Centre College (1827-30). He was a leading
advocate of temperance and opponent of dueling. He
emancipated his good slaves (he sold two "bad" ones!)
and supported colonization. In 1833 he moved to Il
linois.1^
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Blackburn, Samuel (1758-1835). A Bath Co., Virginia,
lawyer, ardent Presbyterian, he took great interest in
a number of the benevolent societies. He was the
father of Virginia's anti-dueling law and at his death,
freed all his slaves and sent them to Liberia.^-6
Blythe, James (1765-1842). Native of Nofth Carolina,
graduate of Hampden-Sydney College, he was a leader
among the pioneer preachers (Presbyterian) of Kentucky.
He taught at Transylvania, was a founder of the American
Bible Society, and collaborated with Robert H. Bishop in
the publication of the Evangelical Record and Western
Review.^7
Boies, Artemas (1792-1844). Native of Massachusetts,
graduate of Williams and Princeton Seminary, he served
as the pastor of Presbyterian churches in Wilmington,
North Carolina (1819-21) and Charleston, South Carolina
(1821-23). A revival in the latter church served to
create new enthusiasm for benevolent societies. He
returned to New England in 1823, coming back to Charles
ton briefly, 1829-30, as an agent for the American Bible
Society.
Botsford, Edmund (1745-1819). Born in England, he came to
Charleston, South Carolina, in 1766, was baptized by
Oliver Hart the following year, and was licensed as a
Baptist preacher in 1771. He was the author of two
widely popular tracts: The Spiritual Voyage and Sambo
and Toney: A Dialogue between Two Servants.18
Bowen, Nathaniel (1779-1838). Native of Connecticut,
Harvard graduate, his father was a Congregational clergy
man who took the Episcopal orders and accepted the charge
of St. John's Colleton Parish in 1787, the year of his
death. Nathaniel Bowen was raised by Dr. Robert Smith,
rector of St. Philips and later Bishop of South Carolina.
He studied theology in Virginia, Maryland, and Rhode
Island, was deacon of Trinity Church, Boston (1800),
and had temporary charge of St. John's Church, Providence,
Rhode Island before returning to Charleston. He was
chaplain of the Orphan House (1800-1802) and assistant
rector of St. Michael's, and after eight years as
rector of Grace Church, New York City (1809-17), he was
elected Bishop of South Carolina. A man of great energy,
his New York years gave him a lifelong interest in
religious benevolent societies. He took special in
terest in the religious education of Negroes, encouraged
Charleston's strong support of General Seminary, and
put the full weight of his personal influence behind
the anti-dueling society, religious publications, the
Advancement Society, and sunday schools.2®
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Breckinridge, John (1797-1841). A Kentuckian, son of
Jefferson's Attorney General (who died in 1806),
Breckinridge graduated from Princeton. Marraige to a
daughter of Samuel Miller undoubtedly encouraged a far
more religious outlook in the son than had been held by
his deistical father. He was ordained a Presbyterian
clergyman in New Jersey, 1822, and served the following
year as chaplain of the U.S. House of Representatives.
He briefly held a pastorate in Lexington, Kentucky,
where he published the Western Luminary and gave strong
opposition to Horace Holley, Unitarian president of
Transylvania. He served as pastor of the evangelical
Second Presbyterian Church in Baltimore, 1826-31, where
he gave strong support to religious benevolent societies.
He later served as secretary and president of the
Presbyterian Board of Education, secretary and general
agent for the Board of Foreign Missions, president of
the American Colonization Society, and professor at
Princeton Seminary. He was elected president of Ogle
thorpe University in the year of his death.21
Brice, Nicholas. Chief Justice, Baltimore City Court.
A devoted member of St. Paul's Episcopal Church, Brice,
actively interested in reform efforts, was the soughtafter social leader of Baltimore's charitable societies
by the late 182 O s . ^2
Broom, Jacob (1752-1810). Business and political leader
of Wilmington, Delaware, delegate to the Federal Con
stitutional Convention, Broom's bequests (although he
was a Presbyterian himself) were largely responsible
for the long success of the Female Benevolent Society
(Quaker) in humanely meeting the needs of Wilmington's
poor, Black and White.23
Brown, Joseph (1788-1833). Born in Massachusetts, grad
uate of Middlebury and Andover Seminary, he was ordained
by the Congregational Association of Charleston, South
Carolina in 1821. As-city missionary for the Ladies
Benevolent Society and pastor of the Seaman's Chapel,
Brown was largely responsible for the strength of local
charitable efforts in Charleston, 1820-29. Because
of ill health, he moved to New York in 1829 and served
as secretary and general agent for the national Seamen's
Friend Society until his death four years later.24
Brown, Margretta (1772-1838). Native of New York City,
sister of reform leader Dr. John M. Mason, educated by
Isabela Grahme, the saintly founder of the earliest
female benevolence societies in the country, she married
Sen. John Brown of Kentucky in 1799 and moved to Frank
fort. Acknowledged social leader of the town, she
devoted her life to furthering religious and humani
tarian activities. She was instrumental in founding the
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town's Presbyterian church, a Cent Society, a Female
Education Society, and a sunday school. She collected,
published, and distributed tracts and catechisms,
actively served as sunday school superintendent and
she aided agents of the national reform societies through
out her life.^5
Caldwell, Elias B. (1759-1825). One of the distinguished
children of Rev. Mr. and Mrs. James Caldwell of New
Jersey, both killed by the British during the Revolution,
Caldwell was "adopted and educated as a ward of the
venerated old revolutionary Congress." He was the Clerk
of the U.S. Supreme Court and one of the principal
leaders of the American Colonization Society in its
first decade. Although never given a regular theological
training, he was licensed by the Presbytery in Washing
ton and frequently preached to the poor. He was a
valued supporter of local and national benevolent
societies
Cameron, Duncan. Son of particularly strict Episcopal
clergyman who had matriculated at Aberdeen and emigrated
to Virginia in 1771, Duncan Cameron experienced a "change
in his soul" while under the spiritual care of Dr.
Gregory Bedell of Fayetteville, North Carolina (1817-22).
A leading member of the North Carolina Bar and a state
judge, he became a leading advocate of benevolent
societies in the 1820s. Much like John Hartwell Cocke
of Virginia, he attempted to create a rural Christian
environment on his plantation, Stagtown, North Carolina,
erecting a chapel and employing a missionary for his
own slaves.27
Capers, William (1790-1855). B o m and raised in a strict
Methodist family in South Carolina, Capers was himself
strongly affected by a camp meeting in 1806, withdrew
from South Carolina College because of the "infidelity"
of the place and began to travel the Methodist circuits.
He was greatly influenced by Henry Evans, the Black
evangelist of North Carolina, and developed a lifelong
interest in the religious education of Negroes and the
poor. He preached at the Poor House in Charleston,
1810-12, ran a school, was missionary to the Creeks
in Georgia, 1821-24, edited the Wesleyan Journal which
gave strong support to Methodist reform and educational
efforts. As president of the South Carolina Conference
Missionary Society (1829), he was the leader in the
denomination's efforts to evangelize Negroes.28
Carter, Abiel (1791-1827). Native of New Hampshire,
Dartmouth graduate, he gave firm support to organized
benevolences as rector of Christ Church, Savannah,
Georgia.29
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Cary, Lott (1780-1828). Born a slave in Charles City
Co., Virginia, Cary adopted a moral behavior and joined
the Baptist church in Richmond in 1807. He taught him
self to read and write and purchased his own freedom
and that of two children. Primarily as a result of his
influence, the Richmond African Missionary Society was
formed in 1815. He was accepted by the American Coloni
zation Society as one of its first colonists and was
appointed an African missionary by the Baptist General
Board. Reaching Liberia in 1822, Cary founded a school
and a sunday school there.30
Clapp, Theodore (1792-1866). Massachusetts native and
Yale graduate who attended Andover Seminary for one
year, Clapp became pastor of the First Presbyterian
Church in New Orleans in 1822. He gained a noteworthy
reputation for devotion to his duty at the time of the
numerous epidemics which swept the city, but the cos
mopolitan atmosphere weakened his Calvinism. In 1834
he became a Unitarian.3^
Clopton, Abner W. A leading Baptist clergyman of Virginia,
Clopton was the founder of the Virginia Temperance
Society.33
Cocke, John Hartwell (1780-1866). Graduate of William
and Mary, general in the Virginia militia during the
War of 1812 and a leading founder and supporter of the
University of Virginia, Cocke developed a strong in
terest in religion at the time of his wife's death,
c_. 1817. He became a communicant of the Baptist
church in the 1850s, but maintained an interdenomina
tional evangelical attitude throughout his life and
applied most of his pious energies to reform society
activity. He took great interest in the American
Colonization Society and the religious instruction of
his own slaves. He was a leader in the temperance
movement, a president of the American Temperance Society.
He strongly supported the work of the A.B.C.F.M., the
American Bible Society, and the American Tract Society.
Like Duncan Cameron in North Carolina, but to an even
greater extent, he attempted to create a Christian Utopia
on his "Bremo" estate in Fluvanna Co., Virginia.33
Coffin, Charles (1775-1853). Born in Massachusetts,
Harvard graduate, a teacher at Phillips Exeter Academy,
Coffin was licensed a Congregational clergyman in 1799
and traveled south for reasons of health. He preached
in Virginia and Tennessee and became an agent for
Greenville College in 1803, returning to New England
to solicit funds and for ordination. He became presi
dent of Greenville College in 1810, serving until 1827
when he accepted the presidency of East Tennessee
University. Theologically a confirmed Hopkinsian, he
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was personally opposed to slavery and a strong advocate
of religious benevolences— Bible societies, missions,
seminary education, etc.34
Converse, Amasa (1795-1872). Born in New Hampshire,
graduate of Dartmouth and student at Princeton Seminary,
Converse was ordained by Hanover Presbytery and served
as a missionary in Virginia before becoming editor of
the influential Southern Religious Telegraph and the
Literary and Evangelical Magazine in Richmond. He moved
to Philadelphia to edit the Christian Observer in 1839
but returned to Richmond at the outbreak of the Civil
War.35
Converse, John K. (1801-1880). Brother of Amasa Converse,
graduate of Dartmouth, he taught school in Virginia and
joined his brother in editorial work in Richmond, 182729. He then attended Princeton Seminary and served as
a clergyman in Northern pulpits and as a New England
agent for the American Colonization Society (1868-80)
until his death.36
Coram, Thomas (1756-1811). An obscure individual inspired
by a strong personal sense of charitable duty, Coram
gave annual donations and at death, his entire estate
of over $5,000 to the Charleston Orphan House.
It is
probably more than coincidence that a man of the same
name, a sailor who had been involved in the settlement
of Georgia, had provided the bequest which established
the famous Foundling Hospital in London in the eighteenth
century.3^
Corrie, James (d. 1805). One of the principal founders of
St. Peter's Episcopal Church in Baltimore, Corrie left
one-fourth of his estate for "educating, clothing and
feeding the poor children belonging to the congregation
of St. Peter's Protestant Episcopal Church in the City
of Baltimore." A very important school was founded with
this as well as additional funds in 1806, although
Corrie's bequest was successfully challenged by a trustee
in 1817.38
Cushing, Jonathan P. (1795-1835). Native of New Hampshire
and a Dartmouth graduate, Cushing served as president
of Hampden-sydney College from 1821-35. He gave great
encouragement to the exertions of John Holt Rice,
William Maxwell, and others to raise the literary and
cultural standards of the Old Dominion. At his death,
he liberated sixty slaves and had them transported to
Liberia, and he left $40,000 for education in Albemarle
County.38
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Dashiell, George. A very important figure in the revival
of the evangelical spirit in the Episcopal Diocese of
Maryland, Dashiell has not received due credit. In
1801, Dashiell became the rector of St. Peter's Church,
a new body formed by dissidents from conservative St.
Paul's Church of Baltimore. For several decades, the
congregation (St. Peter's) was the center of evangel
ical activity among Baltimore Episcopalians, supporting
a variety of charitable and educational efforts.
Dashiell's personality, however, greatly limited his
overall effectiveness. His primary following was among,
what a critic described as "a bevy of gossiping, idolizing
females, as fond as they were foolish" and he appears to
have been indiscreet in returning their affection. In
1798 he created a scandal by jumping into bed with a
girl on a dare; two decades later he was accused of
"scandalous, immoral, and obscene conduct.” His greatest
crime, however, was his refusal to recognize the
authority of Bishop Kemp, and his opposition to all
activities in which Kemp participated. Although he had
been foremost in advocating reform activity, he charged
that the Baltimore General Dispensary (of which Kemp was
president) in 1814 with being a "public nuisance."
He was dismissed in 1815 and established an independent
Episcopal

congregation.40

Davis, Noah (1802-1830). A native of Maryland, Davis
became a Baptist while working in Philadelphia. He
studied for the ministry in Philadelphia and in Washing
ton, and while in the latter city, he became actively
involved in missionary and sunday school work. He
preached in Accomac Co., Virginia, then Norfolk, where
he organized a Seamen's Friend Society. His efforts
led to the formation of the Baptist General Tract
Society in Washington, 1824, and he served as the
organization's general agent.41
Dawson, Joshua. The Register's Office of the Treasury
Department, in the early decades of the national
Capitol's existence, was an island of piety in a very
secular world. Dawson, a clerk, was a Warden in St.
John* s Episcopal Church from its founding, and he
established a reputation for exceptional behavior and
charity. He always gave over one-tenth of his income
to charity, took over the support of the family of a
dead friend, and supported faithfully charitable organ
izations .42
Dehon, Theodore (1776-1817). Born in Boston, Dehon grad
uated with highest honors from Harvard and became rector
of Trinity Church, Newport, Rhode Island, in 1798. In
1810, he became rector of St. Michael's Church, Charles
ton, South Carolina, and was elected Bishop of South
Carolina two years later. With the active support of
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his two successors, Nathaniel Bowen and Christopher
Gadsden, Dehon instilled real vigor into the Diocese
and impressed his own evangelical attitudes on South
Carolina's Church which lived far beyond his ministry.
He stressed family prayer, regular communion, catechistical instruction, clerical visitation. He always gave
one-seventh of his own income to charity, and he en
couraged liberality and support of religious societies.43
Duncan, John M. (1790-1851). Nephew and theological
student of reform leader John M. Mason of New York,
Duncan became pastor of the Associate Reformed church
in Baltimore. Although liberal theological beliefs kept
him out of the Presbyterian Church at the time of
denominational union, he retained his pastorate within
an independent Presbytery. He was involved in Balti
more's charitable societies and a leader of the Baltimore
Society for the Prevention of Pauperism.44
Dwight, Louis (1793-1854). Born in Massachusetts, a Yale
and Andover graduate, he devoted his career to employment
by the national benevolent societies. He served as agent
for the American Tract Society and the American Educa
tion Society, and while distributing Bibles, 1824, his
observation of conditions in Southern prisons caused him
to found the American Prison Discipline Society in 1825.43
Empie, Adam (1785-1860). A native of Schenectady and a
graduate of Union College, Empie was ordained an
Episcopal clergyman in 1809. He was rector of a church
on Long Island for two years, in Wilmington, North
Carolina, for three years (1811-14), chaplain at West
Point for two years, and then rector in Wilmington,
North Carolina (1816-1827). He was president of William
and Mary (1827-36) and was rector of St. James Church,
Richmond, Virginia, until 1853. Although a supporter of
Bishop Ravenscroft's High Church attitudes and opponent
of Bishop Meade's election, Empie was rivaled only by
Gregory Bedell in his enthusiasm for the formation of
religious benevolent societies in the Diocese of North
Carolina. His Wilmington, North Carolina, congregation
supported a Prayer Book and Missionary Society, a Female
Working Society, a Bible society, a society for educating
the poor, a Society for Promotion of Industry, sunday
schools, Bible classes, a circulating library (1819-22)
at a time when most parishes in North Carolina were with
out even clergymen.4®
Flint, Timothy (1780-1840). Born in Massachusetts,
Harvard graduate and Congregational minister, Flint
served as a missionary in the Mississippi Valley, 181524. He conducted schools in Missouri and aroused some
interest in benevolent societies. He later achieved
fame as an editor and author.4 '
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Fowler, Andrew (1760-1850). Of Congregational upbringing,
Fowler attended Episcopal services during his under
graduate years at Yale. He was ordained a priest in
1790 and had churches in New York and New Jersey until
removing to South Carolina in 1807. After four years as
rector of St. Bartholomew's Parish, he served for over
thirty years as a missionary in the diocese. He was the
first missionary employed b y the Advancement Society and
the first Protestant missionary in Florida (1821-23).
He edited The Sunday Visitant (Charleston, 1818-20).4°
Gadsden, Christopher E.
(1785-1852). Grandson of the
Revolutionary leader of the same name, Gadsden enjoyed
the same complete social acceptance as William Meade of
Virginia, so rare among the leaders of the benevolent
organizations. A graduate of Yale, he immediately entered
the priesthood of the Episcopal Church and remained
in Charleston throughout his life. He was made rector
of St. Michael's in 1810, Bishop of South Carolina in
1840. He was a leader in the formation of the Advancement
Society, he edited the Christian Messenger, and he took
particular interest in the religious education of slaves.4^
Giddings, Salmon (1782-1828). A native of Connecticut,
graduate of Williams and Andover Seminary, Giddings
settled in St. Louis as a missionary for the Connecticut
Missionary Society in 1815. He made several tours to
the Indian tribes of the Far West, conducted a school,
and as pastor of the First Presbyterian Church in St.
Louis, helped to create interest in benevolent societies.50
Gilbert, Eliphalet W. (1793-1853). Born in Lebanon,
New York, a graduate of Union College and Princeton
Seminary, Gilbert was ordained by New Castle Presbytery
in 1818 and served as Presbyterian pastor in Wilmington,
Delaware, until 1837. A strong supporter of benevolent
organizations, he was perhaps the only evangelical
Presbyterian clergyman in the slave states to actively
participate in an antislavery society in the 1820s.
He later served as president of the University of
Delaware and held a pastorate in Philadelphia.51
Gildersleeve, Benjamin (1791-1875). Born in Connecticut,
graduate of Middlebury and Princeton Seminary, Gilder
sleeve devoted most of his life to the editing of
religious journals. He was editor of The Missionary
(Mt. Zion, Ga., 1819), the Christian Observer (Charleston,
1826-45), the Watchman & Observer and the Central
Presbyterian (Richmond, Va., 1845 -6 0 ).52
Goddard, Charles (1790-1838). A native of Massachusetts
and graduate of Williams, Goddard came to Virginia in
1818 as a tutor and caught the eye of John Holt Rice.
With Rice's encouragement, he became editor of the
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Family Visitor (1822). He later became a druggist in
Richmond. He wrote a reply to Johnson's famous Sunday
Mail Report which was published in the National Intelligencer and achieved some fame in religious, antiDemocratic circles.^3
Gregorie, Mary C. (d. 1823). Mrs. Gregorie, like Isabella
Grahme in New York, was portrayed as a saint-like
figure in benevolent circles of Charleston, South
Carolina, after her death. During the last ten years
of her life, and after her death by bequest, she sup
plied funds so that one boy from the Orphan House could
be educated yearly in the ministry of any Christian
denomination.54
Gurley, Ralph R. (1797-1872). Presbyterian clergyman,
Gurley served as secretary of the American Colonization
Society in Washington, D.C.55
Hall, James (1744-1826). Born of Scotch-Irish parents in
Pennsylvania, Hall moved to North Carolina in 1752.
He graduated from Princeton in 1774 and after meritous
service as a cavalry commander in the Revolution, he
had a remarkable career as a clergyman, missionary, and
educator in North Carolina. He was a batchelor through
out his life, enabling him to attend meetings of all of
the benevolent societies and Presbyterian judicial
meetings. He attended the General Assembly sixteen
times, was present at the founding of the American
Bible Society, took fourteen extended and numerous short
missionary tours to places as distant as Natchez,
Mississippi (1800). His schools, "Clio's Nursery"
and the "Academy of the Sciences," inculcated Witherspoon's
moral philosophy and a superb basic education into
hundreds of Southern minds, and they produced at least
twenty individuals who became Presbyterian ministers in
the South.56
Hall, Willard (1780-1875). The product of a strict Con
gregational upbringing in Massachusetts, a graduate
of Harvard, Hall moved to Dover, Delaware, in 1803 and
established a legal practice. He soon became a leading
political figure in the state as well as an authority on
Delaware law. He served in Congress, 1816-20, compiled
the Digest of Delaware Statutes (1829). He was appointed
a Federal District Judge in 1823 and removed to Wil
mington. Always a man of complete discipline and moral
rectitude. Hall was strongly affected by a revival in
the mid-1820s and became a member of the very active
Hanover Street Presbyterian Church. He taught Bible
classes took excursions to distribute religious tracts,
and occasionally wrote unsolicited letters of moral
advice in his later years. He was the founder of the
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free school system in Delaware, president and leader of
the Delaware Bible Society, leader in the Colonization
Society, officer of the American Sunday School Union.57
Harris, Eleazar. A graduate of Transylvania, theological
student of John M. Mason in New York, he published The
Christian's Remembrancer (N.C., 1821) while he was
preacher of the Associate Reformed and Presbyterian
congregations at Ebenezer and Neely's Creek, York Dist.,
South Carolina, the profits to go to the "New College in
N. Carolina"— presumably the proposed U. of Western
North Carolina. Harris was a defender of slavery and
an opponent of Hopkinsian theology, but his pamphlet
is a strong, knowledgeable argument for interdenomina
tional charitable activity.58
Hennen, Alfred (1786-1870). Born in Maryland, raised in
Nashville, a member of the Presbyterian Church by the
time he attended Yale (graduated 1806), he entered the
legal profession and moved to New Orleans in 1809.
A fine scholar and a devout Christian in an environment
which put little value on either attribute, Hennen was
the foremost Protestant layman of the city in the early
decades. Before Rev. Mr. Daniel Smith reached the city
in 1815-16, Hennen had been purchasing Protestant tracts
in French from Europe and distributing them at his own
expense. He was corresponding secretary of the Louisiana
Bible Society, vestryman of the Episcopal church until
1828 when a Presbyterian congregation was permanently
established. He became an elder in that church for
life.58
Henry, T. Charlton (1790-1827). The son of a wealthy
Philadelphian who became president of the American
Sunday School Union, Henry attended Middlebury and
Princeton Seminary. He was ordained a Presbyterian
clergyman by Harmony Presbytery, 1818, and held pastor
ates in Columbia, South Carolina (1818-24) and Charleston
(1825-27). He was corresponding secretary of the
Missionary Society of the Synod of South Carolina and
Georgia and a strong proponent of moral reforms, author
of a work justifying Christian opposition to "popular
amusements."80
Henshaw, John P.K. (1792-1852). A native of Connecticut
who converted from Congregationalism to the Episcopal
Church, Henshaw graduated from Middlebury at age six
teen and even before ordination had founded two con
gregations in Vermont. He was ordained in 1813 and was
rector in Marblehead, Massachusetts, and Brooklyn,
New York, before taking over St. Peter's Church in
Baltimore in 1817. Although he was more of a High
Churchman in outlook than many of his colleagues, his
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association with St. Peter's (Dashiell's old church)
and with the evangelicals of the D.C. area inspired his
interest in religious societies within the Church. He
strongly supported the school at St. Peter's; he was
actively involved in the "Education Society" which
created the seminary in Alexandria. He later became
Bishop of Rhode Island.®1
Holcombe, Henry (1762-1824). Born in Virginia, Holcombe
was raised in South Carolina and was a delegate to the
Ratifying Convention in the state. He was baptized and
licensed as a Baptist preacher in the 1780s and held
churches at Pike Creek, Euhaw, and Beaufort before
taking charge of the joint Presbyterian-Baptist congre
gation in Savannah in 1799. A man of remarkable energy
and exceptional intellectual capacity, he was chief
agent in founding the Savannah Female Asylum (1801),
edited the Georgia Analytical Repository, crusaded for
penal reform and a penitentiary, and waged a personal
war against immorality in its various forms. In 1812 he
accepted a call from a church in Philadelphia.®2
Hollingshead, William (1748-1817). Born in Philadelphia,
a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania, he occupied
a Presbyterian pulpit in New Jersey for ten years
before accepting a call from the Congregational Church
of Charleston in 1783. During a career of over thirty
years, he was "appointed to a place in every institu
tion, either literary or benevolent, in the city."63
Keith, Isaac Stockton (1755-1813). Born in Pennsylvania,
a graduate of Princeton, Keith was licensed by the
Presbytery of Philadelphia in 1778 and was pastor in
Alexandria, Virginia, 1780-88. As early as 1784, he
drew up a constitution for an interdenominational
society, although it seems never to have been put into
effect. In 1788 he accepted a call to the Congrega
tional church in Charleston which he served, with
William Hollingshead, until his death. He was the real
founder of the Charleston Bible Society, and like his
colleague, participated in the activities of most of
the organizations and charitable activities of the
city.®4
Kelso, Thomas (1784-1878). Born to a Methodist family of
Northern Ireland (John Wesley had preached in his house),
he was orphaned at an early age and brought by a
brother to the United States in 1791. He and two
brothers established themselves as butchers in Balti
more. Gaining a reputation for strict honesty, they
became the leading firm in the city. One brother
retired in 1807 and died leaving an estate of $100,000;
the other brother retired, and Thomas Kelso became the
largest stock buyer in the state, later a director of
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several banks, transportation lines, and an insurance
company and a member of city council. Strictly moral
from his early youth, he joined the Methodist Church in
1807 and became a class leader. He never conducted
business on Sunday and never served liquor or wine in
his home. His wife belonged to the Second Presbyterian
Church, and their home became a weekly meeting place
for ministers of all denominations. In spite of his
great wealth, Kelso always maintained the character of
an honest tradesman, actively participating in church
and charitable activities.®®
Kendall, Amos (1789-1869). Born in Massachusetts in a
strict Congregational family, Kendall graduated from
Dartmouth in 1811. Even as a college student, he
actively opposed petty thievery, gambling and drunken
ness. He moved to Kentucky in 1814 and briefly served
as a tutor in the home of Henry Clay. He published the
Religious Intelligencer (Georgetown, Kentucky) and even
after taking on the editorship of the Argus and a
political career, he included a heavy dose of religious
and moral material in his publications. He participated
in benevolent societies in his early years. Late in
life, he became an ardent Baptist, a sunday school
teacher, etc.®®
Key, Francis Scott (1780-1843). Born in Maryland, a
graduate of St. John's College, he married the daughter
of a governor of the state and practiced law in Frederick,
then Georgetown. A deeply emotional, religious Epis
copal layman. Key was a friend of Walter D. Addison
and a dedicated Low Churchman. He seriously considered
entering the ministry himself and even went so far as
to illegally baptize a child at one point, to the
embarrassment of his clerical friends (1818). He was
a leader in the Education Society and great supporter
of the Seminary. He owned slaves himself, but he took
very seriously his duty to educate them by means of a
sunday school which he personally conducted. He was a
founder and early leader of the American Colonization
Society.®7
King, Jonas (1792-1869). A native of Massachusetts,
graduate of Williams and Andover Seminary, King was
ordained by the Congregational Association in Charleston,
South Carolina, in 1819. He served as missionary for
the Female Domestic Missionary Society, Nov., 1819, to
May, 1820, preaching to seamen, visiting sunday schools,
attempting to convert Jews, visiting the asylums and
hospitals. He left for Greece in 1821 and served
throughout his life as a missionary there.®8
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Kohne, Frederick (1757-1829). A native of Prussia, Kohne
settled in Charleston in 1780 and before retiring in
1807, made a fortune in trade. Dividing his time
between Philadelphia and Charleston, he left almost
$400,000 to various societies associated with the
Episcopal Church. The bulk went to General Seminary
and the national societies, but sizeable bequests were
made to the Bishop's Fund in South Carolina, the Ad
vancement Society and the Female Missionary Society;
$21,000 was left to the Charleston Orphan House.
Kurtz, Benjamin (1795-1865). Born in Harrisburg, Pennsyl
vania, a nephew of Daniel Kurtz, he was pastor in
Hagerstown, Maryland, 1815-31. He was an organizer of
the General Synod; he visited Europe, 1826-28 and raised
$10,000 for Gettysburg Seminary. A man of great per
sonal energy and enthusiasm, "to his dying day he
zealously advocated English preaching, Sunday school,
protracted meetings, and temperance reform."'0
Kurtz, J. Daniel (1763-1856). Born in Germantown, a
student of Dr. Henry E. Muhlenberg of Lancaster, Pen
nsylvania, Kurtz was ordained in Philadelphia in 178485. He served as a missionary to Virginia, 1785, 1787,
and finally settled in Baltimore. He was a founder of
the Maryland Bible Society, a founder of the Lutheran
Synod of Maryland and Virginia.71
Lancaster, Joseph (1778-1838). A convert to Quakerism,
he opened a school for poor children in London, 1798,
and popularized his "Lancastrian System" of education.
The plan was based on the idea that the key to educa
tion is arousing a spirit of emulation among students;
its attraction was that by using student monitors, the
Lancastrian school could ideally educate unlimited
numbers of children at minimal expense. A poor business
man who was never able to profit from his fame, Lan
caster immigrated to the United States and briefly
lived in Baltimore before carrying his program to Canada
and South America. The Lancastrian System, in conjunc
tion with the rise of sunday schools, provided a vital
encouragement to public education in the South.72
Larned, Sylvester (1776-1820). Born in Massachusetts, a
graduate of Middlebury and a student at Andover and
Princeton seminaries, Larned was encouraged to become a
missionary in New Orleans by Elias Cornelius. He
served as pastor of a short-lived Presbyterian congre
gation there, 1818 until his death two years later.73
Laurie, James (1778-1853). Born in Edinburgh and edu
cated at the university there, Laurie was recruited for
missionary work in the United States for the Associate
Reformed Church. He settled in Washington in 1802 and
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formed a congregation the following year which met in
the Treasury Department Building until 1807 (see Joseph
Nourse). To supplement his income, he was a clerk in
that Department. He was a director of the American
Colonization Society and involved in the work of many
of the charitable activities in the growing national
Capitol.74
Lindsley, Philip (1786-1855). A native of New Jersey,
Lindsley graduated from Princeton in 1804 and studied
theology under Samuel Stanhope Smith. He served as
tutor and librarian at Princeton and in 1822 as acting
president. A man of obvious talent and great personal
charm, he was offered the presidencies of more than half
a dozen colleges (including Transylvania, Dickinson,
Princeton, Washington, U. of Pennsylvania, U. of Ala
bama, College of Louisiana, South Alabama College).
In 1824 he accepted the presidency of Cumberland Col
lege (Nashville, Tennessee). Thoroughly familiar with
the latest currents of American and European thought,
he introduced the principle of manual education which
gained wide acceptance in Tennessee and Kentucky col
leges and academies.73
Lumpkin, Joseph Henry (1799-1867). A native of Georgia,
he attended Franklin College in Athens and graduated
from Princeton in 1819. He became a leading member of
the bar, in 1845, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of
Georgia, and served as professor of law at the University
of Georgia until the Civil War. In 1828 he published
an address favoring strict observance of the Sabbath,
and Lumpkin was the leader of the temperance movement in
the state.73
McDonogh, John (1779-1850). Born of Presbyterian parents
in Baltimore, McDonogh removed to New Orleans as a
mercantile agent in 1800 and, as an unscrupulous business
man, soon made a fortune and retired to a plantation at
McDonoghville. In the 1820s he began paying his slaves
wages, giving them an opportunity to purchase their
freedom and to acquire an education. He sent shiploads
of his ex-slaves to Liberia. He constructed a church
for Negroes on his plantation. In 1830, he became a
vice-president of the American Colonization Society.
One of the first great philanthropists in American
history, he left an estate of over two million dollars
to the cities of New Orleans and Baltimore for educational
purposes at his death in 1850.77
McGuire, Edward C. (1793-1858). A native of Fredericks
burg, Virginia, McGuire experienced an "instantaneous"
religious conversion while studying law. He studied
theology under William Meade, William H. Wilmer, and
George Dashiell, all men of decided evangelical leanings,
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and became rector of the Episcopal congregation in
Fredericksburg. A marriage to a daughter of Col.
Fielding Lewis, combined with the fact that he was
native to the town, gave him complete social acceptance.
His church experienced several revivals and b y the
1830s was one of the strongest Episcopal congregations
in the Diocese. He strongly opposed the theater, horse
racing, fashionable dress, and intemperance. He estab
lished a large sunday school and a Bible class; he was
a founder of the Education Society, later a trustee of
the seminary in Alexandria, and a great advocate of home
missions. He strongly supported the local branch of the
American Colonization Society.78
Marshall, John (1755-1835). Although theologically a
Deist at heart, Chief Justice Marshall was a devoutly
religious man who believed that religious institutions
were essential to national happiness. He attended
several of the conventions of the Episcopal Diocese of
Virginia. In the 1820s, he actively supported the
Richmond and Manchester Colonization Society and the
Sabbath School Association of Richmond and Manchester.79
Maxwell, William (1784-1857). A native of Norfolk,
Virginia, William Maxwell graduated from Yale in 1802
and took up the practice of law in Norfolk. He was a
wonderful orator, a charming, well-educated man who
maintained a lifelong interest in religion and reform,
education, literature, and history. He published a
volume of poetry soon after graduation and briefly
served (1827) as literary editor of the New York Journal
of Commerce. He served as an agent for the A.B.C.F.M.
as early as 1813 and was an elder in the Presbyterian
Church when it was founded. He was corresponding
secretary of the Norfolk Bible Society, member of the
American Education Society, vice president of the
Virginia Colonization Society. A close friendship
existed between Maxwell and John Holt Rice and he pub
lished a biography of the latter at his death. Maxwell
was elected to the Virginia legislature in 1830, was
elected president of Hampden-Sydney College (1838-44),
and became the secretary of the Virginia Historical
Society.80
Mead, Asa (1792-1831). Born in New Hampshire, a graduate
of Dartmouth and Andover Seminary, Mead was employed
by the Bible Society of the District of Columbia in
1821-22. He made a thorough, house-by-house survey of
the poorer areas of the city, compiling a census of the
educational attainments and needs of the population.
He returned to Maine for ordination in 1822.81
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Meade, William (1789-1862). Born in Frederick Co.,
Virginia, the son of an aide to Washington during the
Revolution and of an aunt of John Randolph (Elizabeth
Randolph), Meade was literally a cousin to many of the
leading men of Virginia. He graduated from Princeton
in 1808 and studied theology there and with Walter D.
Addison in Alexandria. Puritanical in his personal
life, he possessed a driving energy, a sense of duty
and religious conviction which overpowered anyone who
came into contact with him. After briefly serving
Episcopal pulpits in Alexandria, Norfolk, and Peters
burg, he removed to his estate, "Millwood," Frederick
Co., and served as rector of the church in Winchester
until his death. More than any single individual,
Meade was responsible for the revival of the Episcopal
Diocese of Virginia in the post-War of 1812 period.
Recognized leader of the Low Church party in the state,
he made the restoration of clerical and lay discipline
a personal campaign. He was instrumental in bringing
about the election of Bishop Moore; he played an impor
tant part in the establishment of the seminary in
Alexandria. Greatly interested in education, he con
ducted a school on his estate and launched a one-man
campaign for the religious education of slaves. He
founded Bible societies, tract societies, and sunday
schools, willingly cooperating with members of other
denominations in such efforts. He was the first national
agent of the American Colonization Society. In 1829,
he was elected Assistant Bishop of the Diocese of
Virginia.82
Mercer, Charles Fenton (1778-1858). A Virginian of high
social standing, Mercer graduated from Princeton in
1797 and enjoyed a long career in Congress, 1817-41.
While in the Virginia legislature, 1810-17, he took
particular interest in forewarding education legislation,
and in 1826 he presented a series of lectures on popular
education at Princeton. He was a strong advocate of
internal improvements, a lifelong opponent of slavery,
and a director of the American Colonization Society.
He was an active Episcopal layman.83
Miller, Robert J. Miller was ordained a priest in 1794
and became rector of the White Haven Church, Lincoln
Co., North Carolina. The Episcopal Diocese went out of
existence in the first two decades, however, and Miller
became an active member of the Lutheran Synod (1803-21).
He and G. Shober, a convert from the Moravians, greatly
encouraged Lutheran missionary efforts and sunday schools.
In 1821, he received Episcopal ordination and by his
influence, briefly affected a union of the Episcopal
Diocese and the Lutheran Synod (1822-23).84
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Moore, Richard Channing (1762-1841). Son of a New York
merchant, grandson of an English Bishop, Moore developed
a seriousness in religious matters while studying
medicine and decided to enter the priesthood. He
served small churches on Staten Id., and in New York,
and in 1814 was elected Bishop of Virginia. Moore was
not a brilliant leader, but he had the necessary presence,
energy, and attitude to revive the dying Church in
Virginia. A proponent of "Evangelical" methods, prayer
meetings, strong clerical and lay discipline, emphasis
on preaching and visitation, he also demanded strict
adherence to the regular liturgy of the Church. His
mere presence around the Diocese, years after Bishop
Madison had been able to effectively carry out his
duties, helped to revive churches. He gave full support
to the founding of a seminary and diocesan missionary
and prayer book societies. He served as president of
the Virginia Bible Society.85
Mullanphy, John. An early millionaire of St. Louis who
made his money in real estate and cotton speculation, a
man who H. H. Brackenridge described as "a large,
coarse-looking man, with a rough, red face, a carbuncled
nose, showing his habits of life to incline more to the
liquids than the solids," Mullanphy built a hospital in
1828 which was placed under the care of the Catholic
Sisters of Charity.83
Munford, William (1773-1825). Graduate of William and
Mary, a lawyer and member of the Virginia House of
Delegates and Senate, he served for years as clerk of
the House of Delegates. Although he had questioned
the idea of Christian Revelation as a young man, he
became a thorough Christian and instituted a regular
system of family worship. He became a member and an
elder in the Presbyterian church on Shockoe Hill,
Richmond, when it was founded. He was recording
secretary of the Virginia Bible Society, president of
the United Domestic Missionary Society and of the Sunday
School Union, and "had an agency in establishing, and
directing several other benevolent institutions.1,87
Napier, Thomas. Apparently a merchant, Thomas Napier
became a leading figure in the reform societies of
Charleston in the 1820s.
(Lydia Maria Child, hardly an
unbiased witness, claimed in an 1838 letter to Theodore
Weld that Napier was both a rice merchant and a slave
auctioneer). He was an elder in William McDowell's
Third Presbyterian Church, and president or director in
almost all of the local charitable efforts. He was a
vice president of the American Seamen's Friend Society.88
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Nash, Frederick (1781-1858). Son of the Governor of North
Carolina (who d. in 1786) and stepson of a son of
President Witherspoon, Nash attended Princeton. He
married a sister of Rev. Mr. Shepard Kollock, moved to
Hillsboro, and became a leading state judge, a trustee
of the University of North Carolina, and an elder in the
Presbyterian church. In 1815, he introduced a law
against dueling in the legislature. He gave support
to a number of charitable and religious societies.89
Norris, Oliver (1786-1825). A native of Baltimore of
Quaker background, Norris was converted under Rev. Mr.
Dashiell. Ordained in Maryland, he became rector of
Christ Church, Alexandria, Virginia, in 1813. He took
an active part in establishing the seminary and served
as a professor there before his untimely death.90
Nourse, Joseph (1754-1841). Born in London, Nourse
accompanied his parents to Virginia in 1769. He served
as secretary to Charles Lee in 1776, paymaster of the
Board of War, 1777-81, assistant auditor-general and
then register of the United States Treasury, 1781-1829.
He was an ardent member of the Associate Reformed
Church, active in its national denominational affairs.
He was a vice president of the American Bible Society,
an officer in the United Foreign Missionary Society and
in general a firm supporter of organized benevolence
and religion.91
O'Fallon, John (1791-1865). Born in Kentucky and orphaned
at an early age. O'Fallon was brought up by his uncles,
William Clark and Major Croghan. He participated in the
Battle of Tippecanoe, then served in the army and as
a contractor in St. Louis. In a funeral oration,
Bishop Hawks mentioned that "of his childhood, we learn
that he was never known to possess even one bad habit.
He never made use of an oath in his life. He never went
to bed without prayers, nor rose without them . . ."
When the Methodists established the first Protestant
church in St. Louis in 1820, O'Fallon became the super
intendent of the sunday school. He was president of
the branch Bank of the United States and leader in all
civic improvements in the city. In his lifetime, he
gave over a million dollars in charity— land for the
Methodist church, for St. Louis and Washington Univer
sities, for schools and the Home of the Friendless.
He built the dispensary and the medical college. He
became an Episcopalian in later life, but commanded the
respect of all denominations.92
Oliver, John (d. 1823). An Irish immigrant who acquired
wealth as a merchant in Baltimore, Oliver left $20,000
at his death in 1823 for the creation of a free school
to be administered by the Hibernian Society. Half of
the students were to be of Irish immigrant parents.93
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Palmer, Benjamin M. (1781-1847). Grandson of a New
England minister, Palmer was born in Philadelphia while
his parents were refugees from British-held Charleston.
He was educated at Charleston College and Princeton,
and took charge of a church at Beaufort, South Carolina,
until called to the Circular Church (Congregational)
in Charleston at the death of Dr. Keith. Until his
retirement for reasons of health in 1835, Palmer was
actively involved in most of the religious reform
societies of Charleston.94
Parsons, Samuel B. Parsons was the leading penologist of
the South in the 1820s, actively involved in running a
penitentiary. Appointed superintendent of the Virginia
Penitentiary, he introduced many of the reforms advo
cated by Louis Dwight's American Prison Discipline
Society— strict discipline, solitary confinement, moral
education. He was the apparent author of An Exposition
of the Penitentiary System (Richmond, 1821. The copy
in the Library Co. of Phila. collection was presented
by Parsons to Robert Vaux), and the reports to the
Virginia legislature of 1827 and 1829 as well as a
contributor to Dwight's American Prison Discipline
Society Reports.
Peck, John Mason (1789-1858). B o m in Connecticut, Peck
removed to New York State in 1811 and joined a Baptist
Church. He was licensed as a preacher the same year,
ordained in 1813, and in 1817 was sent by the General
Convention as a missionary to St. Louis. The plan
for western missionary efforts which he brought East in
1826, although turned down by the Baptist Convention,
largely influenced the Valley Campaign of the American
Home Missionary Society. In his career, he founded
dozens of Baptist churches, helped to establish a
number of schools and colleges, and edited several
religious periodicals.9®
Percy, William (1744-1819). A graduate of Oxford, Percy
became a chaplain to Lady Salina Huntingdon and was sent
to America in 1772 to take over Whitefield's Orphan
House at Bethesda. He returned to England after the
Revolution, but served as an Episcopal clergyman in
South Carolina, 1805-19. He was a vice president of
the Bible Society in Charleston.^7
Perijo, Rachel. Mrs. Perijo became Matron of the Female
Department of the Baltimore Penitentiary, Feb., 1822,
and instituted one of the first effective and humane
programs of discipline for women prisoners in the country.
She improved living conditions. She instituted a
thorough program of education; all but two senile female
prisoners were taught to read a spelling book, fifteen
progressed to the point where they could read the
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Scriptures. Knitting, sewing, and spinning were intro
duced as an educational, recreational, and profitseeking activity. Sunday school was held in both the
morning and the afternoon, resulting in considerable
interest in religion. In the first three years, only
seven female prisoners had been recommitted, a remark
able improvement.98
Pinckney, Charles Cotesworth (1746-1825). Although accused
at the time of the election of 1800, probably with truth,
of entertaining deistical sentiments, Pinckney was a
lifelong supporter of the Episcopal Church and of
Charleston's benevolent societies. He was a member
and vestryman at St. Philip's Church, and he regularly
set aside a percentage of his yearly income for chari
table purposes. He was elected a member of the Society
for the Relief of the Widows and Orphans of the Clergy
of the Church of England in 1772 and maintained an
interest in it until his death, attending meetings and
serving as president. He was president of the Bible
Society in Charleston from its formation until his
death, a contributor and honorary vice president of
the American Society for the Education of Pious Youth,
a founder of the Charleston Anti-Duelling Association.99
Plumer, William S. (1802-1880). Born in Pennsylvania,
Plumer graduated from Washington College, Lexington,
Virginia, and Princeton Seminary. He was ordained
by the Presbytery of Orange (North Carolina) and served
as a missionary in Virginia and North Carolina, 1826-29,
pastor of Presbyterian churches in Petersburg, Richmond,
and Baltimore (1830-54), before moving to Pittsburg.
From the beginning, he was a man of remarkable energy:
he reported to the Presbyterian Board of Missions in
1829 that on a six-month tour in Virginia, North
Carolina, and South Carolina, he had "travelled more
than eight hundred miles— distributed between two and
three thousand pages of tracts— several hundred of
Beecher's Sermons and Kittridge's Address on Intemper
ance— three thousand copies of the Christian Almanack—
fifteen copies of Doddridge's Rise and Progress, and
fifty Village Hymns— formed one Sabbath school, and one
Congregational library— preached several charity sermons
and taken up collections for educational and missionary
purposes— obtained between two and three hundred sub
scribers for religious papers— reorganized an Education
Society, which soon after received a donation of $500
from an individual, and other smaller donations, and
is now prepared to take up seven young men. Mr. P.
has generally preached from four to eight times every
week, and not less than fifteen have been hopefully
converted by his instrumentality." He founded an asylum
for the deaf, dumb, and blind in Staunton, Virginia, in
1838 and edited a religious periodical, Watchman of the
South (Richmond, 1838-46).
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Pringle, James B. (d. 1818). Born in Pennsylvania, a
graduate of Dickinson College and theological student
with John M. Mason in New York, Pringle became pastor of
a united congregation in Mecklenburg Co., North Carolina.
In a brief career, Pringle devoted great energy to
organized reform. He founded three interdenominational
societies (Female Beneficent Society, Steel Creek;
Beneficent Society of Bethany; Benevolent Society of
York District), he encouraged sunday schools and tract
distribution, and formed a sunday school in which he
taught Negroes to read.101
Ramsay, Martha L. (1759-1811). Daughter of Henry Laurens,
Martha wrote out a covenant with God at age fourteen.
While in England during the Revolution, she became
acquainted with the Countess of Huntingdon and demon
strated a deep piety throughout life. Her father gave
her 500 guineas in Paris, after he was released from
prison, and she spent most of it on testaments which
she distributed. Until her death, she made a practice
of giving out Bibles and copies of Doddridge's Rise and
Progress. In 1787 she married the historian David
Ramsay, and she followed a strict system of child care,
based on Locke, Witherspoon, and the Bible. Daily
prayers, Sunday reading, catechistical instruction to
Blacks and Whites were a regular part of her family
schedule. She was a Presbyterian, involved in what
charitable activities existed before her death.10^
Rice, John Holt (1777-1831). Born in Bedford Co., Vir
ginia, of a strict but poor Presbyterian family, Rice
was educated at Liberty Hall Academy and elsewhere and
became a tutor at Hampden-Sydney College (1796) and a
school teacher. He studied theology with Archibald
Alexander and was ordained in 1804, was pastor of
Cub Creek Church and teacher until his removal to
Richmond in 1812. By ceaseless energy and intellectual
brilliance, Rice became the unrivaled leader of Presbyterianism in Virginia. In Richmond, he edited The
Christian Monitor and the Virginia Evangelical and
Literary Magazine, outstanding examples of religious
journalism which promoted reform societies of all sorts.
He was the leading force in the Virginia Bible Society
and a founder of the American Bible Society. He was
the one Southern vice president of the United Domestic
Missionary Society and an influential member of most
of the national reform societies, the meetings of which
he frequently attended in conjunction with the Presby
terian General Assembly. He always took particular
interest in education, pressing for the adoption of
free schools, sunday schools, and promoting colleges.
He was instrumental in the creation of Union Seminary
(at Hampden-Sydney) and served as a. professor there in
the last five years of his life. He always took an
interest in local benevolent societies.10^
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Schaeffer, David F. (1787-1837). Born in Carlisle,
Pennsylvania, graduate of the University of Pennsylvania,
he was ordained a Lutheran minister and became pastor
of the church in Frederick, Maryland. He was a founder
of the Frederick Co. Bible Society and of Gettysburg
Seminary. As editor of the denomination's first
periodical, the Lutheran Intelligencer (1826-31), he
played a major role in bringing the English-speaking
segment of the Lutheran Church into the mainstream of
American Protestantism, popularizing sunday schools,
temperance (sadly, he developed a drinking problem him
self late in life), etc.10^
Semple, Robert B. (1769-1831). Born in King and Queen
Co., Virginia, Semple was converted to the Baptist faith
from Episcopalianism, became a clergyman and a school
teacher in his native county. He published a cate
chism in 1809 and a history of the Baptists in Virginia
in 1810. A widely respected man of real intellect,
Semple did much to broaden the vision of Virginia
Baptists in the early nineteenth century. He was con
stantly promoting missions, a leader in the Richmond
Foreign and Domestic Missionary Society. He was a
strong advocate of colonization. In the last four
years of his life, he was in Washington, aiding with
the financial affairs of Columbian College. He turned
down the presidency of Transylvania in 1805 and D.D.s
from Brown and William and Mary.10^
Sherwood, Adiel (1791-1879). Born in New York state,
graduate of Union College and a student at Andover
Seminary, Sherwood moved because of health reasons to
Georgia where he was ordained a Baptist minister. He
was a leader in the temperance movement in the state and
a promoter of education at all levels. He headed a
school in Edenton, Georgia, later taught in various
Baptist colleges. He was a frequent contributor to
periodicals and wrote a Gazetteer of Georgia.10^
Shirras, Alexander. A Scottish immigrant, Shirras left
his property to be administered by the president of
the Medical Society of South Carolina, the president
of the St. Andrews Society, and the mayor for a Dispen
sary in Charleston, South Carolina. This was opened
in 1814 as the Shirras Dispensary.10?
Shober, Gottlieb. Although a Moravian in upbringing,
Shober was a minister in Lutheran churches and even
president of the North Carolina Synod. Thoroughly
dedicated to interdenominational cooperation, he noted
in his life of Luther that he believed that there was
"nothing of importance" standing between Lutherans,
Presbyterians, Baptists, and Methodists. In the
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same work, he described himself as "a speckled bird among
my calvinist brethren," as "like the jay in the fable,
[I] have been beholden to most of the birds in the air
for a feather or two. Church and meeting, Methodist
and Moravian may all perceive something in my coat taken
from them; but then why could I not be content with
their color, without going amongst other flocks and
coveys to make myself such a motly figure? Let them be
angry; if I have culled the best feathers from all,
then surely I am the finest bird." He was a leader in
the forming of the Lutheran General Synod and, with
Robert J. Miller, responsible for the brief union of
the North Carolina Episcopalians and Lutherans. He
firmly supported organized societies.10®
Smith, Daniel (1789-1823). Born in Vermont, a graduate
of Middlebury and Andover Seminary, Smith was ordained
in Ipswich, Massachusetts, 1815. He had joined Samuel
J. Mills in the second exploratory mission to the
trans-Allegheny region, 1814-15, and he served as a home
missionary in the South, 1815-19. He organized the
Female Orphan Society in Natchez in 1815 and became
pastor of a church there, 1819-22. He held a church in
Louisville, Kentucky from 1822 until his death.109
Smith, Eliza Blair (1795-1824). A niece of Samuel Stan
hope Smith, resident of Wilmington, Delaware, she is an
excellent example of the younger women who brought so
much enthusiasm to the religious reform societies.
Strongly affected by a revival which swept the town in
1814, she became a leader in the Female Sabbath School,
an education society, the Hospitable Society, a Jews'
Society, and the Harmony Society. She was struck by
lightening (fortunately this was not interpreted as
evidence of God's opinion of reform societies) and died
in 1824.110
Speece, Conrad (1776-1836). Graduate at Liberty Hall,
Virginia, tutor at Hampden-Sydney College, he became
licensed as a Presbyterian clergyman in 1801 after
briefly showing an interest in the Baptists at the
beginning of the 1800 Revival. He served as a mis
sionary and regular pastor in Virginia and Maryland,
finally settling at Augusta Church, Virginia, for the
last twenty years of his career. He actively supported
Bible, colonization and temperance society work. He
was a close friend of John Holt Rice and in a relatively
short career, produced over 150 publications. In spite
of his other reform interests, Speece constantly chewed
tobacco the even kept tobacco in his mouth when he
sleptl). 111
a
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Staughton, William (1770-1829). An English Baptist clergy
man, Staughton came to Georgetown, South Carolina, at
the urging of Richard Furman. Although he married
there, he left two years later because of his dislike
of the climate and of slavery. He held pastorates in
New Jersey and Philadelphia, was an organizer of the
Philadelphia Bible Society, and sunday schools. Elected
first president of Columbian University, he resided in
Washington, D.C., 1823-27, and was involved in various
societies. He was elected first president of a Literary
and Theological Institution, Georgetown, Kentucky,
but died before taking charge.112
Tiernan, Luke (1757-1839). A native of Co. Meath, Ireland,
Tiernan immigrated to Hagerstown, Maryland, in 1787,
Baltimore in 1795. He built up a very successful
drygoods business and became the city's first shipper
in the direct Baltimore-Liverpool trade. He was a
Jeffersonian, then a Whig, president of the Screw Dock
Co. and founder of the B. & 0. Railroad. Baltimore was
the one city in the United States where Catholics took
a fairly active part in some of the humanitarian reforms
in conjunction with Protestants. Luke Tiernan was the
leading Catholic layman involved in these societies.
He was president of the Hibernian Society and the Irish
Emancipation Society (1828) and a leading benefactor
of the Catholic Cathedral. He was also president of
the Oliver Hibernian Free School, one of the incorpora
tors of St. Mary's Orphaline Female School (1819),
.
president of the Baltimore General Dispensary (1824-37).
Utley, Horace (b. 1785). Born in Hartford, Connecticut,
a graduate of Dartmouth, Utley was a captain of packet
boats, later steamboats, from Charleston to New York.
In the 1820s his primary residence was Charleston, and
he was an untiring worker in all of the seamen's
societies and relief organizations. He later moved to
Buffalo, New York, and Cleveland, Ohio.114
Washington, Bushrod (1762-1829). Due more to his associa
tion with his uncle than his natural interest or ability,
Bushrod Washington was an important figurehead in the
Episcopal Church and in the American Colonization
Society. He was a supporter of the seminary in Alex
andria and he was a delegate to conventions of the
Virginia Diocese. He was the first president of the
Colonization Society, but this fact did not stop him
from selling a group of his own slaves to be transported
in chains to the deep South, nor cause him to see any
thing inconsistent in his action.115
Weems, Mason Locke (1759-1825). Although his actions made
it difficult to take him very seriously, Mason
Locke Weems was an important figure in the evangelical
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reform movement of the South. Born in Maryland, the
youngest of nineteen children, Weems apparently studied
medicine in England, 1777-79 and the ministry in the
early 1780s. He was ordained a priest hy the Arch
bishop of Canterbury in 1784, was an Episcopal rector
in Maryland, 1784-89. He had no permanent church after
1793. Apparently influenced by the cheap tracts of the
early British evangelicals, he began reprinting, then
writing, short pamphlets and books in the 1790s. He
reprinted sermons by Robert Russel and Hugh Blair,
Hannah More's Religion of the Fashionable World, and
Onania (a pamphlet against masturbation). He achieved
widespread fame with his moral (and entertaining) bio
graphies of Washington, Marion, Franklin, and Penn, and
then found a ready market for works directed against par
ticular sins: Hymen's Recruiting Sergeant, God's Revenge
Against Murder, . . . Gambling, . . . Adultery,
. . . Dueling; The Drunkard's Looking Glass and The Bad
Wife's Looking Glass. He traveled throughout the South
selling his books, most of which were laced with some
what embroidered accounts of real events in the section.
Bishop Meade reported that Weems (although an Episcopal
minister) was once spotted on a Virginia Court day,
selling a copy of Paine's Age of Reason. When chal
lenged, Weems pulled out a copy of Watson's reply and
defended himself on the grounds that he was also selling
the antidote I In spite of his love of profit and
humor, Weems was a forerunner of the tract agents from
the national benevolent societies. It is entirely
probable that his publications, presenting their messages
in a more digestible form, had a far more lasting moral
effect than did the more pious tracts.
Wharey, James (1789-1842). Born in North Carolina, a
student of theology with Dr. Hoge at Hampden-Sidney,
Wharey was licensed as a Presbyterian minister in 1818.
He preached and taught in Amherst Co., Virginia. He
married a sister of John Holt Rice and conducted a oneman tract business in conjunction with his preaching.
He was missionary for the Young Men's Missionary Society
of Richmond, c . 1820.
Williams, Stephen (d. 1866). B o m in England, Williams
came to Baltimore as a young man. He never attended
college and although licensed to preach by the Presby
tery of Baltimore in 1824, he was never ordained.
His mother had been involved in the fouriding of the
first Presbyterian sunday school in 1817, and Williams
devoted his life to working as a benevolent society agent
with the poor. He was chaplain of the Mariner's Church,
agent for the Seamen's Friend Society, later city
missionary.
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Wilmer, William H. (1782-1827). Born in Maryland, a
graduate of Washington College (Maryland), he was or
dained an Episcopalian priest in 1808. From 1812 to
1826 he was rector of St. Paul's Church, Alexandria,
and served for one year as president of William and
Mary before his death. A strong evangelical, Wilmer
was a leader of the Education Society and the Seminary
itself. He was editor of the Washington Theological
Repertory.
Yellot, Jeremiah (d. 1805). Yellot, in spite of the fact
that there are indications that he was nearly involved
in a duel in 1798, was a principal founder of St. Peter's
Episcopal Church in Baltimore. In 1798 he gave the
city a lot for the Maryland Hospital for the Insane;
at his death, he left $500 to the Benevolent Society
(at St. Paul's) and $10,000 for "educating the poor
generally" which was applied toward the charity school
at St. Peter's, opened in 1806.-*-20
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APPENDIX B
REFORM SOCIETIES IN THE SOUTH TO 1830
In this Appendix, an effort has been made to provide
a far more complete list of Southern benevolent societies
than has existed heretofore. The compilation includes;
national societies which were to some degree active
in the South, either directly or through auxiliary or
branch societies; independent local organizations.
Except in the case of the more important denominational
missionary and tract societies, auxiliary bodies are not
included. Many of the organizations which were of inde
pendent foundation, however, later affiliated with the
national societies.
The list is based upon a comprehensive survey of
manuscript records, American imprints to 1830, religious
journals published in the South and by the national
benevolent societies, denominational records, state
legislative acts of incorporation, gazetteers and city
guides, and local historical sources. Unfortunately,
local sources are not as complete for the South as they
are for the rest of the nation. Religious periodicals
are particularly useful sources of information, but they
do not exist for every year even in the major cities.
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I.

NATIONAL SOCIETIES1

Bible Society of Philadelphia.
New York Bible Society.

(1808) Philadelphia.

(1809) New York.

American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions.
(1810) Boston.
New York Religious Tract Society.

(1812) New York.

American Baptist Board of Foreign Missions.
Philadelphia.
New England Tract Society. (1814) Boston.

(1814)

Young Men's Missionary Society of New York.
(1814) New
York.
American Education Society.
(American Society for Educating
Pious Youth for the Gospel Ministry).
(1815)
Boston.
American Bible Society.
(1816) New York.
American Colonization Society.
(1816) Washington.
Philadelphia Sunday and Adult School Union.
(1817)
Philadelphia.
Tract Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church.
(1817).
United Foreign Missionary Society.

(1817) New York.

Missionary and Bible Society of the Methodist Episcopal
Church (1819). New York.
American Society for Meliorating the Condition of the
Jews.
(1820) New York.
United Domestic Missionary Society.

(1822) New York.

American Soaiety for Promoting the Civilization and
General Improvement of the Indian Tribes Within
the United States.
(1822) Washington.
American Sunday School Union.
American Tract Society.

(1824) Philadelphia.

(1824) New York.

Prison Discipline Society.

(1825) Boston.

American Home Missionary Society.

(1826) New York.

American Seamen's Friend Society.

(1826) New York.

American Temperance Society.
(American Society for the
Promotion of Temperance). (1826) Andover, Boston.
General Protestant Episcopal Sunday School Union.
New York.

(1826)

Sunday-School Union of the Methodist Episcopal Church.
(1827).
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American Peace Society.

(1828) New York.

General Union for Promoting the Observance of the Christian
Sabbath.
(1828) New York.
African Education Society.
II.

(1829) Washington.

ANTI-DUELING SOCIETIES

Charleston Anti-Duelling Association.
(1826) Charleston,
S.C.2
Anti-Duelling Society of Savannah.
(1827) Savannah,
Georgia.3
Anti-Duelling Association in Georgetown.
(1827) George
town, S.C.4
III.

ANTISLAVERY SOCIETIES5

Delaware Society for Promoting the Abolition of Slavery
and for the Relief and Protection of Free Blacks
and People of Colour Unlawfully Held in Bondage.
(1788) Wilmington, Del.
Choptank Abolition Society.
Virginia Abolition Society.

(1790) Maryland.
(1791) Richmond, Va.

Chester-town Abolition Society.

(by 1794) Chestertown, Md.

Abolition Society of Alexandria.
Kentucky Abolition Society.
Winchester Abolition Society.

(by 1795) Alexandria, Va.

(by 1787).
(by 1797) Winchester, Va.

Delaware Society for Promoting the Abolition of Slavery,
and for the Relief and Protection of Blacks and
People of Colour Unlawfully Held in Bondage or
otherwise Oppressed.
(1800) Wilmington, Del.
African School Society.

(1810) Wilmington, Del.

Kentucky Society for Promoting the Abolition of Slavery,
(about 1811).
Manumission Society of Tennessee.

(1815).

Manumission Society of North-Carolina.
borough, N.C.

(1816) Greens-

Kent County, Delaware, Abolition Society.
and Camden, Del.
Philanthropic Society of Easton.
Protection Society.

(1817) Dover

(by 1817) Easton, Md.

(1817) Baltimore, Md.

Centerville, Maryland, Abolition Society.
Centerville, Md.

(by 1818)
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Anti-Slavery Society of Maryland.

(1825) Baltimore, Md.

Manumission and Emigration Society of Loudon, Virginia.
(by 1826).
Society for the Encouragement of Free Labor,
(1826)
Wilmington, Del.
Washington Anti-Slavery Society.
D.C.

(1826-27) Washington,

Benevolent Society of Alexandria for Improving the
Condition of the People of Color.
(1826-27)
Alexandria, Va.
National Anti-Slavery Tract Society.
(1827) Baltimore, Md.
Virginia Convention for Promoting the Abolition of Slavery,
(by 1827).
Baltimore Society for the Protection of Free People of
Color.
(1827).
IV.

BIBLE SOCIETIES

Kentucky Bible Society.
Lexington, Ky.°

(Sept., 1809; reorganized, 1812)

Beaufort Bible Society.

(March, 1810) Beaufort, S.C.

Bible Society of Charleston.
Georgia Bible Society.

(June, 1810) Charleston, S.C.

(July, 1810) Savannah, Ga.®

Bible Society of Baltimore.

(Sept., 1810) Baltimore, Md.

Bible Society of the District of Columbia.
Washington, D.C.l®
Nashville Bible Society.

(Jan., 1813)

(Jan., 1813) Nashville, Tenn.

Bible Society of Virginia.
Louisiana Bible Society.

(June, 1813) Richmond, Va.
(March, 1813) New Orleans, La.^1

Mississippi Bible Society.
Delaware Bible Society.

g

(March, 1813).

(Nov., 1813).12

Bible Society of North Carolina.
N.C.13

(Dec., 1813) Raleigh,

Bible Society of Berkley County.

(1814) Martinsburgh, Va.

Bible Society of Jefferson County.
Va.
Bible Society of Frederick.

(1814) Shepherdstown,

(1814) Millwood, Va.

Bible Society of Fredericksburg.
Va.

(1814) Fredericksburg,

Bible Society of Prince George's County.

(1814) Maryland.

7
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Brownsburgh Bible Society.
Fauquier Bible Society.

(1814) Rockbridge Co., Va.

(1814) Warrenton, Va.

Female Auxiliary Bible Society of Manchester,
(1814)
Manchester Organization: Auxiliary to Bible Society
of Virginia.
New Providence Bible Society.
(1814) Rockbridge County, Va.
Norfolk Bible Society.

(1814) Norfolk, Va.

Rockingham Bible Society,
Staunton Bible Society.

(1814) Harrisonburg, Va.
(1814) Staunton, Va.

Female Auxiliary Bible Society of Baltimore.
1814). Baltimore, Md.3-4

(April,

Bible Society of the Eastern Shore of Maryland and
Virginia.
(1815) Snow Hill, Md.
Amite and West-Florida Bible Society.
Florida.3,5
Columbia Bible Society.

(1816) Columbia, S.C.

Hagerstown Bible Society.
St. Louis Bible Society.
Loudon Bible Society.

(by 1816) West

(by 1816) Hagerstown, Md.
(by 1816) St. Louis, Mo.

(by 1816) Leesburg, Va.

East Tennessee Bible Society.
Tenn.

(by 1816) Sumner County,

Bible Society in the Interior of Georgia.
Bible Society of Winchester.
V.

(by 1816).

(by 1816) Winchester, Va.

CHARITY SCHOOL SOCIETIES

Charity Working School.

(1750) Talbot County, Md.

1.6

Winyah Indico Society.
(1755) Prince George, Winyah,
S.C. (Georgetown).17
18
Mount Zion Society.
(1777) Charleston, S.C.
19

Saint David's Society.

(1777) Cheraw District, S.C.""
20
Catholic Society.
(1778) Catholic, South Carolina.
21
Salem Society.
(1778) Ninety-Six District, S.C.
John’s Island Socxety.

(1779) John's Id., S.C.
23
Beaufort Society.
(1786) Beaufort, S.C.
24
St. Helena Society.
(1786) St. Helena, S.C.
25
Camden Orphan Society.
(1787) Camden, S.C.
Claremont Society.

22

(1789) High-hills of Santee, S.C.

26
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Beaufort Society for Promoting and Encouraging the
Education of Children, and Assisting and Estab
lishing Schools in that District.
(1792) Beaufort
District, S.C.27
Upper Long Cane Society.

(1793) Abbeville District, S.C.28
29
Male Charity School.
(1795) Fredericksburg, Va.
30
Male Free School of Baltimore.
(1802) Baltimore, Md.
31
Female Charity School.
(1802) Fredericksburg, Va.
St. Peter's Charity School.
M'Donough Charity Schools.

(1805) Baltimore, Md.32
33
(1807) Charles Co., Md.

Beaufort District Society.

(1810) Beaufort District, S.C.34

Wadsworthville Poor School.
(1809) Laurens District,
S.C.35
Washington Society Charity School.
(1810) Baltimore, Md.3®
37
Humane Impartial Society.
(1811) Baltimore, Md.
Female Harmony Society of Wilmington (or, Union Female
Harmony School).
(1814) Wilmington, Del.38
39
Charity School Society.
(1815) Natchez, Miss.
Benevolent Society of the Parish of St. Andrews.
Jefferson County, W. Va.49

(1816)

Richmond Lancastrian Society.

(Nov., 1816) Richmond, Va.43-

Savannah Free School Society.

(Dec., 1816) Savannah, Ga.42

Male Free School of St. Peter's Church.
Md.43
Newcastle Female Benevolent Society.
Del.44
Female Union Society of Smyrna.

(1817) Baltimore,

(1817) Newcastle,

(1818) Smyrna, Del.

45

Hager's-Town Female Society for the Instruction of Poor
Children.
(1819) Hagerstown, Md.48
Charity School.

(1821) Warrenton, N.C.4^

Charity School, Eastern Shore.48
Augusta Georgia Free School Society.
Ga.49

(1828) Augusta,

Female Humane Association (and, 1807, Orphaline Charity
School). (1798) Baltimore, Md.
Benevolent Society of the City and County of Baltimore.
(1799) Baltimore, Md.
Ladies Society Charity School.
Female School of Industry.

(1805) Charleston, S.C.

(1827) Washington, D.C.
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Schools associated with societies and documented in the
list of "Mutual Aid Societies."
St. Andrews Society.
Union Society.

(1729) Charleston, S.C.

(1750) Savannah, Ga.

Fellowship Society.

(1762) Charleston, S.C.

German Friendly Society.

(1766) Charleston, S.C.

Benevolent Hibernian Society.
Society of Baltimore).
VI.

(became in 1818, Hibernian

EDUCATION SOCIETIES

Salem Auxiliary Union Society.
(1810) South CarolinaGeorgia.50
Congregational and Presbyterian Union Female Association
for Assisting in the Education of Pious Youth for
the Gospel Ministry (1815) Charleston, S.C.53The Benevolent Society of York District.
Carolina.52

(by 1818) South

Society for the Education of Pious Young Men for the
Ministry of the Protestant Episcopal Church.
(1818) Alexandria, Va.53
54
Female Education Society.
(1820) Wilmington, Del.
Education Society of North Carolina.
Carolina.55

(1822) North

Georgia Education Society.
(1823) Georgia (meet with
Presbytery of Hopewell).55
Female Lutheran Society of Charleston. South Carolina.
(1825 or 1826) Charleston, S.C.5^
Claremont Theological Scholarship Society.
ton, S.C.58

(1826) Charles

South Carolina Education Society.
(1827) Charleston
(meet with Charleston Union Presbytery).58
Parent Domestic Missionary and Education Society of the
Evangelical Lutheran Synod of Maryland and Vir
ginia.
(1828).60
VII.

HUMANE SOCIETIES AND MEDICAL CHARITIES

Humane Society.
Dispensary.

(1790) Baltimore.

61

(1801) Charleston, S.C.

Baltimore General Dispensary.

62

(1801) Baltimore, Md.

63
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Humane Society.

(1804) Baltimore.

Humane Society of Wilmington.

64

(1812) Wilmington, Del.

65

Shirras Dispensary. (1813) Charleston, S.C.®®
Second Baltimore Dispensary.
Baltimore Infirmary.

(1816) Baltimore, Md.

(1830) Baltimore, Md.®®

St. Louis Mullanphy Hospital.
VIII.

67

(1828) St. Louis, Mo.

69

INFANT SCHOOL SOCIETIES
70

Infant School Society.

(1829) Norfolk, Va.

Infant School Society.

(1829) Savannah, Ga.

71

Charleston Infant School Society.
(Jan., 1829) Charleston,
S.C.72
73
Infant School Society of St. Louis.
(1830) St. Louis, Mo.
IX.

MISSIONARY SOCIETIES

Society for Promoting Christianity among the Indians.
(1758) Hanover Presbytery.74
Congregational Society of the State of South-Carolina, for
Promoting the Interests of Religion.
(1802) In
dependent Church, Charleston, S.C.75
Lexington Missionary Society.
Virginia.75

(1804) Lexington Presbytery.

Protestant Episcopal Society for the Advancement of
Christianity in South Carolina.
(1810) Charleston.77
Union Missionary Society.
(1811) Charleston, S.C., and
Savannah, Ga.7®
East Tennessee Missionary Society.
(1812) Maryville,
Tenn.7®
Richmond Baptist Foreign and Domestic Mission Society.
(1812-13) Richmond, Va.®°
Baptist Mission Society of Virginia.
Va.81

(by 1814) Richmond,

Delaware Branch Society for Foreign Missions.
Wilmington, Del.®2
North Carolina Mission Society.

(by 1814)

(1814) North Carolina.

Wadmalaw and Edisto Female Mite Society.
Charleston, S.C.®4
Richmond Baptist African Mission Society.
Va.

83

(by 1814)
(1815) Richmond,
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Episcopal Missionary Society of Delaware,
ton, Del.®®

(1816) Wilming

Sarepta Mission Society.
(1816) Georgia.
Assoc., Baptists)87

(Sarepta

Auxiliary Missionary Society of New-Castle Presbytery.
(1817) Newcastle Presbytery.88
Delaware Society for Domestic Missions.

(1817) Delaware.89

Missionary Society of the Diocese of North Carolina.
(1817) North Carolina.90
Montgomery Domestic Missionary Society.
Md.91

(1818) Rockville,

Society for the Advancement of Christianity in the Diocese
of Maryland.
(1818) Baltimore, Md.92
Baptist Foreign Mission Society.
S.C."

(by 1819) Charleston,

Congregational and Presbyterian Society for Promoting the
Interests of Religion.
(After 1819, Cong, and
Presb. Missionary Society of South Carolina)
(by 1818) Charleston, S.C.94
95
Elliot Society.
(1819) Charleston, S.C.
Female Domestic Missionary Society.
(1819 or 1820)
Baltimore, Md.98
Methodist Missionary Society of Charleston.
(1819)
Charleston, S.C.97
Missionary Society of the Synod of South Carolina and
Georgia.
(1819) Synod of S.C. and Ga.98
Protestant Episcopal Missionary Society in Charleston,
South-Carolina, Composed of Young Men and Others.
(1819) Charleston, S.C.99
Savannah Missionary Society.

(1819) Savannah, Georgia.100

United Society for the Spread of the Gospel.
Illinois and Missouri.10^

(1819)

Young Ladies'^Missionary Society of Richmond and Man
chester.
(1819) Richmond, Va. 0
Young Men's Missionary Society of Richmond.
Richmond, V a .I108

(1819)

Missionary Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church.
(1820) Columbia, S.C.1°4
Virginia Conference Missionary Society.
(1820) Richmond,
Va.105
Young Men's Missionary Society, Petersburg, Va. (1820)
Petersburg, Va.-*-08
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Young Men's Missionary Society of South Carolina.
Charleston, S.C.107
Domestic Missionary Society of Wilmington.
Wilmington, Del.108

(1820)

(1821)

Missionary Society of the South Carolina Conference.
(1821) South Carolina.109
Presbyterian Missionary Society of North Carolina.
1821) North Carolina.110

(by

Protestant Episcopal Female Domestic Missionary Society
(or, Ladies' Domestic Missionary Society).
(1821)
Charleston, S.C.111
Young Men's Missionary Society of Savannah.
Savannah, Ga.112
Augusta Domestic Missionary Society.

(1821)

(1822) Augusta, G a . ^

Juvenile Finleyan Missionary Mite Society of Baltimore.
(1822) Baltimore, Md.11^
Missionary Society of the Diocese of Maryland.
Maryland.115

(1822)

Richmond and Manchester Female Missionary Society.
Richmond, Va.118
Missionary Society of the Diocese of Delaware.
Delaware.I17
Richmond Female Judson Society.

(1822)

(1823)

(1823) Richmond, Va.

118

United Auxiliary Missionary Society.
(1823) Richmond,
V a .119
Protestant Episcopal Society for the General Advancement
of Christianity in the State of Georgia.
(1823)
Georgia.I20
Society for Inquiry upon the Subject of Missions.
(1824)
Virginia Seminary, Alexandria, Va.121
122
Georgia Domestic Missionary Society.
(1825) Mt. Zion, Ga.
Juvenile Missionary Society.
(1825) Charleston, S.C.1"
South Carolina Domestic Missionary Society.
Charleston Union P r e s b y t e r y . 1 "

(1825)

Charleston Society in Aid of Missions to the Heathen.
(1826) Charleston, S.C.128
Female Domestic Missionary Society of Charleston.
(by
1826) Charleston, S.C.1"
Young Men's Missionary Society within the Bounds of the
Concord Presbytery.
(1826) Concord Presbytery,
N.C.127
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Evangelical Lutheran Missionary Society of North-Carolina,
and Adjacent States.
(1828) North Carolina. 28
Petersburg African Missionary Society.
Petersburg, Va.129

(by 1828)

Missionary Society of the Protestant Episcopal Church of
Kentucky.
(1829) Kentucky.130
Protestant Episcopal Missionary Society of the Diocese of
Virginia.
(1829) Kentucky.131
Lutheran Society for the Promotion of Religion in SouthCarolina and Georgia (Society for Promoting of
Religion in South-Carolina and Georgia according
to the Forms of the Lutheran Church). (by 1829)
Charleston, S.C.132
X.

MORAL SOCIETIES

Society for the Reformation of Manners.
Co., Del.133

(1705-6) Kent

Society for Reformation of Manners, and Punishing Vice,
Prophaneness and Immorality.
(1763) Queen Anne's
Co., Md.134
Moral Society.

(c. 1817) Pendleton District, S.C.135

Guardian Society of Nottingham.
(1822) Cecil Co.,
Md. and Chester, Co., Pa.138
Moral and Literary Society of the Cherokee Nation.
1824) Newtown.137
XI.

(Nov.,

MUTUAL AID SOCIETIES

138
(1729) Charleston, S.C.
139
St. George's Society. (1733) Charleston, S.C.

St. Andrews Society.

South Carolina Society.

(1736) Charleston, S.C.
141
Amicable Society.
(1737) Charleston, S.C.
142
Union Society.
(1750) Savannah, Ga.
143
Fellowship Society.
(1762) Charleston, S.C.

140

Society for the Relief of the Widows and Orphans of the
Clergy Of the Church of England in the Province of
South Carolina.
(1762) Charleston, S.C.144
German Friendly Society.
St. Patrick's Club.

(1766) Charleston, S . C . ^ 3

(1773-76) Charleston, S.C.1^8

German Society of Maryland.
Hebrew Benevolent Society.

(1783) Baltimore, Md.1^
148
(1784) Charleston, S.C.
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Corporation for the Relief of the Widows and Children of
the Clergy of the Protestant Episcopal Church in
Maryland.
(1785) Maryland.149
Master Taylor's Society.

(1786) Charleston, S.C.1-50

Society for the Benefit of Decayed Pilots, Their Widows
and Children.
(1788) Philadelphia, Pa.
(Included
pilots of Cape Henlopen, Del.)1®1
Society for the Relief of Elderly and Disabled Ministers,
and the Widows and Orphans of the Clergy of the
Independent or Congregational Church in the State
of South Carolina.
(1789) Charleston, S.C. 1-52
Presbytery of Charleston.

(1790) Charleston, S.C.1®®

Society for the Relief of Distressed Widows and Orphans
of Clergymen of the Protestant Episcopal Church in
the State of Virginia.
(1792) Virginia.1®4
155
Savannah Association of Mechanics.
(1793) Savannah, Ga.
Charleston Mechanic Society.
Charitable Marine Society.

(1794) Charleston, S.C.156
157
(1797) Baltimore, Md.

Hibernian Society of Charleston, South Carolina.
Charleston, S.C.1®®

(1799)

Society of St. Goerge in Maryland.
French Benevolent Society.

(1799) Baltimore, Md.
150
(1780?) Charleston, S.C.

159

Benevolent Hibernian Society (became in 1818, Hibernian
Society of Baltimore).
(1803) Baltimore, Md.1®1
St. Andrews Society.

(1806) Baltimore, Md.^®^

Fund for Special Relief.
(South Carolina Conference,
Methodist Episcopal Church). (1807) South Carolina
Conference.163
Hibernian Society.

(1812) Savannah, Ga.1®4

Asbury Mite Society, for the Relief of Widows and Orphans
of Methodist Ministers.
(by 1819) Charleston. S.C.1®®
New England Society of Charleston, South Carolina.
Charleston, S.C.1®®

(1819)

Baltimore Society for the Encouragement of Industry.
(1822) Baltimore, Md.1®7
Benevolent Society.

(1822) Wilmington, Del.^-®®

Union School Society of the South Carolina Conference of
the Methodist Episcopal Church.
(1822) South
Carolina.1®9
Benevolent Society of the United Brethren in Christ.
(1822) Hagerstown, Md.17®
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Petersburg Benevolent Mechanics Association.
Petersburg, Va.171
172
Hibernian Society.
(1826) Mississippi.

(1825)

Methodist Preachers' Aid Society of Baltimore.
Baltimore, Md.172

(1827)

Society for the Relief of Aged and Infirm Ministers.
(1828) Maryland.174
1 7 c

Tobias Society.

(by 1829) Baltimore, Md.

Methodist Benevolent Society of Charleston.
Charleston, S.C.17®

(1830)

XII.

PRIVATE ORPHANAGES AND ORPHAN SOCIETIES
177
Bethesda.
(1740) Savannah, Ga.
Benevolent Society of the Citv and County of Baltimore.
(1799) Baltimore, Md.17®

Female Humane Association Charity School (became, 1807,
The Orphaline Charity School, and in 1827, the
Baltimore Female Orphan Asylum).
(1800) Baltimore,
Md.179
180
Hebrew Orphan Asylum.. (1801) Charleston, S.C.
Savannah Female Asylum.
Female Orphan Society.

(1801) Savannah, Ga.1®1
(1804) Norfolk, Va.1®2

Petersburg Female Asylum.

(1812) Petersburg, Va.1®®

Female Orphan Asylum Society of Fayetteville.
Fayetteville, N.C.1®^

(1813)
1QC

Female Humane Association.

(1815) Richmond, Va.

Washington Female Orphan Asylum Society.
(became, 1828,
the Washington City Orphan Asylum Society).
(1815)
Washington, D.C.1®°
Female Orphan Asylum of Georgetown.
D.C.1®7
Female Charitable Society.

(1816) Georgetown,

(1819) Natchez, Miss.1®®

Augusta Female Orphan Asylum.

(by 1823) Augusta, Ga.

189

La Fayette Asylum for Poor Widows and Orphan Children.
(1824) Wilmington, Del.19®
St. Vincent Free School and Orphan Asylum.
ington, D.C .191
Ladies of the Sacred Heart Orphan School.
Louis, Mo.192
Female Orphans' Society of Annapolis.

Md.l93

(1825) Wash
(1827) St.

(1830) Annapolic,
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Oblates' Colored Boarding School.
Md.19^
School of Industry.
XIII.

(c.

1830) Baltimore,

(1830) Fayetteville, N.C.

195

SOCIETIES FOR THE RELIEF AND PREVENTION OF POVERTY

Female Humane Association.

(1798) Baltimore, Md.

Corporation for the Relief of the Poor and Distressed of
Every Sect or Religious Denomination.
(1792)
Baltimore, Md.197
Benevolent Society of the City and County of. Baltimore.
(1799) Baltimore, Md.l98
John's Island Society.

(1799) John's Id., S.C.

Female Benevolent Society.

199

(1800) Wilmington, Del.®®®

Handelian Charitable Society.

(1803) Baltimore, Md.

Ladies Society Charity School.
(1805) Charleston, S.C.
and Goose Creek, S.C. 202
Baltimore Female Association for the Relief of Distressed
Objects.2®2
Methodist Female Friendly Association (or, Methodist
Friendly Female Assoc).
(1810) Charleston, S.C.2®4
Washington Benevolent Society of Young Men (by 1810)
Washington, D.C.2®5
Charitable Society of the City of Annapolis.
(1811)
Annapolis, Md.206
Indian Town Society for the Promotion of Honesty and
Industry.
(dissolved 1812) Indian Town, S . C . 207
Female Benevolent Society of Georgetown.
town, D.C.208
Ladies Benevolent Society.

(1813) George

(1813) Charleston, S.C.20®

Society for the Relief of the Poor.
(1813-14) Wilmington,
Del.210
211
Charitable Society of Easton.
(1814) Easton, Md.
Female Distributing Society for the Relief of the Poor.
(1814) Wilmington, Del.212
Resolute Beneficial Society.
(c. 1815-20) Washington,
D.C.212
Society for the Relief of the Poor of the Methodist
Episcopal Church of the City and Precincts of
Baltimore.
(Jan., 1815) Baltimore, Md.214
Georgetown Ladies' Benevolent Society.
S.C.215

(1817) Georgetown,
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Richmond Charitable Association of Young Men.
(1817)
Richmond, Va.216
217
Sisters of Charity.
(1817) Charleston, S.C.
218
Dorcas Society.
(1818) Wilmington, Del.
Female Domestic Missionary Society.
S.C.219

(1818) Charleston,

Juvenile Female Benevolent Society of Columbia.
Columbia, S.C.220
Female Hospitable Society.

(1818)

(Nov., 1819) Wilmington, Del.22-*-

Baltimore Economical Soup Society.
Md.222

(Nov., 1819) Baltimore,

Washington Female Charitable Society.
Washington, D.C.223

(going, 1819-20)

Society for the Encouragement of Industry.
Charleston, S.C.224

(1820)

United Female Benevolent Society of North Carolina.
1820) Fayetteville, N.C.223

(by

Society for the Prevention of Pauperism in the City of
Baltimore.
(March, 1820) Baltimore, Md.22°
227
Female Benevolent Society. (1821-22) Newbern, N.C.
Dorcas Society.

(going 1822) Norfolk, Va.22®

Female Charitable Society.
Soup Society.

(Jan., 1822) Alexandria, Va.
230
(1822) Washington, D.C.

229

Ladies' Society of Columbia, for the Female Poor, and
Especially for the Relief of Poor Widows with
Small Children. (1823) Columbia, S.C.231
Female Benevolent Society.
Female Benevolent Society.
Female Charitable Society.

232
(before 1824) Raleigh, N.C.
233
(by 1824) Winchester, Va.
234
(1824) St. Louis, Mo.

Female Charitable Association, for the Relief of the Sick
Poor of Charleston Neck.
(July, 1824) Charleston,
S.C.233
236
Female Charitable Society.
(by 1824) Wilmington, Del.
Society for the Relief of the Indigent Sick.
Baltimore, Md.23^
Howard Society.

(1824)

(Jan., 1825) Washington, D.C.239

Charleston Benevolent Society.
Female School of Industry.
Richmond Dorcas Society.
Maria Marthian Society.
Working Society.
Va.243

(1827) Charleston, S.C.
240
(1827) Washington, D.C.

239

(1827) Richmond, V a . ^ ^
(1827) Baltimore, Md.

0A.0

(by 1828) Bruton Parish, Williamsburg,
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Washington Relief Society.
XIV.

(1830) Washington, D.C.

244

SOCIETIES TO AID SEAMEN

Charleston Marine Society.
Marine Bible Society.

(1806) Charleston, S.C.
246
(1818) Charleston, S.C.

Richmond Bethel Union Society.
Charleston Bethel Union.

245

(1821) Richmond, Va.
248
(1822) Charleston, S.C.

247

Charleston Port Society for Promoting the Gospel Among
Seamen.
(1822) Charleston, S.C.249
250
New Orleans Bethel Union.
(1823) Baltimore, Md.
251
Seamen’s Union Bethel Society.
(1823) Baltimore, Md.
Norfolk Bethel Union.

(1823, 1828) Norfolk, Va.252

Society for the Relief of Widows and Orphans of Seamen,
(c. 1823) Baltimore, Md.253
Charleston Female Seamen's Friend Society (or, Ladies
Seamen's Friend Society).
(1826) Charleston,
S.C.234
Ladies Association (became the Bethel Flag Society in
1840).
(1827) Charleston, S.C.255
2 66
Louisville Bethel Union.
(1830) Louisville, Ky.
Windward Anchor Society of the Port of Charleston.
(1830) Charleston, S.C.2®7
XV.

SUNDAY SCHOOL UNION SOCIETIES

Asbury Sunday School Society.

OCQ
(Nov., 1816) Baltimore, Md. 30

McKendreean Sunday School Society.
Md.259

(Nov., 1816) Baltimore,

Baltimore Female Union Society for the Promotion of Sunday
Schools.
(Oct., 1817) Baltimore, Md.2®9
Union Board of Delegates from the Male Sunday School
Societies of Baltimore.
(Nov., 1817) Baltimore,
Md.261
262
Sunday School Union Society.
(1818) Richmond, Va.
South Carolina Sunday School Union Society.
Charleston, S.C.2®3

(1819)

Charleston Protestant Episcopal Sunday School Society.
(1819) Charleston, S.C.2®4
Columbia Sunday School Union.
Md.265
Wesleyan Sunday School Society.
Md.266

(1819) East Baltimore,
(1819) East Baltimore,
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Methodist Sunday School Aid Society.
Md.267

(by 1821) Baltimore,

Savannah Sabbath School Teachers' Society.
Savannah, Georgia.268
New Castle County Sabbath School Union.
Castle Co., Del.269

(by 1822)

(1827) New

Sunday School Union, for the State of Maryland.
XVI.

(by 1830)

270

TEMPERANCE SOCIETIES

Virginia Society for the Promotion of Temperance.

(1826). 271

Society for the Suppression of Intemperance, within the
Bounds of the Orange Presbytery.
(Oct., 1826)
North Carolina.272
South Carolina Anti-Intemperance Society (meet with
Charleston Baptist Association).
(1826) South
Carolina.273
Temperance Society of Wilmington.
(1827) Wilmington,
Del.274
276
Georgia Temperance Society.
(1828) Georgia.
Washington County Temperance Association.
ton Co., Md.276
Baltimore Temperance Society.
Md.277
Coluinbia Temperance Society.

(1828) Washing

(Oct., 1829) Baltimore,
(1829) Columbia, S.C.

278

South-Carolina Society for the Promotion of Temperance.
(by 1830) Charleston, S.C.279
XVII. SOCIETIES FOR DISTRIBUTING TRACTS AND RELIGIOUS
LITERATURE
The Society for Confirming and Extending the Interests
of the Christian Religion in General, and of the
Protestant Episcopal Church in Particular.
(1807)
Maryland (meet with the Annual Convention).280
Virginia Religious Tract Society.

(1812).281

Protestant Episcopal Female Society of Baltimore, for
the Dissemination of Religious Knowledge.
(1815)
Baltimore, Md.282
Religious Tract Society of Charleston, South Carolina.
(1815) Charleston, S.C.283
Augusta Religious Tract Society.

(1816) Augusta, Ga.284
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Common Prayer-Book And Tract Society of the Diocese of
285
Virginia.
(1816) (meet with the Annual Convention)
Female Tract Society at Raleigh, North Carolina.
(1816)
Raleigh, N.C.286
Religious Tract Society of Baltimore.
(1816) Baltimore,
Md.287
Baltimore Association of Friends, for Publishing and
Distributing Tracts on Moral and Religious Sub
jects.
(1817) Baltimore, Md.288
Protestant Episcopal Female Tract Society of Baltimore.
(1817) Baltimore, Md.288
Religious Tract Society of Savannah.

(1817) Savannah, Ga.

Maryland Prayer Book and Homily Society.
(1818) Balti
more, Md.281
Religious Tract Society of the City of Washington.
(1818) Washington, D.C.292
East Tennessee Tract Society.

(1819) Knoxville, Tenn.283

Religious Tract Society of Richmond, Virginia.
(1820)
Richmond, V a .2 94
Charleston Unitarian Book Society.
(1821) Charleston,
S.C.288
Charleston Catholic Book Society.
S.C.286

(1822) Charleston,

Protestant Episcopal Society, for the Promotion of Piety
and Christian Knowledge, in North-Carolina.
(1822).287
Lexington Female Union Tract Society.
Ky.288

(1823) Lexington,

Georgia Religious Tract Society.

(1824) Augusta, Ga.

Sun Tract S^ggety of Wilmington.

(1824) Wilmington,

O QQ

South Carolina Branch of the American Tract Society.
(1825) Charleston, S.C.301
Missouri and Illinois Tract Society.
Mo.302
Tract Society of Richmond.

(1826) St. Louis,

(1826) Richmond, Va.

303

Episcopal Bible, Prayer Book and Tract Society of South
Carolina.
(1827).304
Protestant Episcopal Society for the; Advancement of
Christianity in Mississippi.
(1827).303
Protestant Episcopal Prayer Book and Tract Society of
Virginia.
(1829) Richmond, Va.306

290
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XVIII.

MISCELLANEOUS SOCIETIES

Female Penitents Refuge Society.

(1823) Baltimore, Md 307

Richmond Society for Meliorating the Condition of the
Jews. (182 3) Richmond, V a .3 08
Savannah Union for Promoting the Observance of the
Sabbath.
(1828) Savannah, Ga.308
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FOOTNOTES, APPENDIX B

The activities of all of the independent national
societies are documented in regular annual reports (the
1st Report, covering the first year of operations, was
published in the second year of a society's existence,
and so on) listed in the Shaw and Shoemaker imprint guides
and library catalogues under the name of the society.
The denominational societies were less regular in pub
lishing reports in pamphlet form, but references are
usually found in religious periodicals and in the records
of Church judicial bodies. In addition to published
Annual Reports, see: "Tract Society of the Methodist
Episcopal Church," Wesleyan Journal, 1 (1825-26), 58; 2
(1826-27), 63; "Sunday School Union," in Matthew Simpson,
ed., Cyclopaedia of Methodism (Phila., 1882), 840-41;
"A Society," Southern Evangelical Intelligencer, 1 (181920), 294.
2United States Catholic Miscellany, 6 (1826-27),
94-5, 102, 110-11, 150, 154-55, 162-63; 7 (1827-28), 38,
70, 150; 8 (1828-29), 280; Ignatius A. Reynolds, ed.,
The Works of the Right Rey. John England (Baltimore,
1849), vol. 5, 64-77.
3

"Savannah Anti-Duelling Association," Charleston
Observer. 2 (1828), 12, 23; "Awful," Catholic Miscellany.
8 (1828-29), 280.
4 "Anti-Duelling Association," Charleston Observer,
1 (1827), 49.
5
All of these antislavery societies are mentioned
in the published reports of the American Convention for
Promoting the Abolition of Slavery, conveniently photo
copies and published in their entirety by Bergman Pub
lishers : The American Convention for Promoting the
Abolition of Slavery and Improving the Condition of the
African Race (N.Y., 1969; 3 vols. covering 1794-1829).
Unless otherwise noted, see the 8th Annual Report
(1816), pp. 50-51, for the names, officers, and founding
dates of these Bible socieites.
g

Kentucky Bible Society, Annual Report (1818).
7
Bible Society of Charleston, Annual Reports (1811,
1812, 1813, 1815, 1818, 1823, 1829).
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8"Eleventh Annual Report . . . ," The Missionary, 3
(1821-22), 49.
Q

See regularly published Annual Reports and
Bernard C. Steiner's One Hundred and Ten Years of Bible
Society Work in Maryland. 1810-1920 (Baltimore, 1921).
^■°Bible Society of the District of Columbia, 1st
Annual Report (1816).
^Louisiana Bible Society, Annual Reports (1815, 1816).
12

Delaware Bible Society, Annual Reports (1816, 1817).

13

Bible Society of North Carolina, Annual Reports
(1815, 1818, 1818-19, 1820).
14Female Auxiliary Bible Society of Baltimore,
Annual Reports (1815, 1816).
15

Louisiana Bible Society, 2nd Annual Report.
(1816), 9-10.
16

See Chapter, 3, footnote 21.

17

David J. McCord, The Statutes at Large of South
Carolina (Columbia, S.C., 1840; vol. 8, Containing Acts
Relating to Corporations and the Militia), 110-12.
18McCord, Statutes of S.C., vol. 8, 114-15; "The
Mount Sion Society, 1777," Charleston Yearbook, 1887
(Charleston, 1887), 325-46.
^8McCord, Statutes of S.C., vol. 8, 118-19; "Saint
David's Society Minutes, 1777-1833," typescript. South
Carolina Historical Society, Charleston, S.C.
28McCord, Statutes of S.C.. vol. 8, 115-16.
21Ibid., 117-18.
22Ibid.. 121.
23Ibid.. 135-36.
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24.Ibid.
25Ibid.. 142.
26Ibid.. 154-55.
27Ibid., 174-75.
28Ibid.. 207-8.
2Q

Carrol H. Quenzel, The History and Background of
St. George's Episcopal Church, Fredericksburg. Virginia
(Richmond, Va., 1951), 23.
30

Isaac Parker Cook, Early History of Methodist
Sabbath Schools, in Baltimore City and Vicinity? and Other
Interesting Facts Connected Therewith. Compiled by a
Sabbath Scholar of 1817 (Baltimore, 1877), 12-13? Maryland,
Laws (1808), ch. 4.
31
Address of the Vestry to the Member of the
Protestant Episcopal Church of St. Peter, in the City of
Baltimore (Baltimore, 1806)? J. P. K. Henshaw, Address
to the Trustees of St. Peter's School, to the Congregation
of St. Peter's Church and to the Public (Baltimore, 1822).
32

Quenzel, St. George's Episcopal Church. Fredericks

burg. 23.
33Maryland, Laws (1807), ch. 134.
34Thomas Cooper, ed., The Statutes at Large of
South Carolina (Columbia, S.C., 1836-41; 10 vols.), vol. 5,
621.
35

Cooper, Statutes of S.C.. vol. 5, 621-22.

36
Washington Society of Maryland, Constitution of
the Washington Society of Baltimore (Baltimore, 1810),
15-16.
37Maryland, Laws. (1811), ch. 86; (1829), ch. 31.
38Delaware, Laws (1817), 208-10; (1818), 245?
(1826), 240, 376, 534, 753; "Examination," Christian
Repository, 1 (1821-22), 56; A., "For the Christian
Repository," Christian Repository. 1 (1821-22), 68.
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39

Presbyterian Church.
Report (1817), 25.

Board of Missions, Annual

40

Benevolent Society of the Parish of St. AndreWs,
1st Annual Report (Shepherd1s-Tovm, Va., 1817).
41

The Fundamental Rule & Regulation of the Lan
castrian Institution within this City (Richmond, Va.,
1817); "Lancastrian Institution," Family Visitor, 1
(1822-23), 33.
42

. .
An Account of the Origin and Progress of the
Savannah Free School Society, Instituted in the Year 1816
(N.Y., 1816).
43Maryland, Laws (1817), ch. 186; John T. Scharf,
History of Baltimore City and County, from the Earliest
Period to the Present Day; Including Biographical Sketches
of their Representative Men (Phila., 1881), 237.
dd

Delaware, Laws (1817), 216-18;
(1826), 240, 376, 534, 753.

(1818), 245;

45Delaware, Laws (1818), 292-93, 345; (1826), 240.
d fi

Maryland, Laws (1818), ch. 80.

47

Protestant Episcopal Church.
Carolina, Journal (1821), 15-16.

Diocese of North

48

Protestant Episcopal Female Tract Society of
Baltimore, 6th Report (1823), 14.
49

"Augusta Ga. Free School Society," Charleston
Observer. 2 (1828), 66.
50
George Howe, History of the Presbyterian Church
in South Carolina (Columbia, S.C., 1870, 1888), vol. 2,
250.
51
Howe, Presbyterian Church in S.C.. vol. 2, 228;
"Report of the Congregational and Presbyterian Female
Association, etc., March 12, 1819," Southern Evangelical
Intelligencer, 1 (1819-20), 7-8; "Report . . . from
December, 1822, to March, 1827," Charleston Observer. 1
(1827), no. 26.
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52

Eleazar Harris, The Christian1s Remembrancer . . .
(n.p., 1821), 96.
53
W.A.R. Goodwin, "The Education Society," in
Goodwin, ed.. History of the Theological Seminary in
Virginia and its Historical Background (N.Y., 1923; 2
vols.), vol. 1, 120-55; vol. 2, 617-35.
54

"Female Education Society of Wilmington," Chris
tian Repository, 1 (1821-22), 11.
CC

Presbyterian Church. Synod of North Carolina,
"Minutes (1822)," 232-36. Ms. volume. Historical
Foundation of the Presbyterian Church of the U.S., Montreat, N.C.; "North-Carolina Education Society," Family
Visitor, 1 (1822-23), 2.
Cg

Presbyterian Church. Synod of South Carolina
and Georgia, "Minutes":
(1824), 115; (1826), 169; (1828),
197; (1829), 224; "Georgia Education Society," The Mis
sionary, 5 (1823-24), no. 10; 6 (1824-25), 13; Georgia
Education Society, Report (1829).
57

Evangelical Lutheran Church.
Carolina, Minutes (1826), 20.

Synod of South

CO

Cleremont Theological Scholarship Society, The
Constitution . . . (Charleston, S.C., 1826).
CQ

"South Carolina Education Society," Charleston
Observer. 1 (1827), no. 52; "Report (1828)," Charleston
Observer. 2 (1828), 178-79.
60

"Synod Minutes . . . 1828," Evangelical Lutheran
Intelligencer. 3 (1827-28), 211=12, 231; Abdel R. Wentz,
History of the Evangelical Lutheran Synod of Maryland,
of the United Church in America, 1820-1920 (Harrisburg,
Pa., 1920), 105, 131-32.
6*"Rev. William West's Last Instructions, 1791,"
Ms., Maryland Diocesan Archives, housed at the Maryland
Historical Society, Baltimore, Md.; Columbian Magazine
(Sept., 1790), 202-3.
62

Joseph I. Waring, A History of Medicine in South
Carolina. 1670-1825 (Columbia, S.C., 1964), 119-20, 12629, 132-33, 153-55.
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One Hundred Years of the Baltimore General Dis
pensary (Baltimore, 1901); Herbert C. Baxley, A History of
the Baltimore General Dispensary, founded 1801 (Baltimore,
1963).

®5John T. Scharf, History of Delaware, 1609-1888
(Phila., 1888), 826-27; Wilmington, Delaware, Directory
(1814), 71-77.
^Charleston, Ordinances (1818), 72-73; Ordinances
(1823), 40.
^Maryland, Laws (1817), ch. 211;
(1826), ch. 225.

(1822), ch. 165;

Churches, Pious and Charitable Institutions of
Baltimore," U.S. Catholic Miscellany. 9 (1829-30), 258.
John T. Scharf, History of Saint Louis City and
County, from the Earliest Periods to the Present Day
including Biographical Sketches of Representative Men
(Phila., 1883), 1548.
70

The Female Orphan Society, Norfolk, Va., "Minute
Book, 1816-1853," 1829 entry. Ms. volume, University of
Virginia, Charlottesville, Va.
71

Charleston Infant School Society, 1st Report
(1829), 4.
72

Charleston Infant School Society, 1st Report

(1829).
7^Scharf, History of St. Louis. 826-27.
74

75

See Chapter 3, footnote 23.
Massachusetts Missionary Magazine. 2 (1804),

149-53.
76

Presbyterian Church. Synod of Virginia, "Minutes
(1805)," vol. 2, 162-67. Ms. volumes (on microfilm),
Union Theological Seminary, Richmond, Va.; Virginia
Religious Magazine. 1 (1804-5), 38-40, 57-9.
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^ S e e Annual Reports (1811-25) .
78
Howe, Presbyterian Church in S.C., vol. 2, 244-245.
79

Presbyterian Church, Minutes of the General
Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the United States
of America, from Its Organization A.D. 1789 to A.D. 1820
Inclusive (Phila., 1847), 544, 587, 616; A Concise Nar
rative of the Rise and Progress of the East Tennessee
Missionary Society (Knoxville, Tenn., 1824).
80

Richmond Baptist Foreign and Domestic Mission
Society, 5th Report (1818); "Richmond Baptist Foreign
and Domestic Missionary Society," Family Visitor, 1 (182223), 10.
Ql

"The Baptist Mission Society of Virginia,"
Evangelical Inquirer, 1 (1826-27), 147-52.
82

Wilmington, Delaware, Directory (1814), 77-8.

83

"N. Carolina Missionary Society," The Missionary,
5 (1823-24), 17.
84

Baptist Board of Foreign Missions, Annual Report.
1 (1815), 16.
85

"Richmond African Baptist Missionary Society,"
Family Visitor, 1 (1822-23), 3; "Richmond African Baptist
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